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Introduction

How are the books organized?
Each book contains 8() units of vocabulary presentation and practice. Units are between
one and three pages long, depending on the topic. New vocabulary is presented in
manageable quantities for learners, with practice exercises following immediately,
usually on the same page. The units are grouped together thematically in modules of
five to ten units. At the end of each module there are further practice exercises in the
review units. so that learners can revise and test themselves on the vocabulary learned.
At the back of each book you will find:
· vocabulary building tables
· an answer key for all the exercises (other than personalized exercises)
· a list of all the vocabulary taught, with a phonetic pronunciation guide and a unit
reference to where the item appears
There is a CD-ROM at each level with oral pronunciation models for all the vocabulary
taught, and further practice exercises, including listening activ ities.

What vocabulary is included?
At
·
·
·
·

advanced level. the vocabulary includes:
a wide range of topics, e.g. behaviour, competitive sport, medical advances
a range of concepts, e.g. problems and solutions, truth and lies, old and new
different fields of academic English, e.g. literature, science, technical English
anincreased focus on different styles of English, e.g. informal English, newspaper
journalism, formal letters
· a wide range of idiomatic expressions, with a particular focus on figurative uses of
language
· various aspects of' language, e.g. compounds, discourse markers, prepositional
phrases

The series includes almost all of the words in the Oxford 3qqq"m, which lists the
3,000 words teachers and students should prioritize in their teaching and learning.
The list is based on frequency and usefulness to learners, and was developed by Oxford
University Press using corpus evidence and information supplied by a panel of over 70
experts in the fields of' teaching and language study. In addition, we have included a
wide range of high frequency phrases, e.g. at the last minute, JOr the time being, as well
as items which are extremely useful m a particular context, e.g. in danger of extinction
when discussing wildlife conservation, or remanded in custody when discussing the law.
INTRODUCTION
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We have taken great care to ensure that learners will be able to understand the
meaning of all the new words and phrases as used in the particular contexts by
supplying a clear illustration or glossary definition. Learners should be aware that
many English words have more than one meaning. and they should refer to an
appropriate 1earner°s dictionary for information on other meanings.

How can teachers use the material in the classroom?
New vocabulary at this level is presented primarily through different types of text, but
also through tables, and where appropriate, through visuals. The meaning of new
vocabulary is explained in an accompanying glossary unless it is illustrated in visuals
or diagrams. Important items. or those that require additional information, are
highlighted by means of 'spotlight' boxes.
Here is a procedure you could follow:
· Students study the presentation for 5-10 minutes (longer if necessary).
· You answer any queries the students may have about the items, and provide a
pronunciation model of the items for your students where necessary.
· Students do the first exercise, which they can check for themselves using the
answer key, or you can go over the answers with the whole class.
· When you are satisfied, you can ask students to go on to further exercises,
while you monitor them as they work individually or in pairs, and assist where
necessary.
· When they have completed the written exercises, students can often test
themselves on the new vocabulary using the cover card enclosed with the book.
The material has been designed so that students can usually cover the glossary
definitions while they look at the target items, and test themselves; or cover
the items and look at the definitions. This is a simple, quick, and easy way for
learners to test themselves over and over again, so there is no pressure on you to
keep searching for different exercises.
· After a period of time has elapsed, perhaps a couple of days or a week, you can
use the review exercises for further consolidation and testing.
· You will often notice the headings 'About you' or °About your country'.
These indicate personalized exercises which give learners an opportunity to
use the new vocabulary within the context of their own lives. Students can
write answers to these, but they make ideal pair work activities for learners to
practise their spoken English while using the new vocabulary. If you use these
as speaking activities, students could then write their answers (or their partner's
answers) as follow-up.

How can students use the material on their own?
The material has been designed so that it can be used effectively both in the classroom
or by learners working alone. If working alone, learners should look at the Starter
unit first. For self-study, we recommend that learners use the book alongside the
CD-ROM, as it gives them a pronunciation model for every item of vocabulary, as well
as further practice exercises. They can check their own answers and use the cover
card to test themselves. One advantage of self-study learning is that students can
select the topics that interest them, or the topics where they most need to expand
their knowledge.

6
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Starter: vocabulary at advanced level
Six steps to a wider vocabulary
Here are six ways to help you achieve a wider vocabulary, and become a more
effective learner. Each one illustrates a feature of vocabulary learning which is given
particular emphasis at the advanced level of Oxford Word Skills.
O Adding new meanings to familiar words
An important part of vocabulary expansion is learninp new meanings for familiar words.
What are the different meanings of still in these sentences?
(Go to Units 11, 28, and 64 to find or check the answers.)
Come over here and stand still.
These apples are very nice, but the others are betterstill.
My arm's very sore after the accident. Still, itfeels better than it did yesterday.

Understanding the figurative meaning of vocabulary items
Many words have a literal meaning and a figurative meaning. For example, the literd
meaning of crawl is to move forwards on your hands and knees, but we can also
describe traffic as crawling along the road. which means that it is moving very slowly.
What is the figurative meaning of the words in bold in these sentences?
(Go to Units 39 and 42 to find or check the answers.)
A'

t

C0

?

The contents of the report have

E
Thousands of refugees are now

The Trade Secretary couldJind

already been leaked to the press.

jflooding across the border

herself under the microscope.

0 Expanding your knowledge of collocation
These are common examples of collocation.
She's an oldfriend.
(= a friend I have known a long time)
lmissed the bus.
(= I wasn't able to catch the bus)
It's highly unlikely he'll come.
(= it's very unlikely he'll come)
In English, we choose to combine certain words in order to express particular meanings.
Other languages might choose different words to express the same ideas; for example. many
languages would say Ilost the bus where we say Imissed the bus. Common collocations appear
in all three levels of OxfordWordSkills, but in the Advanced there is an even greater emphasis
on this aspect of vocabulary learning.
Can you complete the collocations in these sentences?
(Go to Units 4, 9, 45, and 50 to find or check the answers.)

Imlighttwe'had~u:d'" ·- --- -"%,
His mother is very elderll/ and needs

constant

If we work together on this, we'll be able to
our resources,
Do you think they'll be able to
the deadlock?
STARTER
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0 Using a wider range of idiomatic expressions
At an advanced level you should be able to use a wider range of idiomatic expressions.
Can you complete these idioms? (Go to Units 39, 59, and 61 to find or check the answers.)
It may seem a lot of money, but really it's just
a drop in the

They're bound to win; it's aforegone

She might as well applyfor the job; she's got
nothing to

First and
to do.

we must decide what

0 Vocabulary building
At the end of a glossary entry for a particular word, we often include related word forms.
Here is an example from Unit 5 3.

deteriorate
interrogation

catch sb out
humiliated

needless to say

become worse. deterioration n.
the process of asking sb a lot
of questions, especially in an
aggressive way. interrogate sb v.
make sb make a mistake which
shows they have been lying.
feeling ashamed because you have
lost the respect of other people.
humiliate sb v. humiliation n.
obviously.

We also provide vocabulary building tables at the back of the book. Building word families
is an easy way to expand your vocabulary and increase your range of expression.
Can you complete these sentences with the correct form of the word in capital letters?
(Go to Units 36 and 71, and the vocabulary building tables on pages 207-8, to find or
check the answers.)
Most peoplefind the treatment very
THERAPY

His behaviour was very
PROVOKE

They are sure to
carefuljy. SCRUTINY

Some people prefer to maintain their
ANONYMOUS

the results

0 Vocabulary expansion beyond the book
Al this level. we have introduced a new feature called more words. After
you have completed a unit and the review section for that unit. more words
gives you an opportunity to expand your vocabulary further within the same
topic or linguistic area. Here is an example, from Unit 9.
7

Uri a long wane why mignr you alternate 0CLvvet![) wa|k|ng aria rum In ,y5

8 What should you do if you feel stiff?
Z more words: stumble, trudge, shuffle, meandeq get a move on, stampede
DI ¢F¶j

8
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Suggested procedure with more words
· Look up the words and phrases listed m more words in a
good monolingual dictionary. In the Oxford Advanced Learner's
Dictionary, you will find that the meanings of the phrases are
explained at the entry for the word in bold, although it may
be different in some other dictionaries.
· Write the word or phrase in your notebook, then leave a
small gap before adding the meaning of the item. Below the
meaning, write an example sentence using the target word or
phrase; take one from the dictionary, or write your own.
Forexample: =ec0=
_predicament a difficult Or unpleasant
gtuation, especially One where it is
5.fficu\t to know what to do:
yitjiout any mOney, he was in quite a
, predicament.

The CD-ROM and cover card

A Walking and running 61
Word

Example
m?

a You can use the CD-ROM tolisten to the texts
and dialogues. or to hear the words, and then
practise the pronunciation. Or you can look at
the word list (pages 236-56) to [ind out how
to say the words.

Abbreviations
n

noun

v

verb

ad]

adjective

adv
opp
syn
inf
fmi.
pl
sing
usu

adverb
opposite
synonym
informal
formal
plural
singular
usually

; c
u

pp

:
:
'
i

AmE
BrE
sth
sb
etc.

'

i.e.
e.g.

countable
uncountable
past participle
American English
British English
something (used in glossaries and tables)
somebody (used in glossaries and tables)
You use 'etc.' at the end of a list to show there are
other things. but you aren't going to say them all.
thatis
for example

STARTER
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1 I can talk about meaning and style
Glossary
synonymous

having the same, or
nearly the same. mean ing.

synonym n.
the meaning of a word or
phrase.
interchangeable if two things are
interchangeable you can
use one instead of the other
and the effect will be the
sense

same.
not clear: able to be
explained in different ways.

ambiguous

ambiguity n.
decide that sth has a
particular meaning.
It's a bit ambiguous to say 'She's a good student', isn't it?
interpretation n.
Yes. you can interpret it in different ways. Goodcan
transparent
(of language) easy to
mean well behaved or hard-working.
understand. opp opaque.
The meaning of wrapping paper is transparent,
self-explanatory easy to understand and not
isn't it?
needing more explanation.
Yes, it's self-explanatory - just paper for
precise
clear and accurate.
wrapping presents and stulT.
syn exact. precision n.
Can you give me a more precise definition of soul?
virtually
almost: very nearly
Well, it°s virtually the same as Spirit - the part of
(virtually the samel
you that is believed to exist after you die. But it can
impossible/certain).
interpret sth

A
B
A
B
A
B

also mean your inner character.

O Is the meaning the same or different? Write S or D.
1

The meaning's virtually the same.

The meaning's opaque.

2

This is the final phase of the project.

This is the final stage of the project.

3

These two words are synonymous.

These two words mean the same.

4

These phrases are self-explanatory.

These phrases are interchangeable.

5

The meaning is ambiguous.

The meaning is exactly the same.

6

What she said was quite transparent.

What she said was quite precise.

7

The soul lives on after the body dies,

The spirit lives on after the body dies.

8

The word leg has several senses.

The word leg has several meanings.

O Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word in capitals at the end.
1
2

If you want to make something clear, it's better to avoid
She always expresses herself with accuracy and

3

Hide and conceal are very similar, but not completely

4

In most contexts, get better and improve are

5

I think this sentence is open to

6 The instructions were

10
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. AMBIGUOUS
PRECISE
SYNONYM

CHANGE

INTERPRET

; a child could understand them.

EXPLAIN

J Remember to test yourself
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B Explaining meaning and style 61
Word

Example

Meaning

irony n
ironic adj

'Thank you, Sam,' she said. with heavy
irony. In fact, Sam had hardly helped at all.

the use of words to say the opposite of
what you mean, often humorously (a
trace/hint of irony = a little irony).

sarcasm n
sarcastic adj

'I've broken your CD.'
'Oh, that's just great,' was her sarcastic
reply.

the use of words to say the opposite
of what you mean in order to be
unpleasant to sb or make fun ofsb.

figurative

Slim is used figuratively in the sentence
ManijJinns are slimmer than they were.

(ofwords) not used with their literal
(= usual) meaning.

literary

Heart can be used in a literary way. e.g.
She put her hand on her heart.

used of the kind of language you find
in stories and poems.

disapproving

The dictionary marks stupid as
'disapproving'.

(often used in dictionaries) showing
that sth is bad or wrong.

old-fashioned

Spijjing means 'great', but it's very oldfashioned.

syn dated. opp in current use.

no longer modern or ldshionable.

slang

In slang. wicked means 'very good'.

very informal words which are not
suitable in formal situations.

pejorative

His pejorative connnents about my essay
upset me.

i'mi. expressing disapproval or
criticism. syn derogatory.

insulting
insult sb v

He called Mark an 'old woman? how
insulting!

rude or offensive (deliberately/highly
insulting).

0 0

0

Ifyou make fun of or poke fun at someone or something, you make jokes about them inan unkind
way. To mock someone means to make fun ofthem, often by copying what they say or do.
Stop makingfun of her! He's always mocking her country accent.
0 Circle the correct word(s). Sometimes both words are correct.
1 The literal / literary meaning of curtain is 'a piece of cloth which covers a window°,
2 The curtain fell on her career is figurative / dated, meaning 'her career ended'.
3 I hate people making I poking fun of my pronunciation.
4 She told him his acting was brilliant without a hint / trace of irony.
5 He uses sarcasm / old-fashioned language as a way of insulting people.
6 I got upset when my teacher mocked / insulted the way I pronounced 'castle'.
7 He was being ironic / sarcastic - he didn°t mean any harm.
8 Telling me I was a second-rate journalist was highly / deliberately insulting.
O Complete the sentences with a suitable word.
1

The word raciSt has a negative meaning and is marked °

2

Her written work is very

' in the dictionary.

: it°s a bit like reading a novel by Charles Dickens!

3 The children
fun of josie because of her red hair; it was very cruel of them.
4 My brother's lived abroad for years. He tends to use a lot of informal language and
5
6

which is not in
use, so some of his speech sounds rather
Does this phrase have a positive meaning, or is it
?
I know the literal meaning of flood, but what does it mean when it's used

Remember to test yourself
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2 I can use familiar words in a new way
A Phrases and figurative meaning 6"1
Familiar words may appear with an unfdmiliar meaning (often a figurative
meaning). or surrounded by other words that form an idiom or set phrase.
s I crawled along the motorway, I
was having second thoughts about
staying with Marcus. I'd been in two
minds about going in the first place,
but it was sweet of him to invite me, and
I wasn't tied up, so I said, 'Vcs; But now
it dawned on me that he may have had
an ulterior motive: he wanted to go out
with me! How could I be so thick? Marcus

m~,
_

: was very nice, buta romantic relationship
i was the last thing on my mind.
How can I get out of this, I wondered?
I just as the traffic started to speed up,
! something went into the back of me and
sent the car flying off the road. Dazed
i but OK,| pulled my mobile out of my bag.
i Is that you, Marcus? Listen, you're not
gonna believe this, but ..:

/

'

0

crawl
have second thoughts
be in two minds about sth
sweet (of sb)
be tied up
dawn on sb
ulterior motive
thick
be the last thing on sb's mind
get out of sth
send sth/sb flying
you're not gonna believe this

(ol'a vehicle) move very slowly.
start having doubts about a decision you have made.
be unable to decide what to clo about sth.
kind (of sb).
be busy and unable to do other things.
Ifsth dawns on you, you begin to realize it for the first time.
a reason for doing sth that you keep hidden.
inf stupid.
be the thing that sb is least likely to be thinking about.
avoid doing sth.
make sth/sb move quickly and without control.
used to introduce surprising and often unwelcome news
(gonna inf = going to).

O Complete the dialogues with a word or phrase.
1
2

Do you still want to go:' - Actually, I'm having
Are you thinking of getting marriecP - That's the last thing

3

Do you want to go to the wedding? - No, but lcan't

4
5

You're not gonna
, but . . . - You've lost my keys agaim How could you?
Did he bump into you? - Yes, he sent me _
_ across the room.

6

Are you going or not? - I'm afraid I'm still in

..

it.

about it.

7

Pm sure it's just an innocent request. - Mm. I think he has an

motive.

8

Could we talk about it this morning? - I'm afraid I'm

this morning.

O Complete the sentences using words from the glossary with their more common meanings.
1
2
3
4
5

12

She's only eight months old, so she's still
across the living room floor.
It's a very
book: almost 1,000 pages.
These oranges are lovely; they're very
The men were
, with both hands behind their backs.
The morning
with a clear blue sky after the storm.

EXPANDING YOUR VOCABULARY
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B Common verbs with less familiar meanings 61
Verb

Example

Meaning

get sth/sb
to do sth

1 Jindhj got the car to start.
1 couldn't get him to leave the pcwtyo

make or persuade sb/sth to do
sth.

keep
keep sb
going

We must eat the grapes - they won't keep.
I'll have a sandwich. That willkeep me going until
lunchtime.

remain fresh.
be enough for sb until a later
time.

put sth

It's hard to put yourfeelingsinto words.
T think he put it very well in his essay.

push sb

Some parents push their kids reall,ij hard.
Ineed to push mysejfmore at work.

say or write sth in a particular
way.
make sb work harder.

leave sth tol
with sb

We need to book a table, I'll leave that to you.
Leave it to/with me—l71 clo it,

allow sb to take care of sth.

make sth
sth

My watch says 10.20. What time do you make it?
He bought ten more: lmake that 25 now.

think or calculate sth to be a
particular time or number.

bring sb
somewhere

It was the war that brought him to power.
What brings you here? - I've got a meeting.

cause sb to reach a particular
condition or place.

come with
come in

I'm sure the radio comes with batteries.
The chairs come in Jbur dilkrent colours.

be sold or produced with a
particular feature.

do (for sbl
sth)

1 peeled six potatoes. Will that do?
Will these shoes dofor the wedding?

be enough or be acceptable in a
particular situation.

0 One word is missing in each sentence. What is it, and where does it go?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

How did you him to do it? - I offered him money.
Take this apple to keep you until lunchtime.
If we can find another ten chairs, that will it 90 altogether.
It was the fishing that people to this part of the coast.
We'd better finish the cream - it won°t after tomorrow.
He has great ideas but finds it difficult to them into words.
I've got a packet of noodles - do you think that will for six people?

O Complete the dialogues with suitable verbs.
A
B
A
B
A
B
C
D
C
D
C

Hello. What (I)
you to this part of the building?
I can't (2)
this new clock to work, and it didn't (3)
with instructions,
OK, (4)
it with me.
Thanks. Oh, one other thing, we've run out of paper for the photocopier.
Er, there's some over there. Will that (S)
?
Yeah, that'll (6)
us going for now.
What are the bookings like for this evening?
We had two more this morning, so I (7)
that 36 now.
OK. We'll need more tables, then. Can 1(8)
that with you?
I'll see how things go, but I may have to (9)
Mario to do it.
OK, but don't(10)
him too hard: he's had a very tough week.

0 ABOUT YOUR LANGUAGE Translate the meanings in the table into your own language.
JRemember to test yourself
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3 I can use compounds
A Nouns 6"1

Meaning

Compound noun

an oMcial document that shows you are qualified to drive

driving licence

an official document showing when and where you were born

birth certificate

a part for a car or machine to replace an old or broken part
a person walking past a place by chance

spare part
passer-by

a short holiday from Friday to Sunday. or Saturday to Monday

long weekend

the number of years that a person is likely to live

life expectancy

a path or route that is quicker than the normal way

short cut / shortcut

clothes that you wear to a party to make you appear a different character

fancy dress

a short and usually very old song or poem for young children

nursery rhyme

a machine into which you put money in the hope of winning more back

fruit/slot machine

your closest living relative (often used on olhcial documents)

next of kin

O Replace the crossed-out word with a more appropriate word that forms a compound.
1
2
3

Do you know a short way to the school from here?
I ripped my shirt on the twisted wire around the field. .
What's the average life length for men in your country?

4
5
6
7
8

I stepped on a drawing nail; it really hurt.
I need some paper staples to put these notes together,
Have you got any nail paint?
Is it easy to get Hem parts for your car?
I stopped and asked a walker-by where the park was.

O Complete the compound in each sentence.
ABOUT YOU
1
2

Have you got a driving
Have you written your next of

7 How long have you had it?

3
4

Have you been to a
Do you remember any nursery

dress party? If so, who did you go as?

5

When did you last go away for a long

6

Do you know where your birth

7

Do you ever play on

in your passport? Who is yours7
? If so, which ones?
? Where did you go?
is? If so, where is it?
machines? If so, do you often win7

ABOUT YOU Write answers to the questions in Exercise 2, or ask another student.
14 EXPANDING YOUR VOCABULARY
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b Adjectives 66"1
It was a last-minute decision, but we
managed to get a cheap holiday in Spain. The
area's quite built-up, but the beach is lovely.
My cousin is very absent-minded. He leaves
thingslyhig around and then gets panicstricken when he can't find them.
My brother's pretty thick-skinned, whereas
I'm more sensitive. He often criticizes me in
front of other people; I find this very offputting and it makes me a bit tongue-tied.

0

Most compound adjectives are hyphenated.

These boots are worn out now, but they've
been incredibly hard-wearing.

My uncle's very narrow-minded: whenever
I visit him, the rows seem to be neverending. It makes me very bad-tempered.

g
0 0

last-minute
built-up
panic-stricken
thick-skinned
off-putting
tongue-tied
worn out

hard-wearing

happening at the last possible moment.
A built-up area has a lot of houses and not many
open spaces.
extremely anxious about sth.
not easily upset by unkind or critical comments.
(of behaviour) irritating or unattractive.
unable to speak easily because of nerves or shyness.
1 (of a thing) no longer useful because it has been
used so much.
2 (of a person) exhausted from work or exercise.
(of a product) remaining in good condition for a long

0

narrow-minded = not willing
to listen to the ideas and
opinions of others, syn bigoted.
opps broad-minded. openminded.
absent-minded = forgetful.
single-minded = thinking in a
concentrated way about sth and
-.determined to achieve it.

time.

never-ending

(especially of sth unpleasant) seeming to last for
ever.

bad-tempered often angry and easily annoyed.

0 Find six compound adjectives using words from the box.
built

worn
thick
tempered
up

panic
narrow
bad
minded
skinned
stricken
out

0 Complete the sentences with a suitable compound adjective.
1

He's very bigoted, isn't he? - Yes, he's very

2 Had you planned to go? - No, it was a
3 Were you unable to speak? - Yes, I got completely

decision.
.

4 He's very determined, isn't he? - Yes, he's extremely
5 It's rather irritating behaviour. - Yes, very
6 They aren't bigoted, are they? - Quite the opposite. They're very

Remember to test yourself
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C Phrasal verb to compound noun 661
A number ofcornpound nouns are created from one particular meaning ola related phrasal verb.
This gives you an opportunity to learn two words instead of one.

The course has been a real
let-down. Some people have
dropped out already, and last
night the turnout was awful.
There could be quite a shakeup at the end of the year.

Acar broke down on the
side of the road and a
lorry crashed into it; we were
held up in the ensuing tailback.
Fortunately no one was injured,
but the car was a write-off.

The break-up of
their marriage was
a real setback for
Paula . ..

Glossary
0

a disappointment. let sb down v.
let-down
drop out (of sth) leave school, college, a course, etc. without linishiiu'

turnout
shake-up
break down
hold sth/sb up
tailback
write-off
break-up
setback

your studies. dropout n.
the number ofpeople who attend an event. turn out v.
large changes made in an organization to improve it.
shake sth up v.
(of a vehicle or machine) stop working. breakdown n.
delay sth/sb. hold-up n.
a long line oftrafhc, moving very slowly. tail back \',
a vehicle thatis so badly damaged that it is not worth
repairing. write sth offv.
the ending of a relationship or association. break up v.
a problem that delays or prevents progress, or makes a
situation worse for sb. set sth/sb back v.

0

0

A few compounds based on
phrasal verbs change the
position of the particle.
When did war break out?
(= start)

The outbreak ofwarfollowed.
Did he lay out much money?
(inf = spend)
What was the initialoutlay?

0 Rewrite the sentences using the phrasal verbs as compound nouns.
p
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

How much did they lay out for the wedding?
Did many people drop out7
The traffic tailed back for five miles.
It set him back when he failed the exam.
We were held up for two hours.
A car broke down on the motorway.
It was awful after they broke up.
How many people turned out?
It was inevitable that war broke out.

What was the outlatj for the weddin3?

O Complete the sentences with a compound.

16

1

There was a really good _

2

My brother had an accident last week. He's all right, but the car is a

3

I thought the concert was a real

4
5

It wasn't a happy marriage, but I don't know exactly what caused the
Long
are expected on the motorway after the violent storms.

6

I spent over £50,000 in the end, but the initial

EXPANDING YOUR VOCABULARY

at the annual food festival: over 3,000 people.
. I was very disappointed.

was about £10,000.
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4 I can use a range of collocations

A Collocations relating to fire a

'

Collocation is the common combination of particular words with
each other. These are some common collocations with fire and flames.
Two boys setjire to the school.
These buildingscatchjire easilij.
Thejire broke out in the kitchen.
The building is onfre.
Thejire spread to thefirst jloor.
The plane burst intojlames.
The cottage went up injlames.
Thejire/jlames soon died down.
They managed to put out thejfire.
We get a lot offorestjires here.
lilt ajire this morning.
Thejirie went out last night.

= made it start burning.
= start to burn.
= the fire started.
= burning.
= the fire moved and covered a larger area.
= suddenly began burning strongly.
= was destroyed by fire.
= the fire/flames became weak.
= stop the fire burning. syn extinguish the fire fmi,.
= fires that occur in forests during hot summer months,
= started a fire for a purpose (e.g. in a fireplace or garden).
= the fire stopped burning.

,

O Complete the sentences in different ways.
1 A fire can > break
/
2
3

out
/

A person can
a fire.

Notice how the verbs above collocate
with other nouns.

-.. -- _ -- .

_ /

A building can
/

/

Suddenly the lights went out,
Put that cjgarette out, please.
Ajight broke out between the gangs.
The little girl burst into tears.

fire / be on -- -- ---

into flames /

in flames.

O Complete the text.

This disease couldspread easily.
The noise soon died down.

A large warehouse near the river (I)
fire early this morning. The fire brigade was
called when a fire (2)
out on the ground floor, but the fire quickly
(3)
to the upper floors, and the timber roof just (4)
into flames.
Within minutes, the whole building was (S)
fire. By this afternoon firemen had
managed to (6)
it
,but the damage has been considerable. The
exact cause has not been established, but several boys were seen (7)
fire to some
wooden boxes near the warehouse entrance.

0 Complete the sentences.
1

We lit the fire last night but unfortunately it had

2
3

I shall wait for the noise to
There was a loud bang and all the lights

4 How can you ask a smoker to
5 The fight
6

She

by this morning.
before I start speaking.

their cigarette
lifter the football match.

without being rude?

tears when I told her about the accident.

7 They get awful
fires in the south of France during the summer.
8 The government has taken measures to stop the disease from
O ABOUT YOUR LANGUAGE Translate the sentences about fire into your own language.
How similar are they?
Remember to test yourself
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b Adjective + noun a
Example

Meaning

We had torrential min last night.

very heavy rain.

They are predicting galejorce winds tonight.

very strong winds.

1 had considerable djfjiculty getting here.

a lot of difficulty. syn great difhculty.

The storms causedextensive damage.

a lot of damage. syn widespread damage.

He speaks with a strong accent.

a very noticeable accent. opp slight accent.

It was a great honour to meet the president.

an action or occasion that creates a feeling of pride.

We made a real dTort toRnish it on time.

a big effort. syns special/concerted effort.

M1/ main concern is the cUect ofthe drugs.

biggest worry. syn principal concern (also
growing concern = an increasing concern).

It's nice to see afamih"arface.

a person who you recognize and know.

Could you give us a briefsummary?

a short statement giving the main points ofsth.

It was a classic example o/his stupidity.

a very typical example of sth. syn perfect example.

Ihad toface strong criticism over this issue.

a lot of disapproval from others. syn fierce
criticism (also widespread criticism).

The place was in utter chaos when 1 arrived.

a state ofcomplete confusion. syn total chaos.

The children had a narrow escape.

= they were lucky to get away safely.

0 Replace the underlined adjective with a different adjective which keeps the same
meaning.
1
2

I had great difficulty with it.
What's your main concern?

4 Why is there strong criticism?
5 lt°l1 be
chaos.

3

Was there extensive damage?

6 It's a perfect example of his writing.

0 Complete the dialogues.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Were you proud to meet her? - Yes, it was a great
.
Did you know anyone at the event? - Yes, there were one or two familiar
Can you give us the details? - No, but I'll give you a brief
Did you try hard enough? - Yes, everyone made a real
Many people disapprove of it. - Yes, there's been widespread
Did they know what to do? - No, it was utter
Does she still sound very foreign? - Yes, she has quite a strong
The car missed me by inches. - So, you had a very narrow

,

,
,

O Complete the text.
(I)

rAin and (2)

winds have caused (3)

roack The emergency services have had (4)
have been out all night in a (5)
has said their (6)

chaos on many

difficulty clearing some of the roads, and
effort to help stranded motorisls.The Highways Agency

concern now is to clear the roads of abandoned cars It is feared that

local villages will also have suffered (7)

damage, and there is already (8)

criticism of the authorities

18
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C Collocation in text a
Notice how collocation (verb + noun, verb + adjective, adjective + noun, etc.) forms such an important
part of a typical passage of English.

Glossary

Neighbours refuse to
mend fences
..WHEN
.. .... . . ,BARRY HUNT put a three-metre

a building or object that is
very unpleasant to look at.
take offence (at sth) show you are angry or upset
about sth, or feeling insulted
byit.
say sth to make sb
make it clear (that)
understand a situation.
refuseto do the thing you
do no such thing
have been asked to do.
reach (an) agreement successfully arrive at
an agreement (reach a
condusion/compromise/
verdict).
face the prospect
recognize the possibility that
sth may happen.
(of/that . . .)
end an argument between
settle a dispute
people (settle an argument).
think that sb should be
hold sb responsible
blamed for sth.
(for sth)
take the blame
accept responsibility
(for sth)
br sth.
reach the point
arrive at a time or stage
at which sth happens.
(where/when)
stop asking for sth, or stop
back down
saying you will do sth.

a real eyesore

wire fence round his garden, neighbour Adam
Clark thought it was a real eyesore, and asked
him to remove it. Mr Hunt took offence and
made it clear that he would do no such thing.
One year on, the two men still haven't reached
agreement, and now face the prospect of
having to settle their dispute in court. 'It's
absurd,' said Mr Clark. 'He holds me entirely
responsible and refuses to take any of the
blame. The sad truth is, we've reached the
point where neither of us will back down.'

Entirely means 'completely' and is often
used with these words: entirely dYfwent;
entirely responsible: agree entirely.
Not entirely is used to soften what you are
saying and is often used with these words:
I'm not entirely sure/happy/satisjfied.

0 Cross out the word that doesn't follow the underlined word.
1
2
3
4
5

You can reach:
You can settle:
You can take:
Entirely:
Not entire|y'

a)
a)
a)
a)
a)

an agreement
a discussion
offence
different
sad

b)
b)
b)
b)
b)

a compromise
an argument
the blame
similar
satisfied

C)
C)
c)
C)
c)

a conversation
a dispute
enjoyment
responsible
sure

0 Complete the sentences with a suitable word in each space.
1

Stella thinks the new cinema is a real

and I

2
3

He
me completely responsible, but I refuse to
It wasn't my fault and I
that very clear to my boss.

agree; it°s very ugly.
all the blame.

4 How are you going to
this dispute if no one is prepared to
down?
5 We've tried to get him to agree to it, but he'll do no
6 He feels we've
the point where we must decide, but I'm not
sure.
7 If we lose our first few opening games, we face the
of a difficult season.
8 I'm afraid he took
at something I said, so now we'll never
agreement.

Remember to test yourself
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5 I can use a dictionary productively 61
Dictionaries include a wide range of information that will help you to expand your vocabulary, and use
words more effectively when you speak and write.

Dictionary entries*

Important information

reflect Om /ri'flekt/ verb
1 [VN] [usually passive] sb/sth (in sth) to show the image of sb/sth on
the surface of sth such as a mirror, water or glass: Hisface was reflected
in the mirror.

·The key (Om) tells you that
reflect is in the Oxford 3000 and
is an important word.
·The numbers tell you that
reflect has different meanings.
· The information in bold tells you
that reflect can be followed by
different prepositions.

4 (on/upon sth) to think carefully and deeply about sth: [V] Beforeldecide
Ineed time to reflect. O She was left to reflect on the irnplications ofherdecision.
count Om /kaunt/ verb
· SAY NUMBERS 1 [V] ~ (from sth) (to/up to sth) to say numbers in the
correct order: Billy can't count yet. o She can count up to 10 in Italian.
· find total 2 (sth)(up) to calculate the total number of people, things.
etc. in a particular group: [VN] The diet is based on counting calories.
o [V wh-] She began to count up how many guests they had to invite.
· INCLUDE 3 [VN] to include sb/sth when you calculate a total: We have
invited 50 people, not counting the children.

" The words in blue give a general
idea ofthe different meanings of
count.

absorb Om /ab's3:b/ verb [VN]
· LIQUID/GAS 1 to take in a liquid, gas or other substance from the
surface or space around: Plants absorb oxygen. o This cream is easily
absorbed into the skin.
· INFORMATION 3 to take sth into the mind and learn or understand it
mTAKBIN: It's a lot o/information to absorb all at once.

· Dictionaries often provide
synonyms (take in is a synonym
for one meaning of absorb) and
opposites: these help you expand
your vocabulary.

favour Om /Tem(r)/ noun
· HELP 1 [C] a thing that you do to help sb: Could youdo me afavour and
pick up Sam froni school today? q Canlask a javour? o I'm goingas a
favour to Ann, not because Iwant to. o I'll ask Steve to take it. He owes

· The phrases in bold show
common phrasal structures andl
or collocations: they will help
you to use favour naturally in
different contexts.

me a favour.
propose Om /prg'p3uz/ verb
" SUGGEST PLAN 1 (formal) to suggest a plan, an idea, etc. for people to think
about and decide on: [VN] The government pmposedchanges to the voting
system. o [VN that] It was proposed that the president be electedfora period
oftwo years. o [V -ing] Heproposedchanging the name ofthe company.

" propose is a formal word and
more common in written English.
· It is followed by a noun. a that
clause. or an -ing form, so you
cannot say: Htpmp~mmu.

circumstance Om /'s3:k3mstans/ noun
1 [C, usually pI.] the conditions and facts that are connected with and
affect a situation, an event or an action: The company reserves the right
to cancel this agreement in certain circumstances. o changing social and
political circumstances

" circumstance is usually used in
the plural (circumstances).

VOCABULARY BUILDING

· The Oxford Advanced Learner's
Dictionary has a number of
features to increase your
vocabulary or help you choose
the right word in different
situations. This list of' actions
is included beside the entry for
body.

actions expressing emotions
action
hang
lick
nod
raise
shrug
stamp

part of the body
head
lips
head
eyebrows
shoulders
foot

you are . . .
ashamed
anticipating sth good. nervous
agreeing
inquiring, surprised
doubtful, indifferent
angry

' These arc adapted extracts froin the Oxford Adwinced Learner's Dictionar,y.
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O Complete the sentences with the correct verb, and use the numbers in the dictionary
entries to say which meaning is being used.
p·
1
2
3
4
5
6

There were about twelve on the bus, not
counting (3)
the teachers.
I think she'll have to go away and
.. on what we've said to her.
There's no liquid at the bottom because the sponge
all the juice.
From the list, I
fifteen who still haven't replied to the invitation.
There was too much information to
in one session; I couldn't take it all in.
In this game, you close your eyes and
up to 50, while we all hide.
He was standing behind me, but I could see his face
in the water.

O Complete the collocations.
1

She just looked at me and

her shoulders.

2 I'm sure Bob will do it. He
3 When I told him, he just
4 I only went to the party as a
5

He

me a favour.
an eyebrow in mild surprise.
to Anne.

his head, so I assume he agreed.

6 You can change the date in certain
7 The little boy
his foot iri anger.

0 Cross out the grammar mistake in each sentence and write the correction at the end.
1

We could see our faces reflected on the water,

2

She proposed to leave the children behind.

3 You can take dogs into shops in certain circumstance.
4 There were ten people there, no counting the two of us.
5
6

He proposed us to take the car.
I'll need to reflect in what he said.

0 Use the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary to complete these sentences. You will
find the answers in the full dictionary entries for the words shown on page 20.
1

Complete the co||ocatior) in this sentence with a word that can also mean 'consider':
I
myself lucky to have a job thatl really enjoy.
2 Complete the idiom in this sentence with the correct prepositions:
I'm
favour
equal pay.
3 Complete the idiom in this sentence:
Under the
, I would prefer not to say anything.
4 Complete the idiom in this sentence:
The whole incident
badly on everyone involved.
0 ABOUT YOUR DICTIONARY Look up the meaning of these adjectives and the
preposition which normally follows each one. Then, write a sentence example for each.
conducive
fraught

example:
example:

devoid

example:

immune

example:

Remember to test yourself
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6 I can build word families
A Making one word from another 61
By learning words that are part of the same word family, you can oRen increase your vocabulary
quickly and easily. For example. you will already know the words in the left-hand column below. but
do you know the related Corms with similar meanings?

Word

Example of related word

Meaning of related word

mistake n

Imistook herfor afriend.

mistake sb/sth for sb/sth wrongly
think that sb/sth is sb/sth else.

excellent adj

The university excels at/in sciences.

be very good at sth.

final adj

Ihaven'tjinalized my plans.

point n

The exercise was completely pointless.

complete the last part of a plan/an
arrangement.
having no purpose.

follow v

Chelsea have a largefollowing in Asia.

a group of supporters.

house n

We need more JMnily housing.

buildings for people to live in.

heart n

It was a heartless thing to say.

showing no kindness or consideration,
syn cruel,

handle v

The situation needs careful handling,

the way sb deals with sth/sb.

emotion n

Cancer is a very emotive subject.

causing people to have strong emotions.

apologize v

It's his fault and he's verij apologetic.

showing you are sorry.

forgive v

His behaviour was unforgivable.

so bad it cannot be forgiven. syn

inexcusable.
describe v

The pain in my arm was indescribable.

notice v

The scar on hisface is quite noticeable.

so extreme it is impossible to describe.
easily noticed.

include v

Bed and breakfast is £8O,fully inclusive,

(of a price or COSt) including everything.

compare v

This year:¶Jigures look good. Are there
comparablefigures for last year?

similar: able to be compared.

reputation n

It's a very reputable company, sq you should
be OK.

having a good reputation: known to be
good.

furniture n

Are they going tofurnish theJlats? - One is
JUllyfurnished already: the other will be
Wfurnished.

furnish sth put furniture in a place.
furnished containing furniture.
opp unfurnished.

event n

Ihear you had a very eventful trip in China.

full ofinteresting or important things
that happen. (m' uneventful.

explain v

His behaviour was inexplicable.

that cannot be explained.

recognize v

There is (i growing recognition that we can't
go on polluting the atmosphere.

acceptance that sth is true or legal.

0

0

There may be several related forms with different meanings.
Ithought the meeting was very worthwhile (= important, interesting, etc.)
The necklace is worthless. (= without value)
He's a worthy champion. (= one who deserved to win)
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O Circle the correct word.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The company is very reputative / reputable, so I'm sure you can rely on it.
You get flights, accommodation, and food; it's fully included / inclusive.
I don°t know why the brakes failed: 1t°s unexplainable / inexplicable.
We're amateurs and they°re professionals, so we're not comparable / comparative.
The way he treated Jan was inexcusable / unexcusab/e.
Nothing much happened: it was rather an event/ess / uneventful evening.
The delay was his fault, but he wasn°t very apologizing /apo/ogetic about it.
The whole thing was undescribab/e I indescribable.

Rewrite the sentences using the correct form of the word in capitals. The meaning must
stay the same.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

They have a great reputation for sport. EXCEL
I think he deserved to win. WORTHY
Nothing much happened at the party. EVENT
The flat hasn't got any furniture. FURNISH
The trip was a waste of time. POINT
1t°s an interesting vase but it has no value. WORTH
a lot of people support the movement. FOLLOWING
People are increasingly aware of its value. RECOGNIZE

0 Complete the dialogues with a suitable word.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Are there enough homes?
Can you still see the marks?
Was she sorry?
Is that £65 for everything?
Her behaviour was dreadful.
Was there any reason to do that?
Do they have a lot of support here?
Do you need to buy furniture?

-

No, we need more
Yes, they're quite
Yes, she was very
Yes, it°s fully
Yes, absolutely
No, it was completely
Oh yes, a massive
No, it's fully

0 Complete the sentences with a suitable word.
1 jan and Brad still have to
the arrangements for the wedding reception.
2 It's a very good school and they
at languages.
3 Capital punishment is a very
issue: people have strong feelings about it.
4 I was impressed with the police; their
of the situation was just right.
5 He never listens to anyone, so it's
giving him advice.
6 I walked off with someone else's coat; I
it for my own.
7 Flats in big cities are expensive in England. A
flat in Spain would cost less.
8 Stephen's remarks were very cruel. How could he be so
?

0 ABOUT YOUR COUNTRY. Write answers to the questions or ask another student.
1
2
3
4
5

If you rent a flat, is it usually furnished or unfurnished?
Which football team has the largest following?
Do hotels usually give a fully inclusive price for a room and breakfast?
Is housing a particular problem in any part of the country?
Are prices generally comparable with other countries nearby, or are they very different?

Remember to test yourself
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B Saying things another way 61
It'you know dillCrent parts ola word family, you can express ideas in d ifferent ways.
Notice the words in bold which go together. e.g. keep yourselfoccupied.
How does she occupy her time?
Did he confess to the robbery?
[le won't commit himself. will he?
What's the origin of the disease?
Did he assure you it would be OK?
Should we try to simplify things?
Was he abused when he was young?
Couldn't you defend yourself?
Are the injuries severe?
What does the report indicate?

—
—
—
~
—
—

She keeps herself occupied with work.
Yes, he eventually made a confession.
No, he just can't make a commitment.
Nobody knows where it originated.
Yes, he gave us his full assurance.
Yes, we need a simplification of the rules.
Yes, he suffered physical abuse as a child.
No, [ was completely defenceless.
We don't know the severity of them yet.
Well, it gives some indication of progress.

occupy sth
confess (to sth)
commit yourself
origin
assure sb (that / of sth)
simplify sth
abuse sb
defend sb/yourself

fill or use a space, area, or amount of time. occupied adj.
admit formally that you have done sth wrong or illegal. conkssion n.
promise to do sth that requires time and loyalty. commitment n.
the cause of sth, or the place where it starts to exist, originate v.
tel] sb that sth is definitely true or definitely going to happen. assurance n.
make sth easier to do or understand, simplification n.
treat sb in a cruel or violent way, often sexually, abuse n.
protect sb or yourself, defenceless adj.

severe
indicate sth

extremely bad or serious, severity n.
show that sth exists or is likely Lo be true. indication n.

0 Find the missing word in each sentence and show where it goes.
> It was a simplification L the facts. °f
1
2
3
4
5
6

He needs something to himself occupied.
When he attacked me, I couldn't defend.
What's the origin this idea?
When did he the confession7
She assured it would be fine.
He just wasn't able to commit,

O Rewrite the sentences using a related form of the underlined word.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0

What's the origin of this7
I want a simplification of the procedure.
A lot of people abuse alcohol.
Does the research indicate a link?
He°s got to Commit himself.
Did she confess?
The boy was racially abused.
I was surprised at how severe the conditions were.
Test yourself. Cover the answers at the top of the page and look at the
questions. Can you ask the questions using a related word form?
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Review: Expanding your vocabulary
Unit 1
1 Complete the dialogues using a suitable word that isn°t used in the question.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

You can explain this in different ways, can't yotP - Yes, it's a bit
Is the meaning obvious? - Yes, it's completely
Is this word rather dated now? - Yes, it°s quite
She gets upset when he mocks her. - I know; he shouldn't
at her.
Is this word quite negative7 - Yes, dictionaries mark it as
Is that the exact meaning? - To be honest, I can't give you a
definition.
Can I use 'miserable' instead of 'sad'? - Yes. In this context, they're
Do they mean the same7 - Not exactly, but
the same. (Don't use almost or nearly!)
Z more words: derivative, taboo, dialect, satirical pun, archaic, overtones

Unit 2
1 Rewrite the sentences using the words in capitals. Make any necessary changes, but the
meaning must remain the same.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I suddenly realized who had stolen my mobile. DAWN
I can°t decide what to do about the job. TWO MINDS
In his haste, he knocked the vase over. FLYING
She ate some chocolate, which was enough until she was rescued. KEEP
The 1aptop°s a bargain and includes free software. COME
Do many people try to avoid paying tax? GET
You were so kind to do that for me. SWEET
Changing his job is his least likely option. MIND
Z more words: look up these words in a dictionary and see if you can find at least one new
meaning for each one, or a new idiom containing the word: break, settle, pull, stick, hold

Unit 3
1 Tick the word(s) in italics that are possible. One or two may be possible.
1 He had a panic-stricken look I] occasion CI .
2 Look at his worn out shoes CI equipment [J .
3 It was an off-putting Cl single-minded remark,
4 We had a long hold-up [j dropout[].
5 The police spoke to the passer-by next of kin a .
6 The car [J exercise [J was a write-off,
7 It was a terrible setback CI break-up [J .
8 Use that drawing pin paper clip [J in the wall.

REVIEW: EXPANDING YOUR VOCABULARY
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2 Make compounds using a word on the left with a word on the right. Then use them to
complete the sentences below.

barbed break last
nursery open shake
turn short absent spare

part out down
cut minded minded
minute wire rhymes up

1 You need to be more

and listen to new ideas.

2 We made a

booking on the Internet and flew out the following day.

3 She thinks she's too old to listen to
4 We were a bit late, so I decided to take a
5 There was an impressive

. What a silly idea that was!
for the meeting - over 100, in fact.

6 I'm a bit worried about my grandmother - she°s getting rather
7 We need a

for the coffee machine - I'll order one on the Internet.

8 There's been a management
9 If you have car
10 The

so I think things will start looking up soon.
insurance, you can get help very quickly on the road.

is designed to keep the animals in and people out.

Z more words: use your dictionary to find more compound nouns and adjectives starting with
these items: birth (e.g. birthplace), papeC public, life, short, and nail

Unit 4
1 One word is missing in each line. What is it, and where does it go?
TAUNTON HOTEL GOES L IN FLAMES

UP

Firefighters were called out last night to a Taunton hotel which fire
1
at around midnight. It appeared that the fire had broken on the first
2
floor and rapidly throughout the building. Unfortunately it coincided
3
with gale winds which fucked the flames. Although they had no
4
advance, the guests were able to get oUt and the hotel manager felt
5
they had had a escape. Firefighters fought the blaze for several
6
hours but eventually put it. This fire comes at a time when
7
there is growing about the health and safety regulations in holiday
8
accommodation; the hotel owners now face the of an enquiry into
9
the causes of the fire, and if they are held, they could face prosecution. 10

2 Complete the speech with a suitable word.
°0ver the years, our city has had (I)
bus station which is a (2)
--

difficulty in raising the finance to pull down the ugly
eyesore, and replace it with something far more attractive and

practical. At last, it seems, we have managed to (3)

an agreement with the banks, and

we are now reaching the (4)
where we can start to work on the design in more detail.
We know there has been (S)
criticism of the initial plans, but I would like to
(6)
it absolutely clear that our main (7)
has always been to find a design
which will be acceptable to everyone; to that end we hope we can reach a (8)
parties involved. It is therefore an (9)
26
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also happens to be a (IQ)
face in the city, has agreed to give us a (ii)
summary of his proposed plans. Mr Rally, over to you.'
Z more collocations: extensive research, sounds familim widespread support, settle the bill
face the consequences, catch sb by surprise

Unit 5
Complete the crossword. The letters in the grey squares spell a word. What is it?
1

!'

2

You
your lips when you are
nervous or expect something good to happen.
There are fifteen of us, though I didn't

the babies as they travel free.
3 I need time to
on this before I
make a decision,
4 There was far too much information for me to
5

on the spot.
You don't seem to care - don't just

your shoulders and walk away!
Children sometimes
their feet
when they're angry or frustrated.
7 I'll ask Sue to give me a lift home; she owes me

6

a
anyway.
8 You are only allowed to take dictbnaries into

Z more words: look at the dictionary entry
for a very common word such as face, head,
or take.
Note down five or six new collocations,
phrases, or phrasal verbs that include your
target word.

9

the exam under certain
If you
your eyebrows like that, you
look surprised.

10 We
these changes in the belief
that they will be beneficial to everyone.
11 She
her head in shame.

Unit 6
1 Complete the tables.
Verb

Adjective

Adjective

Noun

apologize

point

occupy
forgive

emotion
heart

defend

severe
final
excellent

Z more words: you will know the fol|ow|ng words in bold, but do you know the related forms in
brackets? authority (authoritarian, authoritative, unauthorized); escape (escapism, inescapable);
man (manly, mankind, unmanned); standard (substandard, standardize)
REVIEW: EXPANDING YOUR VOCABULARY
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7 I can describe the human body
A Physical features 6"1
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My niece Keira's so cute. She's got chubby cheeks' and huge blue eves.
My nephew Tom's got ginger' hair and freckles'.
"
My cousin Jessica's wearing a brace'to straighten her teeth.
My sister has a gorgeous figure - and she shows it offat every opportunity.
My uncle's got a paunch' which really sticks out. He needs to lose weight.
Gran's getting on for 80. She's got lots of wrinkles' and looks a bit frail.
0

0 0

'

,

Fi

e
j,
0

0

cute
chubby

(of babies, puppies, etc.) pretty and attractive.
slightly fat. but in an attractive way
(chubby cheeks/fingers).

add -en to some adjectives
, form verbs: straighten,
:'z1·.osen, tighten, weaken: and

gorgeous
show sth off
paunch
stick out
be getting on for sth
frail

inf very beautiful and attractive. syn 1ovely·
casionally to some nouns:
show sth you are proud of.
,Mgthen, strengthen.
a fat stomach on a man.
1 be or push out further than sth else. 2 be noticeable.
be nearly a particular age, time, or number.
(especially ofan old person) physically weak and thin. frailty n. (A person who is
doddery walks slowly and shakily because they are frail.)

O Find six more pairs of words in the box and explain the connection.
babiesj
chubby

frail
brace

paunch
cutej

doddery
freckles
stomach
skin
ginger
teeth
fat

hair

> Babies are Often desCribed as cute.

O Complete the sentences.
1

My daughter wants to go out and

2
3
4

My mum's
Most babies seem to have a round face and chubby
I don't like my hair curly: I want to
it.

5

He's got big ears that

6

There's a picture of the two kittens asleep on a chair. They look very
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her new clothes to her friends.
50, but still has a
.

figure.

and make him look rather funny.
.
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B The body and clothes 61

Dress 5&% shape

1

The key to dressing for your body shape is to enhance your best
features and discreetly conceal the not-so-good ones.
Here are a few guidelines.
· Wearing dark colours or vertical stripes' will create the illusion
of being slimmer.
· For women, high heels are flattering because they exaggerate
the length of the legs.
· If you are pear-shaped (narrow shoulders and broad hips'),
jeans that sit below the waist are Rattering, as they draw
attention to the waistline and make the bottom look smaller.
· For women with broad shoulders and narrow hips, a V-neck
dress draws attention down and in, and away from the
shoulders and arm&

Glossary
the key to sth
enhance sth
feature
discreetly

'
0 0

the thing that makes you able to understand or
achieve sth. syn the secret ofsth.
increase or improve the quality, value, or status ofsth.
a part ofsb's face or body.
in a way that others will not notice. discreet ,\1)].
opp indiscreet.

conceal sth
guidelines
create an illusion
flattering
exaggerate sth

',)

mi.hide sth.
information that can help you, cB. to make a clecision.
make sth which is false appear true.
making sb look more attractive. opp unflattering.
make sth seem bigger. better. worse. or more
important than it really is. exaggeration n,

U

0

He drew my attention to the
mistakes. = He made me see
the m istakes.
Attract the waiter's
attention. = Do sth to make
the waiter notice you.
He never pays attention to
me. = He never listens to or
considers what I say.

0 Circle the correct word(s).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

If you create an illusion, you make something appear true / false.
Guidelines usually stop you doing something / help you.
If you enhance something, it's positive / negative.
If you attract someone's attention, they like / notice you.
If you exaggerate something, you make it seem more I less important than it really is.
If you do things in a discreet way, people usually notice / don't notice.
If you wear something that is flattering, it makes you look worse / better.
If you conceal something, others can / can't see it.

0 Complete the sentences with a suitable word from above.
1
2

If you don't
Those trousers are very

attention, you won't learn anything.
" they make her look fat.

3

The right clothes can show off your best

4
5

I don't look good in jeans: my waist is quite small but I've got broad
Clothes with vertical
tend to make you look slimmer.

6

The

7
8

He wears a hat because he doesn't want to
attention to the fact he's bald.
To say he's the best-looking man in the world is a bit of an
I

, eg. long legs or a slim waist.

to her success is good looks, not talent!

Remember to test yourself
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8 I can talk about body language
A Reading the signs61

."
1
\

Body LANGUAGE can be
very informative, but if you

observe a combination of behaviour
that a person displays. With lying, for

jump to conclusions when you
interpret a particular gesture, you
may misinterpret what it means.
For example, people who look

example, look out for any or all
of these:
dp avoidance of eye contact
i,,' going red

away to avoid eye contact may not
necessarily be lying: they could just
be very shy. To understand body
language, therefore, we need to

v bitingfmgemails'
qV

sweating a lot

v excessive hand gestures.

jump to conclusions make a decision about sth too quickly, before you have thought about all the fdcts.
syn leap to conclusions.
gesture
a body movement you make to show a particular meaning.
misinterpret sth
If you misinterpret sth, you understand it wrongly.
eye contact
the action or moment of looking into another person's eyes.
not necessarily
used to say that sth is possibly true butis not always true.
observe sth
fmi.scc or notice sth: an observant person is good at noticing things. observation n.
combination
a mix of two or more things. combine v.
display sth
show signs of sth. often a quality or a feeling. display n.
look out for sth/sb look and try to see or find sth/sb.
go red
become red in the face, often when you're angry or embarrassed.
sweat
[fyou sweat, water appears on the surface ofyour skin because you are hot.
syn perspire fml. (The related nouns are sweat and perspiration.)
excessive
more than is reasonable or necessary. excess n. exceed v.

O Good or bad? Write G or B.
1

He sweats a great deal.

2

She goes red all the time.

5
6

She's covered in perspiration.
He always leaps to conclusions.

3

She has strong powers of observation.

7

He can°t make eye contact with me.

4

She never bites her fingernails.

8

The cost didn't exceed his ability to pay.

Complete the sentences with a suitable word.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

You should stop and think before
to conclusions.
The teacher said she'd
for more articles on body language.
My brother is very
: he always notices people's body language.
Even when he°s very angry, he doesn°t
any sign of emotion.
It's easy to
someone's body language if you don°t know them very well.
If you go red, does It mean you're angry7 - No,
I use hand
a lot, but I hope they're not
The increase in the number of students is the result of a
of different factors.
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B Interpreting gestures 61
Here are some common interpretations of gestures, although bear in mind the danger of making
generalizations about body language (as stated on the previous page).

2

3
.i

2

A clenched fist' shows anger:
folded arms' may imply
stubbornness.

0

""

=""

People who lean towards'
each other are displaying an
interest in each other.

Women who fancy someone
often fiddle with their hair: men
stroke an earlobe. Women lift
their heads to show more of their
neck when they're Rirting.

.

bear sth in mind
make generalizations
about sth
imply sth
stubbornness
fancy sb
fiddle with sth
stroke sth
flirt (with sb)

remember to consider sth.
make general statements about sth that may only be based on a few
examples. generalize v.
suggest that you feel or think sth without saying so directly. implication n.
a determination not to change your opinion or attitude. syn obstinacy.
(The related adjectives are stubborn and obstinate.)
inf be attracted to sb.
keep moving or touching sth with your hands.
move your hand or fingers gently over the surface of sth.
behave towards sb as if you find them sexually attractive. but not in a serious way.

0 Cross out the wrong word.
1
2
3

make / do generalizations
a clenched hand lfist
stroke / fancy someone's arm

4
5
6

fold your arms / legs
fiddle with / on something
flirt with someone / something

0 Complete the words in each sentence.
1
2

He didn't actually say I was being rude, but that was the i
Both girls like Conrad, and they're always f
with him.

3

She I

4

If my dad decides something, he won't change his mind; he's very s

5

When a man talks to a woman and strokes his ear, it i

bear in m
6

towards him and whispered in his ear. I think she f

him.
/0

that he fancies her. But

that it is very dangerous to g

Girls often f

about body language.
with their hair when they fancy someone, or they're bored

0 ABOUT YOU Write your answers or ask another student.
Do you do any of these things? If so, what do you think they often mean?
- stroke your ear, chin, or the back of your head?
- fiddle with your hair, jewellery, or watch strap?
- fold your arms or cross your legs?
- clench your fist or bite your nails?
Remember to test yourself
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9 I can describe physical movement

A Walking and running 6"1
Word

Example

Meaning

creep

lcrept up the stairs. so that lwouldn't wake
anyone.

stroll

We strolled along the beach.

move slowly and quietly so you are not
seen or heard (also tiptoe = walk on your
toes so you are not heard).
walk casually for pleasure.

limp

He limped quite badly after his accident.

stagger

Despite his injury, he staggened to the
nearest house and phonedfor help.

walk slowly and with diWculty because
one leg or bot is injured.
walk with difficulty, being almost unable
to stand up.

hike

They hiked across the countiyside.

walk long distances in the country.

march

The soldiers marchedfor over 20 kms.

walk with stiff regular steps.

chase
sb/sth

Police chased the man for miles.

run, drive, etc. after sb/sth to catch them.

dash

Mashed across the roadfor the bus.

run quickly and suddenly.

gallop

The horse galloped across theJield.

(of a horse or rider) run quickly.

charge

An angry section of the crowdcharged
towards the security men.

move quickly in a particular direction,
often to attack sb/sth.

O Correct the underlined verb in the sentences.
1 He obviously had a bad leg; he was hikMa
2 The man was clearly drunk, but managed to galktp home
after the party.
3 The car appeared suddenly, so I had to $trQ|| across the
road.
4 I got nervous as the horse crept towards me.
5 My dog loves to charge rabbits.
6 The victorious army tiptoed into town.
7 I limped to the door when the alarm went off.
8 i marched upstairs, so he wouldn°t know I was there.

Many of the verbs above are
also used as nouns. The words
in bold below are often used
with them.
We decided to gofor a stroll.
He had a pronounced limp.
Twentfor a ten-mile hike.
He made a dashfor the door.
The horse broke into a gallop.
Who led the charge?
TheJilin has a high-speedcar
chase.

O Rewrite the sentences using the underlined verbs as nouns.
Make any other changes that are necessary.
> We hiked across the valley. / We went fOr a hike across the valley.
1 He limped badly. / He
2 It was raining, so we dashed for cover. / It was raining, so we
3 They Strolled along the beach. / They
4 The horses soon started galkping. / The horses soon
5

Who was at the front when they charged? / Who .

6

Did you see the car chasing the other one? / Did you see
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B Physical exercise 6"1

My 20-rninute workout
C I'm not as supple or agile as I used to be, and I
was beginning to feel quite stiff and sluggish
first thing in the morning, so I asked a friend to devise
a workout routine for me. First I loosen up with some
stretching' and bending,then I go on to something
more strenuous. I don't like press-ups' - I find them
relentless, and I also have a recurrent elbow problem.
I prefer to alternate between jogging and sprinting
because I enjoy the constant change of activity. 3

0

W

workout
supple
agile
stiff
sluggish
devise sth
loosen up
bend
strenuous
relentless
recurrent
alternate between A and B
sprint

a period of'physical exercise you do to keep tit. work out v.
able to bend and move parts of your body easily.
able to move quickly and easily. agility n.
feeling some pain and unable to move easily. stifTness n.
moving slowly, below your normal activity level. sluggishness n.
invent a method or plan of doing sth. syn think sth up.
do physical activities to prepare the muscles for exercise. syn warm up.
lean over at the waist (also bend your knee. elbow, etc.).
needing effort and energy. syn arduous.
A thing that is relentless never seems to stop or get any easier.
happening or appearing again and again. recur v.
do A, then B, then do A again, and so on.
run a short distance very Cast.

0 Circle the correct word(s). Sometimes both
are correct.
Constant means happening all the time
I slept badly, so I feel a bit stiff lsluggish today.
or
a lot of the time. It is commonly used
Stretch / Bend your knees and touch your toes.
with
particular nouns.
Gymnasts always look so supple / agile.
There were constant interruptions.
I recur / alternate between swimming and cycling.
The phone is in constant use.
My brother thought up / devised this new training
His wife needs constant attention.
method last year.
They live in constantfear.
6 The garage is in relentless / constant use.
7 Lifting weights is quite strenuous / arduous.
8 I have this recurrent / constant back problem, but I'm fine at the moment.

1
2
3
4
5

0 Complete the sentences with a suitable word or phrase.
1
2

I couldn't do any work because of the
ir)terruptions.
For breakfast I usually
between cereal and toast.

3
4

It's important to
My brother used to do 50

5

I could ... _

6

They°ve been burgled three times and now live in constant

-

first before you do any strenuous exercise
every day.

when I was younger but I can't run very fast now.
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A A sound storya
It was a dark and stormy night; I shut my eyes . ..
The windows rattled in the wind and there was a distant rumble of thunder. Trees rustled and big
raindrops splashed onto the windows.
Then someone beeped their horn and a car stopped with a screech of brakes. Someone slammed
the car door shut. ..footsteps squelched through the mud .. . a floorboard on the stairs creaked . ..
and there was a high-pitched scream - from me!
0

rattle
rumble
rustle

0 0

make or cause sth to make short, loud sounds. rattle n.
a long, deep sound or series of sounds. rumble v.
make or cause sth to make a noiselike paper. leaves, etc.
rubbing together. rustle n.
(of a liquid) fall onto sth in large drops and make ii wet.
splash n.
Ifa car horn beeps it makes a short high or loud sound. beep n.
a loud, high, unpleasant sound. screech v.
shut sth with a lot of force so that it makes a loucl noise.

splash onl
onto sth
beep
screech
sIam sth
(shut)
squelch
make a wet, sucking sound, e.g. when you walk through mud.
creak
make the sound that an old door or floor makes. creak n.
high-pitched (of sounds) very high in the register of sound. opp low-pitched.

0

ErgatWe verbs, eg. slam,
splash, rattle, rustle, beep,
can be used in a transitive
and intransitive way, with
the objeclin the transitive
structure (e.g. the door) being
the subject in the intransitive
structure.

Mdrtadammed the door.
The doordammed.

O Complete the sentences with a word describing the sound you might hear.
p
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A badly played violin, tyres, and brakes can all make a screeching
noise.
Computers, reversing lorries, and cameras all make a
sound.
Bottles in a bag, stones in a box, and old cars can make a
noise.
Feet walking through muddy fields make a
noise.
You can
the lid of a box, a fridge door, or a gate.
An old staircase and a bedroom door may
.
A mobile phone ring tone, a whistle, and a child screaming make a highNewspapers or autumn leaves make a
noise.
Distant traffic, gunfire, or thunder can make a
noise.

sound.

O Complete the text with a suitable word.
I share an office with two colleagues and it's really hard to work with the constant noise. One of them
sits on a wooden chair that (I)
every time he moves; the other is constantly
(2)
bits of paper as he works. Plus he has a mobile phone which is always
(3)
. Across the corridor, there's a man who has a very (4)
-pitched voice and
he always seems to be (S)
at his secretary, poor woman. He's extremely bad-tempered and
can't even leave his office without (6)
the door. It drives me mad. To make matters worse,
there°s a constant low (7)
of traffic outside, and as our windows don't fit properly, they
(8)
when it's windy. lthink I'm in the wrong job.
34 THE BODY
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Words describing animal sounds are often used figuratively to describe human behaviour.

Animal + sound

Meaning

Human behaviour

dogs
bark

make a short loud
sound.

My boss's bark is worse than his bite. inf = He's not
really as angry or aggressive as he sounds.

wolves
howl

make a long loud
cry.

He was howling in pain. = crying loudly with pain.
The audience howled with laughter. = laughed loudly.

dogs
growl

make a deep, angry
sound.

'What are i/ou doing here?' hegrowled. = said in a low,
angry voice. syn snarl.

bees
buzz

make a continuous
low sound.

lions
roar

make a very loud
deep sound.

mice
squeak

make a short high
but not loud sound.

After the meeting, nuj head was buzzing for hours. = [ was
thinking about it continuously.
Iwas buzzing about all dm. = moving around
continuously from place to place.
There was a huge roar when Drogba scored. = a huge noise
from the crowd.
We roared with laughter. = laughed loudly.
'I've won the cup!' she squeaked down the phone. = spoke in
a high-pitched. excited voice. squeaky ad].

cocks
crow

make repeated loud
sounds especially in
the morning.
make a long 'do'
sound.

owls
hoot

He was crowing about his victory all night. = talking too
proudly about. syn boast (about sth).
S;e hooted atme. = sounded her car horn.
Tiere were hoots o derision from the audience. = loud
cries suggesting sb is stupid.

0 Write the correct animal for each noise.
> dogs roar liOns roar
1
2

3 mice bark
_

4 bees howl
5 owls growl

lions hoot

6 dogs crow
7 wolves buzz

0 Positive or negative? Write P or N.
1
2
3
4

We were howling with laughter.
There were hoots of derision.
He boasts a lot.
She was crowing about her results.

5
6
7
8

She roared with laughter.
She growled at me.
His head°s buzzing with ideas.
He snarled at me. _

_

0 Complete the sentences.
1
2

We were a long way away, but we could hear the
from the stadium.
The tiger was lying there,
in pain, but we couldn't get nearer to help.

3 Don't worry about Mrs Clarkson - her
is worse than her _
4 The speaker had a high-pitched,
voice which was a bit annoying to listen to.
5 The driver behind
at me but I just sat waiting for the children to cross the road.
6

Ella was

about, passing drinks and handing out snacks to the party guests.
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11 I can describe sight
A Are computers bad for your eyesight? 6"1
. eye
Many of us spend hours every day working at a computer. As a result, eye strain,
discomfort, and blurred vision are common complaints. Most people also blink less
frequently when they are concentrating, resulting in poor tear production and dry,
irritated eyes. Here°s how you can change your computer use and ease your discomfort:
adjust your computer screen so that it is 50-65 cm from your eyes, just below
eye level
· adjust lighting to eliminate glare
> take frequent breaks, blink often to keep your eyes moist, and let your eye muscles
relax by looking into the distance every 15 minutes.

eyesight

the ability to see. syn sight. (You may have goodl

eye strain
discomfort
blurred vision

poor eyesight.)
a slight pain in your eyes. e.g. from reading a lot.
a feeling of slight pain.
If your vision is blurred you cannot see clearly.

..
.
Ifyou are short-sighted, you are only
able to see things ifthey are near you.
opp long-sighted. A partially sighted
person can see very little.

blink

shut and open your eyes quickly.

tear
irritated

a drop ofliquid that comes out of your eye when you cry.
painful, red, or swollen. irritation n.

ease sth
adjust sth
eliminate sth
glare

make sth less unpleasant or painful. syn alleviate sth.
change sth slightly to make it more suitable. adjustment k.
remove or get rid of sth. elimination n.
a bright. unpleasant light. (To glare at sb is to look at sb in an angry way.)

moist

slightly wet, often in a way that is useful or pleasant. (Damp means slightly wet, often in a
way that is unpleasant.)

O Circle the correct word(s). Sometimes both words are correct.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Did you know that pigs often have really poor sightl eyesight7
If you suffer from discomfort / irritation, try to get a better office chair.
His eyes are irritated so he keeps blinking / glaring.
We are currently trying to eliminate / adjust theft from our offices.
These sunglasses are great because they reduce glare / tears.
I'm seeing my optician tomorrow because I'm suffering from moist / blurred vision.

O One word is missing in each line. What is it, and where does it go?
> The wood feels L so you won't be able to burn it. damp
1
2
3
4
5
6

Sore, tired, or burning eyes are classic symptoms of eye.
If your eyes are dry and try using eye drops.
He must be very because he can't read the dictionary definitions.
You should get up and walk about to the problem of back pain.
Make a conscious effort to more often to prevent dry eyes.
Whenever I make too much noise in the office, my colleague glares me.
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B A peaceful sight 61
We st od at the top of"the hill for ages, gazing at the breathtaking
vi
elow. In the distance, the port was barely visible thro
early morning haze, but we could just make out the isl .As
back down, I caught a glimpse ofa waterfall and as 'ed
.
to stop. Suddenly, a deer came into view, and then we
sp
two of her young. They stood completely still, eyeing us
warily, then ran oKand vanished into thin air.
d

Glossary

0 0

gaze at sth

look at sth bra long time because you are
interested in it or are thinking about sth else.
gaze n,
breathtaking
very impressive. syn spectacular.
only with greatdiMculty or eflOrt. syn only just.
barely
A thing thatis visible can be seen. opp invisible.
visible
smoke, dust, or mist in the air which is hard to see
haze
through. hazy adj.
see. hear, or understand sth/sb with difliculty.
make sth/sb out
come into view/sight appear. opp disappear from view/sight.
stand without moving (also keep/stay/sit still).
stand still
look at sb/sth carefully or because you are
eye sh/sth
suspicious of them/it.
carefully, because you think there may be danger
warily
or a problem.
vanish into thin air disappear suddenly or in a way you cannot explain.

0

To catch a glimpse ofsth/sb
or glimpse sth means to see
them for a very shorttime and
not clearly or completely. To
catch sight ofsb/sth means to
see them suddenly, often when
you have been hoping to see
them. To spot sb/sth means to
see them suddenly, especially
when they are hard to see.
Wecaught a glimpseofthe
actress as she le/i the theatre.
Shecaught sight ofhercousin in
the crowd.
Ispotted several mistakes in my
work before Ihancleclit in.

0 Tick the words which are possible. More than one word may be possible.
1
2
3
4
5

She spotted him through the haze O hazy[j gaze U of cigarette smoke.
The scenery was absolutely visible [J spectacuiarQ breathtaking [J.
After an hour's wait, we finally caughtsight of [J spotted[j eyed U the rare bird.
Could you please stand[j waitQ keep [J still'
We could wariiyQ only just [J barely a see the church in the distance.

6 The Grand Palace finally came into [J disappeared from [J caught a sight.
0 Rewrite the sentences using the word in capitals. The meaning must stay the same.
b· He sat without moving while I drew him. STILL He sat still while I drew him.
1
2

I was only just able to see the boat on the horizon. MAKE
As I turned the corner, I suddenly saw the house. CAME

3

Those stars can't be seen without a telescope.

INVISIBLE

4 We could barely see the trees through the fog. ONLY
5 She looked at me very suspiciously. EYE
6
7

lhe thief left the building and disappeared from view. AIR
I saw the thief as he ran out of the building. GLIMPSE

8 We watched the boat until eventually it vanished. SIGHT

Remember to test yourself
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12 I can describe touch, smell, and taste
A Touching 661
""mm==
i
-4 -"

A Simple Face Massage
1 Start by gently stroking the whole face. With both hands,
work up the neck, across the cheeks, sliding steadily up and
over the forehead. Apply gentle pressure to the temples.
2 Stimulate the skin by gently patting the cheeks, neck, and
under the chin.

i
t

,
0

3 Use your fingertips' to lightly pinch the skin along the line
of the jaw' and under the chin.
4 To release tension around the eyes, firmly squeeze the
eyebrows with your fingertips.
5 Massage the scalp vigorously as if shampooing the hair.
This involves no risk of harm.

massage
stroke sth
slide
apply pressure
to sth
stimulate sth
pat sth
pinch sth
tension

squeeze sth

see picture. have a massage. massage sb \'.
move your hand over the skin, hair. etc.
gently and slowly.
move or make sth move easily over a smooth
or wet surface.
press on sth hard with your hand. bot. etc.

P
_=2
1^""
1"u=

Gently and lightly describe soft,
relaxed movements: firmly is
much stronger. If you move your
hands steadily you make regular,
controlled movements. Vigorously
means in a very energetic and
active way. syn energetically.

make a part of the body or skin more active.
touch sth lightly several times with your hand flat.
hold sth tightly between the thumb and finger.
the feeling you have if your muscles are tight and not
relaxed (release the tension = allow or cause the muscles
to relaxk
press sth firmly with your fingers.

O Are these movements pleasant or unpleasant? Write P or U.
1

She stroked the child's face. --

2
3

She rubbed my nose energetically.
She massaged my scalp gently. _...-._

4

She applied pressure firmly to my neck. ._-.

_

5

She pinched my skin vigorously.

6
7

She released the tension in my back. _.. .._
She patted my face lightly.

8

She slid her fingertips across my back.

O Complete the sentences.
1
2

Don't . _
that tube too firmly - the toothpaste will come out all over you.
You can use certain products when showering to
your skin.

3

She sat staring into the distance, gently

4

He

5
6

He was nervous, but he concentrated on breathing
, which calmed him down.
My horrible brother used to
my arms and legs when our mum wasn't looking.

the cat.

his hand over the magnificent marble statue.

7 The doctor
pressure to the wound to stop the bleeding.
8 Don't use the whole of your fingers for massage, just the
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B Smelling and tasting 61
Pleasant smells/flavours

Meaning

What a delicateJlai'ourl
fragrance.
It has afaint smell ofpear.
The book has lots ofappetizing
recipes.
The smellsfrom the kitchen were
making my mouth water.
The aroma o/fresh coffee.

delicate light and pleasant. syn subtle.
fragrance 1 a pleasant smell. fragrant ai)]. 2 a perfume.
faint just possible to smell, see, or hear.
appetizing making you feel hungry. opp unappetizing. (Lose
your appetite = lose your desire for food.)
water If your mouth waters. you produce saliva (= the liquid
produced in the mouth) and you want to eat. mouth-watering adj.
aroma a pleasant, distinctive smell.

Less pleasant smells/flavours
This soup is insipid.
Garlic has a pungent smell.
The house has a musty odour,
ThisAsh smells revolting. 1 think
it 's gone off
There was a nauseating stench in
the basement.

insipid not having much taste. syn bland.
pungent very strong smelling.
musty smelling unpleasant or damp; without freshness. syn dank.
odour a smell, especially an unpleasant one.
revolting very unpleasant. syn disgusting.
go off(of' fOod and drink) go bad and be unfit to eat or drink.
nauseating making you feel you want to vomit.
stench a strong. very unpleasant smell.

0 Circle the correct word.
0 0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

a nutty fragrance / flavour
an appetizing / unappetizing odour
a pungentl bland smell of burning rubber
the musty / salty smell of old books
a delicate aroma / stench
it makes your mouth saliva / water
a fragrant / nauseating smell of old fish
meat without salt is revolting / insipid

0

Lemony, fishy, woody, nutty,
peppery, salty, fruity are often used
to describe smells and flavours, The
-y suffix can mean 'full of something',
e.g. This soup's very salty; oritmeans
'having a flavour/smell similar to
sth', e.g. a lemony perfume; cheese
with a nuttyjlavour.

0 Complete the text.
We found a table by the window and looked at the menu. It all looked very (I) a
and the smells coming from the kitchen were (2) m

. I chose the steamed fish with

herbs, which I expected to have quite a (3) d
flavour, but when it arrived, it had an
unpleasant, almost (4) p
smell. I took a mouthful and realized that the fish had actually
(5) g

; it tasted absolutely (6) d

extremely apologetic, but by this time I had lost my (7) a
(8) s

. The waiter was
. I couldn't get the

of that horrid fish out of my mind. My brother's meal, however, was more

successful: he had a chicken soup which was delicious, with delicate, (9) s

flavours.

0 ABOUT YOU Write your answers, or ask another student.
What makes your mouth water?
What's your favourite smelP
What food do you find bland or insipid?
What odour do you find nauseating or revolting?
Is there a dank or musty smell in any buildings you Kf)(jw7
Remember to test yourself
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13 I can describe illness and injuries
A Problems from head to toe 61
Example
Iliad an itchy scalp
until lstarted using
this special shampoo.

Meaning
scalp the skin covering the part of the head where your hair
is. If it itches (or is itchy), you want to scratch it (see picture).

.
,e'

I've got a splitting headache.
lsufferfroni hayfever in the summer.
Why does he get mouth ulcers?
He dislocated his shouldet
That's a nasty rash on your arm.
lhad an upset stomach this morning.
(orlhad a stomach upset . . .)
Ioften get constipated on holiday.
M1/ mother's got high blood pressure.
lsprained my ankle'
running.
He pulled a musclC
in training.

'
i

I've got a blister on my heel from
wearing those new shoes.

a very bad headache.
an allergy affecting the nose, eyes, and throat, caused by
pollen from plants.
small sore areas inside the mouth, usually lasting a few days.
put a bone out ofits normal position.
rash an area of red spots on the skin, caused by an illness or a
reaction to sth: nasty = unpleasant (also a nasty accident).
a stoinach problem causing sickness or diarrhoea (= passing
waste from the body too often and in liquid form).
unable to move waste material from the body. constipation n.
blood pressure the pressure ofthe blood as it moves round the
body. (High and low blood pressure are problem conditions.)
sprain sth injure a part of the body (usually the wrist or
ankle) by turning it suddenly, syn twist sth.
pull a muscle injure a muscle by stretching it too much.
a sore swelling on the surface of the skin (here on the back of
the foot) often caused by rubbing or burning.

O Combine words in the box to form nine common illnesses or injuries.
sprain
high
hay
upset
stomach
scalp
blood pressure
your ankle
rash
ulcer

nasty
dislocated
splitting
mouth
shoulder
fever

itchy
headache

O Complete the sentences with a single word.
1
2

I've got
I sometimes get a

3 The
4
5
6

on my hands from working so hard in the garden.
on my face if I eat seafood.
was caused by something I ate last night.

I've got a few mosquito bites and they really
I took tablets for diarrhoea, then I had the opposite problem. I was
He
a muscle in training yesterday.

0 ABOUT YOU Which problems do you think are serious, and how many of them would
require a visit to the doctor? Write your answers or ask another student.
40 THE BODY
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B Medicine labels 6"1
Tablets must be
dissolved in watec
This product can cause
lethargy or drowsiness.

For short-term use only.

WARNING

Please read the enclosed
leaflet before taking
these tablets.

0 0

Possible side effects may
include stomach disorders.
Discard any remaining
solution 60 days after
opening the bottle.
If symptoms persist,
consult your doctor.

DO NOT EXCEED
THE STATED DOSE

Do notuse afterexpirydate.
0

0

1 do more of sth than is stated in an
order or a law.
Do noterceed the stated dose.
You shouldn'terceed thespeed limit.
2 be greater than a number, amount,
or quality.
The. cost won't exceed $5,000. or The
cost won't be in excess of$5,000.
TheJilin exceeded my expectations.
(= it was better than Ihad expected)

0

dissolve sth
(in sth)
lethargy
drowsiness
short-term

mix a solid with a liquid until it becomes part ol"i1.
(Il'sth is soluble it can be dissolved. e.g. soluble aspirin.)
the state of not having any energy to do things. lethargic adj.
the state offeeling tired and almost asleep. drowsy adj.
lasting only a short period, e.g. a short-term solution. opp long-term, e.g. a longterm contract.

dose (or dosage)
enclosed
leaflet
side effect
disorder
discard sth
persist
expiry date

the amount of a medicine that you take al any one time,
included inside sth else, usually inside a letter or packet.
one or several pages of information about sth.
an extra and usually bad effect that a drug has on you.
an illness in a part of the body,
get rid of sth you no longer want or need.
continue to exist (used especially about sth unpleasant). persistent adj.
the date after which sth should not be used. expire v.

0 True or false? Write T or F.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Drugs can have side effects.
Drowsiness means dying under water. - ___ _
You can read a leaflet. _
Lethargy means a lack of energy. ._-..
If something persists, it stops. .-. -_
'In excess of 50' is more than 50.
You can dissolve sugar in water.
If you feel drowsy, you want to sleep. ._- _.-

0 Add a word to complete a common phrase.
1
2
3
4

Don't exceed the stated
a longsolution
the expiry
soluble

5

exceed the speed

6

common side

Remember to test yourself

0 Rewrite the sentences but keep the
meaning the same. You only need one
word.
1
2

I don't have any energy.
I feel
He's got something wrong with his
stomach.

3

He's got a stomach
The information is included with this letter.

4

The information is
It was better than I thought it would be.

5

It exceeded my
I keep getting headaches.

6

I've had
headaches.
They threw away the old newspapers.
They

.

the old newspapers.
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Review: The body
Unit 7
1 Match the sentence halves.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The baby had chubby
His stomach sticks
He wouldn°t pay
When she walks she swings her
He°s got freckles all over his
He eats far too much; he°s got a
i followed the
He's got a ginger

a attention.
b hips.
c paunch.
d beard.
e guidelines.
f out.
g face.
h cheeks.

2 One word is incorrect in each sentence. Cross it out and write the correct word at the
end.
> Fashion experts always recommend that you pull off your best features.
1 The teacher attracted my attention to several errors in my essay.

show

2 Light-coloured walls in a room make an illusion of space.
3 As a child, I had to wear a brace for a year to loosen my teeth.
4 Unfortunately, tight shirts only enhance the size of his paunch.
5

I'm not sure of her exact age but she must be going on for ninety.

6
7

Vertical stripes can be unflattering, making you look slimmer.
I wish I knew the key for success in life.

8 Vertical stripes on sleeves can cover the fact that you have plump arms.
Z more words: stocky, lanky, gaunt, stooped, rugged features, ruddy cheeks

Unit 8
1 Complete the dialogue.
A I had an embarrassing time last night; I was in a bar and this guy thought I was
(I) f
with him.
B And why was that?
A Well, he must have thought I (2) f
him for some reason.
B Why? Were you staring at him or (3) f
with your hair, or something?
a well i was actually looking at the people behind him, but I guess he thought I was trying to make
eye (4) c
with him. Basically he just jumped to the wrong (S) c
Anyway, he came over and started chatting, and he was (6) I
towards me, a bit
too close, actually. And I realized I was being quite defensive because I noticed that my arms were
(7)f
across my chest, and I was just (8) g
redder and redder with
embarrassment.
B Well, maybe he just (9) m
the signals you were giving off. Did you get rid of him?
A Well, no ,.. in the end we got talking and I realized he was really nice, so lthink I might see him again.
Z more words: wink, frown, twitch, pout, grimace, wriggle
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Unit 9
1 Write a logical answer.
1

Why might someone have a pronounced limp?

2

What would make a horse gallop?

3

Why might you go for a stroll?

4

Why might you creep downstairs7

5
6

Is it good to have constant interruptions at work7
If work is relentless, is it enjoyable?

_ _ __ _

_ .. . _ _ _

7

On a long walk, why might you alternate between walking and running?

8

What should you do if you feel stiff?
Z more words: stumble, trudge, shuffle, meander, get a move on, stampede

Unit 10
1 Complete the sound story from the unit.
1
2
3
4
5

It was a dark and stormy night: I shut my eyes . . .
the wind r
the windows
6
thunder r
in the distance
7
the trees r
in the wind
8
I heard the rain s
on to the windows 9
a horn b
10

there was a s
a car door was s
footsteps s
there was a c
there was a high-p

of brakes
shut
through the mud
noise on the stairs
scream - from me!

2 Match the things/animals with the correct noise in the box.
1
2
3
4

lions
floorboards
wolves
windows

5
6
7
8

car brakes
dogs
bees
doors

slam
rattle
roar
creak

howl
buzz
bark
screech

Z more words: hiss, grunt, whine, squeal, shriek, yap, purr

Unit 11
1 There is one spelling mistake in each sentence. Find the mistake and correct it.
1

It was so dark when we left that I could barily see.

2 You get breathmaking views from the top of the hill.
3 I think she°s been suffering from blured vision.
4 They were eyeing us wearily, so they obviously didn't trust us.
5 There were teals running down her cheeks.
6 I noticed that she was blinting a lot: perhaps she was nervous.
7 We stood and gazed at the view; it was spectactular.
8 I've got some drops to alleriate the pain.
Z more words: squint, peec scan, conspicuous, bleary-eyed, distinct
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Unit 12
1 Put these words into the correct columns below.
tap
stench
musty
stroke
TOUCH

fragrance
vigorous
bland
squeeze
slide
pungent
pinch
peppery
SMELL

aroma

insipid

TASTE

7. more words: slap, nudge, feel around for sth, poke, tickle, flick, scrape

Unit 13
1 Complete the crossword. The letters in the grey squares spell out a phrase. What is it?
1
2
3

Some drugs can give you side
expect.
We guarantee that the rise will not be in

you don°t

of 3 per cent.
i had a terrible headache and an
stomach yesterday.

4
5

He
his ankle walking in the mountains.
Go and see your doctor if the symptoms
for more than two days.
6 If your skin feels
, avoid scratching it if
possible.
7 Take care not to exceed the
stated on
the packet.
8 Some medicine can make you feel drowsy or
9 Her skin is very soft, so she easily gets
on her fingers when playing tennis.

10

I have a mouth

- it's really sore.

2 Cross out any words which are not possible.
1
2
3
4
5
6

The long-term lshort-term /so/ub/e answer to this problem is to have an operation.
I had a persiStent / twisted /sp/itting headache this morning.
What is the correct dose I dosage / side effect for this medicine7
She exceeded the speed limit / the expiry date /a// my expectations.
I have consti>ated/ an itchy scalp / a nasty rash.
A rash / Drowsiness / Lethargy indicates a lack of energy.
Z more words: dandrufl bowels, gums, runny nose, lump, cramp
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14 I can discuss aspects of character
A Personal qualities 6"1
Online dating: find your dream partner
Katarina's profile:

Katarina describes her ideal match;

I'm a spontaneous, happy-golucky sort of person, but I°m pretty
down-to-earth too. My friends say
I'm a real chatterbox but maybe
that's because I'm truly passionate
about people, ideas, life, etc. I'll
give anything a go, within reason!

I'm drawn to men who are
considerate and happy to show
affection. A guy with integrity,
and NOT pretentious. As you can
imagine, I think spontaneity is a
positive attribute - I love things to
be a bit unpredictable.

0

spontaneous
happy-go-lucky
down-to-earth
chatterbox
passionate
give sth a go
within reason
be drawn to sth/sb
considerate
affection
integrity
pretentious
attribute

acting in an open and natural way. without worrying about what you say or do. spontaneity n.
not caring or worrying about the fiiture.
sensible and realistic in things you say or think.
inf a person who talks a lot. Chatty ad).
very enthusiastic orinterested insth. passion (for sth) n.
be prepared to try slh. syn have a go, givesth atry.
according to what is practical, possible, or sensible.
be attracted to sb/slh.
always thinking about otherpeople's wishes and feelings. syn thoughtful. opp inconsiderate.
the feeling of liking or caring about sth/sb. afTectionate ad].
the quality ofbeing honest and having strong moral principles.
trying to appear important. intelligent. etc. to impress others.
a quality or feature ofsb/sth.

O Correct the mistakes.
p I've never been drawn by people
just because they're affectionate.

to
1

My cousin's a very lucky-go-happy person.

2

You can wear what you like to school, with

reason.
3 I'd love to have a go for skydiving.
4 She's very kind and inconsiderate; she's
always helping people.
5 My father had a lifelong passionate for
classical music.
6 She's good fun but she's a real chatty!
7

O Complete the sentences.
1

Integrity is usually considered to be a

2

positive
Marisa was very cold and strict with
her children and showed them little

3

If you want to try skiing, why don't you

4

just give it a
?
She's always using foreign words
when she speaks - i just find that very

5

He loves to do things without any planning

6

- he's very
Ive never trusted Morgan; he's got no
principles. He lacks

He's a great boss - really down-the-earth.

D] Remember to test yourself
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B Character in a work context 6"1
A What did you make of the two candidates for the job?
B I thought Joe Pascoe was a real character - quick-witted, and shrewd.
A Shrewd, yes, and I'd say pretty ruthless too. Bull didn't take to him
personally. lthought he came across as rather pushy and a bit
conceited. Catherine actually struck me as being more suitable for this
job.
B She certainly seemed very conscientious and trustworthy, but I wonder
whether she's got the necessary charisma, or whether she's assertive
enough forthis role.
A Maybe not. But she's not the kind of person who°d get up people's
noses, which joe might.

q'
-I ','
7

'

j
\

P

P

0

What do you
= What's your impression of sb/sth?
make of sb/sth?
character
inf An interesting or unusual
person can be called a character
(or a real character).
quick-witted
able to think quickly: intelligent.
shrewd
good at judging people and

1)1sapproving thinking you are very
important, clever, etc.
strike sb (as sth) give sb a particularimpression.
conscientious
taking care to do things carefully
and correctly.
trustworthy
able to be relied on as good, honest,
etc.

situations. syn astute.
determined to get what you want
and not caring about others.
take to sb/sth
start liking sb/sth.
come across (as) make a particular impression.
pushy
inf trying hard to get what you
wa nt, especially in a rude manner.

charisma

ruthless

conceited

a quality that makes other people
like you and be attracted to you.
charismatic adj.
assertive
behaving confidently so that people
take notice of what you say.
get up sb's nose inf annoy sb very much.

0 Positive or negative? Write P or N.
1

She gets up my nose.

2

He's pretty trustworthy.

7

He's a real character. _

3

She strikes me as shrewd.

4

He°s very quick-witted.

8
9

He's not very astute.
_
I'd say she was conscientious.

5

He comes across as quite pushy. _..

6 She's pretty ruthless.

10 She's very charismatic.

0 Complete the text.
There's a new guy living next door to us and I didn't know what to (I) m

of him at first. He

wasn't very friendly and he walked about as if he was 'Mr-Know-lt-All', so he (2) s
me as
rather (3) c
. I just didn't (4) t
to him at all. He took my parking space several
times, which really got up my (5) n
. So, last night, I decided to be (6) a
challenge him about it. He was fine and apologized! I was really quite surprised.

and

0 ABOUT YOU Complete the questions, then write your answers or ask another student.
1
2

Do you consider yourself to be c nsc
nt
s?
How ss rt __v. are you if things don't go your way?

3

Do you think you're shr

4

Do you have the capacity to be r

5

How tr _ stw

d with money?
thl

ss if necessary7

rthy do you consider yourself to be7
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C Judging character 66"1
How SOMEONE appears on the surface
may not be a true picture of what they're
really like. A person who
seems aloof and stand-offish

i
i

be misleading; a bad quality in one context
may be a virtue in another, e.g. being cunning,

.
Don't judge a book

or impulsive, or naive. Then there are
qualities considered to be negative,

may just be shy and diffident.
by its cover
but is it always wrong to be cruel
As they say: don't judge a
.
or cynical? Remember the saying'
book by its cover. Other personality traits can
sometimes you have to be crud to be kind.

0

on the surface
aloof
diffident

when not looked at or thought
about carefully.
not friendly towards others.
syns distant, stand-offish inf.
not confident: not wanting to
talk about yourself. syn shy.

don't judge a book saying don't form an opinion of
sth/sb by their appearance only.
by its cover
trait
a feature of sb's character.
misleading
giving the wrong idea or
impressioN. syn deceptive.
mislead sb \'. syn deceive sb.

0 0

virtue

a good or desirable quality.
opp vice. virtuous adj.

cunning
impulsive

naive

be cruel to
be kind

able to do things by being clever,
but not always honest. syn crafty.
doing things quickly, without
thinking about the results.
syns impetuous, rash.
lacking experience oflik, and
trusting others too easily.
naivety n.
saying make sb suffer because it
will be good for them later.

0

Ifyou are cjmical, you believe people do'things for themselves rather thanfor unselhsh reasons. cynicism n.
Ifyou are sceptical about sth, you are not confident that it is true or will happen. scepticism n.
My brother is very cynical about politicians and their motives. I'm very sceptical about the results ofthis survey.
0 Replace the underlined word with another word that has a similar meaning.
1

Don't be deceived by her sweet smile: she's really tough.

2

I don't know why he's so aloof, but he certainly isn't very friendly.

3

Simon is usually rather shy in company.

4

Jumping off that wall was such an impetuous thing to do.

5

You have to keep an eye on Will because he's very crafty

6

His charm is misleading because he can be ruthless if necessary.

O Complete the sentences with a suitable word.
1
2
3
4
5

Most people believe that honesty is a
and jealousy is a
He told me he'd win the race but I'm a bit
. I don't think he's good enough.
He says he loves her. I'm a bit
; lthink he just wants her money.
lfelt bad not giving my dog any food when he was ill, but you have to be
to be kind.
On the
she seemed quite cold, but you can't judge a book by its
.

6

Cynicism is one of his less appealing character

7

Ella°s problem is

Remember to test yourself

; she trusts people too easily and then gets hurt.
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15 I can talk about feelings
A Strong feelings and reactions 61
Word/Phrase

Example

Meaning

ecstatic

I was ecstatic about my new job.

jubilant

The jubilant fans were cheering as they left the
stadium.
She was in tears by the time we got to the
hospital.
I was devastated when she left nie.
He completely lost his temper.
He'll hit the roof when he sees it.

very happy. syns euphoric,
elated, over the moon inf.
feeling extremely happy because
of a success.
crying (close to tears = nearly
crying).
very upset, syn heartbroken.
become very angry. syn go mad
inf.

in tears
devastated
lose your temper
hit the rooflNF
gutted inf
hysterical

I was gutted when we lost the match.
When the little girl collapsed, her mother
became hysterical,
The kids at the party were hysterical.
I was stunned when they gave me the prize.

stunned
appalled

I was appalled bl/ the conditions they had to
live in,

very disappointed.
being in a state of extreme
distress or excitement and crying,
laughing. or shouting, etc.
shocked and surprised.
syn gobsmacked inf.
shocked because sth is very
unpleasant. syn horrified.

O Are these positive or negative? Write P or N.
1
2
3
4

ecstatic
gutted ._ -_
horrified
jubilant _

5
6
7
8

euphoric
appalled
elated
desperate

Desperate means extremely anxious.
Without food or money, Karen was deSperate.
Jumping into thefreezing water was an act of
sheer (= absolute) desperation n.
He was desperately unhappy adv
(= extremely unhappy).

O Find six phrases in the box.
lose

over

desperately

go

to tears

the roof

close

unhappy

hit

your temper

mad

the moon

0 Complete the dialogues by repeating what the speaker says in a different way.
1

I should think she was gobsmacked.- She was - absolutely

2

Did he get very angry?- Yes, I'm afraid he lost

3

Had he given up hope of being rescued?- Yes. It was an act of

4 Was he terribly upset?- Yes, he was absolutely
5
6
7

He must've gone mad.- He did. He hit
I bet they were over the moon.- Yes, they were absolutely
She was really emotional, wasn't she?- Yes, she was in

8 Were the children overexcited?- Yes, they were

48
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B Expressing your emotions 6"1
A

RE YOU the kind of person who bottles up their
emotions? Or do you wear your heart on your
sleeve? As a journalist, I'm aware that if you
disclose too much about yourself, you could
make yourself rather vulnerable. And if I'm honest, as a man
I feel a bit uneasy when people pour out their innermost
thoughts to me. My own instinct is to be quite guarded
and not give away too much about how Ifeel. On the other
hand, psychologists say it's unhealthy to suppress your
feelings. It can lead to severe anxiety and depression if
you don't learn how to release your pent-up emotions. 0

0

0

lstarteda business degree, but my
heart wasn't reallyin it. (= Iwasn't
interested in or enthusiastic about it.)
Ididn't haw theheart to tell her
shetifailed. (= Twas unable to tell her
that she'd Filled, becauselknew she'd
be upset.)
My heart told me to help him.
(= Emotionally, [feltlshould
help him.)

0

bottle sth up
wear your heart
on your sleeve
disclose sth (to sb)
vulnerable
uneasy
pour sth out
innermost thoughts
instinct
guarded
give sth away
suppress your feelings
pent-up

stop yourselfshowing negative emotions or lCel ings. especially over a long time
(bottle up your emotions).
make your feelings obvious to others.
give sb information about sth. especially sth that has been secret. syn reveal sth.
(Related nouns are disclosure and revelation.)
weak and easily hurt, physically or emotionally.
slightly nervous, embarrassed, or worried. syn uncomfortable.
express all your feelings, often because you are unhappy.
the thoughts which are most personal and private.
a way of behaving that results from responses you were born with rather than
responses you have learned. instinctive adj.
careful not to give too much information. syn cautious.
tell people secret information.
stop yourselffrom having or expressing feelings.
(demotions, energy, etc.) held back; not shown or expressed.

0 Replace the underlined word(s) with a word that has a similar meaning.
1
2
3
4
5
6

I felt uncomfortable when he talked about his marriage problems.
He wouldn't disclose information if he thought it was secret.
I think it's dangerous to bottle up your feelings.
It's a difficult time for him and he's very weak and easily hurt.
She°s a bit cautious if you ask about her private life.
He's happy to tell anyone his most personal and private thoughts.

0 Complete the sentences.
1
2
3
4

I knew he would be upset and 1°m afraid I didn't have the
_ to tell him.
She took part in the dancing competition, but you could tell her heart
The wedding date was meant to be a secret, but I'm afraid he
it
Maxine°s problem is that she wears her heart
, whereas Gavin's the
opposite: he has all these
emotions which he can't express.
5 I should consider this more carefully, but my
says it°s the right thing to do.
Remember to test yourself
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16 I can talk about relationships
A Difficult relationships 61
-f-

/

Whenlmar,iedVince,healread,
had two daughters from his
, "i first marriage, and they took
an instant dislike to me. They
' resented me being in their
home, and either ignored
' me or were openly hostile.
--

-

The neighbours didn't help
either- nice enough to myface but
not so complimentary behind my back It was
a tough time, and inevitably it put a strain
on my relationship with Vince. Fortunately, he
stuck up for me when the kids were difficult,
and as time went by, things settled down a bit
Now, two years on . ..

O Positive or negative? Write P or N.
1
2
3
4
5
6

She was full of resentment. _ ...
He was very complimentary. _.. _
She did it behind my back.
She can stick up for herself. _ _
He was hostile. _._...._
Things have settled down.
_

Glossary
take an instant dislike to sb dislike sb as
soon as you meet them.
resent sth feel anger about sth. often when it
seems unfair. resentment n.
hostile unfriendly and aggressive. hostility n.
to sb's face If you say sth to sb's face, you say
it to them directly.
complimentary (about sb) saying nice
things about sb. (You can also compliment
sb on sth or pay sb a compliment.)
behind sb's back Ifyou say or do sth behind
sb's back. you say or do it without their
knowledge. and usually it is bad or unkind.
inevitably used for saying that sth is certain
to happen. inevitable adi.
put a strain on sb/sth create pressure
and anxiety for sb: create tension in a
relationship.
stick up for sb support and defend sb if they
are criticized.
as time went by over a period of time.
settle down become calmer and more
relaxed.

O Complete the words in the text.
0 0

0

Martin had been a top designer, and his boss had always been
very (I) c

Tough has different meanings.
1 difficult: It's a tough decision.
He hada tough childhood.
2 strict: tough new driving laws.
3 able to deal with difficult
situations: She'll be OK- she's
tough.

about his work. It was, therefore, a nasty

shock when he was made redundant. Martin (2) r
the fact that he was chosen because he was the youngest, but
he was even more shocked by his wifeS (3) h
blamed Martin for not (4) s

_,.

up for himself, and this

fact, on top of the loss of his income, (S) i
big (6) s

. She
put a

on their relationship. They would need to

make some (7) t

decisions about the future.

0 Complete the sentences.
1 Have you ever taken an
2 When did you last have to stick
3 When did you last pay someone a

ABOUT YOU
dislike to someone? Why?
for yourse|f7 Why7
? What for?

4

Do you find it difficult to criticize people to their

5

Do you think your life is getting better as time

?
by?

O ABOUT YOU Write your answers to Exercise 3, or ask another student.
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B Successful relationships n
A

¢

Glossary

E
V

Now, two years on,
,hin,,,,,lookin,
up. Initially the

things usu. pl used to talk about a
situation or life in general (e.g. the way
things are; make things difficult: how
are things?).
look up inf (used about sb's situation or
business) start to become better.
initially in the beginning. initial adj.
reluctant not wanting to do sth.
syn unwilling. reluctance n.
bond a connection between
people based on shared feelings or

P'

kids were reluctant
toa.ceptmeand
1
},, .
, ,..
made things
difficult, but I gave
,
up work to spend
S , more time with
them, and that's helped to create a closer bond.
I've gained their respect in other ways, too - they're
prepared to confide in me now, especially the younger
one. Vince and I still have our ups and downs - who
doesn't? - but I know he appreciates the sacrifices I've
made, and the way things are now, I'm feeling optimistic.

experiences.
respect (for sb) a feeling of admiration
for sb because oftheir qualities. (You
ca n gain, earn, or win sb's respect.)
respect v.
confide in sb tell sb persona]
information because you trust them.
ups and downs a mixture of good and
bad things in life or a relationship.
appreciate sth recognize sth and
welcome it. appreciation n.
make a sacrifice give up sth important
or valuable in order to do sth that
seems more important. sacrifice sth v.

Accept has other meanings apart from saying 'yes' to
an offer.

1 allow sb to be partof a group:
They accepted me as one ofthe family.
2 agree to sth:
The council has accepted the latest proposal.
3 believe that sth is true:
He won't accept that nothing can be changed:'
4 admit you did sth wrong:
He accepts responsibility for the accident.

0 Correct the mistake in each sentence.
1

He's fully accepted to our decision.

4 The initially problem was money.

2

She feels she can confide with me.

5

I regret his reluctant to go.

3

I think they all respect for him.

6

It took time to hold their respect

0 Replace the underlined word/phrase with another word/phrase that has the same
meaning.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

How's life?
They were very unwilling to leave.
She recognizes and is grateful for everything you've done.
In the beginning it was a difficult relationship.
He is prepared to take responsibility for what happened.
There is widespread admiration for what he has achieved.
We've had good times and bad times in our relationship.

8

I had a tough time last year but things are improving now.

9
10

I like the situation as it is.
Because of the special Connection parents have with their children, they often give up many
important things for them.

Remember to test yourself
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17 I can talk about people I admire and loathe
A Qualities of personal heroes a
My heroine was Mother Theresa. I admired
her courage, her dignity, and her humility.
More than anyone, she inspired me to
devote my life to looking after people.

Glossary
heroine

courage
I used to idolize David Beckham.
I admired him for his dedication,
and the fact that when the press
had a go at him, he never reacted
in a negative way.

O

Your heroine is a woman you
admire for her ability or personal
qualities (hero for a man). syn idol.
the ability to do sth. even though
it is dangerous, frightening, or
very difhcult. courageous adj.

syns bravery n. brave adj.
a calm. controlled manner in a
difhcult situatioN. dignified adi.
humility
the quality of not believing you
are better or more important than
others. humble adj.
I really looked up to my grandfather. He
inspire sb
give sb the enthusiasm and
was a lifeboat captain for 20 years, and
desire to do sth. inspiration n.
showed remarkable bravery on many
inspirational ad).
occasions. One day I hope to follow in
idolize sb
admire or love sb very much,
his footsteps.
syn worship sb.
dedication
the hard work and effortthat
sb puts into an activity because
Complete the sentences with the correct
they care about it. dedicate sthl
form of the word in CAPITALS.
yourself to sth/sb v. dedicated adj.
have a go at sb inf say unkind things or complain
1 He was SO
. COURAGE
about sb. syn criticize sb.
2 He's a very
man. HUMILITY look up to sb admire and respect sb. often
3 She showed great
. BRAVE
sb who is older or in a higher
4 He's an
position.
leader. INSPIRATION
follow
in
sb's
do the same work or be as
5 She has such
. DIGNIFIED
footsteps
successful as sb before you.
6 I
him. IDOL
dignity

O Rewrite the sentences starting with the words given. The meaning must stay the same.
1
2

I admired my father.
I want to do the same work as him.

I looked

.

I want to follow

.
?

3

Why did she criticize him?

Why did she have

4

He was dedicated to helping the poor.

5

She inspired me.

He dedicated
She was

6

Paula worshipped him.

He was

ABOUT YOU Write your answers or ask another student.
Who do you idolize or look up to7 \Nhy7
Would you like to follow in anyone's footstep9
Do you know anyone who you would describe as:
courageous or dignified or humble or dedicatecP
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B People we loathe and why we hate them 61
Glossary
Pop stars who start offas rebels or idealists
with strong moral principles. Then, as
soon as they become rich and famous, their
values change completely. What hypocrites!
Snobs. You know, people who look down
on others, and think they're vulgar.
I was bullied at school, and since then
I've always despised bullies.
People who spread malicious gossip
are just despicable in my opinion.

rebel

a person who opposes people in
authority. rebel v. rebellious t\l)j.
idealist
a person who believes the world
can be perfect. idealistic adj.
hypocrite
a person who says they have
strong principles but does not
act according to these principles.
hypocrisy n. hypocritical adj.
snob
a person who thinks they are better
than people in lower social classes.
look down on sb think thatyou are betterthan sb.
vulgar
not polite, elegant. or having good
taste. syns coarse, crude.
be bullied

despise sh/sth
0 0

0

Principles (usu. pi,) are strong belief's that
influence how you behave; values are beliefS
about what is right and importantin life.
The words are almost synonymous but are
used in different expressions. Eating meat is
against my principles. I won't go there on
principle. She has a diQCrent set of values.

be hurt or frightened by sb who
is bigger and stronger (the person
who does the bullying is a bully).
hate and have no respect for sbl
sth. despicable adj.

malicious

showing hatred and the desire to
hurt people's feelings. malice n.
syns spiteful ad], spite n (eg. He did
it out of malice/spite.).

gossip

stories about other people's
private lives, which may be
unkind or untrue. gossip v (also
spread gossip; the person who
does this is a gossip).

0 Write the related adjective.
1

hypocrite

2

rebel

3

idealist

4
5
6

malice
spite
despise

0 Write a word at the end of the line to describe each of these people.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

He looks down on other people. He's a
She's always talking about others behind their back. She's a
She's against anyone in a position of power or authority. She's a
He's horrible to anyone he sees as smaller or weaker. He's a
She believes everything in the world can be perfect. She's an
He tells us it°s wrong to swear, then he uses bad language. He's a
I'm afraid he's got bad manners and he's very rude. He°s

0 ABOUT YOU Write your answers or ask another student.
Being a snob or being a hypocrite - which is worse7
Is bullying worse than either of the above? Why/why not?
How do you feel about people who spread gossip?
Is there anything or anyone that you despise? Why?
0 Remember to test yourself
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18 I can talk about behaviour
A Influences on behaviour 6"J
Why do we behave the way we do? Is it nature or nurture? According to behavioural
psychologist Michael Woods, various factors have an impact on our lives.
Parents play a crucial part other role models are less iMuential.
Peer pressure is a significant factor.
Positive incentives are effective; deterrents aren't.
A broken home or deprived childhood needn't have a detrimentalefktct
0

nature
nurture
impact (on sth)
play a part (in sth)
role model

the basic character of a person: Violence isn't in his nature.
the care and attention given to help sb develop. nurture sb v.
an effect or influence on sth.
be involved and influential in developing sth.
a person you admire and learn from.

peer pressure
incentive (to do sth)
deterrent
broken home
deprived
detrimental effect (on sth)

the influence on your behaviour of people around you of the same age.
a thing that encourages you to work harder, do sth, etc.
a thing that makes you less likely to do sth. deter sb v.
a family in which the parents are divorced or separated.
without sufficient food, education, or money. deprivation n.
a very negative effect. opp beneficial effect.

O Find six compound words or phrases in the box.

peer
home

nature or
pressure

play
broken
deptlyµ;T :a76aeire'a'|"
childhood
a part
hu"rtUre2"
efl'ect

O Are these positive or negative statements? Write P or N.
1

She was nurtured by her parents.

4

It had a detrimental effect on me.

2

He's considered a role model for boys.

5

It proved to be a real incentive.

3

There is a lot of deprivation.

6

It was a deterrent to helping others.

0 Complete the text.
Dan came from a broken (I)

, had a fairly (2)

stealing by the age of 13 because of peer (3)

childhood, and was
. He also got into fights, although it

wasn't in his (4)
to be violent. Then he joined a boxing club, which had a real
(5)
on his life. The owner was Dan's first positive role (6)
, and he
played an important (7)
in changing Dan's attitude to life. Dan is now dedicated to
boxing. He could be in the England team at the next Olympics, and that is a real (8)
for him to train hard.

0 ABOUT YOU Do you agree with the statements at the top of the page? Write your
answers or ask another student.
54 YOU AND OTHER PEOPLE
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B Teenage behaviour 661
0 0

Getting messy teens
to pull theirweight
YOU CAN go on and on about the state of your
teenager's bedroom, but nagging doesn't work.
Their room may be untidy and unappealing, but it's
not life-threatening, so why make a fuss? Instead,
lay down rules forthe rest of the home which you all
share. Explain what you expect yourteenagers to do,
and getthem to agree to it. Setan example by being
tidy yourself, but don't give in and clear up their mess.

0

0

To expect sth can mean to think it
is right that sth should happen.
It's notfair to expect parents to do
everything in the home.
Most parentsexpect high standards.
Whatdo/can you expect? is an
idiom used for sayingyou are not
surprised by something, even though
it is unpleasant or disappointing.
Teenagers are often lazy aruund the
home. butwhat doyou expect?

0

messy
pull your weight
go on and on (about sth, at sb)

dirty or untidy. mess n (sb can make a mess: sIlt can be in a mess).
work as hard as everyone else in a job or activity. syn do your fdir share.
keep talking (about sth or tosb) in a boring way.

nag
unappealing
life-threatening
fuss

keep complaining about sb's behaviour.
not pleasant or attractive. opp appealing.
likely to cause death (here it is being used humorously).
Ifyou make a fuss about sth, you become angry and complain about sth
which probably isn't important. syn kick up a fuss inf.
lay down rules
say officially what the rules are.
set an (or a good/bad) example behave in a way that others may copy.
give in (to sb/sth)
agree to do sth that you don't want to do. syn capitulate (to sb/sth) ['Ml..

0 Use each verb once to complete the expressions.
pull

kick up

set

lay down

do

make

1

an example

3

a mess

5

your fair share

2

a fuss

4

your weight

6

rules

0 Complete the dialogues in a suitable way.
1

A Is he likely to die?
B No, it's not life2 a Do they make a fuss about thingC'
B Yes, they go
3 A Did you tidy up your roorM'
B Yes, because Mum kept

4 A Is the room untidy?
B Yes, it's in

5 A Did you agree to do it?
6

b Not at first, then I
A 1t°s not an attractive colour.

/

B No, it's very

O ABOUT YOU Write your answers or ask another student.
What do/did your parents expect you to do around the home7
Do/Oid they set a good example around the home7
Do you think you do/did your fair share of the work?
ls/Was your bedroom in a mess most of the time?
Remember to test yourself
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19 I can talk about manners
A Table manners 61
In the Philippines, it's considered
good manners to eat all the food on
your plate.
In Afghanistan, wasting food is
frowned upon, and talking with
your mouth full is viewed as being
discourteous.

In China, it's customary and respectful
to pass food to the elderly first. You
should never stab chopsticks' into a
bowl of rice and leave them pointing
upwards:this is regarded as extremely
disrespecthil. It can also be offensive to
remove rice from a bowl with a spoon.

etiquette
the formal rules of correct or polite bchaviour in society.
manners
(PL) behaviour that is considered polite in a particular society or culture.
frown on/upon sth/sb (often passive) disapprove ol'sth/sb.
discourteous
fml having bad manners and not showing respect. (m' courteous. courtesy n.
customary
usually done in a particular place or situation. custom n.
respectful
showing polite bchaviour towards sb/sth. opp disrespectful.
upwards
moving or pointing towards a higher positioN. opp downwards.
offensive
rude in a way that makes sb upset or annoyed, (m' inoffensive.
0 0

0

These verbs all mean to think about something in a partiCylar way.
They are commonly used in passive constructions like this:
Itis considered (to be) the correct thing to do.
It is regarded/viewed/perceived as the correct thing to do.

O Correct the spelling mistakes.
1

inoffencive

3

etikette

2

curteous

4 percieve

5

downwords

6 chopstiks

Complete the sentences.

ABOUT YOUR COUNTRY

1
2

ltisc
to eat chicken with your fingers when you're at the table.
Talking with your mouth full is usually f
upon.

3

Parents think it's important for children to have good table m

4

Not eating food you are given is generally v

5

ltisc

6

C

very bad manners to eat everything you are given.
related to the serving of food are the same all over the country.

7

ltisr

8

As a guest, it would be o

9

ltis d

10

as discourteous.

as r

to offer food to the elderly first.
to say the host's food was badly cooked.

to start eating before others have been served.

It is normal e
to put your knife and fork / chopsticks by the
side of your plate/bowl when you have finished eating.

0 ABOUT YOUR COUNTRY Are the sentences in Exercise 2 true or false, or does it depend
on different factors? Write your answers, or ask another student.
56
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B Polite or impolite? 6"1
DAN
BETH
DAN

Felicity's manners are impeccable. aren't they?
Yes, exemplary, but that brother of hers is a bit cheeky.
I'd call him insolent, actually. or even downright rude,

JO
JIM
JO

Idon't think Julian will be put out ifyou leave the party early.
i just don't want to put my foot in it, you know. His family are very upper class.
Well, you'll just have to be on your best behaviour, then!

KAZ
BEN

I really took exception to Arnold's remarks: Ithought they were disgraceful.
Yes. Icouldn't agree more. They really were in poor taste.

0

impeccable
exemplary
cheeky
insolent
downright
be put out
put your foot in it
upper class
be on your best behaviour
take exception to sth
remark
disgraceful
be in poor/bad taste

perfect (impeccable manners/behaviour/service).
fmi. excellent, and done in a way that others should copy.
inf rude, often in an amusing way (often used by adults about children).
cheek n (What a cheek! = How rude!j.
extremely rude and d isrespectful. insolence n.
used to emphasize sth negative (downright rude/offensive).
be upset or offended. syn take offence.
inf say sth that offends or upsets sb.
considered to have the highest social status (also middle class. lower
class. working class).
behave m the most polite way you can.
object strongly to sth and be angry about it.
a few words that give your opinion about sth. syn comment.
very bad or unacceptable. disgrace n (What a disgrace!).
be offensive and not at all appropriate.

0 Cross out any words in italics which are not possible. All three may be possible.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

He was put out lput his foot in it / on hiS best behaviour.
She made a rude / an insolent / a cheeky remark.
What she said was in poor / bad / cheek taste.
Unfortunately she took exception / offence / her foot in it.
His behaviour is impeccable / disgraceful / exemplary.
I thought they were downright rude / comments / disgrace.
Is he upperl working I middle class?
What a cheek la disgrace / an insolence!

0 Complete the texts.
I have a very unusual friend called Erwin who considers himself to be very upper (I)
He is incredibly polite and has exemplary (2)
, and I always feel rather uncomfortable
with him, because I feel I have to be on my best (3)
all the time. 1°m very nervous
about putting my (4)
in it, especially if I go to his place for dinner. If I get there even
five minutes late, he seems to be quite (S)
out.
Ive taken a strong dislike to one of the guys who work for me. He's quite insolent; in fact, I'd say he's
(6)
rude, actually. The other day he made an offensive (7)
about my
appearance, which frankly is none of his business, and I really took (8)
'carrot top' because of my red hair was in very poor (9)

Remember to test yourself
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Review: You and other people
Unit 14
1 Complete the table.
NOUN

ADJECTIVE

NOUN

ADJECTIVE

cynical

naive

sceptical

spontaneous

affection

passion
virtue

charismatic

2 Rewrite the sentences using the word or a form of the word in capitals. Keep the
meaning the same.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

What was your impression of him? MAKE
I think you ought to have a try. GIVE
I'll do anything if it's practical and sensible. REASON
He doesn't believe the figures. SCEPTICAL
I started liking him after a while. TAKE
Ithink he's very bright. STRIKE
He really annoyed me. NOSE
He's interesting and rather unusual. CHARACTER
I haven't thought about it much but it seemed sensible. SURFACE
Don't base your opinion only on appearance. BOOK
Z more words: bubbly, gullible, taciturn, gregarious, sly, two-faced

Unit 15
1 Complete each sentence with two words or phrases from the word pool with a similar
meaning.
devastated
stunned J
suppress
cautious
gobsmacked j'
disclose
uncomfortable
reveal
bottle up
b· We were stunned
1
2

The police refused to
I always feel

ecstatic
hit the roof
uneasy
went mad
over the moon
guarded
heartbroken

jgobsmacked

when he suddenly appeared after ten years.

/

the identity of the man arrested.
in his company; he's just a bit strange.

/

3

I was
/
when my boyfriend left me for another woman. It took me
months to get over it.
4 Marisa was
/
about becoming a mother; in fact we were all delighted.
5 Aridrea was late for work again and her boss just
/
. She'd better
watch out or she might get the sack.
6 It's never a good idea to
/
your feelings for too long.
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7

The sales figures looked promising, but the boss's response was quite

/

He never wants to appear too positive.
Z more words: distraught, grief-stricken, beside yourself (with sth), go bananas, dumbfounded,
on top of the world

Unit 16
1 One word is missing in each line. Where does it go? Write it at the end of the line.
Starting a new job isn't easy, and you°re always going to have some 1 and
up'
downs. Unfortunately one colleague took an instant to me, which made me
very upset. I was sure he was talking about me my back, and even though
i did everything to his respect, nevertheless it was a stressful period, and
it really put a strain me. After a while, I thought the best thing was to try
and in my boss, who explained that the colleague was hostile because
he the fact that I had got the position that he had wanted. I had a
really decision - whether to talk to him about it directly or not - and
in the end I decided to stick for myself and talk to him. Initially he was a
bit surprised, but as time has gone, our relationship has improved a lot,
and I definitely feel that are looking up. I feel happy to carry on now.

1
?
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Z more words: love-hate relationship, inseparable, animosity, incompatible, irreconcilable
(differences), cut (all ties with sb)

Unit 17
1 Complete the crossword. The letters in the grey squares spell another word. What is it?

;y
10

1 admire someone very much.
2 fight against or refuse to obey an authority,
3 vulgar; coarse.
4 give someone the enthusiasm and desire to
do something.
5 have a go at someone.
6 a person who believes that the world can be
perfect.
7

If you follow in someone's
,
you want to be as successful as they are.
8 If something is against your
,
it is against your very strong beliefs.
9 a woman you admire very much for her
qualities or ability.
10 If you look
on someone, you
think you are better than they are.

Z more words: think the world of sb / think highly of sb, sycophantic, repulsive, creepy,
foul-mouthed

REVIEW: YOU AND OTHER PEOPLE
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Unit 18
1 Tick the words that are possible. More than one word may be correct.
1 The children often make a mess [J a fuss [J an example 13
2 He was from a broken [J detrimentaiQ deprived U home.
3

Does money have a messy [J beneficial

detrimental [J effect on people?

4 She's great, and she always pulls her weight [J sets a good example [J does her fair share [J.
5 Nagging is an unappealing [J an appealing [J a life-threatening [J habit.
6 He goes on and on at[j gives in to [J nags [J the children about doing their homework.
Z more words: anti-social behaviouc truancy, reckless (behaviour), reprimand sb, ringleaden lead
sb astray

Unit 19
1 Are these positive or negative remarks? Write P or N.
1

His manners were exemplary.

2

i took exception to his comments.

3

She was very insolent.

4

The service was impeccable.

5

Taking photos is frowned upon.

6

What a cheek!

7

She put her foot in it.

8

They°re always courteous.

2 Complete the sentences in a suitable way.

ABOUT YOU AND
YOUR COUNTRY

1

If you invited someone to your house for a meal at 7 o'clock, and
they arrived at 8 o'clock, would you be
out?

2
3

Do you often say the wrong thing and put your
If someone made a cheeky remark which you took

in it?
to,

would you normally say something or keep qljiet7
4

Is it
themselves to be
class? Do you

5
6

in your country for most people to
class or
class, or working
yourself as coming from a particular c|ass?

Do people
Upon people, especially women, who smoke
in the street?
If you are invited to someone's house for a meal, what is the normal
? Do you take flowers or chocolates, or something like that?

3 ABOUT YOU AND YOUR COUNTRY Write your answers to Exercise 2, or ask another
student.
7. more words: (invade sb°s) personal space, uncivil behaviouc churlish, protocol, (have the)
decency to do sth, indiscretion
60
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20 I can talk about food
A Fruit,

1 ·4

fennel

artichoke

(vegetables)

almonds

(types of spice)

O Complete the foods. The last four are plural.
1 arti
2 porn
3 beet

4 cinn
5 pap
6 fen

7 gin
8 squ
9 aim

10 rad
11 len
12 bean

O Complete the sentences in a logical way.
> Artichoke and fennel are vegetables .
1 Raisins and
2 Sage and
3 Almonds and

are types of
are
.
are types of

. 4
5

Papaya and
Ginger and

are

fruits.

are

0 ABOUT YOU AND YOUR COUNTRY Study the words and pictures for two minutes. Then
shut your book and write down the items that you grow in your own country, and a list of
the ones you have eaten.

J Remember to test yourself
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B Kitchen equipment 61
Equipment

used to ...

what? e.g.:

wok

stir-fry

vegetables,
meat. fish

steamer

steam

fish. rice.
vegetables

deep fat fryer

deep-fry

fish, potatoes

S

casserole

food
processor

braise/stew
(cook meat
slowly in liquid
in a closed
container)

i whis? ;gV beat
drain

i

meat,
vegetables, etc.

vegetables
that have
been washed
or cooked in
water
cheese, e.g.
parmesan

I

."\,
':::::
mm
litrmm
I:,','::,

meat,
vegetables

eggs. cream

' t

i grater

used to ...
"'"'h

what? e.g.:
garlic

sieve .

sieve
(separate

[lour,
tomatoes

solids from
liquid or
larger solids
from smaller
ones)
peel

vegetables

lemon
squeezer

squeeze

lemons, limes

corkscrew

open

wine bottles

ladle

serve

soup

kitchen scales

weigh

al] types of
food

,

"' ¶
'
!

chop. slice.
- and mix

colander

Equipment
I,":::,,=

grate

peeler

P

":!')'

d""""'

0 Find six compound words or word combinations in the box.
cheese
lemon
processor
fryer

kitchen
grater

food
garlic
deep fat
crusher
squeezer
scales

0 Write down the equipment you would need to:
1

drain vegetables cooked in water

4

serve soup

2

stir-fry vegetables

5

remove lumps in flour

3 open a bottle of wine

6

beat eggs

0 Write down a type of food you can:

62

1

squeeze

3

2

grate

4 steam

LEISURE AND LIFESTYLE

sieve

5 slice
6 braise
Remember to test yourself
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C Food words, different meanings 6"1
Many food words form part ol'an idiomatic expression. or are used informally in spoken English
with a different rneaning.
I said the plan would work,
but it all went pear"shaped,
so I had to eat my words.

The trouble with Tanya is she
always wants to have her
cake and eat it.

Since jamie lost his job,
Marcia has been the main
breadwinner.

Eric was very angry when
he didn't get the job, but it
was just sour grapes. To be
honest, if he had worked here,
he would've been a fish out
of water.

He managed to fix the (jook
but he really made a meal
of it,

You should get the job, but
donZ count your chickens.

0

Ali's calm and sensible; his
brother's a complete nutcase.
They're like chalk and
cheese.

The whole thing sounded a bit
fishy to me.

.

go pear-shaped
eat your words

inf go badly wrong and be very unsuccessful.
admit that sth you said was wrong.

sour grapes
a fish out of water
have your cake and eat it
make a meal of sth
fishy
breadwinner
don't count your chickens
(before they're hatched)
nutcase
like chalk and cheese

a negative response to sth because you're angry you can't have it.
a person who feels uneasy and out of place in their surroundings.
have the advantages of sth without the disadvantages.
inf spend more time doing sth than is necessary.
inf suspicious, and probably involving dishonesty.
a person who supports their family with money they earn.
saying don't be too confident that sth will be successful. because it may go
wrong,
inf a crazy person.
used for saying that two people are very different.

O Complete the missing food word in each expression.
1 sour
2 don't count your
3 a
out of water

5 like chalk and
6 go
-shaped
7 want to have your

4

8 a

winner

and eat it

case

0 Finish the sentences with an expression which summarizes the situation.
p He was only rude about the party because he wasn't invited. It was just
sour q"ap"s
.
1 It took two men three days to build that little wall. They really
,
2 Axel wants to use his father's car all the time, but still expects his father to pay all the bills. His
problem is that he wants
3 Maggie spends all her time working; her sister doesn't do a thing and is out with her friends every
night. They're like
4 I told Freddie he wasn't good enough to get in the football team. Then, last week, they picked
him, so I had to
5 Everyone at the party except me had a good job. a big house, and a wife and two children.
Frankly, I felt like
.
6 A man knocked on the door and said that if I gave him £100, he could invest it and make me
£1,000 in less than two years. It sounded
Remember to test yourself
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21 I can talk about holidays 64

Glossary
stunning
thriving
vibrant
cobbled streets
remarkably
diverse
undergo sth
restoration
laze around
soak sth up
go for a wander (around/in)
retain sth
charm
off the beaten track
trek
unique
get away from it all
remote
unspoilt

64 LEISURE AND LIFESTYLE

extremely attractive or impressive. syn beautiful.
growing and developing, and very successful, syn flourishing.
full of life and energy.
streets with a surface of old round stones.
in an unusual or surprising way. remarkable Al)].
of many different kinds.
experience a process of change.
the work of repairing old buildings, paintings. etc. restore v.
relax and do very little.
absorb or take sth into your senses. body. or mind.
walk slowly without a real purpose or direction. wander (around/in) v.
fml keep sth. retention n.
a pleasant or attractive quality or feature. charming adj.
far away from other people and houses.
a long hard walk, often in the mountains. trek v.
being the only one of its kind.
go somewhere different to have a rest or holiday.
far from places where other people live. syn isolated.
(of a place) beautiful because it has not been changed or built on.

Remember to test yourself
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O Complete the phrases with words from the box.
track

easy

wander

atmosphere

batteries

1
2

cobbled
go for a

4
5

get away from
off the beaten

3

take it

6

soak up the

it all

around
7
8

streets

laze
recharge your

Complete the words in the dialogues.
1
2

Is the town centre different now? - Yes, it has u
Is it still a thriving holiday resort? - Yes, it's really f

major changes.

3 Is the restaurant cheap?
- Yes, it's r
good value.
4 There's nowhere like Cuenca.
- Absolutely true. It's completely u
5 The village hasn°t changed at all. - No, it's completely u
6 The villa's miles from anywhere.

- Yes, itS very r

Replace the underlined word(s) with a word or phrase with a similar meaning.
>
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The village has many pleasant and attractive qualities,
charms
HeS running a flourishing new business.
Just look at that beautiful view of the mountainsMy son's interests are very varied.
The villa was quite remote.
We°re going on a long walk across the desert.
Our preference is to keep the original design for the garden.
We just want to relax and do very little.
The old buildings in the centre need to be repaired.

O Complete the text.
Great Expectations ...
I'd been having a terrible time at work, so I was really looking forward to taking it
(I)
for a couple of weeks on a Greek island, staying miles from anywhere in a
(2)
--- villa by the sea. At least, that's what I had hoped. The reality was somewhat
different. The villa was undergoing (3)
, so I had to stay in a nearby beach
resort, where most people were trying to do the same as me: (4)
around on the
beach during the day, and then (5)
around the pretty (6)
streets in
the evening. Unfortunately, the place turned out to be very noisy and unpleasant, so my idea of
getting m
'
all just didn't happen.

0 ABOUT YOU Write your answers, or ask another student.
What do you want from a holiday? Do you want to ..

Yes, usually / Occasionally / No, never

... go somewhere vibrant and exciting?
... laze around on a beach and unwind?
... go somewhere remote and get away from it all?
... go on an adventurous holiday?
... wander around interesting towns and vi||ages7

Remember to test yourself
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spine-tingling
ghost story
on the edge of your seat
set
sound effects
scare sb out of their wits
nail-biting
adaptation
twist
cast
sensational
applause
phenomenally
unanimously
acclaimed

O

very frightening or exciting in a way that you enjoy.
a story about the spirit ofa dead person that sb hears or sees.
very excited and interested in sth.
the scenery and furniture used in a play, film, etc.
sounds that are made artificially in a play. film, etc. to make it more
realistic, e.g. wind, thunder.
frighten sb very much.
making you very excited or worried. syn gripping.
a book or play that has been made into a film. TV programme. etc.
an unexpected change or development in a story or situation.
(+ sing or pl V) all the people who act in a play or film.
inf extremely good: wonderful. syns fabulous, brilliant.
the sound ofan audience (people watching a play. etc.) showing approval
by hitting their hands together. applaud v. syn clap.
in a very great or impressive way. syn extraordinarily.
in a way that is agreed by everyone. unanimous adj.
publicly talked or written about in an admiring way. acclaim n,

Cover the texts and glossary. Circle the correct word.
1
2
3
4
5

lwas on the end / edge of my seat.
There were great sound affects / effects.
The race had a nail-eating l-biting finish.
We were scared out / out of our wits.
There's a great twist / cast in the story.

6
7
8
9
10

We agreed phenomenally / unanimously.
It's an adaption / adaptation of a book.
The music was spine-tingling / -tingly.
Are you keen on ghost / spirit stories:'
Did they applause lapplaud at the end?

Replace the underlined word or phrase with a word or phrase with a similar meaning.
1

The people watching the play loved it.

2

The play was absolutely fabulous.

3

There has been considerable public praise for the play.

4 The actors in the play were very good indeed.

66

5

What did you think of the scenery and furniture7

6

The musical was extraordinarily good.

7

It was a really tense and exciting story.

8

Someone started applauding and then everyone joined in.
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B A terrible movie 61
Glossary
A I had to sit through some atrocious,
sentimental movie that Frankie wanted
to see on TV last night, called 'Love in
Summer'.
B Oh. [ saw that —yes, it was tedious,
wasn't it? Full ol'clichCs - you know, al]
men are shallow, dishonesty is bad . . .
A Yes, it was all terrible - feeble jokes,
wooden dialogue, and the acting was
very mediocre. And Jack Burns was
totally miscast as the romantic lead,
wasn't he?
B Yeah. he was dire, and Maggie Lovett
was pretty unconvincing too. Idon't
know whylwatched it al] the way
through - it was utter rubbish.

0

0

Tedious is a synonym f(i#' " : '"" :iin·
dull [s 'very boring'. Thd . "
"
bored': bored to tears.
bored stiff, or bored o
,
W

a
' ""

""

.

very bad and unpleasant. syn dire inf.
often disapproving making people
experience feelings ofsadness, sympathy.
etc. in a deliberate and obvious way.
a phrase or idea that has been used so
clichC
often it no longer has much meaning and
is not interesting. clichCd adj.
not showing serious thought, feelings,
shallow
etc. syn superficial.
very weak.
feeble
not showing enough natural expression.
wooden
emotion, or movement.
of only average quality.
mediocre
(d'art actor) not. suitable for the role they
miscast
have been given.
unconvincing not seeming true or real. opp convincing.
complete (used to emphasize sth, usually
utter
sth bad) (an utter waste oftime, utter
rubbish/nonsense).
inf We say sth is rubbish if we think it is of
rubbish
poor quality.

atrocious
sentimental

0 Is the meaning the same or different? Write S or D.
I

It's a vcrv romantic lilm.

It's a very sentimental film.

2 The acting was quite wooden.

The acting didn't seem natural.

3 Iwas bored to tears.

I found it very tedious,

4 The kmale characters were shallow.

The female characters were superficial.

5 The leading actor was miscast.

The leading actor was convincing.

6 We were bored stiff.

We were bored out of our minds.

7 The movie was dire.

The movie was atrocious.

8 The film was mediocre.

The film was utter rubbish.

0 Complete the words in the sentences.
1

If a film is d

dull, or you are bored s

2
3

Many movies are c
: they're just boring and lacking in original themes.
If the director is poor, the actors may give a w
performance as well.

4 There's nothing worse than a comedy film with f

, you should leave before the end.

jokes.

5

If the plot of a film is hard to believe, the acting may be u

6

Most films made in Hollywood are utter r

too.

7
8

People are bored to d
by all the m
romantic comedies around.
i hate musicals. Every single one I've seen has been absolutely d
,

0 ABOUT YOU Think of some atrocious films you've seen. Why were they dire? Write your
answer, or ask a partner.
J Remember to test yourself
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23 i can talk about competitive sport
Glossary
at home

Ila team plays at home, they play in their

qualify for sth
knockout

own stadium. opp away.
be good enough to enter a competition.
qualification n.
In a knockout competition, the winner at
each stage continues in the competition.
but the loser is no longer in it.

runner(s)-up

a person or team who coines second in a
competition.
the rest (of sth)
the remaining people or things: the others.
eliminate sb from sth usually passive Ila team is eliminated from
a competition, it has been beaten and can
no longer take part in it. syn knock sb out

draw
round
get through (to sth)
neutral
venue
victory

ofsth.
an act ofdeciding sth by pulling names out
of a bag. be drawn (againstsb) v.
a stage in a sports competition.
reach the next stage in a competition.
not belonging to either of the teams who
are playing.
a place where an organized event happens.
success in a game. war. etc. victorious adi.

O True or false? Write T or F.
1
2

If you qualify for a competition, you will win it.
A venue is the last game in a competition.

3 The runner-up comes second in a competition.
4 In the knockout stage of a competition, every team plays more than one game.
5

If you are eliminated, that is the end of your competition.

6

If you are victorious, it is a good result.

7

If you play away, you°re at a neutral venue.

8

The draw is a way of deciding which teams play against each other.

O Complete the words in the text.
We did well in the cup this year. We played b.
managed to win, then we were (2) d
easy (3) v
. In the (4) d
(5) r
from last year,

away
in the first (I) r
but
at home in the next two rounds and had fairly
for the quarter-final, we had to play the
but we played really well and (6) g

t
to the semi-final. Unfortunately, we then lost because one or two of our best players
were injured in training, and that seemed to affect (7) t
r
of the team.
However, at least we were (8) k
the competition.
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B Playing well and playing badly n
At the beginning of the
season our form in the
league was poor. but we've
had a good run lately, and
we're unbeaten nowin
five games.
We had an outside
chance ofpromotion
before Christmas, but now
we've got no chance.

Carter was in great form
for us last season. but
recently he's let us down.
When the opposition put us
under pressure, we just
went to pieces.
We dominated the game
and were on the verge
ofwinning, then we gave
away a silly penalty.

0

0

Chance is used in many phrases as it
can mean a possibility (a fact that sth
might happen) or an opportunity (a
situation which makes sth possible):
We've got an outside chance of
pronzotion. (= a small chance) opp a
great chance.
This season could be my bjg chance.
(= opportunity for success)
He's retiring soon, so this is his last
chance. (= final opportunity)

0

form

the way in which sb is perfOrming (sb in (t on good/great limn is l)er|i)l'|))il)g well:
sb who is offform is perfOrming badly).
league
a set ofteams who play each otherover a season to find the best team.
a (good/bad) run
a period of performing well or badly.
unbeaten
not having lost.
promotion
the action of moving a team up to a higher league. be promoted v.
opp relegation n, be relegated v.
let sb down
failto give sb the help and supportthey need,
under pressure
in a stressful situation, often because sb is forcing you to do sth in a certain way.
go to pieces
inf become very nervous or upset and unable to perform.
dominate
(in sport) play better than sb and be in control ofthe game. syn be on top. dominant adj.
on the verge of sth near to the moment ofdoing or achieving sth.
give sth away
lose a game. point, or competition through a bad mistake.

0 One word is missing in each line of the text. What is it and where does it go?
We've been L good form recently, and last Saturday we
started the match really well, and we the first half.
Then, at the start of the second half, they put us a lot of
pressure, and we gave a silly goal. After that, I'm afraid,
we completely went pieces. i thought our goalkeeper, in
particular, really let us. And after losing that game, we have
no of promotion this year. In fact, if we go on playing badly,
we could be at the end of the season.

in
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0 Rewrite the sentences on the left without changing the meaning.
1

They've done well recently.

2

She could win at the Olympics.

3

we could go up to the next league.

4
5

We're close to victory. We're on the
We haven't lost this season. We are

6

Recently he's been playing badly.

7

We dominated most of the game.

Remember to test yourself

They've had a good
The Olympics could be her big
We could be

Recently he's been off
For most of the game we were
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24 I can talk about gardens and nature
A A natural garden 61

Glossary

I've always been excited by the idea of a garden
which imitates the best of nature, so, having
acquired a cottage in the country, I'm now
in the process of creating my own wildlife
garden. The site is idea] - a gentle slope going
down to a pond. plus there's a shed - and there
are already plants to attract wildlife
such as bees and butterflies'.
I've scattered seeds to create
a wild-flower meadow, and [
hope birds will soon build nests.

imitate sth/sb
acquire sth
cottage
in the process
of doing sth
wildlife
site
slope
shed

' stem
flower

attract sth/sb
scatter sth
seed

plant .....

meadow
leaf

nest
/
i' "

roots

syn copy sth/sb. imitation n. copy n.
obtain sth by buying it or being
given it.
a small house, especially in the
country.
doing things that are necessary to
achieve sth.
animals, birds, and insects that live
in a natural state.
an area of land that is used for sth
(camping site/building site).
an area of land that is higher at one
end than the other. slope v.
a small simple building, made of
wood, and often found in gardens.
make sth/sb come towards you.
throw or drop things in different
directions over a wide area.
the small hard part of a plant from
which new plants grow.
a field covered in grass, and often
wild flowers.
a place where birds lay their eggs
and live with their young. nest v.

k. '
, 4

O Circle the correct word(s). Both words
may be correct.
1 We grow potatoes in that field / meadow.
2 He works on a building land / site.
3 This plant will attract / scatter butterflies.
4 I copied / imitated my neighbour's garden.
5 How did you obtain / acquire that land?
6 There's a camping / camping site nearby.
7 We need to protect wildlife / wildliving .
8 Look at the scenery / nature I

O Complete the sentences.

70

1
2

I'm in the
of building a new wall round the garden.
There are two blackbirds building a
under the roof of the garden

3
4

For the
I love being in the

S

1°ve bought lots of packets of

6

From the kitchen of our
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to grow, the water has to go up the
surrounded by the beauties of nature.

from the

to grow different flowers and vegetables.
, the garden

down quite steeply to the river.
Remember to test yourself
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B Gardening chores 6"1
SPRING: Add compost to
! SUMMER: Mow the lawn'
enrich the soil.
once a week.
Prune certain bushes' and i Do regular weeding.
plants.
Put your feet up and enjoy
Dig" the ground if it's not
the garden.
too muddy.

AUTUMN: Tidy hedges and
fallen leaves.
. Plant bulbs' for the
.: following spring.

.

0

chore
compost
enrich sth
soil
prune sth
muddy
do the weeding
put your feet up
hedge
plant sth

a small job that you have to do regularly, often around the home.
a mixture ofdecaying plants and food that is added to soil to help things grow (compost
makes soil more fertile: fertility N).
improve the quality ofslh by adding sth to it.
the top part of the earth in which trees and plants grow.
remove some ola plant's stems or branches to improve future growth. syn cutsth back.
(ofthc earth) wet from too much rain. mud n.
remove the weeds (= wild plants growing where they are not wanted in a garden).
idiom sitdown and relax.
a line ofbushes growing close together around a garden or field.
put flowers and other plants into the soil.

Good news or bad news? Write G or B.
1

The ground is muddy.

4

The lawn is full of weeds.

2

We've got lots of compost.

5

There's loads of digging to do.

3

I've got lots of chores.

6

The bulbs are coming up.

0 Rewrite the sentences without using the underlined words. Keep the meaning the same.
1

Have you got something I can use for cliqqinq?

2

I'm going to sit down and relax.

3

He's going to c,u,t, the grass.

4

You'll need to prune this bush.

You'll need to

5

I'm going to improve the soil.

I'm going to add

Have you got a

He's going to

6

I want to RLLt some roses .

I want to

7

There's a line of bushes round the field.

There's a

8

I need to take out the weeds.

9

We need to enrich the soil.

Remember to test yourself

?

Pm going to put

I need to do
We need to make the soil
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25 I can talk about shopping habits
A Different kinds of shopper 6"1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0

Situational shopper: Shop till you drop?
Not you. You're not there for browsing
-you're after a particular buy.And the
minute you've got it, you're off.

.
.

i knMieshQRm: You might go to the
shops in searCh of sandals and come
i back with a winter coat. You may also
i have things in your wardrobe with the
i price tag still on them.
0

,
!
i
'
;

Bargain buver: You have an eye for a
bargain, and you']] shop around until
you find it.
Serhus§hQpRer: You're incredibly Rmised
md won't be distracted by cheap oRCrs.

.

impulse (to do sth)
in search of sth
price tag
shop till you drop
browse
after sth
the minute
be off
have an eye for sth

a sudden desire to do sth without thinking about the results (buy sth on impulse).
looking brsth.
a label on sth which shows how much you must pay.
modern idiom Spend a long time shopping because you don't want to stop (till = until).
casually look at things in a shop, or lookthrough the pages of a book.
looking for and trying to obtain sth (after a jacket / after a job).
as soon as. syn the moment.
go: leave.
have a natural ability to see or find sth (to have youreye on sth is to have seen sth and
want to have it or buy it).
shop around
go to different shops until you [ind what you want.
focused
having a very clear aim: knowing whatyou want to do.
be distracted by sth be looking at orthinking about sth so that you are unable to pay attention to other
things. distract sb from sth v.

O Circle the correct word.
1
2
3
4
5
6

If I don't find something immediately, I'm happy to shop around / away.
He's got an / his eye on a small vase, which he might buy.
He°s very distracted / focused at work and just keeps going till the job's finished.
She really has an / her eye for detail.
You're distracting me from / by my work. Go away!
i just stopped to page / browse through this magazine.

O Complete the text with suitable words and phrases.
I went into town with Patsy. I was in (I)

some shoes, Patsy was

(2)

a top and a skirt I saw some lovely shoes in 'Shoon', but then I looked at the price

(3)

and decided 1°d (4)

for something a bit cheaper. Patsy then

pointed out some boots in the shop opposite. The (5)

I saw them I knew I had to have

them. I just bought them (6)
- I couldn't stop myself. The trouble is, after
that I was bored and wanted to go home. I'm not the kind of person who shops till they
(7)
, so i told Patsy that I had to be (8)
in order to get home and finish an
essay. She didn't mind. I left her (9)
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in a very expensive boutique that opened last month.
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B Shopping habits 6"1
SHOPPING is the UK'S fourth favourite leisure pursuit. whetherit's a spending spree,
bargain hunting, or just browsing, millions of us head for the shops every weekend. And it's
not just women who indulge in this popular pastime. Men over 50 now outspend women
of the same age, because of their love of gadgets, and it's estimated that two to eight per
cent of all UK adults are shopaholics. A small number, though, may become compulsive
shoppers: they become addicted to it and end up with crippling financialdebts.

Glossary
syns hobby, pastime (leisure/outdoor pursuits).
a short period of time doing one activity, often in an
uncontrolled way (spending/shopping spree).
bargain hunting looking for sth at a good price and cheaper than usual.
head forttowards go in the direction oL
do sth you like. especially sth that is bad for you.
indulge in sth
a sinai] tool or piece ofequipment that does sth useful.
gadget
inf sb who enjoys shopping and spends a lot of time doing
shopaholic
it (also workaholic/chocoholic: see alcoholic below).
a compulsive person finds it difficult to control
compulsive
their actions (a compulsive shopper/gambler/liar).
unable to stop doing sth which is usually
addicted to sth
harmful (addicted to drugs/alcohol: a person is a
drug addict or an alcoholic).
very serious (crippling debts/disease).
crippling

pursuit
spree

0 Find six compound words or common phrases in the box.
bargain
debts

drug
gambler

compulsive
crippling
shopping
leisure
spree
hunting
pursuit
addict

0 Complete the sentences.
1

When I saw Sue she was

for the supermarket.

2

I don't have time to

3

Steve loves any kind of

4

It's not perfect, but the advantages

5

The men

6

It's easy to get

in too many leisure pursuits. I'm too busy at work.
, so I gave him an alarm clock which changes colour.
the disadvantages.

the women 5 to 1 in that company.
things such as drugs or alcohol.

0 ABOUT YOU Write your answers or ask another student.
How often do you go on a spending spree?
What's your attitude to bargain hunting?
What kind of gadgets do you buy, if any?
Would you describe yourself as a shopaholic?

Remember to test yourself
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26 I can talk about socializing

0

A Parties 61

Organizing a par(y
" The host is expected to layon food and drink,
which can be expensive and time-consuming.
Consider asking others to make a contribution
and bring something.
0 A lot of food means a lot of clearing up.Think
about disposable plates and cutlery.

0

" Don't adve'rtise it oh the Internet beforehand.
You don't want gatecrashers.
0 Parties take a while to warm up. Consider music
(not so deafening that it drowns out the
conversation) or party games to liven things up.
0 Finally, don't get carried away. You're planning a
party, not a theme park.

0

spend time with other people in a friendly way. sociable .r\j)j.
a person who is giving a meal or a party (hostess can be used for a woman).
inf provide sth for sb, especially food, drink. or transport.
needing a lot of time (a time-consuming process).
a thing that you give or do to help sth be successful (make a valuable/significant
contribution). contribute v.
leave everything clean and tidy.
clear (sth) up
intended to be used once or twice then thrown away.
disposable
beforehand
before sth else happens or is done.
a person who tries to get into a party without an invitation.
gatecrasher
(of a party or event) start to become interesting and enjoyable.
warm up
deafening
very loud,
be louder than other sounds, so they can't be heard.
drown sth out
liven sth up
make sth more exciting (liven up = become more exciting).
getlbe carried away become very excited or lose control of your feelings.

socialize
host
lay sth on
time-consuming
contribution

O Complete the dialogues with a suitable word.
1

Whose party is it? - Paula and Simon are the

.

2

Can we throw these plates away? - Yes, they're

3

Can we do anything we like? - Yes, but don°t get carried

4

Did this take long? - Yes, it was very

5

She's always out with people. - Yes, she

6

Why did you turn up the music? - To

7

Did people help oUt at the party? - Yes, everyone made a

I

a lot.

the noise from next door.

Complete the words in the text.
... and the party was great! Carol (I) I
she prepared most of it (2) b

a lot of hot food, but I think

. And most of the people who were invited

(3) c

by bringing a bottle. She also put a couple of big guys near the door to stop

(4) g

, which was sensible. It (5) w

by 11 o'clock things had really (6) I
complained that the music was (7) d
(8) c
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after a while, and
, and it was great. A neighbour

but that's all. I bet Carol had a lot of
the next day, but it was worth it.

Remember to test yourself
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B In other people°s company 6"1
A
B

Shall we pop round and see Glynnis?
Yes - she may fancy a bit of company.

A
B

They'll have fun tonight, no doubt.
Yes, but I'm sure they won't get drunk.

A
B

Jim's quite awkward when he's in company.
Yeah. Ithink he's a bit ola loner.

A
B

We're having a get-together tonight.
Oh, can I join in?

A
B

You never get a warm welcome at Laura's.
No. And her friends are all a bit cliquey as well.

I like company.
(= being with other people)
She's good company.
(= enjoyable to be with)
He enjoys his own company.
(= being by himself)
He's not very goodin company.
(= with other people)
I'll accompany you.
(fmi. = go with you)

0

pop round/over/in
fancy sth
no doubt
drunk
awkward
loner
get-together
join in
warm welcome
cliquey

inf go somewhere quickly or for a fairly short time.
ini' want sth or want to do sth.
used to say you expect sth will happen.
having drunk too much alcohol (get/be drunk).
not relaxed or comfortable with other people.
a person who is often alone and usually prefers to be alone.
a friendly informal meeting or party. syn do n, inf.
Lake part in an activity with other people.
If sb gives you a warm welcome you feel relaxed in their home. welcome adi
(make sb feel welcome).
inf. disapproving forming a small group and not letting others join in. clique n.

0 Rewrite the sentences without using the
underlined words. Keep the meaning
the same.
1

She's not very good with other people.

2

She's not very good
He had too much to drink.

3

He
He prefers his own company.

4

He's a
Come to the get-together tonight.

5

Come to the
He's very uncomfortable with people.

6

He's very
She made me feel relaxed in her home.

She gave me a very
They're unfriendly to outsiders.
They're a bit
.
8 Someone will go with you.

7

.

0 Complete the dialogues in a suitable
way.
1 Did you go with them?
Yes, I asked if I could
2 Do we know when she's arriving?
No, but no
she'll ring us.
3 Are you staying in?
Yes. Do you want to
round?
4 He's a bit of a loner, isn't he?
Yes, he prefers his
5 Are you going out?
No, we're having a big family
.
6 Are they having a
at the club?
Yeah. Do you
going?
7 She's great to be with.
Yeah, she's good
.
8 They're not very nice to other classmates.
No, they°re a very tight little
.

Someone will

Remember to test yourself
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Review: Leisure and lifestyle
Unit 20
1 Match the sentence halves.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

My brother and I are like
You can't have your
It was a small repair, but he made a
That deal sounds a bit
You might get the money but don't count your
Bad news: the plans have gone
I felt like a
I was wrong and in the end I had to eat my

meal of it.
chickens.
fish out of water.
chalk and cheese.
cake and eat it.
fishy to me.
words.
pear-shaped.

2 Use a word from the left and a word from the right, and write a sentence explaining the
connection between them.
cinnamon J
corkscrew
whisk
raisin
colander
lentils
casserole
ladle
cashew
wok
sage
r

braise
herb
pulse
beat

Cinnamon is a Kip" of spice.

nut
soup
spice J
wine
dried fruit
drain
stir-fry

more words: butter sb up, egg sb on, have egg on your face, be full of beans, rub salt into
the wound, sell like hot cakes

Unit 21
1 Replace words in the text with words from the box so that the meaning stays the same.
You may have to change the form of the verbs in the box.
unwind
restore

thriving
diverse
vibrant
remarkable
wander
retain

recharge your batteries
soak up

stunning J

Lisbon is surrounded by seven hills, and from most of them you have p beatNfttf stunning views of this
unusual city, which has managed to keep so much of its varied architecture and cultural heritage. But it
is also a modern, flourishing European capital, and in recent years many of the old buildings have been
repaired. For tourists, one of the most popular parts is the Alfama, where you can casually walk around
and absorb the charms of the old town. The Chiado district is famous for shops and restaurants, but
for really exciting night life, head for the Bairro Alto. Then after all that, you can relax on the nearby
beaches of Cascais and Estoril: wonderful places to get your energy back.
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2 Complete the definitions with a suitable word.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

unique: the
one of its kind.
off the beaten track:
away from other people and houses.
unspoilt: beautiful because it hasn't
cobbled streets: streets with a surface of old round
take it easy:
and do very little.
trek: a long hard
undergo something: experience a process of
charms: very
qualities or features.
Z more words: heritage, exotic, renowned, long-haul (f/ight/destination), tranquil

Unit 22
1 Complete the review with suitable words.
The Last Servant is advertised as a (I) nail(2)

on the (3)

ghost story that will have theatre

of their seats Well, not me, I'm afraid. Giles Harrison

(looking all of his 25 years) was completely (4)

as the M-year-old son of the mad doctor,

and the plot borrowed al] the same old (S)
even the sound (6)
(7)

that we've seen a hundred times before;

. were pathetic.After the first twenty minutes Iwas, frank]y,bored to
,and while it may please some people, Ithought it was utter (8)

2 Put the words in the correct column below.

sensational
dire
tedious
fabulous
mediocre
phenomenal
feeble
unconvincing
extraordinary
atrocious
sentimental
Negative

brilliant

Positive

Z more words: witty, rave about sth, bitter-sweet, tearjerkec grim, harrowing

Unit 23
1 Tick the words in italics which are possible. More than one word may be correct.
1
2

I think the team will be promoted [J relegated [J qualified [J next season.
They're playing badly because they're on top [J under pressure [J off form [J.

3 They now have a iastQ a great[j an outside a chance of victory.
4 The team are playing at home [J away [J a neutral venue [J this weekend.
5 There°s a chance they'll get through [J knocked out[j drawn [J.
6 They didn't win, but at least they were victorious a eliminated a runners-up [J
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2 Complete the words in the dialogues.
1

A Do you know who we've been d

2

A Federer really deserved his v
in the final.
B Yes, he did. And I think it was probably his I
A How are Leeds doing this season?

B

3

B

against in the next round of the cup?

Well, it can't be Oxford because they've already been e

Really well. They've had a very good r
they're li
in six matches.

: they lost in the last round.
chance, because hell be retiring soon.

since the beginning of the year; in fact,

A So they're on really good f
, then.
4 A What on earth happened to us in the second half?
B I don°t know. We were well on t
, then we g
penalty. It was a disaster.

a

a

Z more words: fixture, sign a p/ayeC thrash sb, transfer sb, seed, make your debut

Unit 24
1 Find 15 more words related to gardening
in the word square.

2 Use the words from the word square in
the sentences.

M

C

O

M

P

O

S

T

S

T

E

L

R

Y

R

M

I

S

P

O

p I added compo"t
to improve the soil.
1 The
take up the water into the
plant.

A

A

B

B

U

S

H

H

A

W

2 All gardeners want to attract

D

W

U

S

N

I

E

E

D

I

O
o

N
n

L

Y
y

Ee

G
g

Ss

D
d

Ee

Ll

W M

B

H

E

D

G

E

S

D

W

O

F

E

R

T

I

L

E

L

E

W

A

F

F

E

D

I

E

I

E

E

N

R

I

C

H

N

D

F

D

R

O

O

T

S

A

G

S

E

such as bees and butterflies into their
gardens.
3 You just scatter the
over the
soil and then cover them.
4 I want a more informal garden, with wild
flowers and grass - a
, in fact.
5 Some flowers grow from a
which you plant in the soil.
6 Look - there's a big
growing
next to the door. Take it OUt.
7 It's important to
the soil with
compost before planting.
8 Compost makes the soil more
9 You can plant a row of bushes to make a
beautiful
along your garden.
10 If the bushes get too big, you'll have to
them a bit.
11 The grass needs cutting - you'll find the
in the garden
12 I need to do some digging but I can't find the

Z more words: rake, saw, stake, slug, sow, germinate, cultivate, pests
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Unit 25
1 Complete the phrases with words from the box.
spree

tag

around

pursuit

gambler

impulse

hunting

1

buy something on

6

bargain

2

an outdoor

7

a compulsive

3

a drug

8

crippling

4

shop

9

a price

5

a spending

debts

addict

2 Correct the error in each sentence.
> Something destructed me from what i was saying. distracted
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I'm just off to the shops - I'm before a new sweater.
I knew she would be a difficult customer the minutes I saw her.
I've had my eye for that coat for ages.
When sheS feeling low she tends to induct in a bit of bargain hunting.
What time are you out to Paris in the morninjj7
Do you know anyone who's addict to Internet shopping?
He left the bank and headed to the railway station,
We went to Crete this summer in searching of the sun.
7. more words: retail therapy, charity shop, haggle, merchandise, designer label, get a buzzl
rush from / out of sth

Unit 26
1 Complete the text with words from the box.
drowns
get-together
host
join
socialize

make
loner

lay
liven

awkward
company

away

pop

Do you want to make new friends? Yes?

)

Well, follow our suggestions; they will help you to (I)
* If you're a bit of a (2)
(4)

more effectively!

and prefer your own (3)

, make a special effort to

in with any social events at work. At least you'll know a few people so you should feel

less (S)
"k Start by inviting one or two people to (6)

round and have a drink one evening. Try to

(7)

on a bit of food and drink that you think they will enjoy. Put some music on to help

(8)

things up a bit, but don't have it so loud that it (9)

It's important to (IQ)

_ out the conversation.

your guests feel welcome.

* When you have a little experience of being the (ii)

, have a small (12)

few neighbours - not more than about half a dozen. Don't get carried (13)

for a
and start inviting

loads of people - take things step-by-step, and in no time you'll start to feel more confident.
7. more words: break the ice, throw a party, housewarming party, hen party, stag night/party,
cater/catering
REVIEW: LEISURE AND LIFESTYLE
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27 I can talk about change
A Words describing change 6"1
Word

Example

Meaning

transform
sth

C(nnl)llt('rs hm'e transformed
our lives.

completely change the appearance or character of
slh. often to make it better. transformation n.

amend sth

Civil servants are now
amending the document.
We must adapt to a changing
world.
It takes lime to assimilate new
ideas.

make changes to correct a mistake or improve a
law, statement. document, etc. amendment n.
change your behaviour in order to be more
successful in a new situation. syn adjust (to sth).
learn and get used to sth which is new and different.
assimilation n.

Democraaj has evolved over
hundreds ofyears.
We hope for a smooth
transition,
After weeks o/unrest, life has
reverted to normal.
Some people wunt to restore the
monarchy.
They were going to let him go, but
they reversed their decision.

change gradually, often from something simple to
something more complicated. evolution n,
a process or period of change from one state to
another (a society in transition is changing).
change back to a state or situation that existed in
the past. syn go back.
return sth to its former state or condition.
restoration n.
change sth so it is the opposite of' what it was before
(reverse a decision/trend/policy. etc.).
reversal n. reversible ad). opp irreversible.
improve a system, an organization, a law, etc. by
making changes to it. reform n.

adapt to sth
assimilate
sth
evolve
transition fml
revert (back)
to sth
restore sth
reverse sth

reform sth

There are new proposals to
reform the prison system,

O Organize these words into the categories below.
evolve
restore
amend
assimilate
transition
revert
reform
re'aerse

adapt
transform

1
2

a word that describes complete change:
words that describe a change to improve something:

3

words that describe changing back:

4

words that describe a gradual change:

O Complete the sentences with a suitable word.
1
2

There will be a period of
when the new government takes over
The building was badly damaged, but they are planning to
it.

3 As a company we believe in
, not revolution,
4 They've changed their minds completely: this is a
5 After years of civil war, the country will find it difficult to

of the previous policy.
back to normal,

6 We will all have Lg)
to climate change, or it will be a disaster for the planet.
7 Once the ice caps melt at the poles, the change is completely
8 We'll need time to
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B Change management 6"1
Managing change
Most employees resist change thatis enforced
to facilitate change and not impose it. This
and imposed upon them. So, if a company ' requires an ongoing consultation process
wants to pursue a policy that aims to bring
with the staff, so that any changes have their
about sweeping, or even subtle, changes, : support before they are implemented.
managers need to remember that their role is
0

0

resist sth
enforce sth
impose sth on/upon sb
pursue sth
bring sth about
sweeping change
subtle
facilitate sth
ongoing
consultation
implement sth

refuse to accept sth and try to stop it happening. resistance n.
make people obey sth (enforce the law). enforcement n.
make sb accept sth against their wishes.
follow or try to achieve sth over a period of time (pursue a policy/goal).
make sth happen. syns create sth, cause sth.
a big change that will have an important effect.
not easy to notice or understand (subtle difference). opp obvious.
make an act or process easier to achieve.
continuing to develop (an ongoing process/investigation).
the act ofdiscussing sth with sb before making a decision. consult sb v.
consultative adj.
make sth that has been decided start to happen. syns carry out sth, put sth
into practice. implementation n.

0 Positive or negative? Write P or N.
0

1
2
3
4
5
6

They've enforced the change. _
They've resisted any change. _..................................._..
They've been very consultative.
They've imposed change. _
They've introduced refreshing changes. .
They want to facilitate change.

' """"

0
"

' "

·jtar

Aiiumber d"aldjecLlves are common y

used with the noun change:
$~ping/mdicdhnajor/wholesale
changes (= big changes)
a refrEshing/welcome change (= a change
thatis pleasantly new or diffCrent)

0 Replace the underlined words with different words that give a similar meaning.
1

It's only a Small difference but we believe it will have an effect.

2
3

He wants to introduce radical changes.
The new furniture is a welcome change.

4 They have the power to make people obey the law.
5 They plan to carry out a number of changes.
6 The new measures will create further change.

0 Complete the words in the text.
When the new head teacher arrived, it was rumoured that she planned to (I) p
a policy of (2) s
changes to the way the school was organized, and that she wouldn't
be very sympathetic to staff who showed any real (3) r
. However, unlike the former head
who never talked to anyone, Mrs Palmer has (4) c
members of staff, and that has been
a (S) w
change. She set up a staff committee, and we have been involved in an
(6) o
process of (7) c
for about two months. We have also
(8) i
a few changes which have already made an (9) o
difference.

Remember to test yourself
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28 I can talk about energy conservation
A Saving energy in the home 6"1
Three easy ways to conserve energy in the home
· Switch to energy-saving eco light bulbs'. They emit less heat
and last far longer. They may be more expensive, but you
can greatly reduce your energy consumption.
· Never leave electrical appliances such as TVs on standby,
or leave your mobile phone charging unnecessarily. Get rid
of your tumble dryer: they consume masses of energy.
· Every year we throw away thousands of batteries, making
landfill sites even more toxic. Use rechargeable batteries',
or better still, solar chargers.
0

, .'dj

2
'" .I

.
d . ,

'.

0

conserve sth
switch to sth
energy-saving
eco(-)
emit sth
consumption
appliance
on standby
charge sth (up)
tumble dryer
landfill (site)
toxic
better still

avoid wasting sth. conservation n.
change from using one thing to using another.
not wasting much energy (water-saving, Iabour-saving).
(short for ecology) relating to the environment (eco-home, eco-disaster).
send out sth such as light, heat, sounds. gas. etc. emission n.
the act of using energy, food, or materials. consume v (a person is a consumer).
a machine you use at home e.g. fridge, washing machine.
Ila TV is on standby, it is connected to the power supply but is not in use.
pass electricity through sth to store it there, using a charger(N).
a machine that uses hot air to dry clothes.
an area of land where large amounts drubbish are buried.
poisonous (toxic chemicals/gam/substances),
even better (still is used to make a comparison stronger).

O Good or bad, in terms of energy-saving? Write G or B.
1
2

I left the TV on standby overnight.
We don't use eco light bulbs.
_

3

I switched to rechargeable batteries,

4

Our energy consumption increased.

5

The machine emits toxic substances.

6 We took energy conservation measures.
7 He left the phone charger on all day,
8 Our energy emissions are high.
9 We avoided sending it to landfill.
10 I threw away a water-saving device.

O Complete the sentences.

ABOUT YOU

1
2

Have you got a tumble ? If so, could you manage without it?
When you
your mobile phone, do you leave it plugged in overnight?

3

Do you know how much electricity you

4

How many electrical

in an average week?

in your kitchen do you use regularly?

5

Do you always turn off lights in rooms you aren't using to

6
7
8

Do you use rechargeable
, or better
, a solar
Which energysteps in the article above do you actually take?
Are you an above-average or below-average
of electricity?

energy?
?

0 ABOUT YOU Answer the questions in Exercise 2, or ask another student.
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B Saving energy in a restaurant 6"1
jr

t
"
"
'r"
ACORN HOUSE RESTAURANT is London's first truly environmentally-friendly
es au r an t.lt's a trii
a n ng res t au ran t wh i ch a i ms t o t u , n du t g ,een chefs, making it a
groundbreaking enterprise. The principles are clear: use local produce which is in
season to reduce food miles: avoid disposable products: and recycle at least 80 per
cent of all waste. Even the building itself has been designed to maximize natural light
and to minimize energy use. In the most sustainable restaurant in the capital, everything
is done to reduc'eCach customer's carbon footprint. Is this the restaurant of the future?

m

:

"-

"

Glossary
green

concerned with or supporting the protection of'

-friendly is often used with nouns,

the cll\'iroIllnellt.

adjectives, and adverbs to mean

using new methods or making new discoveries.
'helping a person or thing: not
a large. new project. syn venture.
harming them'.
(ol'lkuit and vegetables) ready for eating now and
an ecojriendly light bulb
in season
available in large numbers. opp out ofseason.
environmentally-mendly
food miles
the distance food travels from where it is grown or
cleaning products
produced to where it is consumed.
usermendly instructions
made to be thrown away after use. dispose ofsth v.
(= easy to use or understand)
disposable
recycle sth
treat sth so that it can be used again. recycling n.
1 make the best use of sth. 2 increase sth as much as
maximize sth
possible. opp minimize sth.
using methods which do not harm the environment
sustainable
(sustainable agriculture/energy). sustainability n.
carbon footprint Your carbon footprint shows how much CO, is emitted from your
personal energy use (reduce your carbon footprint).

groundbreaking
enterprise

0 Tick the word(s) which are possible. One, two, or three may be possible.
1

Using natural materials such as cotton or wool is more environmentally-friendly [J
eco-friend/y [J user-friendly a than using man-made fabrics.

2

We should try to eat food which is in season [J out of season [J diSposable a.

3

We should try to reduce food miles [J our carbon footprint[j sustainability a.

4

In new buildings, it's important to minimize [J maximize a chSpose of

5

The restaurant is an exciting new enterprise [J carbon footprintQ venture D

6

We are interested in groundbreaking O sustainable [J green [J projects.

natural light.

0 Complete the texts.
Two university scientists have been given an award for their (I) g
research into ways of
(2) r
used computers. Their unusual (3) v
aimsto (4)r
95
per cent of all computer parts, and ensure that the remaining 5 per cent will be (S) d
of in a
way which (6) m
the impact on the environment.
Food (7) m
(or food kilometres) are the distance food travels from the farm to your plate.
Here atThe Good Food Forum we aim to educate communities on this issue, and to encourage consumers
to buy locally produced food which is in (8) s

Remember to test yourself
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29 I can discuss wildlife under threat

A Threats to wildlife in general 61
Word
habitat
deforestation
endangered
species

Example
Some birds are in danger o/losing
their habitat.
Deforestation is a real threat.
The African elephant is an
endangered species.

under threat
(of sth)

Many wildanimals are under
tlimeat.

reserve

We can protect certain species by
creating reserves.
In the wild, Blunt pandas eat
bamboo exclusively.
The bear was born in captivity.
Snow leopard populations are in
decline.
Eagles breed' in spring.
We breed' eagles in captivity.
Dc;forestation is wiping out certain
species.
This species ofcat is dying out.

in the wild
in captivity
in decline
breed v
wipe sb/sth
out
die out
0 0

Meaning
the place where a plant or animal is usually
found (natural habitat).
the act of clearing forests (= removing trees).
endangered in danger because numbers ape falling.
species a group ofanimals, plants. etc. whose
members ane similar and can breed with each other.
likely to be harmed or damaged: also
threatened with sth.
a protected area for plants, animals, etc. (a
wildlife/nature reserve).
in a natural environment not controlled by
people.
kept in a zoo or park. etc.
continuously decreasing in number. quantity,
etc. (gradual/steady decline).
1 (of animals) have sex and produce young. 2
keep animals in order for them to produce young.
destroy or get rid of sth completely.
become less common and eventually disappear.

0

Ifa plant or animal is extinct, it no longer exists. Are sharks becomingminct?
The species isin dangerofextinction. It ison the vayeofminction (= very close to extinction)
O Is the meaning of the sentences the same or different? Write S or D.
I The tiger population is in decline.

There are fewer tigers than there were.

2 We are destroying their natural habitat.

We are destroying the nature reserves,

3 It is on the verge ofextinction.
4 They breed better in the wild.
5 This species is endangered.

[t is almost extinct.
They feed better in the wild.
This species is under threat.

6 I've seen widespread deforestation.

I've seen many forests cleared.

7 In time. it willdie out.

In time it will gradually disappear.

O Complete the dialogues with a single word in each space.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Has the dodo been wiped
' - Yes, it's
They°re in steady
, aren't they? - Yes, it's just a
process.
These birds are in
of extinction. - That's awful. Can they
more?
Did you see them
captivity? - No, I was lucky - I saw them in the
I went to a nature
last year. - It's great to see animals in their natural
There's far too much fishing of cod.- Yes, many
of fish are
extinct.
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B Threats to an endangered species a

Under threat:
the rhino'
· Poaching: This poses the greatest threat to this species,
despite the ban on trade in rhino horn', which is particularly
sought after for medical or decorative use.
" Civil disturbance:war diverts funds from conservation,
and the high levels of poverty in affected areas increase the
likelihood that people willturn to poaching. In some African
countries, civil disturbance has taken a heavy toll on rhino
populations.
· Habitat loss: If people encroach on the rhinos'territory
through deforestation, the consequences are a lack of food and
a limited gene pool for breeding.
0

poaching
pose a threat to sb/sth
sought after
divert sth (from sth)
funds
poverty
likelihood
take a heavy toll on sth/sb
encroach on/upon sth
territory
gene

the illegal hunting of animals, birds, etc. (the person is a poacher).
create a threat (also pose a risk/danger to sb/sth).
wanted by many people but not easy to get.
use sth for a purpose that is difkrent from its original purpose.
pi, money available to be spent (raise hinds = collect money).
the state of being poor.
syn probability.
have a bad effecton sth.
fmi. gradually cover more and more ofan area.
an area an animal regards as its own and defends against others. territorial adj.
a unit of information inside a cell which controls what the living thing will belike
(the gene pool is the total of all the genes in a species).

0 Cross out the error in each sentence. Write the correct word(s) at the end.
1
2

Cash will need to be divested from one project to another.
Pollution is putting a heavy toll on the seabird population.

3 The factory puts a substantial danger to wildlife in the area.
4 You hear people talk about the genes pool all the time.
5 I'm worried that the new developments are encroaching in the countryside.
6 The horn of the animal is sought over by poachers.
7 It's important to raise fund to support conservation,
8 This poses a threaten to both humans and wildlife.

0 Write a word at the end of the sentence with the same meaning as the underlined words.
1

There is little probability of things improving soon.

2

You should avoid going into the animals' land.

3

He was sent to prison for illegal hunting of birds° eggs.

4 I saw a large heavy animal with a horn on its nose at the zoo.
5 The animal is extremely protective of its land,
6

Living in a situation with very little money is common in Africa.

Remember to test yourself
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30 I can describe medical advances 6"1
A revolutionary era in medical advances
In recent decades, we have witnessed radical changes in
conventional medicine;
" Fifty years ago, scanners' did not exist. Diagnostic tools were
restricted to stethoscopes' and basic x-ray machines.

,"
,,
i'

" Until recent years, children were prone to certain infectious
diseases, for which there was no effectNe cure. Vaccines have
almost eradicated some of these conditions.

0

1
._.

" In the past, if you needed a major operation, you would be
confined to bed for weeks. Today many operations use less
invasive procedures, requiring day surgery only.
· In the past, the mortality rate for patients with organ failure,
such as heart, lung, or kidney failure, was 100 per cent. Today,
transplants can allow patients to resume a normal Life.
" The survival rate for many cancers has improved considerably
over recent decades, due to the development of chemotherapy
to treat the condition.

m='=
.
_ . ,.

'
2

e

era
advance(s) (in sth)
decade
conventional
diagnostic
restrict sth (to sth)
prone to sth
cure

a period of time that has a particular quality or character,
progress made in science. medicine. technology, etc.
a period of ten years.
usual or traditional: not new or difkrent. convention n,
used for finding out what physical or mental problem sb has. diagnose v.
diagnosis n.
limit the size, number. or amount of sth. restriction n.
likely to sufTer from sth (also accident-prone).
a medical treatment that makes a sick person wdl again. cure v. curable
adj. opp incurable.

vaccine
eradicate sth
condition
be confined to bed / a wheelchair
invasive
procedure
organ
transplant
resume sth
chemotherapy
0 0

a substance which is put into the blood and protects the body firom disease
(the process of giving vaccine is vaccination N). vaccinate v.
destroy or get rid of sth (bad) completely. syn wipe sth out.
a long-term illness or medical problem.
have to stay in bed / a wheelchair.
(of medical treatment) involving cutting ofthe body. invasion n. invade v.
a medical operation or investigation (carry out / perform a procedure).
a part of the body that has a particular purpose. such as the heartor brain.
an operation in which a damaged organ is replaced with one from a
donor (= sb who gives part of their body, blood, etc.). transplant v.
fmi. begin sth again after an interruption. resumption n.
the treatment ofdiseases. especially cancer, by drugs.

0

A rate is a measurement of the number of times something happens within a .
period, e.g. the mortalitj'/death rate is the nuinber d people dying; the survjtm/'
rate is the number of people continuing to live despite a serious illness.
The birth rate rocketed. = The number of babies born rose sharply.
The accident rate plummeted. = The number of accidents fell sharply.
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O Complete the table.
Noun

Verb

Adjective

invade

convention

cure
resume
xxxxxx

Noun

Verb

Adjective

vaccine,

xxxxxx

xxxxxx

diagnosis
transplant

xxxxxx

O Write yes or no.
1
2
3

If a disease is wiped out, does it mean it has been restricted?
Does an organ donor receive an organ from someone else?
If you°re prone to injury, are you more likely to be injured than most people?

4

If you have a disease which is diagnosed, does it mean you are better? ____, __

5

Is flu usually described as a medical condition7

6
7

Are we living in a technological era? _
If your dentist takes your tooth out, is it usually an invasive procedure?

8
9

Has heart disease been eradicated in the world?
If something plummets, does it go down?

_

10

If the accident rate rockets, is that a good thing?

_

0 Match 1-10 with a-j.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

They have been doing research on the disease for a
There's a prize for the most important technological
After the operation, she was confined
My sister is prone
I needed to know the current survival
The surgeons had to perform a delicate medical
His life was saved thanks to an organ
Cancer treatment is often in the form of
It's her third cycling injury; she's really accidentSadly, this disease is thought to be

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

chemotherapy.
decade.
transplant.
incurable.
to depression.
prone.
rate.
to bed.
advance.
procedure,

0 Complete the dialogues.
1

A The brain disease meningitis C has been
B Yes, it's been almost completely

2

, I believe.
. That's brilliant news.

A In some areas, lung cancer treatment is

to non-smoking patients only.

B Yes, Ithink that may be true for patients needing an organ
3

A The government has a policy to

the elderly against flu.

B I know, but there's often a shortage of the appropriate
4

A I'm not in favour of drug treatments; I just don't trust
B Really? But there have been some fantastic

as well.
when it's needed.
medicine.
in drugs in the last few years.

5

A The mortality

6

B ThatS true.
A The surgeons had to

rates have improved particularly among the very young.
a highly invasive procedure on jason.

B Yes, he was

to bed for ages, but he's recovering well, thank goodness.

Remember to test yourself
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31 I can talk about communication technology
A Computer jargon 661
Word

Example

Meaning

jargon

She used a lot o/technical
jargon in her explanation.
Never tell anyone your
password.

often disapproving special words and phrases used
by people who do the same kind of work.
the secret numbers or letters you have to put into
a computer in order to use it.

username
log on/in
opp log off/out
scroll (upl
down)
google sb/sth
Syn do a search
(on sth/sb)
link

My usemame is LuluG.
When you log on, enter a
username or password.
Scroll up anddown the
page using the scroll bar.
[found him bij googling
him / doing a web search
on him.
Click on the link at the
bottom of this page.

the name you use to operate a computeror program.
perform the actions that let you start to use a
computer system.
move text on a screen up or down so that you can
read different parts.
type words into a search engine to Rnd
information about sb/sth.

spam
spamming
virus n.

I hate spam; I spend ages
deleting it from my inbox.
Have you got anti-virus
protection?
They hacked into the bank
and stole thousands.

unwanted email advertisements; you block spam
(= prevent it) with anti-spam filters.
a program that enters your computer and destroys
or damages your data.
use a computer to connect secretly to sb else's
computer and find or change infOrmation on it.

password

hack into sth

a connection between one file or document and
another on the web.

O Correct the errors.
1

stroll up a document

2

enter your passport

3
4

use computer jargot
hack onto someone's computer

5 anti-viro protection
6 cyber-learning
7
8

make a web search
black spam from your inbox

0

0

e- and cyber- are used with nouns to mean
'related to the Internet':
an e-business (a web-based company)
e-learning (learning that takes place on
computers or the Internet)
a cyber·cafC (a cafC where people pay to use
the Internet. syn Internet cafC)
Cyberspace (the imaginary place where emails
exist when being sent between computers).

O Complete the text.
I spend a lot of time on the Internet for my work (I'm a TV researcher), but I have to say I'm not very
good at it. For a start, when I go to a website, I often forget my (I) p
(2) u

, and of course, I can't (3) I

in until I find it. I spend a lot of time

trying to find information about TV personalities; I (4) g
websites, and sometimes I find (5) I

or
their names and go to various

to other sites with more information. I often forget

to save these sites, which means each time I have to start again and do another (6) s
Still, my brother is brilliant with computers, so he looks after various things like protecting me against
computer (7) v
or providing anti-spam (8) f
course and learn how to use my computer properly.
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B Video sharing 6"1
YouTube, the phenomenally successful video-sharing website, was dreamt
up over dinner by three Americans in 2004. They produced a simple routine
for taking videos in any format and making them play in any web browser on
any computer. They built a virtual video village where registered users could
upload their own videoblogs and clips, and watch and rate other people's. The
rise of such websites coincided with the availability of cheap camcorders, and
alongside that, the development of easy-to-use software.

0

0

phenomenally
dream sth up
format
(web) browser
virtual

in a very great or impressive way. phenomenal ai)).
inf have an idea. especially an unusual one. syn think sth up.
(in computing) the way data is organized in a computer file or program.
a program that lets you look atliles on theinternet.
(in computing) created by computers or appearing on computers or the Internet (a
virtual community, a virtual oflice, virtual reality).
registered user
a person whose username and password are recorded on a website, so they can enter it.
upload sth
send a file, video, etc. from your computer to a larger system using the Internet.
opp download sth.
videoblog
a personalvideo made by sb on sth they are interested in.
(video) clip
a short partof a video or lilm,
rate sth
say how good you think sth is, e.g. good, acceptable. or bad.
coincide with sth happen at the same time as slh else. coincidence n.
camcorder
a video camera that can be carried around.
alongside sth/sb together or at the same time as sth/sb.
software
the programs used to operate a computer (install/run a piece ofsoftware).

0 True or false? Write T or F.
1 You make a videoblog on a camcorder.
2 If you rate a clip as phenomenal, you think
it's terrible.
3 If you are a registered user of a website,
the site knows your name.

4
5

You need a browser to look at documents,
If two events coincide, one happens before

the other,
6 If one event happens alongside another, they
happen at the same time. .

0 Complete the sentences with a suitable word.
Have you ever -..
1
a piece of software onto your computer and had problems?
2 become a
user of a website and then received a lot of spam?
3 watched a
on YouTube, and
it as good?
4
a video clip onto a website yourself?
5 been part of a
community on the Internet?
6
7
8

ABOUT YOU

up a brilliant idea for a website7
free software from the Internet onto your computer?
converted a video file from any
to any other one?

0 ABOUT YOU Answer the questions in Exercise 4, or ask another student.

Remember to test yourself
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32 I can talk about migration

A People on the move 6"1
Word
flee (from) sthl
sb
refugee

Example
We saw long queues o/'people
J7eeing the war.
Manij nghgees have crossed the
border to escape the wat
Ieek/take refuge The men had to take refuge in the
(from sth/sb)
French embassy.
(political)
The numbers seeking asylum have
asylum
increased recentl,ij.
ethnic minority Ethnic minorities make up
ethnic group
almost 10 per cent o/the town's
population.
be uprooted
Following theflooding, inan,y
villagers were uprooted.
discrimination
He had become a victim o/racid
discriminate v
discrimination,
deport sb
Foreigners may be deported i/they
deportation n
enter the country illegalhj.
prejudice
There is no prejudice against
(against sb/sth)
peoplefrom the ethnic community,
prejudiced Al)]

Meaning
escape from a dangerous situation,
place. or person very quickly.
a person who is forced to leave their
country fOr political/religious reasons.
Lind shelter or protection from trouble or
danger.
the protection a country gives to a refugee
(seek asylum. apply for asylum).
a group of people with the same culture
or race living in a place where most
people are ofa different culture/race.
be made to leave the place where you
live and go somewhere else.
the practice of treating a person or
group in society less kirly than others.
force sb to leave a country, often because
they have no right to be there.
an opinion about sb/sth that is not based
on reason or experience, especially a
dislike based on race, religion, etc.

O Circle the correct word(s). Both words may be correct.
0 0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

In 2001, over 250,000 people deported / emigrated to
Canada.
Most refugees who seek / apply asylum do so in a country
neighbouring their own.
The villagers took refugee / refuge in the nearby towns.
The council are seeking the opinions of members of
the economic / ethnic minority.
People fled lflew in terror to escape the flood.
Ignorance is often behind the prejudice / prejudiced against
the incoming economic migrantsl emigration.
Women and children were forced to seek / take refuge in
the local church.

0

Migration is the movement of
people or animals from one place
to another. More specifically,
immigration is the process
of coming to live in a country
that is not your own (people are
immigrants). The opposite process
ofgoing to live in another country
is emigration (emigrate v: people
are emigrants). People who move
abroad to find a better job are often
called economic migrants.

O One word is missing in each line. What is it, and where does it go?
1 There's no limit on the number of people granted political in this country.
2 Racial and sexual is against the law in matters of employment.
3 Economic to richer countries has existed for centuries.
4

There's been a rise in the of illegal workers back to their home counliies.

5

Nearly half a million people were forced to their homes during the civil war,
and many of them refuge in the mountains, away from the fighting.

6

Many families uprooted against their will to make way for the new road.
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B Migration: a personal experience 61
Moving from my native country
was a huge culture shock.
There was a lot I had to get
accustomed to - not least
the food! But I didn't suffer the
prejudice or animosity
.
that
some migrants complain of.
People have accepted me for
what I am, including my religious
faith: they've seen beyond the
stereotype. And for my part, I
recognize the need for integration
in order to be able to live at
peace with my neighbours. I still
have feelings of nostalgia for the
place where I grew up, but this is
home now, and I have no desire
to go back.

A

Glossary
native

connected with the place where you were
born and lived fOr the first years ofyour
life (native country/land/city).
a feeling ofconf'usion and anxiety often
culture shock
felt by people staying m another country.
animosity ltowards sb) a feeling of anger or hatred. syn hostility.
a strong beliefin sth (this is often a
kith
religious faith).
a fixed idea ofwhat a particular type of
stereotype
person or thing is like, but which is often
not true in reality. stereotypical Al)].
the process ofbecoming a full member of
integrat ion
a group or society. integrate (into sth).
live without quarrelling with others.
live at peace with sb
nostalgia
a feeling ofsadness mixed with pleasure
when you think of happy times in the
past. nostalgic ,\01.
desire
a strong wish (have no desire to do sth).
0

0

0

If you get accustomed to (doing) sth. or get used to (doing)
it. you become familiar with it and accept it as norinal. If you
get acclimatized (to sth). you become familiar with a new
climate or situation. If you get the hang of sth inf. you learn
how to do. use, or understand something.

0 Cross out the word which is wrong. Write the correct word at the end.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Why is there so much animosity for politicians here?
I couldn't stop sweating at first, but now I'm starting to get acclimated.
Do you have feelings of nostalgic about your childhood?
He doesn°t fit the stereoscope of a typical 30-year-old businessman.
The government policy is to aid newcomers' integrity into society.
I'm a natural New Yorker; in fact, I've never lived anywhere else.

0 Complete the dialogue.
A Amy, when you first emigrated, what kinds of things did you have to get (I)
to?
B The main thing was the climate! But seriously, in my (2)
country, many people no
longer have a strong religious (3)
, whereas here, religion is at the heart of people's
lives, so that added to my sense of culture (4)
. I discovered that people had a (S)
view of how Western women behave, as they seemed surprised when they got
to know me. I dressed appropriately and behaved sensitively, as I had no (6)
to
alienate people. Ultimately I was keen to (7)
into society as best I could. And to be
truthful, I've never felt any (8)
towards me. People here just want to live at
(9)
with each other, as I do. Actually, the worst thing was the transport system it took me ages to get the (IQ)
of it!
Remember to test yourself
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Review: A changing world
Unit 27
1 Complete the words in the dialogues.
1

Can we stop the decline? - No, it's i

2

Were the changes obvious? - No, they were quite s

3

Has the consultation stage ended? - No, it's o

4

Were the changes very noticeable? - Oh, yes, they were s

5

Has the firm reverted to its old name? - Yes, it's g

6

Will the plan be carried out? - Yes, he's putting it into p

, actually.
changes.
b

to calling itself AGO.
at once.

Z more words: change hands, instigate, revoke, turn the corneC tweak, change of heart,
go back on sth

Unit 28
1 Complete the chart with one word in each space.

How to be
: dos and don'ts
Eat locally produced fruit and vegetables to reduce food
Try to eat fruit and vegetables that are in
.
U
most of your waste rather than throwing it away.
Use energylight bulbs, which
less CO,.
U Use
batteries.
» Don't use a tumble
:it
masses of energy.
qy Maximize natural light in order to
the use of electric lights.
Don't leave electrical appliances such as TVS on
4$1 Avoid things which are
and designed to be thrown away after use.
7. more words: carbon emission, renewable energy source, thermostat, insulation, draught
exc/udeC solar panel

Unit 29
1 Complete the sentences on the right with a single word that keeps the same meaning.
1
2
3

It is because they°re cutting down trees.
Some species no longer exist.
Rhinos could disappear altogether.

4
5

It's where the animals normally live.
Can they breed them in ZOOS?

It's the animals° natural

6

You see them in their natural environment.

You see them in the
They are mostly in nature
It's taking a very heavy

7 They are mostly in protected areas.
8 It's having a very bad effect.

It is because of
Some species have been
Rhinos are in danger of
Can they breed them in

out.

7

Z more words: put in jeopardy, adverse effect, biodiversity, deplete, indigenous species
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Unit 30
1 Circle the words that are possible. One, two, or three may be possible.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Modern medicine has transplanted / eradicated / wiped out many diseases.
The doctors had to perform a very evasive / invasive / persuasive procedure.
He was confined to bed I a sofa / a wheelchair.
It was a significant era / decade / period in medical science.
The doctors have managed to limit / restrain / restrict the spread of the disease.
It's a serious medical condition / illness / situation .
After an operation it can take time to presume / perform / resume a normal life.
The heart is one of the vital aspects / parts / organs of the body.
Z more words: heart bypass, radiotherapy, alternative medicine, hip/knee/shou/der
replacement, genera///oca/ anaesthetic, administer drugs/medicine

Unit 31
1 Finish each word or phrase in two different ways.
1

log

2

cyber

3

scroll

or log

4

e-

or cyber

5

virtual

or scroll

6

or eOr virtual
or

2 Complete the words in each sentence.
1

ABOUT YOU

Have you ever made your own personal video

2

Do you ever forget your pass

3

Do you ever use a cam

4

Do you up

5

Do you find it easy to in

load something

?

?
?

many files or videos7
software on your computer?

3 ABOUT YOU Write your answers to Exercise 2, or ask another student.
Z more words: screensaveC computer geek, firewall, netiquette, zip/compress a file, bug

Unit 32
1 Complete the text with suitable words.
Kamil was forced to (I.)
from his (2)
Somalia after three
members of his family were killed, and his life was also endangered. He took
(3)
in Uganda for several months before seeking political (4)
in Britain. When he arrived, he obviously experienced a huge culture (S)
.
although he did not suffer any racial (6)
. He says his religious
(7)
is still strong despite what he has been through, and he is just happy
to be able to live at (8)
with his neighbours despite his obvious feelings of
(9)
for his own country.

7. more words: brain drain, feel alienated, outsideC diSplacement, hardship, dual nationality

REVIEW: A CHANGING WORLD
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33 I can discuss health services
A Healthcare services a
Healthcare services: frequently asked questions
p How do I registerwith a GP?

p

How do I access out of hours care in my area?

· How do I get a referral to a specialist?

p

Can I get cosmetic surgery free of charge?

· Can I request a second opinion?

>

How can I get hold of data about clinical trials?

· Are medical records strictly confidential?

>

Is complementary medicine freely available?

p What if I suspect medical negligence?
0

register (at/for/with sth)
referral
second opinion
confidential
negligence
access sth
out of hours
cosmetic surgery
free of charge
get hold of sth
clinical trial
complementary medicine

put your name on an official list (enrol = register to join a course, school, etc.).
the act of sending sb to get professional help (be referred to sb).
advice from another person (Le. not the original doctor).
meant to be kept secret (strictly confidential). confidentiality n (protect patientl
dient confidentiality).
fml failure to give proper care or attention. negligent adj.
fml reach, enter. or use sth (gain/have access to sth).
when a surgery, office, etc. is closed.
medical treatment intended to improve sb's appearance (surgical repair after
accidents. burns, etc. is called plastic surgery).
Ifsth is free ofcharge it costs you nothing.
find or obtain sth (get hold dsb = find or contact sb).
a piece or period of research on the eWectiveness or safety ofdrugs or treatment.
treatments that are not part of traditional Western medicine, e.g. acupuncture.

O Make six phrases from the box.
protect someone's
on a course

get hold

surgery

clinical

of something

enrol
confidential

strictly

cosmetic

confidentiality

trial

O Complete the text.
When you move to a new area, you need to (I)
you need out of (2)

with a doctor. With most surgeries, if

care and your doctor is not available, there will be an answerphone

message, and you will be (3)
to another doctor. If you have a serious problem which
involves seeing a specialist, you can get a (4)
by asking your GP to write to the hospital. If
you aren't happy with the specialist°s diagnosis, ask for a second (S)
. You can gain
(6)
to your medical records at your GP'S surgery. All health care is free of (7)

,

even plastic (8)
if it is for medical reasons, and some surgeries also make use of
complementary (9)
. If you are unhappy with your treatment and suspect medical
(IQ)
, you should speak to the medical staff first before taking any further action.

0 ABOUT YOU Answer the questions at the top of the page about your health service.
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B In hospital: patients' experiences 64
The nursing staff immediately
put me at my ease and I was
kept informed at all times.
Sister Ann's ward was
spotless, and everything
was done with meticulous
care. Nothing was too much
trouble.

I had keyhole surgery on my
knee; apart from a mix-up over
my notes, the treatment was
second to none.
I know staff were rushed off
their feet, but no one took
any notice of my calls for help.
I was admitted to the ward,
seen by a junior doctor, then
nothing happened for two
days!

put sb at (their) ease
keep sb informed
spotless
meticulous
nothing is too much trouble
keyhole surgery
mix-up
second to none
rushed off your feet
take (no) notice of sb/sth
junior

Ifyou need medical care, you
may be admitted to hospital
(= taken there and treated). After
treatment, you are discharged
(= given permission to leave).
Then you may go home to
convalesce (= spend time
recovering). convalescence n.
syn recuperate. recuperation n.

make sb feel relaxed and not nervous.
continue to give sb information about sth.
perfectly clean (also spotlessly clean). syn immaculate.
paying careful attention to every detail. syn fastidious.
= sb is always ready to help.
a medical operation in which only a very small cut is made in the body.
inf a situation full of confusion due to a mistake. syn muddle.
If a treatment is second to none, it is the best.
extremely busy, with too many things to do.
pay (no) attention to sth/sb.
having a low rank in an organization or profession. opp senior.

0 Is the meaning the same or different? Write S or D.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

There was a bit of a mix-up.
The doctor ignored me.
The treatment was second to none.
She convalesced at home.
Nothing was too much trouble.
The rooms were spotless.
When were you discharged?

8 Did they put you at your ease?
9 She's meticulous about cleaning.

0 Complete the sentences with a suitable word.
1
2
3
4
5
6

There was a bit of a muddle.
The doctor took no notice of me.
The treatment was inferior.
She recuperated at home.
The care was too much trouble.
The rooms were immaculate.
When were you admitted?
Did they make it look easy?
She's fastidious about cleaning.

ABOUT YOUR COUNTRY

In hospital, patients are always
informed about their treatment.
Keyhole
is increasingly common these days.
Staff in hospitals are
off their feet all the time.
There are more senior doctors than
doctors.
All the wards in our local hospital are
clean.
Recuperation (or
) always takes place at home,

0 ABOUT YOUR COUNTRY Are the statements in Exercise 5 true about your country?
Write your answers or ask another student.
Remember to test yourself
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34 I can talk about local government
A Local election manifesto 6"1
Independent Party manifesto for the local council elections. We will:
·
·
·
·

Stand up for the community and speak on behalf of residents on green issues.
Take complaints seriously, and give neighbotuhoods a say inlocal decisions.
Allocate betterfiinding foryouthprojects and ensurethey are properly managed.
Provide grantsfor voluntary organizations helpingwiththe elderly and disabled
0

W

manifesto
council
stand up for sth/sb
on behalf of sb I on sb's behalf
resident
take sth/sb seriously

a written statement by a political party saying what they believe in and
what they intend to do.
the organization that provides local government in a city or area. A
councillor is an elected member ol'the council.
support or defend sth/sb. syn stick up for sb inf.
as the representative ofsb.
a person who lives in a particular place. (This is also a meaning of citben,
although citizen can also mean a person with legalrights in a country.)
think that sth/sb is important and deserves respect.

say
allocate sth
ensure sth
grant
voluntary

theright totake partin deciding sth (givesb a say/have a say in sth).
give sth officially to sb/sth [or a particular purpose.
make sure that sth happens or is definite.
a sum of money given. often by the government. for a purpose.
(of work) done by people (volunteers) who choose to do it without being
paid (the voluntary sector includes organizations called charities /
charity organizations, which help people in need).

O Complete the words.
1
2

r

s
ns

d nt
re

3
4

v 1 nt
co n

ry
I

5
6

ch . r. ty
.11 __c _ te

7
8

m
co

n
n

f

st
|| r

O One word is incorrect in each sentence. Cross it out and write the correct word at the end.
1

Ive read the manifests and they all say the same thing.

2 They should give us a say to what happens in our city.
3 Do you think the councillors will make our ideas seriously?
4 My sister's done a lot of work for the volunteer sector.
5 She spoke movingly on behalf for all of us.
6 They should stand out for people who don't have a say.

0 Complete the sentences.

96

1

There are no local

2

How much do local

3

I don't really feel I

4

Local politicians should

5
6

Do you think you can get a
There are thousands of British

INSTITUTIONS

in my town who speak on my
help

organizations such as 'Help the Aged'7

a say in local politics.
up for people and

their ideas seriously.

from the council to improve your home?
living in other parts of Europe.

0 Remember to test yourself
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B The role of the mayor 6"1
The Mayor of London is elected by any Londoners eligible to
vote, and has quite a high profile. The mayor is the capital's
spokesperson; he has a range of powers and duties, such as
promoting economic development. He sets the annual budget
for the Greater London Authority (the strategic city-wide
government for London). He heads the Metropolitan PoLice
Authority (which provides policing in the capital), the Fire Service,
the London Development Agency, and finally, Transport for
London (which controls the transport network). He also chairs
meetings of the board of Transport for London,

mayor

the most important chosen or
elected oflicia] in a town or city.
eligible
allowed by rules or laws to do or
receive sth. opp ineligible.
high profile
A person orthing with a high profile
gets attention and is easily noticed
(a high-profile job).
spokesperson a person who speaks on behalf of a
group or an organization.
promote sth help sth to happen or develop.
promotion n.
budget
the amount of money a person or
organization has to spend on sth
(set a budget = decide a budget).
strategic
carefully planned in order to achieve
a particular goal. strategy n.
0 0

city-wide

policing
agency

network

chair (a
meeting)

happening or existing across the
whole ola city (also nationwide.
worldwide)
the activity of keeping order in a place,
using the police. police v.
a business or government department
that provides a particular service
(employment/adverUMg/travel
agency).
a system of roads, lines, wires, etc.
that are connected to each other (mill
road/underground/network).
be in charge of (a meeting) (see
spotlight).

0

Some people are offended by job titles whichrder only to men.
Neutral: spokesperson ~/chairperson mayor Men only: spokesman Chairman
Women only: spokeswoman chairwoman mayoress (= female mayor or mayor's wife)
0 Tick the words which are possible. One, two, or three words may be possible.

1

The robbery has produced a nationwide [J city-wide [J worldwide U police investigation.

2
3

Our department is responsible for the transport
budget
The job has a high profile [J policing [J promotion [J.

4

My uncle is the chairman [J chairperson [J chairwoman a of the transport committee.

road a network.

5 We heard the chair [J spokesperson [J spokesman [J making a statement to the press.
6

People under 21 may be eligible [J ineligible [J strategicQ to vote in the election.

0 Complete the sentences with a suitable word.
1

We need a large force to

2

He

the city.

the city around the world.

3

Mrs Bryant will

4

He runs an employment

Remember to test yourself

the meeting.
.

5

She sets the annual

6

The rail

7

If you're over 18, you're

8

We have an elected

is very complicated.
to vote.
in our city.
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35 I can talk about crime and the police
A Organized crime 61
The Serious Organized Crime Agency tackles a range of illegal activities including:
© drug-trafficking, which is considered to pose the greatest threat to the UK in terms of
organized criminal involvement, the illegal proceeds obtained, and the overall harm caused.
immigration crime, which includes both people-smuggling and human-trafficking, that is,
trafficking people for criminal exploitation, such as forced labour.
fraud committed against individuals or companies often by organized gangs, for example
investment fraud, when people are enticed to pay money against false promises of returns.
Other threats include forgery of official documents and the use of firearms.
0

0

organized crime crime committed by professional
criminals working in large groups.
trafficking
the buying and selling of sth
illegally. drugjhuman-tramckjng.
proceeds
the money you receive when you
(of sth)
sell or organize sth.
smuggling
the crime of moving goods or people
illegally into or out of a country.
smuggle sth/sb v.
exploitation
disapproving a situation in which sb
treats sb else unkirly in order to make money from
their work. exploit sb v.

forced labour

hard physical work that sb is
breed to do.
the crime ofobtaining money from
sb by tricking them. defraud sb v.
a group ofcriminals working
together.
persuade sb to do sth, usually by
offering them sth.
the crime of making an exact copy
of documents or works of art in
order t.o make money by selling
them. forge sth v.
fmi. a gun that can be carried.

fraud
gang
entice sb to
do sth
forgery

firearm

O Tick the words which describe an illegal activity.
1

smuggling

2 gang
.
3 entice someone

4

fraud

7

forced labour

5
6

forgery
firearm

8

drug-trafficking . _ ._

O Complete the words in the sentences.
1

The gang were accused of d

the company of $300,000.

2

Six boys were rescued at the border, and the men were charged with human-t

3

In the developing world, large companies e
cheaply.

4

A man was arrested for attempting to s

5
6

Most o
crime is financially motivated, while some is politically motivated.
The police believe the men are responsible for the f
of hundreds of passports.

7

In Internet fraud schemes, victims may be e

young children in order to make goods
illegal weapons through cUstoms.

to give their bank account details

with the false promise of financial returns. Criminals use the p
schemes.

to finance further

0 ABOUT YOU AND YOUR COUNTRY Which crimes in the text are people in your country
most concerned about? Which are the most difficult to solve, and why? Write your
ideas, or discuss them with another student.
98
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B An arrest 6"1
A

n arrest is when a police constable lawfully detains someone suspected of an offence.
In the UK, the police can arrest you if they have a valid arrest warrant (issued by a
magistrate), or if they have reasonable grounds for suspecting you have committed
or are about to commit an offence. You are cautioned and then taken to a police station as
soon as possible. Once you are in custody, you have the right to legal advice from a solicitor.
If there is sufficient evidence, the police will charge you; you will then appear in court where a
magistrate will decide whetheryou should be remanded in custody or released on bail

detain sb

keep sb in an official place, e.g.
a police station, and prevent
them from leaving (be detained
in custody).
warrant
a legal document signed by a
judge that allows the police
to do sth: a judge issues a
warrant.
magistrate
an official who acts as a judge in
trials involving minor oflences,
grounds (for sth)
pi., fmi. good or true reasons for
saying or doing sth (reasonable
grounds for sth, on the grounds
that...).
be about to (do sth) be going to do sth very soon.

caution sb

fml warn sb oflicial]y that anything
they say may be used against them
as evidence in court.
the stale of being in prison while
awaiting trial (in custody).
a lawyer who gives legal advice and
prepares documents.
send sb away from court until their
trial (remanded in custody = sent to
prison until the trial).
money left with a court to ensure
that a prisoner will return for their
trial (a judge releases sb on
baill grants bailor refuses bail).

custody
solicitor
remand sb

bail

O Write your answers.
1

Who has a lower rank than a sergeant?

2

Who is above a sergeant?

3

Who is the head of a regional force?

4 Who issues an arrest warrant?
5 Who detains someone7
6 Who offers legal advice7
7

Who is able to grant bail?

8 Who is remanded in custody?
9

0

0

A police ofhcer is any member of the
police force. In the UK, a (police)
constable (PC) is an officer of the lowest
rank (= position in an organization).
Above the rank of constable is the
sergeant, the inspector, and so on.
The chiefconstable is the head of each
regional police force.

Who may be refused bail?

0 Complete the text.
ARRESTED IN ROAD RAGE INCIDENT
A n 82-year-old man is facing prison after a road rage incident in which he allegedly
pointed a gun at another driver and was, allegedly, (I) a
to use it. A young
(2) p
constable (3) d
the man at the scene of the crime on the
(4) g
that he was in possession of an illegal firearm. He was (S) c
at the roadside, and then taken to the police station. Once in (6) c
, [he suspect
refused to say anything and also refused his right to speak to a (7) s
.The police
later charged him, and the man will now appear before a (8) m
tomorrow
morning, when he hopes to be (9) r
on bail.

Remember to test yourself
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36 I can discuss prisons
A The prison system 6"1
Since the abolition of capital punishment
in the UK, time in prison is the most serious
punishment allowed by Law. It satisfies our
need for retribution, and Longer sentences
are meant to be a deterrent Furthermore,
criminals who are Locked up are no threat to
society, and rehabilitation programmes in

:
;
!
i
:
i

prison give criminals a chance to tum over a
new leaf. Howevec the current system is in
crisis. More people are being imprisoned, over
60 per cent reoffend, and for some criminals,
prison is simply regarded as an occupational
hazard. Is just our way of taking revenge?
If so, can we justify Rs continued existence?

0

abolition

capital punishment
retribution
deterrent
lock sb up
rehabilitation

the official ending of a law.
system, or institution. abolish
sthv.
punishment by cleath.
fml severe punishment for sth
serious that sb has done.
a thing that makes sb less
likely to do sth. detersb v.
inf put sb in prison. syn
imprison sb. imprisonment n.
the process of helping people
to live a normal life after they
have been ill or in prison.
rehabilitate sb v.

turn over a new leaf

change your behaviour and
become a better person.
in a period of'greatdifficully
and uncertainty.
FMl.comlnit a crime again (a
person is a reoffender).
think about sth/sb in a
particular way.
a risk or danger (= hazard)
that is part of a job.
take action to punish sb
because they made you suffer.
show that sth is right or fair.
justification n. justifiable adi.

in crisis
reoffend
regard sth/sb as sth
occupational hazard
take revenge
justify sth

O Rewrite the sentences on the left, using the sentence beginnings on the right.

1
2

He's been imprisoned.
She thinks of me as a friend.

She regards

He°s been locked

3

He wants to change and become better.

He wants to turn

4

Can we justify the prison system?

Is the prison system

5

He was imprisoned for life.

He got life

6

It changed after they abolished the law.

It changed after the

7

It's one of the risks of the job.

8

Do many people commit a crime again?

It's an
Are there many

O Complete the words in the sentences, then write your own
answers, or ask another student.
1

Do you believe you can r

2

Do you think prison is an effective d

3

Do you believe in c

?

?

ABOUT YOU

most criminal9
7

punishment?

4 would you like to a
anything in your prison system?
5 Is there ever any justification for taking r
7
6
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B A different system n
GRENDON is not a typical prison. It is
constructed exclusively on the principles
of group therapy, and operates as a
'therapeutic community' for offenders, The
inmates are all serving long sentences,
and a high proportion are guilty of violent
crime. Yet the prison deviates from the
normal system in almost every way, with an
absence of physical force and segregation.
The prison is divided into five self-contained
communities, the inmates are not confined
in cells, and decisions are only taken with
their consent.

' '

'

Before nouns and adjectives,
self- means of, to, or by
. ,
yourself.
&1Fcontahledcommunities exist without outside help·
With a self-mering hQliday, you cook for yourself.
SelFassessment is when you judge your own
progress and achievements.

Glossary
exclusively
therapy

inmate
proportion
deviate from sth
segregation

confine sbl
cell
sth in sth
consent

only, and with nothing else (e.g.
We rely exclusively on aid.).
treatment of a physical or mental
problem orillness (group therapy
involves discussing each other's
problems). therapeutic Al)].
a person living in a prison.
a part or share of the whole
amount or number.
be diflerent from what is normal.
deviation n.
the policy ofscparating people of
difTerent sex, race, religion, etc.
segregate v.
keep sb/sth within an enclosed
area. confinement n.
a lockable room for prisoners in a
prison or police station.
agreement about sth (by
common consent = with
everyone's agreement: by mutual
consent = with the agreement of
both parties involved). consent v.

0 Circle the correct word(s). Sometimes both words are correct.
1
2
3
4
5
6

The men were both confined / contained in a small cell.
The plane had to segregate / deviate from the normal route.
Many of the prisoners / inmates are serving long sentences.
The management course is based on self-catering / self-assessment.
I think it requires the parents' agreement / consent.
The club is exclusivelyl inclusively for men; women aren't allowed in.

0 Complete the dialogues with a single word.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Do they discuss each other's prob|ems7 - Yes, it's a type of group
Do they separate men from women? - Yes, there's a policy of
They're locked up every night. - Yes, and the
are very small.
Did everyone agree? - Yes, it was by common
Are many of the men violent? - Yes, quite a high
Did you both agree to the deaP - Yes, it was by
consent.
Did the massage help your back pain? - Yes, it was very
Are the couple very independent? - Yes, they're quite self-

0 ABOUT YOU What do you think of this prison? Is it likely to be more successful than a
normal prison? Write your answers or ask another student.

Remember to test yourself
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37 I can talk about the armed forces
A Organization 661
The US military comprises five branches in its field of operations: army,
navy, air force, marine corps, and coast guard, all under civilian authority.
More than 1.4 million people serve in the professional full-time military, with
a further 1.2 million in the reserve army (the draft has not been enforced
since 1986). The US military distinguishes between enlisted personnel,
who make up 85 per cent of the armed forces and carry out fundamental
operations such as combat and administration, and officers, who manage
and supervise operations. The range of jobs is vast, and encompasses such
diverse activities as running a hospital, commanding a tank, programming
computers, operating a nuclear reactor, and maintaining weapons systems.

Yi

tank

helicopter

parachutes

missile

0

a country's army, navy, and air force. syn the armed forces. military adj.
a part of a large organization (branch ola bank).
a planned military or police action (military operation).
a person or group of people who protect sth/sb. guard sth/sb v.
not belonging to the armed forces. civilian n.
the power to give orders to other people.
do useful work (serve your country / in the army / etc.).
serve
an extra force that performs part-time duties and is available if needed (we also talk
the reserve®
about having people in reserve).
AME the practice of ordering people to serve in the armed forces (called military service
the draft
in many countries). syn conscription (BRE).
distinguish between recognize a difference between people or things. syns differentiate, make a distinction n,
people or things
especially AME relating to members of the armed forces below officer rank (to enlist is to
enlisted
join the armed forces).
central, and forming the necessary basis of sth.
fundamental
fighting between forces (armed/unarmed combat = fighting with/without guns,
combat
bombs, etc.).
extremely
large (vast majority/numbers/amount). syn huge.
vast
mUnclude
sth within an area or area of activity.
encompass sth
different from each other and of various kinds, diversity n.
diverse
(in the forces) be in charge of people (a person is in command).
command sb/sth
a structure which produces nuclear energy (a country with nuclear weapons is said to
nuclear reactor
have a nuclear capability).
an
object such as a knik, gun, or bomb that is used tOr fighting (nuclear/chemical
weapon
weapons: a deadly/lethal weapon can kill sb).

the military
branch
operation
guard
civilian
authority

0 0

0

These verbs describe the way in which something is formed:
A groupcomprises lis composedof / consists of/is madeup of30 people.
When you mention the parts first, use make up or comprise:
Men make up / comprise the majwiti/ ofthe group.
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O Correct the spelling mistakes.
1

civilan

4 ennlisted

7 distingish

2
3

wepon
nucleur

5 the drauft
6 autority

8 missil
9 conscribtion

O Use each word/phrase in the box once to make eight compound words or phrases.
unarmed
weapon

vast
force

armed
make

lethal
nuclear

military
air
forces
operation
capability

combat
majority
a distinction

O Replace the underlined word(s) with a single word that has a similar meaning.
1
2

To run an army requires a by= amount of money. v
The decision will be taken by the armed forces. m

3 A brigade is made up of approximately 5,500 men and women. c
4 The right to self-defence is one of their central beliefs. f
5
6

There was very little armed fighting. c
The men are from very different backgrounds. d

7

Six soldiers were on duty to protect the camp. g

8 Single men make up the majority of the regiment. c
9 This knife is a lethal weapon. d
10 They don't recognize a difference between men and women. d
11 The work Mudes many different tasks and responsibilities. e
12

How many men work in the British army? s

0 Complete the text with suitable words.
The British armed (I)

(2)

of the army, the (3)

, and the

air (4)
. As head of state, the Queen is theoretically in (S)
of the armed
forces, but in practice they come under the (6)
of the British prime minister. There
are just under 200,000 men and women (7)
in the professional armed forces (often
referred to as 'the regulars'), but with even more than that in the (8)
. The armed
forces are also supported by a number of diverse agencies owned by the Ministry of Defence. The
navy is the (9)
(IQ)

of the armed forces which is responsible for Britain's nuclear
, which (11)

four Trident missile submarines.

0 ABOUT YOU AND YOUR COUNTRY Write your answers or ask another student.
1
2
3
4

Has your country got a professional and a reserve army7
Does your country have military service7
Does your country have a nuclear capability?
Have you ever: stood next to a tank7
been in a professional army?
done military service?

0 Remember to test yourself

flown in a helicopter?
dropped from a parachute7
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B For or against the armed forces? 6:j
The armed forces provide protection from
an invading enemy and from internal
conflict; they are called upon to assist
in international peacekeeping operations;
and they are used in civil emergencies after a
national disaster. However, a professional army
requires considerably more funding than a
reserve army. The latter is only mobilized
when needed and is therefore much cheaper.
The armed forces may also harm a society if
they are involved in counter-productive (or
merely unsuccessful) warfare.

0 0

0

Interior adj, n relates to the inside part of sth
(eg. adj the interior walls ofthe house; n the
interior ola car/building). opp exterior adj, n.
The interior is the central part of a country, a
long way from the coast.
Internal adj relates to the inside of sth,
including the body (e.g.internal doors/injuries:
an intemal en(mn//prol)le)n). opp external.
Internal is commonly used in reference to
things within a country (e.g. internal/1ights/
a/jtiirshnarkets). syn domestic.

0

assist (sb) in/with sth FMLhelp sb to do sth.
peacekeeping
intended to stop people
fighting (a peacekeeping
force).

civil

considerably
funding

connected with the people
who live in a country (civil
unrest/war/rights/liberties).
much: a great deal.
considerable ad].
money provided for a special
purpose (government
funding).

the second of two things that have just
been mentioned (the former refers to
the first of two things mentioned).
mobilize (sth) prepare (an army) to fight in a war.
having the opposite effectto the one
counterproductive intended.
only: simply (used to emphasize what
merely
you are saying).
the activity offighting a war, often of
warfare
a particular type- (guerrilla warfare =
fighting in small, unofficial military
groups).

the latter

0 Circle the correct word(s). Sometimes both words are correct.
1 We could have civil / civic war.
2 He simply / merely wanted to help.
3 They're mobilating / mobilizing the army.
4 I like the interior / internal of the car.

5
6
7
8

It cost considerably / considerately more.
We took a domestic / an internal flight.
She°s got interior / internal injuries.
I'm assisting / helping him in his enquiries.

O Write a single word to complete each sentence.
1
2

It had the opposite effect to the one we intended, so it was clearly counterMost of the time their forces are engaged in guerrilla
.

3

The army have been sent there merely as a peacekeeping

,

4 There were problems on the coast, but the main area of unrest was in the
5

People should be allowed to say what they want. 1t°s one of our basic civil

6 If we want a large modern army, we will need more government
7 There were two plans mentioned. Was she referring to the former or the
8
9

How quickly can they mobilize the
?
Some flights were cancelled - both international and

10 The bomb exploded in a built-up area, so the damage was
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Review: Institutions
Unit 33
1 Complete each dialogue with a suitable word.
1
2

Can I see his medical records? - No, they're strictly
I don't trust that consultant. - Why don't you get a second

.
7

3 Is there a large scar? - No, it was done with keyhole
4 Was the hospital ward clean? - Yes, it was absolutely
5 Is there any worthwhile data on this? - Yes, they've done clinical
6 Will they contact you about Pat? - Yes, they said they'd keep me
7

Can you go straight to a specialist? - No, you see your GP and get a

8
9

Is she still in hospitaP - No, she's been
Has he left hospitaP - Yes, but he needs time to

10 Were you busy? - Yes, we were rushed off our

2 Answer the questions.
1
2

What°s the opposite of senioH
What's the opposite of be discharged from hospitaP

3

What's the medical treatment intended to improve someone's appearance7

4

What's a synonym for recuperate7

5

Acupuncture and homeopathy are examples of what kind of medicinQ

6

What's a synonym for meticu/ou9

7

What's a synonym for a muddle?

8

Pay no attention to something is the same as '

no

of something'.

Z more words: antenatal, postnatal, overstretched, inpatient/outpatient, intensive care, biopsy,
in a critical condition

Unit 34
1 One word is missing in each sentence. What is it, and where does it go?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I believe they will be receiving a government to cover the costs of repairs.
There are many American living in other countries around the world.
At what age are you to vote in most countries?
We will need a very determined person to tomorroWs meeting.
The councillor will do his best to that the community is well represented.
The party's says that it will allocate more funds to green issues.
My cousin works in the voluntary, where people often work for no payPeople in high- jobs who appear on TV may need help with presentation skills.
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2 Complete the dialogues in a suitable way. You only need a single word.
1
2

Do they let you give your opinion? - Yes, we can all have a
Who is the spokesperson? - Nobody is speaking on our

3

Are they listening to your ideas? - Yes, they°re taking them

4
5

Is it paid work? - No, it°s all done by
Is the research all over the country? - Yes, it's

6 Will they support yoiP - Yes, lots of people will
up for us.
7 How much will the department receive? - They haven't set the
8

yet.

Is the meeting for people who live there? - Yes, it's for all local

Z more words: pressure group, support an initiative, press the government for sth, raise
awareness, improve the infrastructure, chamber

Unit 35
1 Match 1-8 with a-h.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

smuggle ...
issue ...
grant ...
remand someone .. .
caution ..,
exploit ...
forge .,.
detain someone ...

a a warrant
b in custody
c workers
d diamonds
e someone's passport
f at a police station
g bail
h a suspect

2 Complete the explanations.
1
2

If the police want to search someone°s house, they need to apply for a search
If someone is kept in prison awaiting trial, they are in

3

Taking or sending goods oUt of a country illegdly is called

4

If you obtain money from people by deceiving them, that is called

5

A group of professional criminals is often referred to as a

6

Money left with the court to ensure a prisoner will return for trial is called

of criminals.

Z more words: counterfeit, embezzlement, espionage, on the run, extradition,
undercover operation

Unit 36
1 Complete the table.
Noun

Verb
abolish
imprison

deviation
justification
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2 Correct the mistake in each sentence.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

HeS been in a lot of trouble but there are signs that he°s turning out a new leaf.
She committed a terrible crime and she really should be locked out for it,
I don't believe the death penalty (or capital punish) is justifiable.
My neighbour and I agreed to share the cost by common consent.
Robertson was always regarded at a common thief until he turned his life round.
The business has been on crisis but it seems to be recovering now.
We are aware that being attacked is an occupying hazard for prison officers.
We believe that imprisoning these offenders will act as a deterrence.
Z more words: incarcerate, probation, solitary confinement, custodial sentence, suspended
sentence, warder

Unit 37
1 Tick the word(s) that are possible. One, two, or three may be possible.
1 We are concerned about their nuclear capability a weapons [J military service a.
2 There may be internal confiictQ enquiries[j flights a
3
4
5
6

He is a member of the guard
the air [J a peacekeeping [J force.
They need to en/ist[j diStinguish O make a diStinction a between civilians and the armed forces.
The force is made up [J consisted a composed D of diverse elements.
The government is worried about civil unrestQ rights [J warQ.

7 The soldiers discovered a supply of chemica/[j /etha/[j dead[j weapons.
8 Do you agree with conscription [J the draft[j military service D
2 One word is missing in each line. What is it, and where does it go?
1
2
3
4
5

The vast of people are against armed combat if a peaceful solution can be found.
They had very little respect for the officers command of the troops.
The paper believes that guerrilla cannot be justified, whatever its aims.
Attacking that particular state would merely be counter-, I would think.
We can try to negotiate or face the prospect of armed combat: the would obviously be preferable.

6 Our organization has very little money at the moment, so we are hoping to receive government.
7 We need to keep some basic supplies reserve.
8 The army have been brought in to with the clearing-up operation after the floods.
L more words: war-torn, veteran, mission, reconnaissance, call sb up, deploy
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38 I can understand news headlines a
Headlines

Meaning

Arms deal probe

Mother's plea to kidnappers

arms fml weapons, especially those used by the armed forces.
deal an agreement, especially in business.
probe an investigation into sth. probe v.
plea fml an urgent and emotional request.
kidnapper a person who takes sb away illegally and keeps them
as a prisoner, usually in order to get money (called a ransom).
kidnapping n. kidnap v, n.

Ten-hour ordeal for tourists

ordeal a difficult or unpleasant experience.

Senate urges caution

senate (in the USA and some other countries) one of the two groups
of elected politicians; the politicians are called senators.
urge sth forcefully recommend sth (also urge sb to do sth).
bid an attempt. bid v.
oust (sb out of sth) force sb out of a job or position.
chief (often used in job titles) the most important or one of the most
important people in a company or an organization (police chief).
minister a senior member of a government.
vow make a formal and serious promise to do sth. vow n.

Bid to oust rail chief

Minister vows to quit
Bomb blast wrecks factory

blast an explosion (bomb blast).
wreck sth destroy or badly damage sth.

Boost for voters

boost a thing that helps or encourages sth. boost v.

Go-ahead for road scheme

go-ahead (usually the go-ahead) formal permission to do sth.
scheme an official plan.

IMG cease trading

cease fmi, stop happening or existing. cease sth stop doing sth.

Measures to curb inflation

curb sth limit or control sth.

Politician in death riddle

riddle a mystery (often a problem that is difficult to solve).

Doctor cleared of negligence

clear sb (of sth) prove that sb is innocent of doing sth wrong.

Injury blow for United

blow bad news (when something unfortunate has happened).

New flood alert

alert a warning.

Talks on brink of collapse

If sth is on the brink of happening, it has reached a point where it is
about to happen (often sth very bad).

PM rules out referendum

rule sth out reject the possibility of sth.

Valuable gems stolen

gems jewellery.

Certain words often appear in newspaper headlines because they are very short, e.g. bid, plea, oust, quit.
Other words give stories a more dramatic effect, e.g. blast and boost. And certain people are often at the
centre of news stories, e.g. ministers and senators.
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O Good news or bad news for the people in the headlines? Write G or B.
1
2
3
4

Minister quits under pressure
Company OUsts chairman
Go-ahead for doctors
Ordeal for parents

5
6
7
8

Owner sees home wrecked
New deal for manager
Boost for farmers
Further blow for house buyers

0 Match the headline words on the left with the correct meaning on the right.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

vow
plea
bid
cease
gems
riddle
blow
probe
alert
rule out

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

jewellery
stop
request
warning
investigation
promise
_
attempt
bad news
reject
mystery

0 Replace the underlined words to create typical headlines.
p Senators reject the possibi|ity Qf more aid
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Senators rule out more aid_

New weapons aqreemCnt
Explosicm destroys fire station
Permissioll for official rail plan
Company managing director forced from his job
Encouragement for big banks
Senior memberS of qovernn"ient to restrict spending
Men who took child demand money fnr her return
Government strongly advises delay
Motorcyclist fwnd innocent of child's death
Firm in serious danger of closure

-

0 Write your own headlines for these news stories (maximum seven words per headline).
p There are new warnings about the dangers of certain food.
1

NEW FOOD ALERT
An explosion has destroyed a new shopping centre.

2

The police have rejected the possibility of a new investigation into the murder.

3

The Prime Minister has promised that he will restrict the amount of money that the government
will spend.

4

Senior members of the government are planning a new attempt to force the Prime Minister to
resign.

5

There is a mystery surrounding the theft of valuable jewellery.

Remember to test yourself
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39 I can understand news journalism
A Common words in news reports 6"1
Amid further allegations
of a cover-up, sources at
the Home Office refused
to comment on claims of a
serious lapse in security at
a nuclear power station.

Discussions about controversial
new measures to control
anti-social behaviour are continuing
behind the scenes.

According to figures from
a recent opinion poll, the
government's popularity is falling.

It emerged yesterday that the contents of a scathing report
on Barkfield Hospital have already been leaked to the press.
The report quotes a senior doctor as saying that ...

amid (or amidst) sth while sth else is happening.
allegation
a statement, without proof,
that sb has done sth wrong.
allege v.
cover-up
an attempt to stop people
discovering the truth about
sth. cover sth up v.
source
often pl a person who provides
information, especially for
journalists.
lapse
a small mistake caused by
forgetting sth or carelessness.
controversial
causing angry discussion and
disagreement. controversy n.
measure
an official action taken in order
to achieve sth.

behind the scenes without people's awareness or
knowledge (behind closed doors
= in private. not in public).
according to
used for saying where ideas or
information have come from.
(opinion) poll
a process of asking people for
their opinion about sth.
(of facts, information, etc.)
emerge
become known. emergence n.
scathing
strongly critical (scathing
attack/remark).
leak sth to sb
give secret information to
journalists or the public. leak n.
quote sb
repeat the exact words that sb
said (quote sb as saying that ...).

O Complete the dialogues.
1
2
3

How do you know about this? - It was in a recent
How did the man get into the pa|ace7 - It was a
When did they discover this news? - It

poll.
in security apparently.
last night.

4 Are these talks in public? - No, it's all behind closed
5 Do many people disagree with it? - Yes, it°s a very
idea.
6 Was she strongly criticized? - Yes, it was a
attack.
7 Is there proof the man stole it? - No, it's just an
someone made.
8 Is this information accurate? to The Times, it is.

O Complete the text with suitable words.
(I)

continuing pressure on the government, information has been (2)

to the press of a plan to (3)

up the fact that Britain cannot meet the European Union's

renewable energy targets. (4)
to reliable (S)
have informed the government of this fact, and one expert was (6)

inside Whitehall, officials
as saying that

Britain might only reach 9 per cent by 2020. Meanwhile, discussions are continuing behind the
(7)
to see what (8)
can be taken to reach the target.
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B Figurative language in news reports 6"1
Words connected with water, fire, war, and sport are often used figuratively in news reports.
For example, if two people are locked in battle, it doesn't mean they are literally fighting,
but that they are involved in a competition or struggle, e.g. a legal battle. These expressions
are also called metaphors.

Example

Meaning
a situation in which a large number of people
express strong feelings against sth.
appearing in large numbers at the same time.
the situation and public opinion are changing.

There is certain to be a storm ofprotest
over the new legislation.
Refugees areflooding into the countiy.

QC
uj

Some people believe the tide is now
turning in the governnzent's /avour.
The opposition has dismissed the
money as a drop in the ocean.

a very small amount compared with what is
needed.

Police fear the arrest of the two
youths couldspark further trouble.
The ministers have had a blazing row.

uj
QC
LL.

cause sth to start or develop.
a very angry argument.

The headteacher has come under attack.
The Board ofOirectors could

S

been strongly criticized. syn come under fire.
in a position in which people can criticize and
blame you.

be ne.rt in thejfiring line.
The minister has got himselfinto a tight comer.
fqc
O
un

MPS are now accusing the government
o/moving the goalposts.
There have been accusations offoul play.
Trade Union leaders claim they
just want a level playingjield.

a difficult situation.
inf unfairly changing the agreed rules or
conditions during a course of action.
behaviour that is unfair or dishonest.
a situation in which everyone has the same
opportunities.

0 Cross out the incorrect word in each sentence and write the correct word at the end.
1

The Prime Minister could be in the shooting line.

2

We sent some money but it's still only a drip in the ocean.

3

There was a thunderstorm of protest.

4

It was an uphill struggle but I think the wave has turned.

5

Tourists are now raining into the town to see the festival.

6 They are demanding a flat playing field.
7

They're upset that the officials keep moving the goalkeeper.

8

The problem is that she has got herself in a very tight bend.

9

The producer resigned after a burning row with the director.

0 Complete the sentences.
1

The Prime Minister has come

2

A vicious attack on two young boys nearly

for his handling of the affair.

3

The takeover was rather suspicious; I think most people suspect

a riot earlier this month.
.

4 They expected a
protest when they banned smoking iri public places.
5 He's made too many mistakes, so now he's got himself in a very
6

They desperately need aid, but this gift of cash is still only a

Remember to test yourself
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40 I can read human interest stories
A Amazing but true! 6"1

Glossary
pencil sth in

An operation 55 years
later? Pencil it in
A

German woman who has spent
55 years with the tip of a pencil
lodged in her brain has finally
had it removed. Margret Wegner fell over
carrying the pencil when she was four.
It punctured her cheek and went into
her brain causing excruciating pain, and
she has lived with the ensuing chronic
headaches ever since. At the time. no
one dared operate, but the remaining
2 ems of pencil were removed on Friday
in a delicate operation. She is said to be
making a speedy recovery.

0 0

tip (of sth)
lodged (in sth)
puncture sth

excruciating
ensuing
chronic
remaining
make a speedyl
rapid recovery

write down details ofan
arrangement which you may
have to change later. This is a
pun (= the clever or humorous
use of a word with more than
one meaning).
the thin pointed end of sth.
fixed or stuck in sth.
make a small hole in sth
(puncture skin / a tyre).
puncture n.
extremely painful (excruciating
pain/headaches).
happening after or as a result of
another event.
(especially of a disease) lasting a
long time and hard to cure.
still existing or needing to be
dealt with.
get well again quickly after an
illness or accident.

0

To dare means to be brave enough to do something. It is normally used in questions arid negative
forms, and can behave like an ordinary verb (e.g. He doesn't dare (tO) leave.) or like a modal
(e.g. He daren't leave.).
How dare you say that! (= I am very angry that you said that.)
Don't you dare come near me! (used to give someone a strong warning)
O Circle the correct word(s). Both words may be correct.
1
2

I made a speedy / rapid recovery.
The pain was excruciating / crucial.

4
5

I've pencilled/penned in the invitation.
How dare you do/to do thatl

3

The bone's stuck / lodged in her throat.

6

I had six: that's the leftl remaining one.

O Replace the underlined words with a single word that has the same meaning.
1
2
3

I had an unpleasant and very painful headache.
Her medical condition is continuous and lonq-lastinq.
After the fire, we lost sight of him in the resulting panic.

4

A piece of glass made a small hole in the tyre.

5

i love jokes based on words with two meanings.

6

She°s too frightened to drive at night on her own.

7 He seems to be making a speedy recovery.
8 The end of the cat's tail is white.
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B A survival drama 6"1
Man survives crocs' against
all odds
An Australian farmer has described how
he spent seven days sheltering up a tree
above a crocodile'-infested swamp. David
George, 53, said he was forced to take
such drastic action after he accidentally
strayed into the area. His problems began
after he fell off his horse; dazed and
disorientated, he hoped the horse would
lead him home. 'By the time lregained my
senses, I was in the middle of a swamp,'
he said. He knew he could either stay put
and wait for a rescue team, or try and get
out and take a chance on being eaten by
a croc. After a long, gruelling week, he
was spotted by helicopters and rescued.
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Glossary
against all
(the) odds

ifsth happens against all odds, it
happens or succeeds although it seemed
impossible or very unlikely.
shelter
stay somewhere that protects you from
danger or bad weather.
infested
full of very many insects, animals, etc.
(rat-infested, shark-infested).
swamp
an area in which the ground is very
wet or covered in water.
take action
do sth to deal with a situation.
drastic
extreme in a way that has a sudden.
violent, or serious effect.
stray
move away from where you should be,
without intending to.
dazed
unable to think clearly because of shock
or a blow to the head.
disorientated conhised about where you are or which
way to go.
regain your think clearly again after a period of
senses
confusion.
stay put
inf stay where you are rather than
moving away,
take a chance decide to do sth, even though it involves
on sth
risk.
gruelling
very difficult and tiring: needing great
effort. syn punishing.

?

0 Is the meaning the same or different? Write S or D.
] We had to stay put for an hour.

We couldn't move for an hour.

2 We found the ring against all odds.

We found the ring against the wall.

3 Please don't Lake any risks.

Please don't take any chances.

4 They found somewhere to shelter.

They found somewhere to relax,

5 He wandered offthe path, into the trees.

He strayed off the path, into the trees.

6 We took drastic action to prevent losses.

We took some steps to prevent losses.

7 It was a gruelling experience,

It was a punishing experience.

8 There are a few sharks in the area.

It's a shark-infested area.

0 Complete the dialogues.
1

Did you know where you were? - No, I was
completely d
2 Was the land very wet? - Yes, they found
me by the s
3 When did you r
your senses?
- Oh, it wasn't long, only a few minutes.
4 How did you respond to the shock?
- I wandered about: I just felt d
Remember to test yourself

5 Was it safe to move ahead? - No, it was too
risky; I decided to s
put.
6 You had a very lucky escape. - Mmm.
I survived against all o
It was an extreme thing to do. - Yeah, it
was a bit d
.
8 It was a frightening situation to be in. - Yes;
7

I didn't want to take any c
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41 I can talk about celebrity
A Celebrity and the media €j
Celebrities 'deserve privacy'
Asurvey on privacy and the media has revealed that most people
think that there shouldbe little or no coverage of the private lives
of celebrities. This contrasts strongly with the huge success of celebrity
magazines, which detail the lives of people in the public eye. The
findings also revealed that people did nor want politicians to suffer from
press inuusion. Certain tabloids were singled out as being particularly
guil'y of prying into the lives of famous personalities.

'

'
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celebrity

deserve sth

survey

I c a famous person. syns personality,
celeb inf. 2 Li the state of being
ldmous. syn fame.
If you deserve sth, it is right that you
should have it, e,g. because of the
way you have behaved.
an investigation into the opinions or
bdiaviour of a large group of people,
usually in the form of questions
(conduct / carry out a survey).
the state of being alone and not
watched or disturbed by others.

privacy
coverage

the reporting of news in the press.

in the public well known to many people
through TV or the press.
eye
pl information learned as the result
findings
of research.
a thing that comes into sb's life in a
intrusion
negative way. intrude into sth v.
(into sth)
a newspaper that gives emphasis to
tabloid
stories about famous people (more
serious papers are broadsheets).
single sth/sb choose sb/sth from a group for
special attention.
out
pry into sth try to find information about people's
private lives.

O Tick the correct word(s). More than one word may be correct.
1
2

She's an international celebrity [J personality a ce/eb a.
I don't like the way the papers intrude [J pry [J conduct [J into people's private lives.

3

Have you read the coverage [J tabloids [J findings [J today?

4 All he wants in life is fame U privacyQ intrusion D
5

She was singled out [J intruded

deserved O for special praise.

O Complete the text with suitable words.
A recent (I)

which was (2)

oUt among 650 young people around New

York produced some disturbing (3)
(4)

on how some teenagers think about celebrity and

. Many believe that celebrities work hard and (5)

that becoming a famous (6)

to be famous, and

themselves would improve their lives. Lonely teenagers

are more likely to follow the lives of people in the public (7)

.

0 ABOUT YOU AND YOUR COUNTRY Complete the questions, then write your answers or
ask another student.

1
2

Do you agree that celebrities deserve p
In your country, are there both tabloid and b

?
papers7

3 Do they p
into the private lives of people in the p
4 What do you think are the benefits and disadvantages of f
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B Celebrity headlines 6"1
Rocky allegedly back in rehab

0 0

0

Football team rocked by scandal
Newlyweds' marriage on the rocks

An exclusive story/interview/photo etc.
is one published or reported only by one

Rumours of custody battle over baby Sahara

newspaper or TV station (exclusive N). If'a

Andie dumps Gino

news organization publishes or broadcasts

Exclusive!
Sandie
birth
to a girl!
.
. gives
.
.
.

: gives
' re anyoneelse
called
scoqp story
inf.
(=
out on TV does,
or theitis
radio)
an aexciting

Fellow celebs rally to Tom's defence

' .

rters like to geta scoop.

0

allegedly

rehab
rock sb/sth
scandal

newlyweds
on the rocks

If'sb allegedly does sth, another
person says they have done it, even
though this has not been proved.
allege v. allegation n.
the process of helping to cure sb
with drug or alcohol addiction.
inf, often passive shock or cause
upset to sb/sth.
a situation in which important
people behave in a dishonest or
immoral way that shocks people.
usu. pl.a man and woman who have
not been married long.
inf in difficulties and likely to fail.

rumour

a story or piece of infOrmation that
may or may not be true.
the legal right to look after a child
(have custody ofa child).
inf end a romantic relationship with
sb.
produce a baby or young animal.

custody
dump sb
give birth
(to sb/sth)
fellow

adi used todescribe sb whois in
the same situation as you (fellow
students/workers/passengers).
come together to help or support
sb/sth.

rally (r'oundl
to sh/sth)

0 Complete the dialogues with words from the box in the correct form.
rocks
exclusive
allegation
rock
1

rally
fellow
rumour

A I heard a

scandal

broadcast

rehab

that the minister is about to resign. Do you think its true7

B Well, there have been

that he's involved in a financial
the government, wouldn't it?
B Yes, and Sky News are going to
an
interview with him tonight.
A You know that guy who was in Terminator 5? Can't remember his name.
B Yeah, I heard his marriage was on the
A That's terrible. It would really

2

A That's right. Well, evidently he's had drug problems and he's in
B

Poor guy. No doubt his

celebs will

too.
round him.

0 Rewrite the sentence using the word in capitals. The meaning must stay the same.
p He is said to have lost all his money. ALLEGEDLY Al1e±dkj, he'S lost all his mOne!j.
1
2

Lulu has ended her relationship with Rocco. DUMP
Amelia had a baby boy last week. BIRTH

3 jason has the legal right to look after his daughter. CUSTODY
4 Arun is a student in my class. FELLOW
5 The journalist wanted to get the story first. SCOOP
6 They've just got married. NEWLYWEDS
Remember to test yourself
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42 I can discuss political beliefs
A Political systems 6"1
l7 With capitalism, the economy is controlled
by companies and individuals (who are
capitalists), not the state. In Britain, capitalism
is associated with the Conservative Party,
which tends to favour the status quo and is
opposed to radical change.
l7" With socialism, the economy of a country is
partly controlled by the state and the wealth is
distributed equally. In Britain, socialists are
usually left-wing, but not extremists.

0 0

l7 Liberalism is based on a belief in personal and
economic freedom, supporting gradual social
and political change. Liberals who hold such
beliefs often vote for centre parties.
E7 Communism is based on common ownership
of the means of production, and communists
believe in a classless society.

Glossary

0

A means is a way of doing or achieving
something, e.g. means of transportl
communication/escape/expression. The
means of production is the materials and
equipment needed to produce things. A means of
identification is a way ot'showing who you are.
O True or false? Write T or F, then correct
the false sentences.

associated
with sth/sb
favour sth/sb
status quo
opposed to
sth/sb
radical

p A capitalist economy is owned by the
people and run by the state.

1
2

People associate liberals with personal
freedom
Socialists believe that wealth should be

3

shared equally.
A liberal believes in economic freedom and

rapid political change.
4 The Conservative Party in Britain believes in
5

socialism.
Socialists believe that everyone should own
the means of production.

Complete the sentences with the opposite
meaning to the first half of the sentence.
1 He's left-wing, but she's
2 She's radical, but he's
3 He's in favour of it, but she's
4 He wants change, but she prefers
.
5 She has extreme views, but his are
6 They're on the left and right, but I'm _. . . ... .

distribute sth
equally
left-wing
extremist

share sth among a number of people.
distribution n.
in a way that is fdir and the same for
everyone. equality n.
opp right-wing (also on the left/right).
a person whose political views are
generally not considered to be normal
or reasonable. extreme adj.
opp moderate.

centre party

a political party that is not left-wing
or right-wing (be in the centre).

0 Complete the words in the sentences.
1

I believe in e
of opportunity
and the equal d
of wealth.
2 Is common ownership of the
m
of production practical?
3 Would you say you were 0
4

the left, the right, or in the centre?
I don't think the director is closely

5

a
with any political party.
In my country we have to carry some means
of i
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support and agree with sth/sb (also
be in favour ofsth/sb).
the existing situation (maintain the
status quo).
disagreeing strongly with sth/sb.
opposition n.
I complete and fundamental.
syn far-reaching. 2 (of a person) in
favour of political and social change.
opp reactionary.

F

communist

connected with sth/sb. association n.

with us at all times.
ORemember to test yourself
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B Political metaphors n
Word + literal meaning
crack a line on the surface
of sth where it has broken.
driving seat the place
where the driver sits.
rock move from side to
side.
foundations the structures
that brm the underground
base of a building.
depth (especially of water)
the deepness of sth.
deep end the end of'a
swimming pool where the
water is deep.
heat sth make sth hot.
safe opp dangerous.
head move ill a particular
direction.
microscope an instrument
for looking at things which
are too small to see.
spin a quick turning
movement, round and
round. spin v.

Example of metaphorical use
TheJirst cracks are appearing in
the government.
People are wondering who is in
the driving seat.
The Prime Minister doesn't want
MPS to rock the boat.
She laid thefoundations o/the
part,l/:s success.

Metaphorical meaning
a weakness in an idea, a system, or
an organization.
be in control ola situation, syn pull
the strings.
cause problems by making changes to
a situation that is satisfactory as it is.
create the basic ideas or principles
from which sth can then develop.

Many believe the ministeris out
of her deµth.
The MPS were thrown in at the
deep end. Let's see ifthey sink or
swim.
It has started a heated debate in
parlicunent,
He got the job because he's a safe
pair ofhands.
The government is heading in
the right direction.
The trade secretary couldfind
herselfunder the microscope.

be in a situation that is too difficult
for you to control.
be faced with a new and difficult task
that you're not prepared for.
sink or swim fail or succeed.
an angry discussion (also heated
discussion).
a person you can rely on.

No doubt the politicians will give
this a positive spin.

a way of giving information to make
it appear better, or less bad (the
people are spin doctors).

making good progress. opp heading
in the wrong direction.
being watched and examined very
carefully,

0 Circle the correct answer.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

He°s the boss, but it's his wife who pulls the strings / rope.
During the first few months, she'll be under the microscope / telescope.
As a politician, he's considered to be a safe pair of glovesl hands.
Throw them in at the shallow / deep end, then see if they sink / drown or swim.
They had a very hotl heated discussion.
I wonder what the spin doctors / dentists will do with this information.
They've got to remain steady, and not allow anyone to rock the ship / boat.
The results indicate that the opposition is leading / heading in the wrong direction.

0 Complete the dialogues in a suitable way.
1
2

Did they have an easy start? - No, they were thrown in
Is she able to do the job? - No, she's out

3

Do you think we're making progress? - Yes, we're heading

4
5

He created the policies, didn't he? - Yes, he laid the
Is the party still united? - No, the first
are starting to appear.

6

Do you think she's in control? - Yes, she's in the driving

now.

7

Was it dull in parliament? - No, there was a very heated

,

8

They managed to twist the facts. - Yes, the usual political

Remember to test yourself
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43 I can talk about areas of conflict 61
The streets were filled with rubble and broken glass was
everywhere. Food, water, medicine - the necessities of life were scarce, and hospitals were overwhelmed with casualties.
Apart from the obvious danger of bombing, there was also the
threat of unexploded shells, snipers, and other forms of random
violence. Soldiers and civilians alike suffered from the tension,
and were never far from breaking point, but most people refused
to desert their city. How did lget through that period? Adrenalin.
That alone kept me going in the face of the grim reality that
confronted a city under siege.

O Match 1-8 with a-h.
1 The soldiers were firing
2 He was shot by a
.
3
4
5
6
7
8

. a
b
The situation was
..
c
I just keep going on
.
d
Food was
.
e
The city was
.
f
Life is tough in a war . _ .
g
The streets were full of
. h

Glossary
sniper
rubble
at random
under siege
grim
scarce
adrenalin
zone

O Cross out parts of the text and replace
them with these words. Write the
numbers in the text.
1 grim
2 abandoned
3 sniper
4 lay siege to 5 breaking pointj 6 debris
7 shelling
8 scarce
9 overwhelmed by
We were close to p 5
'
'
'
' . Food was in
short supply, the situation was unpleasant and
depressing, and many people had already left the
city for good. Then at 7 a.m. yesterday the attack
happened. A man who was just clearing stones,
bricks, and glass from a damaged building was
shot by a hidden gunman. Amid the ensuing
chaos, a small group of rebel soldiers entered
the nearby radio station and took control of it.
The army immediately began to surround the
building. They brought in large guns and started
firing at it, then, as night approached, they
attacked. The rebels were soon defeated by the
superior numbers and firepower of the army.
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zone
rubble

scarce
overwhelm sbl
sth
shell

sniper
random

breaking point

desert sth
adrenalin
.
grim
siege

an area or region with a particular
featu re (a war/danger zone).
broken stones or bricks from a
building that has been destroyed
(debris is similar but is more general
and includes wood. glass, etc.).
not readily available: in short
supply. scarcity n.
1 present sb or fill sth with too
much of sth (be overwhelmed withl
by).
2 defeat sb/sth completely).
a metal case full of explosives, to be
fired from a large gun (shell sth
= fire shells at sth).
a person who shoots at sb from a
hidden position.
happening without any intended
or regular pattern (things that
happen at random are not ordered
or regular).
the time when problems have
become so great that sb can no
longer deal with them (be at / reach
breaking point).
go away from a place and leave it
empty. syn abandon sth.
a substance created in the body
when you are excited or afraid,
giving you more energy,
unpleasant and depressing.
a military operation in which an
armed force surrounds a place and
stops the supply of bod, etc. (lay
siege to sth. be under siege).

Remember to test yourself
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Review: News and current affairs
Unit 38
1 Complete the sentences which explain the headlines.
1
2
3
4
5
6

MINISTER OUSTED = A
minister has
BOOST FOR TRANSPORT SCHEME = A transport
has been given
GO-AHEAD FOR ARMS DEAL = A business
on
has been given
RANSOM ORDEAL FOR FAMILY = A family is going through a
over a ransom.
BID TO END KIDNAP = Someone is
to end a kidnapping.
BLAST WRECKS HOTEL = A hotel has been
by
.
Z more words: Diet puts children in peril
Police foil bomb plot

Inflation cut bolsters spending

Women heed tobacco warnings

Record drugs haul at Heathrow

Unit 39
1 One word is missing in each line. What is it, and where does it go?
The blazing L over the leadership of the Liberal Party is in the headlines
once again. According sources in Westminster, Harry jacobs, who has had a
strong lead until recently, came under after it was alleged that he had made
scathing about the family background of his rival, Ellen Pinter. The comments
were to the press by one of Mrs Pinter's supporters, and it is possible that
the will now begin to turn in Mrs Pinter's favour, as the tabloid press are
beginning to take an interest. She has been as saying that she believes that
Mr jacobs's comments showed a temporary of judgement, and that she felt
some sympathy for him as he has clearly put himself in a corner.

p

rOw

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Z more words: grab/hit the headlines, stand shoulder to shou/deC a torrent of criticism,
score an own goal, drop a bombshell, get caught in the crossfire

Unit 40
1 Complete the words in the story.
The storm was getting closer and we weren't sure whether to (I) s
under a tree or run for
the barn. jan wanted to (2) s
put, but I decided to (3) t
ag
on the barn. Just then, the tree was hit by lightning and a branch fell on Jan. She wasn't unconscious,
but she was obviously very (4) d
. After a minute she seemed to (5) r
her
senses. The pain was now (6) e
, but I didn't (7) d
move her in case she had
internal injuries. Thankfully the ambulance arrived within minutes, and as we drove away I could see the
few (8) r
branches of the tree on fire. Fortunately Jan made a (9) r
recovery.
Z more words: on the off chance, (not) stand a chance (of doing sth), fancy your chances, the
chances are (that), be in with a chance, give sb/sth half a chance
REVIEW: NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS
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Unit 41
1 Complete the TV news report using words from the box in the correct form.
intrusion

scandal

allegation

deserve

exclusive

privacy

allege

coverage

tabloid

There is continued (I)
in the newspapers today of the latest (2)
to hit
the Democratic Party. However, the minister who is (3)
to have awarded a government
contract to a company owned by his brother, has hit back at his critics. 'I have done nothing illegal,
and do not (4)

this', he said. He went on to attack the press for an unjustified (S)
into his private affairs, and asked them to respect the (6)
of his family.
This seems unlikely, as the newspaper who printed the (7)
story last week refuses to back
down, and the rest of the (8)
are now making similar (9)
P
Z more words: a household name, prominent, high-ranking officers/po/iticians, stalked
stalking, hounded by the press, the gutter press

Unit 42
1 Rewrite the sentences using the words in capitals. The meaning must remain the same.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

We had a discussion about socialist policies. WING
They don't want the situation to change. STATUS
I don't know who°s controlling the situation. DRIVING
Well study the document carefully. MICROSCOPE
I wouldn't be in favour of the proposal. OPPOSED
He created the basic principles for the policy. FOUNDATIONS
In our company, everyone has the same rights. EQUALITY
The prime minister is making good progress. DIRECTION
Z more words floating votec cast your ballot, a close-run election, sweep to victory, a
landslide win/victory, exit poll

Unit 43
1 Complete the definitions.
1
2
3
4
5

sniper = a person who
at
someone from a hidden position
scarce = not readily
grim = very
rubble = broken
from a
building
shell = a metal case full of

6 desert somewhere =
somewhere
7 random = happening
definite or regular
8 seige = a
an
to

.
operation in which

surrounds a town and tries
it

Z more words: crossfire, curfew, irreconcilable, call a truce, ambush
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44 I can explain job benefits 61
Word/phrase
benefits
benefit's package
relocation
allowance
performance-related
bonus scheme
company pension
scheme
matemity/paternity
leave
expenses
30 days' holiday
entitlement
comprehensive
healthcare provision

subsidized canteen

Meaning
advantages a company offers in addition to the salary. syn perks inf.
a number of benefits that are offered together.
relocation the process or act of moving to a new place to work.
allowance money paid to sb to help them, either on a regular basis or for a
particular purpose (food/fuel allowance).
performance-related linked to how well sb does in their job.
bonus extra money paid to sb, often annually or as a reward for sth.
scheme an official plan.
money paid regularly by a company to help sb when they retire (also
government pension or personal/private pension).
maternity leave a period when a woman temporarily leaves her job to have
a baby: paternity leave a short period off work allowed to a new father.
the money sb spends while working that the employer pays back to them later
(travcl/travelling expenses).
a thing sb has a right to (often expressed as an amount sb has a right to
receive). be entitled to sth v.
comprehensive including everything or almost everything
(comprehensive car/travel/health insurance).
healthcare the service of providing medical care (also childcare = the care
and supervision ofsmall children).
provision the act ofproviding sth (here. private health insurance).
If sth is subsidized, it is partly paid for by an organization in order to make it
cheaper br the people who use it.
canteen a place where food is served in a company or school.

O Find six phrases from the words in the box.
travel
leave

subsidized
allowance

maternity
canteen

pension
expenses

healthcare
relocation
scheme
provision

O Write down:
1

three types of insurance you can have:

2

three types of allowance you can have:

3

three types of pension you can have:

4

two types of care that may be provided:

O Complete the information from this job advertisement with suitable words.
As you would expect from a high-performing council, we offer excellent (I)
· government (2)
" generous holiday (4)
· healthcare (6)

scheme

· performance- (3)

including:
bonus scheme

· relocation (5)
· subsidized (7)

with excellent food

0 Remember to test yourself
WORK AND FINANCE
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45 I can describe ways of working
A Freelance work: the pros and cons 6"1
you are not accountable to anyone but
yourself
':a' working for a number of employers gives
you an insight into different companies
it can be more lucrative, and it's good not
to have to rely solely on one company

By no guaranteed income and no additional
financial benefits (e.g. a company pension)
a, you will encounter quiet periods, a degree
of isolation, and perhaps loneliness
LB work can encroach upon your home life
and your free time

GS working from home makes it easier to
juggle work and family responsibilities

Glossary
the pros and cons the advan(ages and d isadvantages/drar.vbacks.
accountable to sb expected to explain all your actions to sb il'asked (if'you are
not accountable to anyone you are your own boss).
a clear understanding of what sth is like.
producing a large amount of money.
only: not involving sb/sth else (be solely responsible fOr sth).
try to manage and balance different jobs and activities in
order to fit them successfully into your Ilk.
promise that sth will happen. guarantee n.
guarantee sth
more than has been experienced or mentioned before.
additional
syns extra. further.
experience sth, especially problems or opposition.
encounter sth
encroach upon sth i'mi. aWect or use up too much oRb's time. rights. personal
lilC, etc.

insight into sth
lucrative
solely
juggle sth

A degree of sth is a
certain level or amount
of sth, and it is commonly
used in certain expressions
or patterns:
It req^s a degree of
skill.
Ihave a greater degree of
freedom.
lean do what llike. to a
degree. syn to an extent.

O Replace the underlined words with a word or phrase that has a similar meaning.
1
2

I cxRerienced a few problems.
There is a certain amount of stress.

3

I was mV own boss.

4

It gave me an understanding of how the company works.

5

Initially she had to balance a full-time career with looking after a family.

6

There are various advantages and disadvantages.

Complete the text with suitable words.
I was a freelance designer for 10 years. I liked being my own (I)
and enjoyed the fact
that I was (2)
responsible for everything I did. Like all freelancers, I (3)
a
certain (4)
of isolation, but I didn't mind that, and the work was quite (S)
so I was able to buy a nice house. However, once I had children the work did (6)
upon
my family life, so in the end I went back to a regular job with a (7)
income, plus the
(8)
benefits of a company car and pension.
0 ABOUT YOU Have you ever worked freelance? If so, did you enjoy the same advantages
and encounter similar problems? Write your answers or talk to another student.
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B Working in a team: the pros and cons n
a common goal is good for morale and
fosters team spirit

if someone doesn't fit in, it can be disruptive
and can undermine the work of the team

Ut collaboration and mutual feedback are
fulfilling and make people feel valued

8i teams can stifle individual enterprise and
initiative

pooling diverse skills is generally more
productive
0

e

common goal
morale
foster sth
team spirit
collaboration (with sb)
mutual
fulfilling
value sb/sth
pool sth
fit in (with sb/sth)
disruptive
undermine sh/sth
stifle sth
enterprise
initiative

a goal shared by two or more people.
the feding ofconfidence and enthusiasm that a person or group has at a particular
time (boost morale = improve morale).
help sth to develop. syns encourage sth, promote sth.
the desire among a group to work together and help each other.
the act ofworking with others to produce sth.
used to describe a feeling that two people have for each other equally
(mutual respect/trust).
giving personal satisfaction. syn rewarding.
think that sb/sth is important.
collect money, ideas. etc. from different people so it or they can be used by all ofthem
(pool resources).
be accepted in a situation by the others in a group.
causing problems. and making it hard to continue with sth. disrupt sth v.
make sb/sth gradually weaker or less effective (undermine sb's confidence/authority).
stop sth from happening or developing (stifle creativity).
the ability to think of new ideas and make them successful.
the ability to take decisions and act alone (use your initiative).

0 Positive or negative? Write P or N.
1 He showed enterprise. _ 3 I don°t feel valued. _ ..
2 She was disruptive. __
4 It undermined my confidence.

5 It boosted my confidence. _
6 My boss stifles my creativity.

0 Find six phrases from the words in the box.
team
respect

boost
mutual
pool
resources
creativity

undermine
your authority

stifle
spirit
morale

0 Rewrite the sentences without using the underlined words. Keep the meaning the same.
He didn't

1
2

He wasn't accepted by the others.
She can act on her own.

3

I find the work very rewarding.

4

They did most of it together.

There was a lot of

5

They shared the same aim.

They had a

6

We think it will promote team spirit.

We think it will

7

we can collect ideas from different people. We can
They have a lot of
They have a lot of respect for each other.

8

Remember to test yourself
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46 I can talk about the business world
A Business takeovers 661
Warburg takeover imminent
The battle for Warburg Glass may
soon be over. Former chairman
Matthew Cavendish is now mounting
a firesh challenge, and has made a joint
bid for the companywith the backing of
the powerful EPS group.The company
has already rejected one offer, but an
improved takeover bid would be attractive
to shareholders in view of the company's
poor recent dividends. City analysts
believe Cavendish could clinCh the deal
within weeks, and possibly set offa new
round of mergers and acquisitions.

O Complete the words in the sentences.
1
2
3

If we're lucky, well c
the
deal next week.
He wants to buy the company and has
already made one b
If there is more uncertainty, it will

s
off another wave of selling.
4 Sir Michael is preparing to m
a challenge for the leadership.
5 The takeover hasn°t happened yet, but it's
i
.
6 If the d
is only 50 cents a
share, the s
won't be happy.

Glossary
imminent
former
mount sth
joint
bid
backing
reject sth
shareholder
dividend
clinch sth
set sth off
0 0

likely to happen soon.
having a particular position in the past
(former president/boss).
organize and begin sth (mount a
challenge/campaign).
involving two or more people (joint
account/venture). jointly mv.
an offer to pay a particular price for sth
(make a bid forsth). bid v.
help. syn support. back sb/sth v.
refuse to accept sth. syn tum sth down.
rejection n.
a person who owns shares in a
business or company.
a portion of a company's profits that is
given to shareholders.
succeed in achieving or winning sth
(clinch a deal/victory).
start a process or series of events.

0

In a merger, two companies agree to join and form
a single company. In a takeover, one company
buys the shares of another public company. The
companies may or may not agree to the deal. Ifthey
agree, itis a Mendy takeover: if not, it is a hostile
takeover. In an acquisition, one company buys
another company which cannot offer its shares for
sale to the public.

O Complete the dialogues with a suitable word.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Are you doing this on your own? - No, it's a
venture with ECL.
They didn't reject it, did they? - Yes, they
it
Has he bought another company? - Yes, that's three
this year.
Is she your current boss? - No, she's my
boss.
Is another
bid imminent? - Yes, before the end of the week.
Are they forming a single company? - Yes, there is going to be a
Was it a friendly takeover? - No, it was a
takeover.
Do they need your support? - They already have my
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B Describing business activity 61
The table includes many phrases that are commonly used in a figurative sense.

Word or phrase

Example

Meaning

go under
wind sth up

The company may go under.
The board niaij have to wind up the
compciny.
The chairman had to step down.
I/there is a recession, we will all
have to tighten our belts.
The compan,ij doesn't want to go
down that particular road.
They are trying to wriggle out of
their obligation to customers.

inf go out of business. syn go bankrupt.
stop running a business and close it
completely.
leave an important job.
spend less money because there will be less
available.
take a particular course ol'action.

The company is trying to lure
passengers away from its rivals.
You can be sure that BA won't
take this situation lying down.
The citl/:s transport links could Lip
the balance in their/avour,

disapproving persuade or tempt sb to do sth by
offering them a reward. syn entice sb,
not accept a bad situation without a fight or
protest.
affect the result ofsth in one way rather
than another.

the dust settles

The situation isfuellingfears that
prices could rise again.
Wait until the dust settles.

on the cards

A takeover bid is on the cards,

increase sth and make it stronger (fuel
fears/inflation).
the situation becomes clearer and less
disturbed.
likely to happen.

step down/aside
tighten your belt
go down that
road
wriggle out of
sth / doing sth
lure sb
not take sth
lying down
tip the balance
EE

fuel sth

inf, 1)isapi'roving avoid doing sth that you
should do.

0 Is the meaning in the sentences the same or different? Write S or D.
] Don't try and wriggle out ofthis.

Don't try and interferein this.

2 We won't go down that road.

We won't take that lying down.

3 He decided to step down.

He decided to give up the job.

4 We may need to tip the balance.

We may need to tighten our belts.

5 Are they trying to lure customers away?

Are they trying to entice customers away?

6 Wait until the situation is clearer.

Wait until the dust settles.

7 We could go under.

We could go bankrupt.

8 He could wind up the company.

He could expand the company.

0 Complete the text with suitable words.
The decision by Globus Airlines to open up new routes across the Atlantic is clearly an attempt to
(I)
customers away from competitors. Closest rival MEDINA has already srated it
will not take this move (2)
down, but it may have to reduce its prices to tip the
(3)
once again in its favour. For consumers, of course, this may sound like good news.
But is it? If a price war is on the (4)
,it will soon start to (S)
fears that
eventually smaller companies will either go (6)
or be taken over. In the long term this
may not be good news. We will have to wait and see who is still standing when the dust finally
(7)

Remember to test yourself
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A Expressing movement in markets a
Word

Example

Meaning

soar
surge (in
sth)
gain
hike

Share prices have soared.
The market is now expecting a surge in
the value of the euro,
The dollar made significant gains.
Another hike in the rate is possible.

strengthen
rally

The yen will strengthen,
The pound rallied later in the daij.

buoyant

The market is still buoyant.

snap sth up

The advice is to snap up the shares while
you can.
The value may plummet even more.
The price has slumped to its lowest level.

rise suddenly and quickly. syn rocket.
a large and sudden increase in the amount
or value ofsth, surge v.
an improvement or increase. opp loss.
inf a sudden or significant increase in the
level or amount of sth. opp cut.
become stronger. opp weaken.
increase in value after a period when it has
fallen. syn recover / bounce back.
confident, successful, and staying at a high
level. syn healthy.
buy sth quickly, usually while it is cheap or
available.
fall suddenly and quickly. syn plunge.
fall by a large amount. slump n (economic
slump opp economic boom).
reduce sth by a large amount.

plummet
slump
slash sth
wipe sth oft
sth
turmoil
volatile
turbulence

The Federal Reserve has slashed the
discount rate.
The recession has wiped billionsoff the
stock niarkets round the world.
The market is still in turmoil.
The market remains volatile.
There is likely to be short-terni
turbulence in the market.

remove sth from sth, quickly and completely.
a state of great confusion.
likely to change suddenly. volatility n.
a lot ofsudden change (also a bumpy ride
Inf). turbulent adj.

O Good or bad news for a company with shares listed on the stock market? Write G or B.
1 We saw a surge in the share value.
2 Millions were wiped off the value.
3 The company has slashed dividends.

4

Investors are snapping up shares.

5
6

Shares rallied yesterday.
Shares are in for a bumpy ride.

O Replace the underlined word with an opposite.
1

The pound is strengthening.

4 The share price has soared.

2

Analysts expect a cut in the interest rate.

5 The market is very stable.

3

It could lead to an economic boom.

6 The market made significant losses.

O Replace the underlined word(s) with a synonym.
1
2

The market remains quite healthy.
The dollar recovered slightly.

4
5

The markets are in total confusion.

3

The share price rocketed

6

The market is very unstable.
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B Reasons to buy and sell shares 6"1
Glossary
investor
contradictory
equities
underpin sth
corporate

a person who buys land, shares, etc.
in order to make a profit. invest v.
saying two dillCrent and opposing
things. syn conflicting. contradiction
n. contradict sb/sth v.
pl.company shares which do not pay
a fixed rate of interest.
support or form the basis ofsth.
con nected with a large business

company. corporation n.
the responsibility ofhaving Lo pay
back a lot of money.
yield
the total profit orincome you get
from a business or investment.
underlying
(in finance) An underlying number
or situation shows what the true
amount or level of sth is.
outlook
the probable future for sth.
bubble
(in finance) a temporary and fragile
situation caused by a rapid increase
in sth (the bubble will burst = the
situation will end, and people will
lose moneyk
dry up
If sth dries up. there is gradually less
and less of it.
trigger sth
cause sth to happen.
under pressure suffering Rom strain.
debt burden

0 One letter in one word is missing,
unnecessary, or wrong. Find the error
and correct it.
1

0 Complete the sentences using words from
the box.
bubble
conflicting
debt
underlying

Analysts are worried that the debit burden

is increasing.
2 Many believe the credit bubble has already
burnt.
3 He has just contadicted what he told me
earlier.
4 The surge in the stock market is good
news for inventors.
5 Solid growth should underpine the
economy.
6 The company is planning to move its
corporale headquarters.
7 Would you advise me to invest in equiries
at the moment?
8 Some people have received record fields
on their investment.

pressure

outlook

under
advice

invest
equities

burden

burst

1

On the surface the

seems

2

uncertain, but the
situation is
good.
They borrowed a lot of money so there is still

3

a significant
They said different things, so I was given

4

There is always a risk if somebody chooses to

5

in
If the banks go on lending more money, the

6

credit
could
.
If shares continue to lose value, the market is

.

put

Remember to test yourself
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A Spending and saving 6"1
Are you good at looking after your money? For instance, do you:
e7 keep a record of your outgoings, e.g.debitcard payments, orlosetrackof what you spend?
e keep your account in credit all the time, or are you sometimes overdrawn?
cC' payyourcreditcard bills promptly, ordo you allow debts to mount up?
g7 check all thetransactions in your bankstatements, or do you just ignore them?
e think you'rethrifty, ordo you squander large sums of money?
0

outgoings

1'i,lhc money a person or business
has to spend regularly. opp income.
debit card
a plastic card used for taking money
directly from your bank account.
lose track of not have information about what is
sth/sb
happening or where sth/sb is.
opp keep track ofsth/sb.
credit
If you are in credit, there is money m
your account. opp overdrawn / in the
red inf. (Ifyou are overdrawn, you
have an overdraft.)
mount up
increase gradually in size. syn build
up / accumulate.

0

0

transaction

bank statement
thrifty
squander sth
sum (of sth)

a piece of business between
people, (Herc. it is putting money
into your account or taking it
out. syn withdrawing it.)
a record of the money paid into
and out of a bank account.
careful about spending money.
opp extravagant.
waste sth, especially money or
time, in a careless way.
an amount of money.

0

A current account gives immediate access to your money, but pays little interest. A deposit or savings
account pays more interest but without such quick access.

O Complete the sentences with suitable words.
1

I'm afraid I
track of
down. When I get my monthly bank

2

I keep a reasonable amour)t of money in my
- but I put most in a

3

I didn't

4

1°m the sensible one with money - very

card payments because I forget to write them
, I can see all the
account - just enough to keep it in
account where I get more interest.

track of my outgoings this month, and now I'm in the
. My brother isn't; he's very

O Complete each dialogue with a single word.
1 Did you take some money out? - Yes, I
2 Is there money in your account? - No, I'm afraid I'm
3

£100.
.

Do you know what you spend? - Yes, I keep a record of all my

4

Have you spent too much this month7 - Yes, and now Ive got an

5

Do you always pay credit card bills? - Yes, otherwise debts can

6

Does he spend his money carefully? - No, he
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B Looking after your money 64

Creating a personal budget
Few PEOPLE bother to budgeC whiCh
is why so many are in debt. You must
calculate the todl amount of money coming
in per month, and the total going out, both
regular outgoings and all other expenses.
Then, subtract the expenses Hom the income.
If there's a surplus, don't spend it: that is your
emergency fund to keep for contingencies.

Glossary

lfthereisashortEMjhenyou musttxikeaction.
Consider whereyou can economize and make
cutbaCks. Be ruthless, and don't expect anyone
else to subsidize you and bail you out.

0 0

0

A surplus is more of something than is
necessary. If it is money, the opposite is a deficit
if it is food, petrol, etc., the opposite is a shortage.

budget

plan how much to spend and
what to spend it on (a budget is
the amount of money available to
spend, with a plan forspending it).
calculate sth use numbers to find a total
number. amount. or distance. syn
work sth out. calculation n.
per

for each (used to express the cost
or amount of sth for each person,
period of time, etc.).
take one number from another to
calculate the difference. syn take
sth away from sth.

subtract sth
from sth

fund
contingency

shortfall
economize

subsidize sb
bail sb out

an amount of monev available for
a particular purpose.
sth that may or may not
happen (contingency plans / a
contingency fund).
the difference between what you
have and what you need.
reduce the amount of money, time,
goods, etc. that you use. syn make
cutbacks.
give money to sb to help them pay
for sth. subsidy n.
rescue sb from a difhcult situation,
often with money.

0 Circle the odd one out, then say what the other two words have in common.
1
2

a) shortfall
a) shortage

b) surplus
b) contingency

C) deficit

3

a) economize

b) take away

C) subtract

4 a) economize
5 a) deficit

b) make cutbacks
b) fund

C) make contingency plans

6

b) calculate

C) economize

a) work out

C) shortfall

c) budget

0 Complete the texts with suitable words.
The floods in the spring are now causing severe food (I)
will leave many farmers with a significant (2)
a (3)

throughout the country, and this
in their income. A few lucky ones may have

fund to help them, but the majority will no doubt be hoping for a government (4)
to (5)

them out.

I'm not very careful with money and don't often (6)
, but I decided to keep a record of my
regular outgoings each month. At first I found it quite difficult to (7)
all my
other expenses, but I managed it after a while. i realized I had a bit of a (8)
whenever I had to
pay large bills, and would need to make (9)
as it was costing me £100 (ID)
Remember to test yourself
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A Tips for time management 666
Time management questionnaire
" Do you jot down a list of jobs to do on a
daily basis, and then prioritize them?
" Do you prioritize ruthlessly, deciding which
tasks you have to accomplish that day?
" Do you stiCk to your priorities, no matter
what happens?
" Do you try to anticipate so that you can
schedule your tasks better?
" Do you delegate responsibilities as far as
possible?
" Do you set yourself rigorous time limits for
tasks, and stick to them?

O Circle the correct word(s). More than one
word may be correct.
1

Once you have prioritized / accomplished your
daily list, make sure you do it all.
2 You need to be rigorous / ruthless when deciding
what the priorities are.
3 You need to set a time limit, no matter what /
whatever happens.
4 ltend to check emails on a daily basisl
base, wherever / whatever I am in the world.
5 The organizers hadn°t scheduled / anticipated
how many people would want to attend.

Complete the dialogues.

Glossary
write sth quickly.
a particular way in which sth
is organized or done (on a dayto-day basis. on a daily/weekly/
regular basis).
put tasks. problems, etc. in
prioritize
order of importance and do the
most important first. priority n
(high/low/top priority).
ruthlessly
in a determined and firm way.
succeed
in doing or completing
accomplish sth
sth. syn achieve sth.
stick to sth
continue doing sth despite
dMiculties.
anticipate sth expect sth will happen and
prepare for it. anticipation n.
arrange
for sth to happen at a
schedule sth
particular time. schedule n.
delegate sth
give part of your work to sb.
(to sb)
especially sb in a lower position.
rigorous
strict and severe.

jot sth down
basis

0 0

0

No matter what. (when, etc.) means 'it
doesn't matter what (when, etc.)' or 'it isn't
important what (when, etc.)'. You can
sometimes paraphrase it with whatever
(whenever, etc.).
No matter what happens, don't panic,
= Whatever happens, don't panic.
You'llJind work no matter where ,1/ou are.
= wherever 1/011 are

1 How often do you review the figures? - Usually on a monthly
2 He won't give up, even if it°s hard. - I know, he always
to the task.
3 Were you surprised jack was angry? - Yes. I didn't
that at all.
4 Has the meeting time been fixed? - Yes, it's
for 4.00 today.
5

You should get your assistant to do it. - I know, I should

6 Have you got my email address? - No, let me just
7 Will you finish the project this week? - Yes, I'll do it no
8 It's been a huge achievement. - Yes, we've

work more often.
it down.
what happens.
a great deal.

ABOUT YOU Write answers to the questionnaire, or ask another student.

0Remember to test yourself
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B Email stress 6"1
Email stress: the new office workers' plague
Over a third of workers say they are inundated with a never-ending
stream of emails and are stressed out by the pressure to respond to
them promptly. Research has found that some employees check their
emails every few minutes, leaving them frustrated and unproductive.
Females feel particularly hard-hit by the deluge. 'Emailis an amazing
tool, but it's got out of hand,' says researcher Karen Renaud. She adds
that when you break offfrom what you are doing to read your emails,
you lose your train ofthought The advice is to set aside two or three
specific email-reading times each day.
0
0

inundated (with sth)
never-ending
stressed out
promptly
unproductive
hard-hit
be/get out of hand
break off (from sth)
train of thought
set sth aside

given so many things that you cannot deal wit h
them. syns overwhelmed, swamped
seeming to last for ever. syn interminable.
inf too anxious and tired to be able to relax.
quickly: without delay. prompt adj.
not producing good results. opp productive.
badly affected by sth (also severely/badly hit).
be/become impossible to control. opp be under
control.
stop speaking or doing sth for a time.
a linked series of thoughts in your head at one time.
keep sth. especially money or time. for a purpose.

0

A plague is a fast-spreading
diseasewhich often resultsin
death; in the title it is something
thatcauses irritation. A stream
is a small river, but here it means
a continuous flow ofthings. A
deluge is a flood or heavy rain,
but in thetextit means a great
quantity ofsomething arriving
at the same time.

0 Correct the spelling mistakes.
1

diluge

2

interminible

.........._

3

inondated

5

under controll

4

severly hit

6

plage

0 One word is missing in each sentence. What is it, and where does it go?
p I'm feeling very L out. stressed

4 The work has been never-.

1 I need to aside money for rent.
2 I've lost my of thought.
3 We were hard by the price war.

5 Our spending has got out hand.
6 I had to break from what I was doing.
7 The situation is control.

0 Complete the questions.
1
2

If you have a constant s
of interruptions,
do you feel o
Is
?
Did you get a lot of work done today, or was it a rather

3

lj
day?
Do you agree that people suffer from a d

ABOUT YOU

of emails?

4

Do you think it's important to reply to emails p

5
6

Do you often feel s
out because of work or studies?
What do you think would make you more p
at work7

?

O ABOUT YOU Write your answers to Exercise 6, or ask another student.
Remember to test yourself
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A An industrial dispute 61
Talks between Royal Mail bosses and
J the CWU union have again ended
in deadlock, so the union has decided,
following the support of its members in
the national ballot, to set a date for strikes
as early as next week. They claim it is not
just a pay dispute, but an attempt to halt
the closure of 2,5OO post offices and the
0

:
:
:
:
·
:
:
:

further privatization of services. For the
government, though, there is a great deal
at stake. If the management gives in to the
demands, it could set a precedent forother
groups, who may feel more inclined to
step up their own claims for higher wage
settlements.

.

D 0

deadlock

a failure to reach an agreement or settle an argument (be unable
to break the deadlock).
ballot
a system of voting in which votes are made in secret (ballot (v) a
group of people = ask members of a group to vote on sth).
dispute
a disagreement, often officia], between people or groups (a payl
industrial dispute. settle a dispute).
halt sth
prevent sth from continuing.
closure
a situation in which a school, factory, etc. is permanently shut.
privatization the process of selling an industry so it is no longer owned by the
government. opp nationalization. privatize sth v.
at stake
If sth is at stake, you will lose it if a plan or action is not successful
(there's a lot at stake / the stakes are high).
precedent
a thing that happened in the past which is seen as a rule or
example to be followed by others in a similar situation.
indined to do likely to do sth ortending to do sth. inclination n.
sth
step sth up
increase the amount of an activity in order to achieve sth.

0

Set is used with many
nouns, often meaning
to fix something for
others to copy, e.g.
set an example,
set a standard,
set a record, set a
precedent, It can
also mean to decide on
something, as in set a
date/limit.

O Complete the sentences with a suitable verb.
1
2

He
_ the standard for others to follow.
We must act now in order to
the dispute.

3 The union must
4 They haven°t

their members before they can go ahead with strike action.
a date for the next meeting yet.

5 We must find a way to
6 The government has failed to
7

the deadlock.
the economic decline, so things look bad.

If their demands aren't met, some workers will

their call for strike action.

Complete the dialogues with a single word in each space.
1
2
3

Is it the only factory to c|ose7 - No, there have been lots of
Why are they going on strike? - It's a
over pay I believe.
Has this happened before? - No, it would set a
.

4 Have they reached an agreement? - No, the talks ended in
5 Will the government sell the railwayC' - Yes, there are plans to
6 What will happen if you leave? - I think others may be
132 WORK AND FINANCE
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B Staff disputes 6"1
What would you do in a dispute between members of your own staff? Would you ...
a) intervene at once to resolve the problem?
This would be proactive, and a positive way to tackle the problem, but is there a risk of
blowing it up out of all proportion?
b) see if the staff can sort it out themselves?
This could be interpreted as passing the buck. But the staffmay not want you to interfere,
so it could be a wise thing to do.
C) wait to see if the problem sorts itself out?
Is this sensible or would you just be procrastinating?
d) bury your head in the sand, as if you're saying, 'What problem?'
0

intervene in sth
resolve sth
proactive

1',et involved in a situation in order to help. intervention n.
1.'mi. find an acceptable solution to a problem. resolution n.
(ola person or policy) creating or controlling a situation by making
things happen, rather than wa iting for things to happen.
tackle a problem
do sth to solve a problem.
blow sth (up) out of (all) proportion make sth more serious than it is.
sort sth out
deal with a problem successfully (if sth sorts itselfout. the problem is
resolved without the need for action from anyone).
pass the buck
make sb else deal with sth that you should deal with.
interfere (in sth)
get involved in a situation in a way that annoys others. interference n.
wise (of actions)
sensible: showing good judgement. wisdom n. syn prudent. prudence n.
procrastinate
fmi. delay doing sth until later, often because you don't want to do it.
procrastination n.
bury your head in the sand
pretend a diflicult situation doesn't exist.

0 Write the nouns related to these verbs.
1

procrastinate

3

resolve

2

interfere

4

intervene

_

5
6

wise
prudent

0 Is the speaker pleased or angry with his boss? Write P or A.
1
2
3
4

She
She
She
She

tackled the problem.
intervened at once. _ _ _
interfered as usual.
buried her head in the sand.

5
6
7
8

She was very prudent.
She passed the buck.
She's usually very proactive. _ _ _ _
She always procrastinates.

0 Complete the text.
We recently had a dispute between two employees who wouldn't work together. I could see the
problem wasn't going to (I)
itself out; I realized that if I didn°t (2)
and
sort it (3)
, I'd be accused of passing the (4)
. However, I didn't want to
(S)
it up out of all (6)
, so i just had a quiet word with them. It turned
out to be a (7)
decision, because the problem was (8)
quite quickly.
0 ABOUT YOU What would you do in the situation at the top of the page?
Remember to test yourself
WORK AND FINANCE
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51 I can talk about office problems 61
V

,,,V""

z5""

1

:1

MY TOP FIVE PET HATES

,'

I can't stand it when colleagues ...
" create a paper jam in the photocopier' and leave others to put it right

" " /,
1/
(a |lO ,
1j|

, ' A
'

i, ,
I
As

° are always absent when the work piles up and things are really hectic
· neglect their own work, but poke their noses into other people's business
: fail to provide handover instructions when they go away on holiday

,^

constantly hum, whistle, giggle uncontrollably, sniff, etc right next to me|

0

pet hate

a thing you particularly dislike or
find annoying.
jam
a situation in which a machine
doesn't work because sth is stuck
in one position (a paper jam). jam
v (the photocopier keeps jamming).
put sth right
make a situation better after a
mistake has made,
absent (from sth) not in a place, eg, because of
illness. absence n.
pile up
become larger in quantity or
amount. syn accumulate.
hectic
very busy.

not do sth. or not give enough
attention to sth. neglect n.
poke/stick your inf become involved in sth that does
nose in(to) sth not concern you.
fail to do sth
not do sth that people expect you to
do. syn ne#lect to do sth.
the act ofmaking sb else responsible
handover
for sth. hand sth over (to sb) v.
sing a tune with yourlips closed.
hum
laugh in a silly way when you're
giggle
embarrassed. amused. or nervous.
take a quick. noisy breath in through
sniff
your nose, e.g. when you have a cold.

neglect sth

O Is the meaning the same or different? Write S or D.
1 The photocopier isn't working.

There's a paper jam in the photocopier.

2 [ mended the faultin the machine.

I put the fault right.

3 It's one of my pet hates.

It's something I can't stand.

4 My colleague keeps humming.

My colleague keeps singing.

5 She was absent this morning.

She wasn't here this morning.

6 He's always poking his nose in.

He's always neglecting his work.

7 Work is getting hectic.

Work is really piling up.

8 I wish she'd stop sniffing.

Iwish she'd stop giggling.

O Complete the text.
My colleague Barbara had a month off recently; she left very specific (I)
instructions for her
colleague Doug, so that after such a long (2)
, she wouldn°t come back to find a mountain
of work had (3)

. However, Doug's pretty lazy and he (4)

asked him to, He also (S)
(6)
(8)

to do the things she

his own work and spent most of the time standing round the

gossiping, or (7)
his nose into other people's business or just
at Mark's silly jokes. Barbara's back now, furious with Doug, and, with all the work we

have to do, life is as (9)

as ever. I don't think Doug will have his job much longer.

O ABOUT YOU Do you work in an office? If so, do you have any pet hates? Write a list, or tell
another student.
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Review: Work and finance
Unit 44
1 Complete the dialogues.
1
2
3
4
5

A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
Z

Your office is moving to Milan, isn't it?
Yes, and I've got a generous
allowance, which is great.
Does your company have a bonus
7
Yeah, and it°s
-related, which is why I put in such long hours.
When does your maternity
start?
Next month. And when I come back there is childcare
Do you use the company
at lunchtime?
Yes, and it's
.
, so you can get a good meal for €2.
How much holiday are you
tO?
I get 30 days off, but I believe the
is increasing to 32 days next year.
more words: statutory rights/ho/idays, temporary lay-oft breach of contract, free health
screening, share/stock options

Unit 45
1 Tick the words which are correct. One, two, or three may be correct.
1 There has always been a lot of mutual trust [J confidence [J respect[j.
2 There are several additiona/[j extra [J furtherO factors to consider.
3 1t°s hard to juggle [J encroach upon [J encounter

work and family responsibilities.

4 Teamwork requires a degree a an extent CI an insightO of respect between colleagues.
5 Colleagues who don't fit in can undermine [J pooiQ disrupt[j the work of the team.
6 The project has helped to foster[j promote
encroach upon [J team spirit.
Z

more words: make ends meet, networking, the career ladder camaraderie, counterpart,
dead-endjob, roller coaster

Unit 46
1 One word is missing from each sentence. Where does it go? Write it at the end.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

They're in a bad state but, knowing them, they won't take It lying.
The company is likely to an advertising campaign to improve its profile.
We have no choice but to our belts in the current climate.
We could borrow more, but we don't want to go that road.
The US job figures are fuelling of a global recession.
1t°s been chaotic on the markets, but let's just wait till the settles.
The bid was turned because of insufficient backing by shareholders.
There is concern that the move will off a fresh round of bids and mergers.
Z more words: the (financial) muscle, go back to the drawing board, grind to a halt, an
injection of cash, back on track
REVIEW: WORK AND FINANCE
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Unit 47
1 Organize the words in the box into the two groups below.
plunge
boom

soar
turbulence
buoyant
turmoil

plummet
surge
volatile
rally
slump
gains

STABLE OR RISING

slash

UNSTABLE OR FALLING

2 Complete the sentences with suitable words.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

It's a very good time for
to buy shares.
The company is struggling under a significant
burden.
1t°s a difficult time for the company as they are under a lot of
If there is a surge in one currency it could
more selling in another currency.
Investing in
carries more risk than putting your money into a bank account.
The market is unstable at present but the
is good.
Analysts are worried that the credit bubble could
Investors are getting
signs from the market: one day it suggests things are getting
worse, the next day the market rallies.
Z more words: ethical investments, bonds, portfolio of investments, negative equity, rights
issue, bull market, bear market

Unit 48
1 Complete the email from a student to her parents.
Dear Mum and Dad
Sorry I haven't been in touch for a while, but things have been really busy at university. Anyway, I'm afraid I've
got a confession to make. I've just been looking at my bank (I)
know how it's happened, but I'm in the (2)
(3)

, and I feel really stupid. I don't

by a very large amount. In fact, I'm

by nearly $500, and even worse, I've already spent the $200 contingency (4)

you gave me last term. I know you think I've been (S)
you've always insisted, but my (6)

money instead of spending it wisely as

have been enormous this term: books, a laptop, DVDS (for

my studies, of course)... I know I've never been good at keeping to a (7)
(8)

me out this one last time, I promise I will (9)

, but if you will just
cutbacks and keep

(IQ)
of my spending from now on. Honestly, I will. Really. Honestly and truly.
I'll ring you tonight to talk it over,
Lots of love,
Angelica
Z more words: live within your means, fritter (money) away, take out a mortgage, pay sth oFF
extortionate, tax rebate
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Unit 49
1 Complete the sentences with suitable verbs.
Improve your time management
If you want to (I)
a lot in one day, here's how to do it.
· First of all, (2)
your daily tasks, so that important ones are dealt with first.
" As soon as you have your targets for the day, (3)
to them.
" Try to (4)
any problems; then you are better equipped to deal with them.
" (5)
_ meetings so that they don't interrupt your day too much.
· Always (6)
aside time every day for routine tasks such as responding to emails.
" (7)
responsibilities so that you don't waste time on trivial things.
Z more words: workload, absenteeism, backlog, be up to your eyes in sth, have a lot on your
plate, fall behind schedule

Unit 50
1 Cross out the word which is wrong. Write the correct word at the end.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1t°s a delicate situation and the steaks are high.
This legal action could make a precedent.
The union will need to ballet its members before calling a strike.
They are having further talks to try to set the dispute.
The government is planning further privatizement of the postal service.
He may get better, but he's inclinated to be very lazy.
I was very grateful for the manager's interference in the dispute.
Don't worry: the problem will sort itself off.
Z more words: grievance, go to arbitration, mediate, take the easy way out, even-handed,
meddle in/with sth

Unit 51
1 Which words are being defined?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

sing with your lips closed
take a quick, noisy breath in

sth
hate
sth right
your

into sth

laugh in a silly way
not in your place of work, perhaps because of illness
very busy
not give enough attention to something
a machine that makes copies of documents
a thing you particularly dislike
make a situation better after a mistake has been made
become involved in something that doesn't concern you

Z more words: aggravating, pestersb, know-all, whine about things, seethe (with anger),
drum your fingers
REVIEW: WORK AND FINANCE
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52 I can describe cause and effect
A Actions and reactions 6"1
he road rage thing was all sparked by a
.i trivial incident. The guy behind me kept
"~~
blowing his horn and it was driving me mad.
When we stopped at the lights, my passenger
Phil egged me on to have a word with him. I got
out, we started arguing, one thing led to another
and . .. , well, I kicked his car and dented' it. He
retaliated and kicked mine, and Phil, who is easily
provoked, joined in. I realize I overreacted, and
I'm shocked at my own behaviour; I think it all
boils down to the fact that I haven't been well
lately. All I can say is that it was an unfortunate
chain of events, that's for stine . . .
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road rage
spark sth (off)
incident
drive sb mad/crazy/insane
egg sb on
one thing leads to another
retaliate
provoke sb (into sth)
overreact (to sth)
boil down to sth
chain of events

angry or violent behaviour by one driver towards another driver.
cause sth to start or develop suddenly.
sth that happens. especially sth unusual or unpleasant.
make sb very angry. crazy. etc.
inf encourage sb to do sth, especially sth they should not do.
used to suggest thalthe way oneevent leads to another is so obvious that it does not
need to be stated.
do sth harmful to sb because they harmed you first. retaliation n.
say or do sth that you know will annoy sb so that they react angrily. syn goad sb.
provocation n.
react too strongly to sth, especially sth unpleasant.
inf (of a situation) have sth as a main or basic part.
a number of connected events that happen one after the other. syn sequence ofevents.

O Circle the correct word(s). In some cases, both may be correct.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

My neighbour's loud music drivesl sparks me crazy.
She attacked me and, stupidly, I retaliated / egged her on.
He was provoked / goaded into a huge argument.
It's very common to overreact / boil down to provocation,
It was a very unfortunate sequence / chain of events, which ended in court.
How exactly did the incidentl dent end?
One thing led / went to another, and I found myself the owner of a new car.
Don°t mention her ex-boyfriend; it will only drive / provoke her again.

O Complete the questions, then write your answers, or ask another student. ABOUT YOU
1

Have you ever witnessed a r

rage i

2

Have you ever kicked something and d

3

Do you tend to remain calm, or do you o

4

What kinds of things d
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B Causes, reasons, and results 61
A What aroused the police's suspicions?
B Well, Sims had a clear motive: revenge.

Glossary
arouse sth

A What was the outcome of the discussion?
B We were eventually coerced into agreeing.
A The flood had a knock-on effect on
tourism.
B Yes, it was bound to have repercussions.

motive
outcome

make sb have a particular
feeling or attitude. arouse (sb's)
suspicion/curiosity.
a reason for doing sth.
the result of a situation or event
(final outcome syn end result).

A What prompted you Lo ring Nina?
B No reason - just fancied a chat.

coerce sb
FMLforce sb to do sth. coercion n.
(into doing sth)
repercussions unintended and usually
unwelcome results of an action or

A We're considering various spin-offs.
B That should generate more income.

prompt sb to
do sth
no reason

A Has the smoking ban come into efTect?
13 Yes, it's already made a big difference.

spin-off
generate sth

0

0

If a law or regulation comes into effect, it begins '
to apply or be used. Knock-on eflects cause event$
to happen one alter another in a series. An adverse"
or detrimental effect is a negative or unpleasant '
one (opp a beneficial effect).

make a
difference

event. syn consequences.
make sb decide to do sth.
often used when you do not want
to say why you have done sth.
a new product that is based on
another that already exists.
produce or create sth (generate
income/profit/jobs).
have an effect on sth, usually a
good effect.

0 Match 1-8 with a-h.
1
2
3
4

We don°t want to feel
The incident aroused
I believe it will make a big
The decision had an adverse

5

The move will have serious

6

The suspect had a clear

7

The company is planning commercial

8

The move generated considerable

,.

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

income.
effect.
spin-offs.
repercussions.
suspicion,
coerced.
difference.
motive.

0 One word is missing in each sentence. What is it, and where does it go?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The house took a long time to build, but the end is fantastic.
What made you ring Robert? - Oh, reason.
The new law came effect at the beginning of june.
Too much sunlight can have a effect on your skin.
Current levels of deforestation will have long-term.
I'm not really sure what him to resign so suddenly.
What was the final of the talks in Bali?
One indirect result or knock-on will be price rises throughout the economy.

Remember to test yourself
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53 I can talk about truth and lies
A A story about lying 6"1
B

I

.P

I was once economical with the truth on a job application form. I lied
about my employment record, talked up my skills, and embellished
my previous salary by a few thousand. Oh, and I glossed over one
rather unpalatable truth, namely that I'd been sacked from my last
job. But trying to sustain the lies at the interview was a nightmare. My
interviewer soon detected something was wrong, and a friendly chat
deteriorated into an awful interrogation. And after a series of awkward
questions, he caught me out; I felt utterly humiliated. Needless to
say, I've never done it since.

, ~

0

'

I'

0

be economical say things that are only partially
with the truth true (used as a euphemism for 'lie':
see page 203).
describe sth in a way that makes it
talk sth up
sound better than it is.
make a statement or story more
embellish sth
interesting by adding details that
are not always true.
gloss over sth deliberately avoid talking about
sth unpleasant, or say as little as
possible about it.
unpleasant and hard to accept.
unpalatable
used to introduce more exact
namely
information about a subject.

sustain sth
detect sth

make sth continue fOr some time.
discover or notice sth. especially
sth that is hard to see or hear.
deteriorate
become worse. deterioration n.
interrogation
the process of asking sb a lot
of questions. especially m an
aggressive way. interrogate sb v.
catch sb out
make sb make a mistake which
shows they have been lying.
humiliated
feeling ashamed because you have
lost the respect of other people.
humiliate sb v. humiliation n.
needless to say obviously.

O Complete the words and circle the stressed syllable.
> economica|
1 embel
2 s st
n

3 h ._.m._ I
ted
4 int
og
ion
5 int
og

6 unp --- --t-_ ble
7 d t ct
8 n m -ly

O Complete the dialogue.
A Did you know that johnny Savill's got the sack? Evidently he was, well, lets just say he was
'(I)
B

with the truth' about a few things.

Well, I can't say I'm surprised. When I worked with him he often (2)
things up,
especially when our sales were down. And I think he was a bit dishonest - he would (3)
the facts, or (4)
overthe things he didn't want you to know about. And his relationship
with Mrs Kilgarriff has really (S)

lately because she was obviously suspicious of him.

A Yeah, evidently he was called in to see her yesterday and she virtually (6)
him, asking
him loads of difficult questions, and eventually she (7)
him out. He must have felt really
(8)
- he's a very proud guy. In the end. he just couldn't (9)
all those
lies. Well who could, faced with Mrs Kilgarriff? But (ID)
say, Pm not sorry for him. He
deserved it.
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B Quotes about truth and lies 6"1
When war is declared, truth is the first
casualty. ArlhurP(nlsongv
The most dangerous of all falsehoods is a slightly
distorted truth. ( . G. l.ichlc'nberg
Level with your child by being honest.
Nobody spots a phoney quicker than a child.
M(ln'M(ld:rackn
There are only two ways oftellingthe complete truth:
anonymously and posthumously. 'IhomasSowdl
Tell the truth so as to puzzle and confound your
adversaries. Henry Whiten
We are never deceived: we deceive ourselves.
lahann Wolh'ung Yon Goethe

0

0

0

A falsehood ['Ml. is a lie. A white lie is a small lie,
especially one you tell to avoid hurting someone.
A half-truth is a statement which only gives
some of the facts. A fib inf is an unimportant lie.

Glossary
declare war /
a ceasefire
casualty

announce the start of war or a
ceasefire.
sth that is destroyed or sb who
suffers when sth else happens.
distort sth
twist or change facts, etc. so that
they are no longer true.
level with sb inf tell the truth and not hide any
important facts,
phoney
inf a person who is not honest or
sincere. phoney adj, inf.
in such a way that the speaker's
name is kept secret. anonymity n.
posthumously after sb has died.
puzzle sb
make sb feel confused because they
don't understand sth. syns baffle sb.
confound sb fmi.. puzzled ad].
adversary
fml an enemy or opponent.
deceive sb
trick sb by behaving dishonestly
(also deceive yourself refuse to
admit that sth unpleasant is true
syn delude yourself). deceit n.
syn deception n.
anonymously

0 Write the words in the correct column in the table.
phoney
adversary

a white lie
falsehood
confound sb
level with sb
declare sth
distort sth

Formal

Informal

fib

deceit

Neutral

O Complete the dialogues. .
1
2

Did she sign her name on the |etter7 - No, she sent it
Why did Erich lose his job? - He was a
of the financial cutbacks,

3

He was awarded the medal

4

I eat loads of vegetables. - That's a

5

What's the latest news7 - The rebels have

6

Did you understand what she said? - No, i was a bit

7

I'm good enough to win. - You're just

8

Was it true what he said? - No, he

. - Yes, his widow accepted it on his behalf.
-truth. They°re all on your pizzas!
a ceasefire.
, actually.
yourself; you won't.
the facts. I was very angry.

0 ABOUT YOU Look at the quotes again. Do you agree with them? Write your answers, or
discuss with another student.

Remember to test yourself
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54 I can discuss problems and solutions
A Problems in general 61
Word

Example

Meaning

minor
growing

The design is a minor problem.
Obesity is a growing problem.

not important. opp major.
increasing in size, amount, or degree.

urgent
perennial
insoluble

Lack ofjiinds is an urgent issue.
Noise is a perennial problem.
The problem seems insoluble,

requiring immediate action.
always existing and not seeming to change.
unable to be solved. syn insurmountable fmi..

arise

Various problems have arisen.

start to exist. syn occur / come up.

raise sth

I raised the problem ofstaQing.

mention sth for people to discuss.

confront sb

There are a number ofproblems
coqfronting the head teachen

[fproblems confront sb, they appear and have
to be dealt with by sb. syn face sb.

confront sth

She's had tocomront the fact that
she can no longer walk.

deal with a problem or difficult situation.
syn face up to sth.

address sth

We've got to address the lack of
experience in the team.

think about a difficult situation and decide how
Lo deal with it.

get to grips
with sth

I'm just beginning toga to grips
with my new job.

begin to understand and deal with sth diflicult.

tackle sth

They must tackle in/ktion.

make a big effort to deal with a problem.

overcome
sth

The company had to overcome a
number ofjinancial dijgiculties.

succeed in dealing with a problem that has been
preventing you from achieving sth.

exacerbate
sth fmi.

We must be careful not toexacerbate
the problem.

make an existing problem worse.
syn aggravate sth.

O Replace the underlined word with a synonym.
1
2

The problem is increasing.
She's had to confront her fear.

4
5

Drugs can aggravate the problem,
It is an insurmountable problem.

3

when did the problem occur?

6

The problem facing us is huge.

Complete the gaps in the dialogues with one word.
1

Have they aggravated the problem? - Yes, they've made it

2
3
4

Is it an
problem? - No, we can deal with it later.
Have they discussed finance? - Yes, I
it at the last meeting.
Has she
her shyness? - Yes, and the difference is amazing.

5

Have they solved the problem? - No, but they've begun to get to

with it.

6 It's a
problem, isn't it? - Yes, it never seems to go away.
7 Are they
the problem? - Yes, I think they're making a real effort.
8 Is it a major problem? - No, it's just a
matter really.

0 ABOUT YOUR COUNTRY Are these things problems in your country? If so, which
adjectives above might describe the problem, and what is being done about them?
litter on the streets
graffiti on walls
increasing household waste
pollution in town centres
parking in town centres
vandalism
bullying in schools
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B Teenage problems and solutions 6"1
"%

" How parents can deal with teenage problems

\

1 Teenagers are never satisfied with their appearance and this can dent their self-esteem.
Don't make light of these worries even if they seem trivial to you. Explain that others don't
notice the details that we notice in ourselves.
2 Some teenagers take failure in their stride, while others let it get them down.
Help your teen to keep things in perspective. Explain that everyone has setbacks in life, and
reassure them that you're behind them 100 per cent, regardless of what happens.
3 Some teenagers - boys especially - find it difficult to identify and articulate how they feel.
K

Keep channels of communication open at all times and respect their ideas.

,1

0

dent (sb's confidence,
reputation, etc.)
self-esteem

make light of sth
trivial
take sth in your stride

get sb down

damage sb's confidence, etc.
the way you fee] about
yourself(high/low selfesteem).
treat sth as unimportant.
opp take sth seriously.
not important or serious.
accept and deal with a
difficult situation without
letting it worry you.
If sth gets you down it
makes you feel sad or
depressed.

keep sth in
perspective
setback
reassure sb
be behind sb'sth
regardless of sth
articulate sth
channel of
communication

not allow a problem to have too
much importance.
a problem that delays or
prevents progress.
say or do sth that makes sb less
worried. syn set sb's mind at rest,
give your support to sb/sth.
without being affected or
influenced by sth.
fml express your thoughts
clearly in words. articulate adi.
a system or method for sending
or obtaining information.

0 Complete the gaps in the sentences with a single word.
1 His poor exam results have not been good for his self2 1t°s upsetting, but she mustn't let it
her
3 She expresses herself very well; she's always been extremely
4
5
6

His mother will support him
of what he does, because she loves him.
Bullying is not a
issue; it's a very serious problem.
Parents must ensure there is an open
of communication with their kids.

0 Complete the conversation with a suitable word or words.
A Carrie's teacher told her that she isn't good enough to become a doctor, and it has (I)
her confidence.
B I'll bet it has. And Carrie's not good at taking these things in (2)
, is she?
A No. And when you're her age, it°s difficult to keep things in (3)
B Yeah. But I'm sure her mother has tried to set her mind (4)
A Oh yes, she's been right(5)
her, and has (6)
her that everything is OK.
She's also tried to make (7)
of the teacher's remarks by suggesting that he didn°t mean it.
B Yes, but even so, it must be a real (8)
for her. I hope she gets over it quickly.

0 ABOUT YOU Have you experienced any of the teenage problems above, either as a
teenager yourself or as a parent? What other problems do teenagers often have, and
how should parents respond? Write your answers or talk to another student.
Remember to test yourself
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55 I can describe old and new
A An old house 6"1
. . . we saw this amazing, dilapidated house,
formerly owned by a wealthy family but then
abandoned at the end of the century. Some
features like the oak staircase are very well
preserved, but most of it is pretty run-down
and has fallen into decay. It could be a lot of fun
renovating it, though, It has old stables, which I'd
like to convert into an ultra-modern kitchen. There
are also the ruins of a medieval tower'! I'd love to
trace the history of the place . ..

i
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dilapidated
formerly
abandon sth
preserve sth
fall into decayl
disrepair
renovate sth
stables
ultra-(modern)
ruins

medieval
trace sth (back) (to sth)

(ola building) old and in very bad condition. syns run-down. ramshackle.
in earlier times. syn previously.
leave a place. vehicle, etc. empty without planning to return.
keep sth in its original state or in good condition. preservation n.
gradually be destroyed through lack of care.
repair and decorate an old building, car. etc. syn do sth up inf.
buildings in which horses are kept.
extremely (modern) (also ultra-cautious).
parts of a building that remain after it has been destroyed. (Remains are parts
of objects and buildings that have been discovered recently. Human/animal
remains are bones or dead bodies.)
connected with the Middle Ages (= about 1000 to 1450).
find the origin or cause of sth.

O Cross out the word that is wrong in each sentence. Write the correct word at the end.
1

The company deals in extra-modern, contemporary furniture.

2

The weather has meant that the building is in a poor state of destruction.

3

They discovered the ruins of a dead sheep at the end of the field.

4

She keeps the horses in the estables at night.

5

The war left the whole area on ruins, with countless run-down buildings.

6

Mumbai, formally known as Bombay, has a population of 15 million.

O Complete the dialogues. More than one word may be correct.
1

The building used to be a prison, didn't it? - No, it was

2

Are you going to do the place

3

It's in a bad state, isn't it? - Yes, it's very

4

It fell into

5
6

We can restore it to its original condition. - Yes, we should
It dates from the
Ages, I believe. - That's right, it's

7

Why is he using the Internet so much? - He wants to

8

That style°s very fashionable just now. - Yes, it°s
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a hospital.

? - Yes, we plan

years ago. - Yes, it was

it,
by the owner.
old buildings.
.
his family history,
modern.

JRemember to test yourself
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B Old and new objects6"j
Brand new Sasko G5000 mobile
: :1%
' - --."

Genuine antique grandfather
clock. The B-day mechanism is in
mint condition.

phone - cutting-edge technology
at its very best.

' '

"

Innovative anti-snore device -

XQd

..

Iii

Reproduction ancient Egyptian

clips on to sleeper's nose for a
good night's sleep.
·

statue of the goddess Bastet.

g

Up-to-date guidebook to Korea
second-hand but good as new.

'
r,

.,

"/ i
:

Fully reconditioned exercise
bike with original packaging and
instructions.

0

completely new.
the most advanced (technology) in
the field.
featuring or introducing new
ideas, methods. etc.
device
an object or piece ofequipment
designed to do a particular job.
modern (out of date = oldup to date
fashioned, or without the most
recent information and therefore
no longer useful).
second-hand
not new: owned by sb else before.
(as) good as new in very good condition (also like
new ADV).

brand new
cutting-edge
(technology)
innovative

genuine

exactly what it appears to be: real.
syn authentic.
antique
old, and often very valuable.
antique n.
in mint condition new or as good as new. syn in
perfect condition.
reproduction
a thing made as a copy ofan
earlier object or style. reproduce
sthv.
ancient
belonging to a period of history
from thousands of years ago.
reconditioned
(of a machine) repaired so that it is
in good condition.
packaging
materials used to wrap and
protect goods sold in shops.

0 Complete the phrases.
1
2

of date
in

condition

3
4 cutting

as new

5 brand
6 second-

O Complete the sentences.
1

A battery charger is an extremely useful energy-saving

2
3

It's a beautifully made, 18"-century
clock. At least, I hope it's genuine!
There were earrings like it thousands of years ago in
Greece, and now they make

4

of them and sell them in tourist shops.
We bought a second-hand lawnmower - it was fully

5
6
7

I don't want a copy of the clock: I want a
antique.
Shops often sell more goods if they°re displayed in attractive
Our small factory
antique clocks and we sell them on the Internet.

8 They want something really
design.

Remember to test yourself

, and it was fantastic value.

to date, and they're awarding a prize for the most
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56 I can talk about success and failure
A Success 61
jane

Maximo, your pizza chain's been a resounding success. How did things turn out
so well for you? What's the secret of your success?
maximo Well, I had a stroke of luck early on. Ihired a talented young chef who was really
keen to fulfil his potential, and basically he never put a footwrong. We had
to work together to overcome all the obstacles in our way - we nearly came
unstuck when the first restaurant was flooded -but eventually we made it.
jane
You made a big breakthrough after you were on thatTV show, didn't you?
maximo Yes, we went &om strength to strength after that. Still, you can never relax ...

0

resounding

very great (a resounding
sucxxss/defeat/win/victory).
turn out (well/badly) happen in a particular way,
often unexpectedly.
the secret of (your)
a way of doing things that has

succeed in controlling or dealing
with a problem.
obstacle
a situation or event that makes it
hard for you to achieve sth.
in sb'slthe way
stopping sb from doing sth.
inf fail completely.
come unstuck
make it
succeed in achieving a goal:
become successful.
breakthrough
an important development that
may lead to an achievement or
agreement (make/achieve a
breakthrough).
go from strength become more and more successful.
to strength

overcome sth

success
a stroke of sth

brought success.
an unexpected but important
event (a stroke of luck).
potential
qualities that exist and can be
developed (fUlfiVrealize your
potential = use your natural
abilities to achieve what you
hoped to achieve).
not put a foot wrong not make a single mistake.

O Make six phrases using words from the box.
a resounding
come
the secret
of luck
unstuck
of your success

turn out
a stroke
fulfil
your potential
victory
badly

Good or bad? Write G or B.
1

We went from strength to strength.

2

There were obstacles in our way.

5

They had a breakthrough.

3

They came unstuck.

6

They overcame the obstacles.

4

She never put a foot wrong.

0 Complete the sentences.
1

He's very successful, but he's had to

2
3
4
5
6

I passed my exam. However, I think it was a
of luck.
The company struggled at first; now they're going from strength
You must ask him for the
of his success.
There's a long way to go, but things have
out well so far.
The film industry is a tough business, but I believe she has the
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various personal problems during his life.

to go on and make it.
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B Failure 61
A Did Don make a go of the business?
B No. he was way out of his depth.
A It's a tricky situation to deal with.
B Yes, Sue's really up against it.
A I'm afraid the marriage is going downhill.
B And it started so well, That's sad.
A So Carla came bottom in the exams.
B Yeah, and I only just scraped through.
Mum thinks we've let her down.
A That boxeris past it, surely.
B Yeah, but he still wants to make a
comeback.
A lhear the Mm was a flop.
B Afraid so - an unmitigated disaster.

0 0

Glossary
make a go of sth inf make sth succeed. especially a
business or marriage.
out of your depth unable to do or understand sth
because it is too hard.
diUicult to do or deal with (a
tricky
tricky situation,/question/
problem).
inf facing dimcdt problems or
up against it
opposition.
gel worse in quality. health, etc.
go downhill
syn deteriorate.
receive the lowest score in an
come bottom
exam. opp come top.

scrape through
(an exam)
let sb down

0

Way can be used informally to mean 'by a large
amount' or 'very far'.
It cost way over $1,000. = a lot more than $1,000
The others were way ahead ofme. = a long way
ahead of me

be past it
comeback

flop
unmitigated

only just succeed in passing an
exam.
make sb disappointed because
you haven't behaved well or done
what you said you would do.
inf be too old to do what you used
to be able to do.
[fa person in public life makesa
comeback, they start doing sth
again whichthey had stopped
doing.
inf a film. play, book. party, etc.
that is not successful. flop v, inf.
complete (used to describe sth
bad). syn absolute.

O Tick the words or phrases which are informal.
1 Did she make a go of it?
2 The play was a flop.
3 She's past it, _ _

4

He let me down.

5
6

I'm really up against it.
That's way too expensive.

0 Circle the correct word(s). Sometimes both words are correct.
1
2
3

Embarrassingly, I got / came bottom in the end-of-year progress tests.
He's determined to stay and make / have a go of his marriage.
The team started well but they've deteriorated / gone downhill recently.

4
5

He's away lway too old to be driving.
She wants to do / make a political comeback at the next election.

6 The show was an unmitigated / absolute disaster; I didn't know what to do with myself.

0 One word is missing in each speaker's utterance. Where does it go? Write it at the end.
1 I don't like to tell him he's past.
2 Any chance he'll make comeback7
3 Did she top in the public vote?
4 He himself down in the exam.

- Hmm, it's a situation. I don°t envy you.
- No, his last film badly.

5

- Yes, she was way of her depth.

Her interview was an unmitigated.

Remember to test yourself

- Yes, but she was against it.
- Yes, he only just through.
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57 I can describe the past, present, and future
A Thinking about time 61
·
·
·
·
·
·

Time flies when you get older.
lget depressed from time to time.
Iwill go to universiti/ in due course.
It's about time Istarted a pension.
At one time I wanted to be a journalist.
ldo everything at the last minute.

·
·
·
"
·
·

In retrospect, 1 wish I'd gone to university.
For the time being I'm happy where lam.
My parents are a bit behind the times.
I've become more tolerant over time.
Elvis Presley was a bit before my time.
With hindsight Ishould've worked harder.

01

time flies
time seems to pass very quickly.
from time to time sometimes but not regularly.
syn now and again.
in due course
at the right time and not before.
its about time
used to say that sth should
happen soon or should have
happened already (notice the past
tense). syn it's high time.
at one time
in the past but not now.
do sth at the last do sth at the latest possible time
minute
before sth else happens. syn leave
sth to/till the last minute.

in retrospect

thinking now about the past,
often with a different view from
the one you had then.
syn looking back.
for the time being for a short period oftime but not
permanently.
behind the times old-fashioned in ideas, ways, etc.
over time
gradually.
before your time before you were born or before
you can remember.
with hindsight
with the ability to understand
a situation only after it has
happened (with the benefit of
hindsight).

O Find nine time phrases in the box.
at the last
over
in due
the times

in
with
behind
minute
one time

at
retrospect
from time
course
hindsight
time

for the time
being
to time

Complete the sentences.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

In
, I don't think I made the most of my time at university.
With the benefit of
it was probably a mistake for me to leave my last job.
The trouble with Angel is that he
everything to the last
Listen, it's
time you started taking these exams seriously.
My mum used to love punk music, but it's a bit
my
The time has
since I've been in Greece. 1°ve loved every minute of it.
The university says they'll give us the date of the exams in due

8
one time I wanted to be a professional footballer. I think Pm a bit old for that now.
9 Your English won't improve immediately; it happens
time.
10 This dictionary will be fine
the time
0 ABOUT YOU Read the statements at the top again. Are they true for you? If not, write
answers that are true for you using the phrases in bold, or talk to another student.
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B Time words which are similar in meaning 6"1
Word
during
throughout

Example
It rdneclduring the day.
It rained throughout the day.

Meaning
at a point within a period oftime.
continuously within a period oltime.

age
era

We're living in the nuclearage.
When Mandela was released, it was the
beginning ola new era.
They're going to extend mij visa.
The drugs will prolong her life.
Buses run at regular intervals.
There's (Infteen-nlinute interval.
We met again after a ten-year gap.
lget (i coffee break andlunch break at
work.
ldida spell of work there.
lstoppedfor water at one stage.
It's just a phase that most teenagers go
through.
It's an early stage/phase of the project,

a particular period othistory.
a period of time with a particular quality or
character.
increase the length of' time of sth.
make sth last longer. opp curtail fml.
a period of time between two events or two
parts ofsth, e.g. a play.
a period of time when sth stops.
a short period ol'time when you stop what
you are doing and rest.
a short period oftime or ofa particular activity.
a period that forms part ofan activity.
a difficult period oftime that sb/sth passes
through (stage is also possible).
a period of time that forms part ofa process
or the development of sth.

pass
elapse
go by

Two years passed / elapsed / went by
bi;fore lsaw her again.
Time passed / went by slowly.

all the verbs describe the process of time:
elapseis fml: pass and go by are often used
with an adverb to describe how time happens,

soon or
shortly

He soon realizedit was a mistake,
I'll be with you soon/shortly.
1 left soon/shortly after Dina.
He left shortly before midnight.

quickly (after sth happens).
in a short period of time from now.
a short period alter sb/sth.
a short period before sb/sth,

extend sth
prolong sth
interval
gap
break
spell
stage
phase

0 Circle the correct word(s). Both words may be correct.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

There's bound to be a gap / an interval during the concert
We're off soon / shortly but I'll give you a ring tomorrow.
Several days went by / elapsed before the solicitor rang me again.
She had a short spell / stage working for an oil company.
I woke up twice during / throughout the night.
She's reached a critical stagel phase in her career.
The late 70s was the height of the 'punk music' age / era.
Pm afraid we will have to curtail / prolong the meeting until 9.00.

0 Complete the text with suitable time words.
I went to university in 1995, and I worked incredibly hard (I)
I decided I needed a (2)
in France. (3)
(4)

the time I was there, I had a short
of work teaching English. It was the most interesting (5)

When I came back, I decided that as we were living in the computer (6)
in IT. It was a terrible mistake. I (7)
three-year (9)

of my life.
, I'd get a job

realized I didn°t want to sit at a computer all day,

and although the company offered to (8)
have (ID)

the time I was there.

after that, so I travelled round Europe, spending nine months

my contract, I decided to quit. So, after a

, I retrained as a teacher, and came to work in Finland. Almost five years
since I made that decision.

Remember to test yourself
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Review: Concepts
Unit 52
1 Circle the correct word.
1

An outcome is a cause / result of something.

5 You provoke a person / an object.

2

You can dent a carl book.

6 You can generate an income / a loss.

3

Coerce means force / encourage someone.

7 A motive is a design I reason.

4

Repercussions are usually good / bad.

8 A detrimental effect is positive I negative.

Z more words: pressurize sb, lie behind sth, after-effect, domino effect, the upshot, incite,
induce

Unit 53
1 Make words from the jumbled letters. Use the definitions to help you.
P HAFOLODES

a formal word for a lie. falsehood

1
2
3

MAHITEDULI feeling ashamed because you have lost the respect of others.
HENOPY a person who is not honest or sincere.
OGITERINTRAON the process of asking somebody a lot of difficult questions.

4
5
6
7
8

MONYAOYNUSLA in such a way that the speaker or writer°s name is kept secret.
BESHELMIL make a story more interesting by adding false details.
VADRYRESA a formal word for an enemy or opponent.
PAUNALATELB unpleasant and hard to accept.
MEYANL used to introduce more exact information about a subject.
Z more words: a pack of lies, a tall story, lie through your teeth, true to your word, too good to
be true, nothing could be further from the truth

Unit 54
2 Complete the crossword. The letters in the grey squares spell out another word. What is it?
11
'2
33

not serious or important
always existing and never seeming to change
occur, come up

4

deal with a problem or difficult situation

5 make a big effort to deal with a problem
6 able to express your thoughts clearly in words

4

"'

1
2
3

i

,

i

6

9

,
8
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7
8

make things worse
make
of something = treat
:°""""' " '""m"'

equiring immediate attention
't more words: predicament, dilemma,
in a quandary, be at your wits' end,
teething troubles, grapple

digi-zaban.ir
Unit 55
1 Is the meaning of the words in italics the same or different? Write S or D.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The painting is genuine / authentic. ...
1t°s a brand new / an innovative car. ...
They want to preserve it / do it up. ...
The building is quite dilapidated /ramshack/e. ...
i collect ancient / antique clocks. ...
These shoes are completely / brand new. ...
Beijing was previously / formerly called Peking. ...
They want to abandon lpreserve the place. ...
Z more words: an old hand, a newcomeC newfangled, new blood, be on its/your last legs, archaic

Unit 56
1 Complete the words in the text.
At 17, Rob Greig was a very successful amateur golfer. Everyone said he had the (I) p
to go on and (2) m
it in the professional game, so after a (3) r
success in
the British Open last year, and just three days after his 18th birthday, Rob turned professional. He soon
realized how different the professional game was. 'There were experienced players out there ten years
older than me, so I knew I was up (4) a
it; said Rob. 'At first it was obvious I was
(S) w
out of my (6) d
and lfelt that I was (7) I
myself
down.' But Rob was determined not to let any (8) o
get in his (9) w
, He
kept working at his game to (ID) o
_
the weaknesses, and his big (11) b
came last year in the Italian Open. He didn't put a foot (12) w
in the four rounds and
won by three clear shots. Since then he has gone from strength to (13) s
, and is now
really starting to (14) f
his enormous potential.
Z more words: an overnight success, an out-and-out fai/ure/success, pull sth off, attain sth,
backfire, pinnacle

Unit 57
1 Complete the sentences in a suitable way.
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8

I got to the station just as the train was leaving! In retrospect, I
jack knows it's a major operation, but it could prolong
We left the cinema shortly
The children are 5, 12, and 17, so they're at different stages
He promised he would come and fix the tap, and in due course
I work weekdays mostly, but from time to time
The ceremony was very long and we
He was released from prison after two years, and with hindsight

throughout it.

Z more words: have time to kill, third time lucky, be (living) on borrowed time, once upon a
time, nine times out of ten
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58 I can use everyday language
A An informal conversation 6"1
dan

I thought the do at Coleen's would be a good laugh, but actually it
was a bit of a drag.

tim

Yeah, lousy Ithought. And asking people to pay twenty quid was
a bit of a rip-off. There wasn't much to eat either, but then Coleen is
a bit tight-fisted, isn't she?

dan

She can be. And who was that vile bloke in the black leather
jacket? He was awful,

tim

Yeah, he was a pain, wasn't he? He spent ages moaning about his
flatmate, and then when [ got up and went to the Ioo. he pinched
my drink.

dan

What a nerve!

Glossary (all these items are informal)
do

a friendly informal meeting or
party. syn get-together.
a (good) laugh an enjoyable experience.
a (bit of a) drag a boring or annoying occasion or
situation.
lousy
bad, unpleasant, or of poor quality
(a lousy Mm, lousy weather).
quid
a pound (£) in money (pl quid not
quids).
rip-off
a thing that is not worth what you
pay fOr it. ripsb offv.
tight-fisted
not generous with money. syns
tight. stingy.

vile

very bad or unpleasant (a vile
smell). syn disgusting.
bloke
a man. syn guy.
a (real) pain
an annoying person or situation.
syn a pain in the neck.
moan (about sth) complain (about sth) in a way
that annoys people.
bo
a toilet.
pinch sth
steal sth. syn nick sth.
What a nerve!
used to say you think
sb's behaviour is rude or
inappropriate. syn What a
cheek!

O Replace the underlined word(s) with an informal equivalent.
1

It was a man in the street.

5

He is so mean.

2

Who stole your pen?

6

It was ten Rounds.

3

He's always complaining.

7

The film was terrible.

4

What a horrible smell.

8

He's gone to the toilet.

Complete the dialogues with a single word.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Is he very annoying?
Was the party enjoyable?
Did the company overcharge you?
Was the trip boring?
What a
I
Are they having a do at the office?

152 SPOKEN ENGLISH
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Yes, he's a real
Yes, it was a good
Yeah, it was a
Yes, it was a bit of a
Yeah, it was incredibly rude, wasn°t it?
Yeah, just an informal

WRemember to test yourself
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B Common informal words in spoken English 61
Word
darling/love

Example
Darling, have we got any eggs?
What would t/Oll like, love?

broke
starving
kip
posh
nosy (also
nosey)
bug
be into sth
hammer sb
con sb

I'm completely broke.
What's for lunch? I'm starving,
lmight have (i kip after lunch.
They stcujed in (i vent posh hotel.
I'm care/id what I say to Cath: she's very
nosy.
She picked up a bug on holiday.
77iey're both into extreme sports.
Our team got absolutely hammered
yesterday. We lost 5-1.
[think that builderconned Its.

flak
daft

He's taken a lot o/j1ak over this issue.
It was rather (i daft thing to say.

Meaning
used to address sb you love, and by some
people in shops as a friendly way of
addressing customers. particularly women.
not having any money.
very hungry. syn dying for sth to eat.
a short sleep.
elegant and expensive.
disapproving interested in things that don't
concern you.
an inkctious illness.
be very interested in sth as a hobby.
defeat sb very heavily (often used when
talking about sport). syn thrash sb.
deceive and trick sb. especially in order to get
money from them.
criticism. syn stick.
silly (sometimes in an amusing way).

ta
dodgy
laid-back
racket

Here's your change. — Ta.
His idea sounds a bit dodgy.
He's very laid-back.
What (i terrible racket!

thanks. syn cheers.
causing suspicion; possibly dishonest.
calm and relaxed. syn easy-going.
a large amount ofnoise. syn din.

0 Write one word to describe the topic of
conversation in each sentence.

0 Replace one informal word with an
equivalent informal word or phrase.

1
2

He's got a bug.
What a racket next door!

1
2

Here's your coffee. - Cheers.
What'sthat din7

3

I need a kip.

3

I got a lot of stick for what I did.

4

She's broke at the moment.

4

When's dinner? I'm starving.

5
6

I'm starving.
Will he get much stick forthis?

5

Do you need the car, love?

6

We were thrashed yesterday.

0 Complete the dialogues with a suitable informal word.
1
2

Do you want to go out this evening? - I can't afford to - I'm
What a stupid comment. - Yes, it was a bit

3

Is he fairly easy-going? - Oh yes, very

4

This is none of her business. - Well, tell her not to be so

5

Are you still feeling tired? - Yes, I think I'll go and have a

6

Did he really need money for the bus? - No, lthink he

7
8
9

He's a rather suspicious-boking bloke. - Yes, he looks a bit
I didn°t know she was ill. - Yes, she picked up a
Do they go to the beach a lot? - Yes, they're both

10 Their house looks very expensive. - Yes, it's a very

Remember to test yourself
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,
in Crete.
surfing.
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59 I can use idioms and set phrases (I)
A Discussing problems 6"1
A

I'm having a hard time with this German course. New words seem to go in one ear and
out the other. And when I want to say something, my mind goes a complete blank.
Well, it takes time to learn a language, but you'll get there in the end.
Yeah, it's no good moaning about it. Maybe I could do with some extra lessons.
That's a possibility. Do you have anyone in mind?
Not off the top of my head, no.
Well, your best bet is to talk to your teacher. She may know someone who could do it.

B
A
B
A
B
0

go in one ear and out (of) the other
my mind goes (a complete) blank
get there
it's no good + -ing
I (you/he, etc.) could do with sth
have sb/sth in mind
off the top of my head
your best bet (is to ...)
0 0

Ifsth goes in one ear and out ofthe other, you forget it very quickly.
= suddenly I cannot remember sth.
be successful (get somewhere = make progress: get nowhere = make
no progress).
used to say that it is not useful doing sth. syns there's no point in + -ing.
it's no use + -ing.
I (/you/he. etc.) need sth.
be thinking of'sb/sth for a particular purpose.
without thinking about sth carefully.
used when advising sb what to clo. syn the best thing (to do is ...) .

0

An idiom is a group of words whose overall meaning is diijCrent from the meanings of the individual words.
e.g. under the weather (= dightlyi1l).Idioms are cOmmonly usedininformal English.
A set phrase is a group of words which function as a complete unit, eg. sorry to keep you waiting. The
meaning may be easy to understand, but the same idea might be expressed diWerently in your own language.

O One word is missing. Where does it go? Write it at the end.
1

1t°s no worrying about it.

4

Marty could with some help.

2

That's just off the of my head.

5

My went a complete blank.

3

It goes in one and OUt the other.

6

I think he's feeling under weather.

O Complete the idiom or set phrase in each dialogue.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

We need someone for the extra work. - True. Do you have anyone in
What shall I do? - Off the top of my
, I'm not sure.
Did she ask you a question? - Yes, my mind went a complete
What shall we do7 - Your best
is to ring the station.
They're making very slow progress. - Yes, but they°l1 get
Has Marc gone to bed? - Yes, he was feeling a bit under the
Didn't we say we'd meet at 4 o'clock? - Yes. I'm sorry to

8

Can you remember the instructions? - No. They went in one ear

?

eventually.
,

0 ABOUT YOUR LANGUAGE How would you translate these idioms and set phrases into
your own language? Write a translation, or talk to someone who speaks your language.
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Idiom or set phrase
A Bob's coming, isn't he?
B Don't hold your breath.
A Are they sure to win the election?
B Yeah. It's a foregone conclusion.
A Are you going to the party?
B You bet.
A It's very cold today.
B You can say that again.
A Have you got Saturday off?
B No such luck, I'm afraid.
A Sal said she's too busy to help us.
B A likely story.
A Where's Patsy?
B I haven't the faintest idea.
A You look very stressed.
B Yes, it's been one of those days.
A Shalllapply for that job?
B You've got nothing to lose.
A Rani's going out with a film star.
B You're kidding.
A I hurt my toe, then Iburnt my hand.
B Oh dear. It's not your day, is it?
A Can we go in if we're not members?
B No way.

Meaning
used to say you don't expect sth to happen even though sb
said it would.
used to say that sth is a result that is certain to happen.
used to emphasize that you are keen to do sth.
used to agree completely with what sb has just said.
used to express your disappointment that sth is not going
to happen.
used ironically to say you don't believe what sb has told you.
used to say you don't know sth. $yn$ Don't ask me. Your
guess is as good as mine.
used to say you have had a hard day.
used to say there is no reason for sb not to do slh.
used to say that you think sth cannot be true and must be a
joke. syns You're joking, You can't be serious.
used when several unpleasant or unfortunate things
happen on the same day.
used to say that sth is not at all possible or not allowed. syn
no Chance.

0 Circle the correct word/phrase.
1

A likely story is one that you think is probably true / false.

2
3

If you reply Don't ask me, it means you don°t know the answer / don't want to answer.
If you say You're kidding, you think the other person is being / not being serious.

4

No way means it's not practical / possible.

5

I haven't the faintest idea means I don't care / I don't know.

6

Don't hold your breath means you expect / don't expect something to happen.

0 Complete a suitable idiom in response to these statements or questions.
1
2
3
4
5
6

I've just won the lottery! - You
Could I borrow your Dad's car? - No
Why did they leave so early? - No idea. Your guess
Has it been busy in the office today?- Yes, It's been
Are you going to the wedding? - Yes, you
Do you think they'll win? - Definitely. It's a

7

I won some money. Did you? - No such

8

Shall we enter for the competition? - Why not? We've got nothing

9

1t°s hot in here, isn't it? - Yes, you can

10

My car broke down this morning, and a tooth fell out this afternoon. - It's not
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60 I can use idioms and set phrases (2)

Do Uni' '9'irst

A Commenting on a situation n
Some idioms and set phrases are commonly used to express an opinion about a situation.

We can borrow money ifneed
be, but it's a last resort.
I've got a new computer, and
frankly it's more trouble
than it's worth.
He's got his own flat, but his
mum still cooks for him- he's
got the best of both worlds.

She wouldn't admit her
mistake because she didn't
want to lose face.

She's trying her best, butl
think she's fighting a
losing battle.

Ithink my nephew will do
well as long as he keeps his
feet on the ground.

You can eat what you like and
drinks are free. Sounds too
good to be true. doesn't it?

She's always terribly serious.
Ithink she needs to let her
hair down a bit.

The trouble with Rolfis thatmost of the time - he lives in
a world ofhis own.

0

a Iast/final resort

an action you will take if there is no otheroption (as a last resort syn ifall
else fails).
it's more trouble than its worth used to say the disadvantages of'sth are greater than the advantages.
the best of both worlds
a situation in which you have the advantages of two things without any
disadvantages.
lose face
look stupid or be less respected because of sth you have done.
keep your feet on the ground
remain sensible and realistic about life.
let your hair down
relax and enjoy yourself.
fight a losing battle
try to do sth that will almost certainly fail.
too good to be true
used to express doubts about a surprisingly good situation.
Iive/be in a world of your own
spend your time imagining things, and not be aware ofthings around you,
O

Cover the text and glossary, then complete these set phrases and idioms.
1

let your hair

5

too good to be

2

if all else

6

live in a world

3

fight a losing

7

the best of both

4

it's more trouble than it's

8

keep your feet on the

O Complete each dialogue with a suitable set phrase or idiom.
1

Is Karen a bit of a dreamer? - Yes, she lives in

2

You don't want to use your savings? - No, that's a last

3

He thinks he can achieve anything. - Yes, he needs to

4

So you may have to sell your car. - Yes, if all

5

Did he try to cover up his mistake? - Yes, he didn't want to

6

You mean everything is free? - Yes, it sounds too

7

She looks as if she°s enjoying herself - Yes, she's really

8

It's near the sea but close to the city. - Great, so you've got

,

.

0 ABOUT YOUR LANGUAGE How would you translate these idioms into your own
language? Write your answers, or talk to someone who speaks your language.
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Some idioms and set phrases add extra politeness or emphasis, or prepare the listener fOr what you are
going to say, or give a more personal interpretation of the message,

Idiom or set phrase

Meaning

Do you know jfthey're married, by any chance?
lfyou don't mind my/me asking. how much did

used to add politeness to a question (also: Do you
happen to know i/thcy're married?).
used before a question which you think may be

it COSt?

sensitive,

We'dlike to see you, but the thing is, we don't know
what time we'll get there.

used to introduce an explanation, and often one
that suggests there is a problem.

Ithink thejilni isevery bit as gooclas his last one,

used to emphasize the comparative: equally good,
bad, interesting, etc.
used to say that you can never be certain about
future events, so anything is possible.

lmay get the job- you never know.
Guess what! Ed and Sue are getting married,

used before giving sb surprising or exciting news.

He doesn't look rich, but believe it or not, he owns a
castle in Bavaria,
He's been working since 7 o'clock this morning. su no
wonder he's tired.

used to introduce information which is true but
surprising.
used to emphasize the fact that slh is not
surprising.

Where on earth did you get those boots?

used after wh- questions to indicate surprise, and
sometimes annoyance, about sth.

1 would say, all things being equal, that women
are better (:Qnlmllnicators than men.
The mom is enipti/ but,for some reason, we're not
allowed to use it.

used to say that sth is true if there are no other
factors affecting it.
used to say. often with slight annoyance, that you
don't know the reason or don't understand it.

T have to admit. hek veiy good at his job.

used to agree reluctantly that sth is true.

0 Complete the idiom or set phrase in each sentence.
1
2

what! I've got a new job.
I don't think he has the ability to do it, but you never

3

What on

4

I made a special trip to the post office, but for

are you doing here?

5
6

I have to
, France are a good team - even though I'm English!
He won all his matches, so no
he's delighted.

7

All things being

reason, they closed early,

, I think well lose.

8 We went trekking in the desert and,

it or not, it started raining!

0 Add a suitable idiom or set phrase to these sentences. Put an arrow to show where it goes.
1

Do you know if it's open?

2

How old are you7

3

She looks about 20, but she's only 13.

4

He's been very ill, so he looks thin.

5

I'm hoping to go, but I've got a meeting on the same day.

6 There are many exceptions, but I think men are better cooks than women.
7

The book is as violent as all his others.

8

It was a beautiful day, but the beach was deserted; I can't think why.
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61 I can use set phrases with two key words a
These set phrases consist of two words belonging to the same grammatical category. joined by and, or and to.
The word order is fixed. i.e. back andforth, not forth and back. Many are made up ofsynonyms or opposites.

Example
We've been going back andforth all day.
First andforemost we need a plan.
lthouqht long and hard before taking the job.
They'll be here sooner or later.
You're wearing your jumper back tofront.
lenjoy the hustle and bustle ofciti/ life.
llearnt how to use a computer by trial and
error.
What are our aims and objectives?
That's against the rules and regulations.
Who is responsiblefor law and order?
Max was very bright and cheerful today.
The children got home sqfe and sound.
I'm sick and tiried of this weather.
He badh/ needs a job, so he can't really afford to
pick and choose.
They were pushing and shoving behind us.

Meaning
from one place to another and then back again,
many times.
more than anything else.
for a long time.
at some time in the future.
with the back where the frontshould be.
busy and noisy activity.
a process of trying to solve a problem in different
ways until you are successful.
things you want to achieve.
rules.
safe and peaceful conditions in society when people
obey the law,
happy and lively.
safely; not harmed, damaged, lost, etc.
bored with or annoyed about sth, and wanting it to
stop. syn fed up with sth.
choose only those things that you like or want.
shove push in a rough way.

O Write eight set phrases using words from the box.
0 0

push
rules
choose

pick
back
first
long
sooner
front
sick
regulations
foremost
tired
later
hard
shove

O Complete the set phrase in each sentence.

0

Bribery is the offering of money or
another incentive to sb to persuade
them to take part in an activity,
usually something dishonest. bribe
sb v. Corruption is illegal or dishonest
behaviour, especially on the part of sb
in power. corrupt ad). The two words
are often used together.
There are still allegations of bribery and
corruption in the police force.

1
2

I saw joelle earlier. She°s very bright and
today.
There's no law and
in the place: just bribery and

3

They said 4 o'clock, so they should be here sooner or

everywhere.

4

First and

5
6
7

I used to love the hustle and
of city life, but I'm sick and
I didn°t have the instructions, so i just worked it oUt by trial and
It was a terrible flight, but we finally got here safe and

8

1°m moving stuff from Pete's flat to my flat, and 1°ve been back and
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, we have got to establish our aims and
of it now.

all day.
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We form most similes with as + adjective + as + noun, and some with verb or noun + like + noun.
Similes with as emphasize the meaning ofthe adjective. (Note that the first as is often om itted.)

Key word
gold
...
..

Simile
The kids were as good as

Key word
sheet

gold today. = well behaved

Simile
Ken went as white as a
sheet. = white with fear or
illness

I

b

t feather

bat

1mIF"
post
~m

cake
Q

My father is deafas a post.
(used humorously)

rake

Mij sister's as thin as a
rake.

The ground isas dry as a
bone at the moment.

~

(used humorously)

John will carry it - he's as

Sally went as red as a
beetroot. = very
embarrassed

bone

I'm afraid rn7 blind as a bat.

ox

mMi

beetroot
R~

lpicked up the little girl- she
was as Light as afeather.

strong as an ox.

The new model is selling like
hot cakes.
= large
sellingnumbers
very
quickly
or in

log

lslept like a log last night.
= slept very well

dream

The plan worked like
a dnam. = was very

~

C,

successful

sieve

mouse
~

The baby's been as quiet as a
mouse.

Sometimes I've gota mind
like a sieve. = a bad
memory

^

O Complete the similes.
1
2

He's been as quiet as a
.
Pm sure this new computer game will sell like hot

3

We badly need rain because the garden is as dry as a

4 When I picked her up she was as light as a

.
.

5

My father always sleeps like a

.

6

She can°t remember what she did with it; she's got a mind like a

7

My builder is as strong as an

8

I fitted a new ink cartridge and the printer's working like a

now.

O Choose a suitable simile to describe these people and things.
1

My grandfather can't hear a thing.

2
3

My grandmother can't see a thing.
My girlfriend needs to put on weight.

4 The plan was very successful.
5 She looked horrified.
6 The children behaved very well.
7 She was very embarrassed.
8

He often forgets things.
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63 I can use a range of phrasal verbs
A Phrasal verbs with more formal equivalents 61
Phrasal verb
If you talk someone into doing something,
If you talk someone out ofdoing something,
Ifyou bring a topic up in a conversation,
If you get your ideas across to someone,
If you butt in on a conversation.
lfsomeone drags out a discussion.
Ifyou own up to something,
If someone goes on at you,
If'you hit back at someone who has criticized you.
Iflhe government does away with a tax,
If you call offa meeting,
If you make up for something.
Il'someone makes out that they're rich.
Ifyou are taken in by soineone's charm,
Ifyou have a row with someone and then make it
up with them,
If you take a machine apart.

More formal equivalent
you persuade them to do it.
you dissuade them from doing it.
you raise the topic.
you communicate with them clearly.
you interrupt a conversation.
they prolong it (= make it longer than necessary)you confess to it (= admit you did sth wrong).
they criticize you for sth you have done.
you retaliate (against them).
it abolishes it.
you cancel it.
you compensate for it (= do sth good to balance
the bad effects ofit).
they claim that they are rich (= say that they are
rich even though it may not be true).
you are deceived by it.
you are reconciled with them (= become friends
with them after a disagreement).
you dismantle it (also take it to pieces).

O Find a verb in the text below with the same meaning as these verbs.
> called it off cancelled it

2 make out

4 bring up

6 drag out

1

3 went on at

5 butted in

7 hit back at him

get across
Memo to Alex Parker

From joey Cassani

I'm afraid I've had a problem with Adam Lewis at SBP. I organized a meeting with him, but he
cancelled it at the last minute. He did the same this week, so I decided to raise the issue with
him. I tried to explain politely that we couldn't carry on like this, but he interrupted continually
and I wasn't able to communicate my message clearly. He even tried to claim that I'd been late
for meetings myself (which was completely untrue), and he criticized me for other things too.
Anyway, I didn't want to prolong the discussion, as I knew I might retaliate; so in the end I left it.
O Rewrite the sentences using the word in capitals at the end as part of a phrasal verb.

1

I never expected him to confess to the crime. UP

2
3

Nothing can compensate for the loss of earnings. MAKE
She tried to dissuade me from giving up my job. OUT

4

Do you think they°l1 ever abolish the monarchy? DO

5 He isn't easily deceived. IN
6 Try and persuade him to come. INTO
7

Did they dismantle the shed? TAKE

8

Have they made friends again? UP
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I bumped into Sue in town last week
and she was asking after you. We
arranged to meet for dinner last night,
but she didn't show up. I guess
something must've cropped up . . .
My brother's brilliant at picking up
languages; he can get by in German,
Italian, and Swedish, whereas with me,
it takes ages for things to sink in. But I
started learning Spanish last year - I've
really stuck at it and I feel I'm getting
somewhere now.

0 0

0

Many phrasal verbs have more than one
meaning and construction, e.g. pick up
and pick sb/sth up.
Sales have picked up (= improved).
The windpicked up (= got stronger).
Shepicked me up (= collected me in her
car).

This radio can't pick up the WorldService
(= receive an electronic signal).
You can also pick up (= acquire) an
illness or a bad habit. "' " " ". ' ·'"""" -

I was aching all over and I realized I must
be going down with the flu. I was hoping
to shake it off with painkillers, but once
the effects wore off, I felt dreadful. I was
in bed for days and even missed out on
my best Mends wedding.

Glossary
bump into sb
ask after sb
show up

meet sb by chance.
ask sb how sb else is, or what they are
doing.
arrive where you have arranged to
meet sb. syn tum up.

crop up
go down with
sth
shake sth off

happen unexpectedly. syn come up.
become sick or ill with sth. syn catch
sth.
get rid of sth, such as an illness or a
problem.
wear off
(of a pain, a feeling. or an eWect)
gradually disappear or stop.
miss out on sth miss an opportunity to do or have sth.
pick sth up
learn a new skill easily and without

get by
sink in
stick at sth

effort.
Ifyou get by in a language, you can
speak at a basic level.
become completely understood or
able to be remembered.
continue to work in a determined
way to achieve sth.

0 Correct any mistakes in the sentences. Be careful: some sentences are correct.
1

She's fluent in Russian, and she can go by in Hungarian too.

2

i meant to ring him, but something cropped OUt and it slipped my mind.

3

You'll only make progress if you really stick at your studies.

4

My life is so dull. I always have the feeling I'm missing out of something.

5

Did you bump in her or had you arranged to meet?

6

I think she's very fond of you; she always asks after you when I see her.

0 Replace the underlined verbs with a phrasal verb with the same meaning.
1

After three hours, he arrived without a word of apology.

2

You can't use your mobile in the mountains - it's impossible to receive a signal.

3

i just can't get rid of the feeling that someone is watching me.

4

He had to say it several times before the news was completely understood.

5

It's not that easy to acSluire a language just by living in the couritry.

6

All the people I work with seem to have ,c,auqht the flu.

7

Once I'd had the injection, the pain started to qradually disappear.

8

As the breeze started to get stronger we set off for the cottage.
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,,.AllIMD 'Iou ...
AS FOR irS 'rRu€ ,..
,,, m am4 rate.,,. AS i
has SA4tiv&... evem So...

I'm not very keen on the flat, or
the area. Mind you, it's better
than my last place. Incidentally,

asma

Do you think you'll go

brad

back to the same hotel?
Well, as a matter of

... Au"ermat(vcly... as
a p¶attER of F/4"t...

do you know how Marek's getting
on in his new flat?

fact we were a bit
disappointed the last

simon

time we were there. By
and large the staff were
still very nice, but the
food has really gone
downhill.

...By and
...Tkue...
. . .true...true
ah... true...
...ver4 "true...

T:-

have to get a job with

1,

)FI)
'\

The company is likely to
move its headquarters
to Brussels. As for
Deborah, she'll probably

V- 1/

:,

tanya
j

1/

'i

another insurance firm.
yes, or a|ternative|yg
she could stay with the
company in the UK, but

.

.

.

I don't think Alistair should apply
for
the
jobmuch
in Munich.
He doesn't
have
that
experience;
and
in any case, he doesn't speak
German.

in a different branch.

It's true that Peter was only
trying to help. Even so, he
shouldn't have got involved.

I may get the bus, or take a taxi if
necessary. At any rate, I'll be there
on time, so don't worry. And as I
was saying, if you would like me
to bring anything, just let me know.

0

mind you

at any rate

inf used to add a further comment which is usually a contrast or a surprise, but can also be
an explanation. syn still.
used to change the conversation to a different topic. syn by the way.
used to start talking about sb or sth new that is connected with what you were talking
about before.
used to introduce an idea that is a second choice or possibility,
used to agree with an idea made by the previous speaker (but often before disagreeing).
syn I agree.
used to introduce a counter-argument or return to one the speaker has already made.
syns all the same. nevertheless.
used to say what you really think. or to introduce information which is not what the
listener expects to hear. syns actually, to be honest, to tell you the truth.
used to introduce a generalization. syns to a large extent. on the whole, broadly speaking.
used to introduce an additional point and one that is often conclusive or the most
important. syns besides. anyway.
used to say that sth is true or sth will happen in spite dottier things inentionccj.

as I was saying

syns anyway, anyhow.
used to return the conversation to sth you said earlier.

incidentally
as for
alternatively
its true
even so
as a matter of fact
by and large
in any case

0 0

0

In spoken English, anyway can mean in any case (see above) or at any rate (see above), but it is
commonly used to change the topic of conversation:
Yes, next year could be a di/jicult time. Anyway, let's not worry"about that now, What would you like to eat?
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O Complete the phrases with words from the box to form ten discourse markers.
case
1
2
3
4

extent

honest

mind
at any
even
as a matter of

you

rate

speaking

5 on the
6 in any
7 broadly

fact

so
8
9
10

same

whole

to be
to a large
all the

Correct the error in the discourse marker in each sentence.
1 Broad speaking, it was very interesting.
2 We had a fantastic time. All same, I was glad to get home.
3 We can take the bags, or alternative leave them here.
4 I don't like the sea because the water is dirty. In every case, I can't swim very well.
5 To say you the truth, I didn't like it very much.
6 The restaurant°s great, but as I was telling, it's not good for kids.
0 Replace the underlined word/phrase with a different word/phrase that has the same
meaning.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

I think he was from the Czech Republic. By the way what was his name again?
The film has had great reviews, but to tell you the truth, I didn't like it.
To a large extent you can get by without speaking the language.
I was disappointed with broadband. St,i.l.1,, it's faster than it was before.
We can't give Mike a lift - he lives miles away. And in any case, the car's full.
I agree some of the definitions could be shorter. Nevertheless it's a good dictionary.
I may find out the results this Wednesday, or I may have to wait until the weekend.
At any rate, I'll phone you as soon as I know. OK?
8 It's a lovely gallery, but as a matter of fact, we were only there for an hour.

0 Complete the sentences and dialogues with suitable discourse markers from the box.
by the way
all the same

alternatively
to be honest
as for
besides
mind you
it's true

by and large

1 I read that public transport was very cheap, but
I thought it was quite expensive.
2 We might go to a camping site.
we could just stay in a B & B each night.
3

that a lot of people drop litter, which is very anti-social.
start sending people to prison for that kind of offence.

, you can't

4 It wasn't a great place to stay.
, it didn't cost a lot.
5 A I've packed lots of jumpers so I'm prepared for the cold weather.
B Good, you'll need them.
, what time does the plane take off?
6 I've been told there°s a very good Chinese restaurant in the main square.
somewhere to stay, I'm afraid I can't help you.
7 You won't want to climb that hill - it's very steep. And
8 It can be cold in winter, but
it doesn't snow much.

, it°s too far away.

0 ABOUT YOUR LANGUAGE Look at the texts on page 162 and try to translate the
discourse markers into your own language. Remember it is spoken language.
Remember to test yourself
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You can use the vague language phrases below when you don't want or need to be precise.

A How long will the trip take?
B Three weeks or thereabouts.

A She looks a lot older, Is she ill or something?
B Idon't know; ['m kind ofworried about her.

A He earns stacks of money, doesn't he?
B Mmm, somewhere in the region of €100,000.

A We'll buy that car somehow or other.
B I've got £1,000, give or take a few quid.

A He's something to do with advertising.
B Yes, or something along those lines.

A How much did you pay for that stufT?
B oh, fifty odd, Ithink.

0

or thereabouts
stacks of sth
(somewhere) in the region of
something to do with (sth)
kind of
somehow (or other)
give or take sth
stuff
(-)odd

used after a number, quantity, etc. to show that it is approximate. syn or so.
inf a large quantity of sth. syns tons/loads/bags ofsth inf,
(used before a number) approximately. syn round about.
in some way connected with (sth).
inf to some extent, but in a way that is hard to explain. syn sort of.
in some way or by some means, although you don't know exactly how.
used for talking about numbers which are not exact.
inf used to referto things when it is obvious what you are talking about, or
you don't know the name, or the name isn't important.
inf (after a number) a little more or less than the number (thirty-odd people).

O One word is missing in each sentence. Where does it go?
Write it at the end.
1
2
3
4
S
6

The whole trip cost somewhere the region of €380. _
She was just sort pretending to be ill; in fact she wasn't.
We seem to have of rice; I'd better make paella.
There were about 100 people or of that sort. _ _ _
We'll leave at seven, give take a few minutes. _.__ _
,
I've got a meeting tonight but I'll finish my essay by tomorrow
or other.
7 I'll send a card or letter, or something along those.
8 Could you give me a ring about 6.30 tonight?

0

0

You can use these phrases
when you are being vague.
She's a nurse or something
like that / or something
along those lines.
He works in publishing or
something I or something of
that sort.

Rewrite the sentence, making it more vague. Use the word at the end of the line, and
make any necessary changes.
p We invited a hundred to the wedding. SO We invited a hundred Or so to the wedding.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I've completed 50 per cent of the project. round
He looks depressed. KIND
His job is in marketing. DO
Do you know who all those COS and DVDS belong to7 STUFF
I imagine we'll get forty-nine people at the meeting. ODD
we've got vegetables so I'd better make some soup. IONS
She must be getting on for 80, I would say. THEREABOUTS
We could get him a book for his birthday. SOMETHING
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66 I can use sayings and proverbs
A Famous last words 61
Some sayings are concise ways of explaining something, or commenting on a situation.

Example
A He thinks the exam will be easy.
B Oh, famous last words.
A Are tickets available?
B Yes, butit's first come, first served.
A She ought to pass easily.
B Yes, but you can never tell.
1\ She's not going to apply again.
B No, once bitten, twice shy, Iguess.
A You should tel] him he's wrong.
B Hmm. easier said than done.
A Can anyone come this evening?
B Yes, the more the merrier.
A How's the new job?
B So far, so good,
A Barry never writes or phones.
B Well. out of sight, out of mind- I suppose.
A I met two of your colleagues today.
B oh, it's a small world, isn't it?
A He said you were a hypocrite.
B Well, that's the pot calling the kettle black.

Meaning
used when you think sb is being too confident
about something that is going to happen.
people will be served or dealt with in the order in
which they arrive or ask for sth.
you can never be sure about sth because things
are not always what they appear to be.
after an unpleasant experience, you are careful to
avoid sth similar.
it is easy to talk about something, but it is much
more diflicu]1 to do it.
ifthere are more people or things. the situation
will be better and more enjoyable.
used to say that everything is line at the moment
but you know things may become more difficult.
used Lo say that sb stops thinking about people
when they are not with them.
used to express your surprise when you meet sb
you know unexpectedly, or when you are talking
to sb and realize they know people who you know.
used about sb who criticizes people for faults that
they have themselves.

O Cross out the wrong word and write the correct one to form the saying.
1

It's a little world,

2 Once eaten twice shy.
3 The more the happier.
4 Famous last phrase.

5

So far, no good.

6
7

First come, are served.
Out of eyes, out of mind.

8

Easier spoken than done.

O Complete the saying in each sentence.
1

He'll never get married again: once bitten,

2

We'll have tougher times ahead but so far,

3
4

Since I've been here Ive met four people I know. It's a small
When she's with you she makes you feel important, but out of sight,

5 I think he'll do well, but you know, you can
6 They want to limit the numbers, but in my opinion the more
7 She suggested i tried asking for a rise, but that's easier
8 Air passengers are given seats on the basis of first come,
9 He said that I look stupid when I dance. Talk about the pot

0 ABOUT YOUR LANGUAGE How would you translate these sayings into your own
language? Write a translation, or talk to another student who speaks your language.

F] Remember to test yourself
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B Practice makes perfect a
Many sayings give advice. or say something that is generally true.
1 ,

2
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Example
He tends to get what he wants because
money talks'.
He treats her very badly but she doesn't realize:
love is blin& in her case.
Don't worry - lightning never strikes
twice (in the same place)',

Meaning
If you have a lot of money, you will have more power
and influence than other people.
When you love somebody, you cannot see their faults.

Don't say (lnl/thing at the moment: let
sleeping dogs lie'.
She spends hours Lit the piano, but practice
makes perfect.
lhaven't heardfrom my son for weeks, but
usually no news is good news.
It seems cruel to do it, but in this case the end
justifies the means.
You mustn't do that: two wrongs don't
make a right.
Let's do this together: two heads are better
than one.
He thinks blood is thicker than water.
He can say what he likes, but actions speak
louder than words.
He believes in an eyefor an eye (and a tooth
for a tooth).
Don't forget thatcharity begins at home.

Avoid mentioning a particularly diflicult subject which
may cause trouble.
If you do sth repeatedly, you will become very good at it.

She maij be very attractive, but beauty is
only skin-deep.
Tlzey/in(llll/ turned up at 8. 30, but better late
than never.
The mountain road is dangerous so go slowly better safe than sorry.
Live and let live - that's 1)71/ motto.

Enjoy yourself: you're only young once.
In nnj view pmvention is better than cure.
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An unusual or unpleasant event won't happen in the
same place or to the same person twice.

If you haven't had any news, then it's probable that
nothing has gone wrong and things are fine.
Bad or unfair methods of doing sth are acceptable if the
results of the action are good or positive.
IT sb does sth bad to you, that is not a reason to do sth
bad to them.
Two people can achieve more than one person working
alone.
Family relationships are stronger than any other.
What a person actually does is more important than
what they say they will do.
Used to say that you should punish somebody by doing
to them what they have done to you.
You should help and care for your own kimily first before
you start helping others.
How someone looks is less important than their
character.
It is better to arrive late or achieve sth late. than not
arrive or achieve anything at all.
It is better to be careful than to take a risk or act too
quickly and later regret it.
Accept other people's opinions and ways of life. even if
they are different from your own. A motto is a phrase
which expresses the beliefs of a person or organization.
Young people should enjoy themselves because in later
life they will have more to worry about.
It is better to stop something bad from happening than
try to deal with it after it has happened.
WRemember to test yourself
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0 Look at the sayings on page 166. Write down two which are connected with each of
these topics.
1
2
3
4
5

family:
relationships:
morality:
tolerance:
progress:

0 Write down six sayings using words from the box.
cure
actions
love
better than
louder than
blood
lightning
charity
at home
never
is
prevention
is
begins
twice
speak
thicker than
is

words
water
blind
strikes

0 Complete these sayings.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Better late than
Better safe than
You're only young
Let sleeping dogs
Practice makes
Two heads are

7
8
9
10
11
12

No news is
The end
Two wrongs
Lightning never
Prevention is better
An eye

,
.

O Use a suitable saying to respond to each of these situations.
>
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

I came down slowly - I didn't want to fall over. Better safe than SOr'rg|
He works on his English for three hours every day.
Shall we work on this problem together7
When she finishes university she wants to travel round Europe.
I would always go to my family for help before asking friends.
He went to hospital over three hours ago, but we haven't heard anything.
Why does he get a seat first just because he owns lots of companies?
If he takes my exercise book, I'll take his dictionary.
They finally got here, but they missed the first part.
We don°t share the same opinions on things, but I just accept it.
It's a very sensitive subject with AmClie. Should I say something?
She doesn°t seem to see her husband's faults.
After what he did to me, |°|| get my revenge.

0 ABOUT YOU Which sayings on page 166 do you think are generally true or represent
good advice? Write your answers or ask another student.
0 ABOUT YOUR LANGUAGE How would you translate these sayings into your own
language? Do you have equivalent sayings? Write a translation, or talk to another
student who speaks your language.

Remember to test yourself
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Review: Spoken English
Unit 58
1 One letter in one word is wrong in each line. Cross out the mistake and correct it.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Would you believe it! Someone's ticked my bike again!
Madonna got a lot of flan from the press last year.
I'm not feeling too good - I think I must have a rug.
He tried to borrow €200 from me - what a creek!
They were making a terrible jacket so I asked them to turn it down.
It's no good trying to get him to pay; he's really light.
Have you got anything in the fridge? I'm lying for something to eat.
I like most parties, but that one was a bit of a drug; in fact I left early.

2 Complete the email using words from the box in the correct form.
cheek

lousy

broke

neck

stick

guy

laugh

moan

back

bloke

Hi Sven
Hope you had a nice weekend - it's a pity you weren't here because we had a really good
(I)
on Saturday night at Erno's. We were completely (2)
after
going to that night club on Friday, so we decided to stay in and we invited Kim, Des, and a
couple of other (3)
round for a drink. One of these other (4)
,
whose name was Phil, was a real pain in the (S)
- he just kept
(6)
all evening about everything: football, the state of the country, the
weather, on and on . . . and then he started giving Erno some (7)
because he
didn't think Erno's cooking was very good (in fact, he's right, it is pretty (8)
),
but we thought it was a bit of a (9)
, especially as he'd done nothing to help.
Anyway, you know Erno, he's pretty (IQ) laid- he just smiled and then he
started to laugh, and then he couldn't stop, and soon we were all laughing . . .
Z

·

more words: off colour, to nip out/round, it's bust, clear off!, a dodd/e/cinch, a tip-offl tip

sb off

Unit 59
1 Cross out the incorrect word in each response.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Do you think he'll be on time? - Your guess is as good as mine is.
Mark's split up with Jessica. - You're not kiddingi I don't believe it.
You look completely worn out. - Yes, it's been one of those bad days.
What time will Gerry be back? - Don't you ask me. He never tells me a word,
Did you get tickets for the match? - No any such luck, I'm afraid.
Have you had the test results back? - No, but there's no use of worrying.
Did you speak to jack about his roorrP - Yes, but it goes in one ear and out the other ear.
Should 1 try ringing the bank again? - Well, you've got nothing for to lose.
Z more words. Look at idioms under 'far' in your dictionary, e.g. go far, not far off. Make a list of
all the other useful idioms in your notebook.
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Unit 60
1 Complete the dialogue.
A How are things going at home?
B Well, we°ve got new neighbours upstairs and - guess (I)
- they're every
(2)
as annoying as the last lot who lived there.
A Oh, how awful. Why?
b Well, believe it or (3)
, this family have even worse taste in music and play it till three
in the morning.
A No (4)
you're fed up. What on (S)
can you do about it?
B I'm moving - the whole business is more trouble than it's (6)
A Yes, you'd just end up fighting a losing (7)
and feel frustrated. And you never
(8)
, living somewhere else might be just the change you need.
2 Put the words in order to make sentences.
1
2
3
4
5
6

equal / things / centre / in / rather / being / the / I'd / live / all
of / in / to / world / own / she / live / seems / a / her
as / is / exercise / what / as / bit / eat / important / every / you
he / for I him I reason / I / answer / but / rang I some / didn't
you / asking / me / if / charge I did / you I much I how / don't / they / mind / 7
let / down / great / week / to / hard / hair / after / a / it°s / your
Z more words: pay lip service to sth, pull the wool over someone's eyes, get the wrong end of
the stick, turn a blind eye to sth, a new lease of life, can't make head nor tail of sth

Unit 61
1 One word is wrong in each sentence. Cross it out and write the correct word at the end.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I love having the option to pick and select the songs on my iPod.
You've got your jumper on backwards to front; turn it round.
It is crucial that our aims and objects are absolutely clear.
There's something exciting about the hustle and hassle of a big city.
We ended up going back and fourth several times till we found the shop.
She's a delightful colleague - always so light and cheerful.
I had to give in and obey the rules and regulators in the institution.
I couldn't do it at first, but you eventually get there by trial and mistake.
Z more words: take it or leave it, prim and propeC down and out, short and sweet, scrimp
and save, odds and ends
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Unit 62
1 Complete the similes.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The children were as
as gold.
She's as
as a mouse.
The ground is as
as a bone.
My son's as
as an ox.
I went as
as a beetroot.
The software package worked like a
I've got a memory like a
She sleeps like a
Z more words: dead as a doornai//dodo, safe as houses, sick as a parrot, tough as old boots,
easy as pie, hard as nails, be like gold dust

Unit 63
1 Match the phrasal verbs with a more formal synonym on the right.
do away with
own up
crop up
take sth apart
take sb in
drag sth out
hit back
butt in
turn up

prolong sth
arrive
deceive sb
abolish
retaliate
confess

interrupt
dismantle sth
happen unexpectedly

7. more words: Look up the phrasal verbs related to live, drop, stand, catch, and talk. Write down
any meanings and examples which are new to you.

Unit 64
1 Circle the correct phrase. Sometimes, both phrases are correct.
1

A
B
2 A
B

3
4
5
6

Have you started your art course yet?
As a matter of fact / By the way, I'm doing the course on digital photography.
What did you think of the meeting?
Well, on the whole / by and large, I thought it was pretty successful. Mind you / Besides, I
thought Caroline was a bit irritating - she didn°t keep to the point at all.
A Yes, to be honestl all the same, 1°ve always found her very difficult.
A 1°m not sure how long I'll be away, but I'll be back by the weekend at any rate / anyhow.
B That's good - oh, incidentally / even so, what time are you |eaving7
a Hi, Sue, I'm just having a few problems with my computer: it keeps crashing.
B Try turning it off and on again; alternatively I to tell you the truth, ring technical support.
I agree / It's true he was only using me as an example, but even so / even if it was very insensitive.
I don°t really want to go in this weather. At any rate / Besides it's too far away.

Z more words: having said that, on top of sth/sb, as a rule, to say nothing of sth, above all,
talking of sb/sth
170
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Unit 65
1 Complete the sentences using vague language.
1

I must've seen twenty horses or

2

His parents aren't old; I'd say they were fifty

3

Their farm is somewhere in the

4

I can't really afford a new car, but I'll find the money

5

The whole project will take nine months, give or

6

His job is

7

What's all that

8

He's a pharmacist or something along those

of 500 acres.
or other.
a week or two.

to do with the railways.
doing on the floor?

Z more words: whats-his/her-name, whatsit, thingummy/thingamuj/g, whatnot, whatchamacallit,
doodah

Unit 66
1 Write a proverb or saying using the word in capitals. The meaning must be the same as in
the sentence.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Accept other people°s opinions and ways of life, even if they differ from yours.
LIVE
It's easy to talk about something but a lot harder to do something about it.
SAID
Two people working together can achieve more than one.
HEADS
If you have a bad experience, you don't want something like it to happen again,
SHY
Family relationships are stronger than other relationships.
THICKER
If someone does something bad to you, you won't improve things by doing something bad to them.
RIGHT

2 Complete the sentences.
1
2

He°s pretty well off, and as they say,
talks - he gets what he wants.
I'm still waiting to hear from the hospital, but I guess that
news is

news.
Don't get into another row with the neighbours - just let
dogs lie.
If you want to come camping with us next week, please do - the more the
I
Don't forget to lock the doors when you leave - better
than
.
It's hard to find a seat in the library - it's first
, first
, so get there
early!
7 My driving is gradually improving and I'm a bit safer - I guess
makes perfect.
8 She only rings me at New Year - it's a case of out of
, out of

3
4
5
6

Z more words: waste not, want not,' nothing ventured, nothing gained: touch wood,' absence
makes the heart grow fonder,' familiarity breeds contempt,' ignorance is bliss
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67 I can write a formal letter
A Useful phrases for formal letters 6"1
2 Grampian Close
HELENSBURGH
G84 7PP
30th june 2001

Scottish property Services Ltd
3 Union Terrace
GLASGOW

Phrase
Opening a letter
lam writing to inform you that lwill be
leaving at the end of/une.
lam writing to inform ijou ofmy intention
to terminate my lease.
lam writing to enquire whether . ..
I regret to iuform you that . . ,
lam delighted to iuform you that . .,
lam writing in response to yourappealfor aid
in. ..
Please accept my sincere condolences.

__

Use/Meaning
used fOr giving information.
intention (to do sth) a plan to do sth
terminate sth end or stop sth,
lease a legal agreement for renting a property.
used for asking a question or making a request.
used for giving bad news.
used for giving good news.
used for replying to an advertisement, etc.
appeal for sth an urgent or sincere request for
people to give money, help, etc.
used tor expressing apologies, sympathy, etc.
sincere expressing what you really think or feel.
syn genuine.

condolences the things you say to show sympathy
when sb has just died.

Opening a reply to a letter
Further to our meeting last week, . . .
Following our conversation on 5 May, . . .
In reply to your letter of 7 July, . ..
With reference to your letter of 3 June, .. ,
Thank you for your letterconceming. ..
Referring to something in a letter
Pleasejind enclosed a copy of. . .
As you will seefrom my CV, 1. . .
Iwould like to draw your attention to . ..

Closing a letter
Should you require anyfurther imormation,
please do not hesitate to contact me.
I would be grateful ifyou could contact me as
soon as possible,
Ilookforward to meeting you.
llook./Orward to hearingfrom you.
172 WRITTEN ENGLISH

used to refer to a previous conversation with the
receiver, or a letter/email from them.

concerning about. syn regarding.

used to refer to sth in the body ol'the letter or
included with it.
used to refer to sth in the body of the letter. or sth
that is relevant to the subject of the letter.

commonly used at the end of a formal letter or offer
(should here is a more formal equivalent of if).
used to make a request, or ask for action to be
taken.
used to end a formal letter (hearing from you is
used when you expect a reply).
Remember to test yourself
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O Circle the correct word(s).
1
2
3
4

Please accept my sincere condolence/condolences on the death of your father.
As you will see/read from my CV, I have extensive experience in marketing.
i am delighted/delighted to inform you that your application has been successful.
I look toward/forward to hearing from you.

5

Following/Fdbwing to our earlier conversation, I have now looked at the plan.

6 Thank you for your letter concerning/concerned the sale of your property.
7

Would/Should you require any further information, do not hesitate to contact me.

8

I am writing in response for/to your appeal for assistance at Longhurst Farm in july.

O Write a more formal word or phrase with a similar meaning to the words in italics.
1
2

I am writing to ask /
whether there has been any progress with my application.
I am sorry /
to te///
you that the International Sustainability
conference has been cancelled.
3 I am writing to inform you of my plan /
to end /
my lease.
4 Ill
you need /
any more /
information, please feel
freel
to get in touch with /
me,
5 Afterl
our chatl
yesterday, it would be good /
if you could send me the details about /
the proposed changes.

0 One word is missing from each sentence. What is it, and where does it go?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

I am writing in to your article about supermarket packaging.
We look forward hearing from you.
I am writing reply to your letter of 17 October.
Thank you for your letter the pre-service training course at CDQ.
Please enclosed a copy of my birth certificate.
I am writing in reply to your for donations following the tsunami disaster.
Please accept my sincere on the death of your grandfather.
I would like to your attention to the final clause of the lease.
As you see from my CV, I have extensive experience in sales and marketing.
With to your letter of 17 May, I am enclosing the documents you requested.

0 Write sentences suitable for formal letters.
> Ask a customer to get in touch with you before the weekend.
/ would be grateful ifyou could contact me before the weekend.
1 Start a letter explaining that you saw an advertisement for a receptionist in yesterday's paper.
2

Point OUt that you have included a photocopy of your driving licence in the envelope.

3

Mention a conversation you had with your client yesterday, and tell them that you now have the
necessary documents.

4

Say that you are happy to give any more information needed about your qualifications if they are
needed.

5

Say that you would like the company to send you a brochure and price list.

6

Explain to an interview candidate that they have been given the job.

Remember to test yourself
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B Advice on writing formal letters 6"1
When writing a formal letter, firstly state
your purpose in the opening paragraph
in a straightforward manner. The body
of the letter should contain one or more
paragraphs, each dealing with a separate
aspect of the subject matter. The final
paragraph should spell out what you want
to happen next.

It is crucial to adopt a suitable tone. Be
clear, concise, and to the point, avoiding
superfluous matter, but not too blunt or
abrupt. Keep the language plain and simple
where possible. Refer to sample letters on
the Internet for further guidance.

0

state sth
straightforward
body
subject matter
spell sth out
tone
concise

write or say sth clearly or firmly.
uncomplicated and easy to
understand. opp convoluted.
the main part ofa book. article.
text, etc.
the ideas or information in a book.
letter. painting, etc.
explain the details ofsth in a
simple, clear way.
the general attitude or feeling
expressed in a piece of writing.
expressed clearly and without
using any unnecessary words.

to the point
superfluous
blunt
abrupt

plain
sample

relevant and without any extra
information. syn pertinent.
unnecessary.
saying what you think even ifit
offends or upsets people.
speaking or acting with few
words and in a way that seems
unfriendly or rude. syns brusque.
curt,
without unnecessary detail: clear.
an example, or small amount, of
sth to show what all of it islike.

0 According to the text above, are the following positive (P) or negative (N)?
1

The information was superfluous.

6

I thought his email was quite abrupt. ,...._

2

She writes in plain English.

7

The information was pertinent. _ __ _

8

The tone was brusque.

9

It was written in a convoluted way. _ __

3

The letter sounds curt.

4

It was to the point. .. _

5

His style is very straightforward.

,.

.
_

10

Her response was very blunt.

0 Complete the dialogues with a suitable word.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Did he say what he needed? - Yes, he
it very clearly.
Her tone is rather brusque, isn't it7 - Yes, I find it rather
Did you find some model letters? - Yes, i found some
letters on a website.
He should tell her the problem clearly. - That's right: he's got to
it out.
Did you enjoy the programme? - No, I wasn't interested in the
matter.
Was the complaint in the introduction? - No, I put it in the
of the letter.
Is that detail really necessary7 - No, it's
.
Is the letter easy to follow? - Yes, it°s very

O ABOUT YOU AND YOUR COUNTRY Is the advice in the text similar to the advice you would
give for formal letters in your own language? Where is it the same, and where does it differ?
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68 I can use formal link words a
In addition to the many link words you already know, e,g, however, although. furthermore,
since, etc., there are a limited number of link words and phrases which are mostly used in
formal written English.

Glossary
It is our understanding that the residents
of Alton Court received a full apology
from the council in writing prior to the
meeting that was held on 7 June. In
view of the limited inconvenience they
suffered, this was felt to be adequate;
thus no further action was taken. With
regard to Mr Wilson, however, the
council acknowledges some damage
was caused to his property, albeit
very minor, and therefore agrees
to pay the full costs incurred by Mr
Wilson, notwithstanding the burden
it will inevitably place on the council's
resources. In conclusion, we sincerely
hope this brings an end to the matter.

prior to sth
in view of sth

before sth.
used to introduce the reason for a
decision. syn considering sth.
thus
therefore. syn hence.
with/in regard
relating to a particular person
to sb/sth
or subject. syns concerning sth,
regarding sth.
albeit
although.
notwithstanding in spite of.
in conclusion
used in writing or a formal speech
to show that you are about to finish
what you are saying.
0 0

0

uitherto means 'up to this time'.
Hitherto we had hadno problems ofthis kind.
Henceforth means 'from this time on'.
JasonOean Williams (hmcCforth referred to as
'the accused') . . .

O Replace the underlined word(s) with a more formal equivalent.
1
2
3
4
5
6

He was only seven, So he couldn't be held responsible for his actions.
I agreed, although with some reluctance, that I would accompany them.
The meeting will go ahead in spite of the planned protests.
We were told before the meeting.
His performance was extraordinary considering his advancing years.
Up to this time, the species was unknown.

O Complete the sentences with a suitable link word or phrase.
1 Deoxyribonucleic acid (
referred to as DNA) carries genetic information.
2 They did not have valid tickets,
they were not allowed to board the train.
3
our conversation yesterday, I had not met either man.
4 Work on the new extension will commence next month.
the roof, the
contractors have assured us that the necessary repairs will be carried out immediately.
5
the complaints received, we still have complete faith in both the company
and the Managing Director.
6
, the board would like to thank everyone for attending the meeting and
making such a positive contribution.

Remember to test yourself
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69 I can use academic English 661
A Public examinations

Glossary
discursive
argument

Exam requirements

discussing different ideas.
a set of reasons that sb uses to
show that sth is true or correct.
form an opinion of sth after
careful thought. evaluation n.
syn
sth v, assemnent n.
give a short statement that
brings together the main
points ofsth. synsui11 sth up.

.. .

Some public examinations in English consist of a

evaluate sth

written paper in which candidates are required to
produce a piece of discursive writing.They may

summarize sth

be asked to present and develop an argument,
evaluate ideas, summarize information, etc.
Candidates are assessed on a number of criteria,
including their ability to write in an organized
and coherent way, their command of a range
of stylistic features, and their ability to write in

criterion (pl criteria)
coherent

an appropriate register. Some tasks may also
involve the use of narrative.

command of sth
stylistic
The verb present (stress on second syllable) can be
used to show or describe something in speech, e.g,
at a conference, where there are talks on dilTerent
subjects, or in writing. presentation n.
I'm presenting the new product at the sakscoqfer'ence,
He didn't present his ideas very coherently in his essay,

O Circle the correct word(s). Sometimes
both words may be correct.

register

narrative

summary n.
a standard or principle by
which sth is judged.
(olwriting) clear and
comprehensible, with each
part following on logically
Rom the one before.
opp incoherent. coherence n.
a knowledge of sth and an
ability to use it well.
connected to the way a writer
or artistdoes sth. style n.
the words, grammar, and style
that sb uses in a particular
situation, e.g.fortnal.
a description of events,
especially in a novel. syn story
(the person is a narrator).

O Complete the sentences.
1

I decided to write a
I'm quite good at telling stories.

2

2

He asked me to sum up / summarize the
main points.
Having read her essay, what was

3

3

your command / assessment of it?
The events in the novel are described by

You should provide a brief
of
your ideas at the end of the talk.
I couldn°t follow what the writer was trying

1

4
5
6
7

a narrative / narrator.
We had to assess / evaluate the plans.
The single most important criterion / criteria
was experience.
The chairman came to my conference /
presentation and thanked me afterwards.
It was an interesting argument / register, but

to say because it was so
4 The use of metaphors is an important

You have to be able to propose / present
your ideas on paper.
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.

feature of the writing.
5

What are your
for choosing
the best candidate for the job?
6 To write an academic essay, you need a very
7

good
of the language.
Most academic essays are written in a formal

8

style and
.
I'm not very good at discussing ideas on

I'm not sure i agree with it.
8

because

paper, so I avoid

essays.

JRemember to test yourself
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B Basics of academic writing 6"1
In a piece of academic writing, the writer will do at least some of the following:
· outline their main ideas
· explore certain ideas in greater depth
· highlight important facts

· adopt a particular stance or point of view
· exemplify certain points
· draw conclusions

They may also compare and contrast, condemn or condone, explain, describe, analyse,
hypothesize, assert, justify, and - to the irritation of some people - sit on the fence.

outline sth
explore sth
highlight sth
adopt sth
stance (on sth)
exemplify sth
conclusion
condemn sth/sb
condone sth
hypothesize
assert sth
justify sth
sit on the fence

give a description ofthe main points involved in sth. outline n.
examine, discuss, or think about sth carefully. syn analyse sth.
emphasize sth to give it more attention.
decide to take and support a particular point of view, plan, etc.
an opinion that sb has about sth and expresses publicly. syn position.
give an example to make sth clearer. syn illustrate sth.
a decision reached after discussion and examination of any evidence (reach / draw /
come to a conclusion). conclude v.
say publicly that you think sth or sb is bad or wrong. condemnation n.
accept or forgive behaviour that most people think is wrong.
suggest a possible explanation for sth, but without knowing whether it is really true.
hypothesis n.
state clearly that sth is true. syn claim sth. assertion n.
show that sth is right or reasonable. justification n.
idiom avoid deciding or saying which side of an argument you support.

Complete the sentences with a form of the word in capitals.
1
2
3

There was universal
What
It may be unwise to

4
5
6

I felt he
He was correct in his
What was his

of the attack.

CONDEMN
did you draw?
CONCLUDE
at this stage.
HYPOTHESIS
the point very well.
EXAMPLE
that the man was guilty- ASSERT
for that argument?
JUSTIFY

0 Rewrite the sentences on the left using a single verb or noun for the underlined words
in 1-7, and a phrase in 8. Keep the meaning the same.
1

She gave a general picture of her ideas.

She

2

She had one possible explanation.

She had one

3

She gave special emphasis to certain points.

She

4
5

She wouldn°t accept or forgive his behaviour.
She didn't take and support a clear stance.

She wouldn't
She didn°t

6
7

She went on to analVse the idea in more depth.
She couldn't show her ideas were reasonable.

She went on to
She couldn't

8

In the end, she wouldn't agree or disagree.

In the end, she

Remember to test yourself
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70 I can talk about literature 6"1

Glossary
a short summary of the plot da
book, film, etc.
rich and successful. syn aflluent.
prosperous
prosperity n.
the main character in a book, film,
protagonist
etc.
A person's downfall is the complete
downfall
loss of their money. power, etc.
a kind or forgiving attitude towards
mercy
sb you have the power to harm or
punish. mercifiil adj. opp merciless.
insanity
the state of being seriously mentally
ill. insane adj. opp sane.
a written explanation or discussion
commentary
of sth such as a book.
pitiful
deserving, or causing you to feel, pity.
convey sth
communicate ideas and feelings.
unlike
used to contrast one person or thiiu'
with another.
fate
a powerthat is believed to control
everything and that cannot be
changed.
alien
strange, difficult to understand, and
oRen unacceptable.
inherent (in sth) If sth is inherent in sth, it is a
natural part of it and cannot be
removed from it. syn intrinsic.

synopsis
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expose sth

tell the true facts about sth and
show it to be bad or wrong.
betrayal
the actofbeing disloyalto sb who
trusts you. betray v.
companionship a friendly and comfortable
relationship between people.
portray sb/sth describe sb/sth in a piece of writing.
syn depict sb/sth. portrayal n.
defy sth/sb
refuse to obey a lawor rule, or a
person. defiance n. defiant Al)].
resilience
the abil ity to recover and become
strong again after a difficult" or
unpleasant situat ion. resilient ,\1)].

[fa character in a book embodies or represents
something, they show or express a particular idea
or quality (embodiment N). Ifthe writer endows a
character with something, they give the character a
particular quality or feature.
Heembodies the spirit ofhopefulness.
She is theembodiment ofbeauty.
The authorendows the hero with greatpowers.

Remember to test yourself
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O Add the related words.
1

betray

2

portray

3

defy

n
n
n

4

embody

n

5

prosperous

6

insane

_
n

n

7

resilience

8
9

mercy
pity

adj
adj

adi

O Circle the correct word(s).
1
2

A commentary on a novel is a synopsis / an explanation of the main events.
If something is alien to you, it is easy / difficult to understand.

3 If you expose someone, you tell the truth / lies about them.
4 A pitiful story is likely to make you feel sad I proud.
5
6

Resilience is the ability I inability to recover from a big disappointment.
If you are defiant, you agree / refuse to do something.

0 Replace the underlined word(s) with another word that has a similar meaning in the
context.
1
2

Could you just give me a summary of the noveP
She is portrayed as a very virtuous character.

3

In the end she died a rather sad death.

4

He was one of the more affluent landowners.

5

Generosity was one of her intrinsic qualities.

6 There were fears he might be mad.
7

In the novel she embodies the forces of change.

8

She misses the enjoyment of being with other people.

0 Complete the synopsis of the novel with words from the box, in the correct form.
fate
represent
endow
convey

downfall
mercy
protagonist
defy
betray
embodiment

Tess is the (I)

depict

unlike

in Hardy's novel that bears her name, Tess of the O'Urbervi//es. She is

(2)
in the novel as a daughter of nature, and Hardy (3)
her with so
many noble qualities that she is one of his most sympathetic characters. But time and again she
has to endure suffering and the brutality of the industrial age. This brutality is (4)
in
the character of Alec O'Urberville, who is the (S)

of evil in the novel. The other man

in her life is Angel Clare, an intelligent young freethinker, who (6)
convention and is
happy to work on a farm rather than go to university. He and Tess fall in love and marry, but when
Tess tells him that she has previously had a child, Angel feels (7)

and leaves her. (8)

is sometimes kind to Hardy's heroines, but not in this case. Tess goes back to Alec,
but when Angel returns from Brazil and forgives her, she brings about her own (9)
by
stabbing Alec to death. But (IQ)
the Madding Crowd, Tess is shown no (11)
the final incident is only (12)

Boldwood at the end of Hardy's earlier novel Far from
. She is executed for her crime, although
to us by a black flag being waved over the prison.

0 ABOUT YOU What was the last novel you read? Can you give a synopsis of it? Write it
down, or tell another student.

Remember to test yourself
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71 I can use scientific English
A Research 6"1
Scientific method
S CIENTIFIC RESEARCH proposes
hypotheses as explanations of
phenomena, and then designs experimental
studies to gather empirical evidence and
test them out. These procedures must be
repeatable in order to predict future results with
some certainty. A facet shared by other fields of

O Complete the tables.
ADJECTIVE

Glossary
NOUN

objective
biased
empirical
VERB

NOUN

verify

hypothesis
scrutiny

Replace the underlined word with a word
of similar meaning.
1

objectivity is just one aspect of the problem.
f
2 The results came under close examination.
S

3

At the moment it's just a working theory.

4

h
His views are completely objective.

5

u
Their personal belief is that the drug is safe.
C

6

enquhy is the conviction that the process must
also be objective in order to reduce a biased
interpretation of the results. Another basic
expectation is to document, archive, and share
all data so that it is available for scrutiny by
other scientists. There is then the opportunity to
verity the results by mplicating them.

Can we duplicate this experiment?
r

hypothesis (pi. hypotheses) a possible explanation
ofsth. based on a few Eicts but not yet proven to be
true. syn theory. hypothesize v. hypothetical adj.
phenomenon (pi. phenomena) a thing that happens
or exists, especially sth that is not fully understood.
empirical based on experiments or experience,
not just ideas (empirical evidence/knowledge/
research). empiricism n.
procedure a way of doing sth, especially the usual
or correct way.
facet (of sth) a particular part of sth. syn aspect (of
sth).
conviction a strong opinion or belief (politicall
moral conviction).
objective based on fact and not influenced by
persona] feelings or opinion. syn unbiased.
opp subjective. objectivity n.
biased influenced by personal feelings.
opp unbiased/objective. bias n.
archive sth put documents in an archive (a set of
historical documents).
scrutiny careful and thorough examination (come
under close/careful scrutiny). syn inspection.
scrutinize sth v.
verify sth check or show that sth is true and

accurate. verification n.
replicate sth copy sth exactly. syn duplicate sth.

0 Complete the sentences.
1
2

Experiments must follow a clear
Violence in society is not a new

3 We need to
4 Do you have any

experiments so that we can verify other people's results.
evidence to support your theory?

5

All the published results are kept in an

6

It's a
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in the library.

report and lacks objectivity.
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B Genetics 6"1
GENE THERAPY: Genes are the basic physical and functional units of heredity, and gene
therapy is a technique for correcting defective genes responsible for diseases. It works by
inserting a normal gene into the genome (the complete set of genes in a living cell) to replace an
abnormal gene. A carrier molecule called a vector must be used to deliver the therapeutic gene to
the patient's target cells. But there are many limitations:
" the rapidly dividing nature of many cells means that gene therapy may be short-lived;
· the normal gene may be attacked and repelled by the patient's immune system;
· gene therapy works best on disorders arising from the mutation of a single gene.

genetics

heredity

defective
insert sth
(into sth)
abnormal
molecule

cell

the scientific study ol'the ways in which
short-lived only lasting fOr a short time. opp longdifferent characteristics are passed from
lived.
one generation to the next. genetic adj.
repel sth
successfully fight or drive away sth
the process by which physical and mental
that is attacking you.
characteristics are passed from parents to immune
the system in your body that
their children. hereditary adj.
system
produces substances to help it fight
having a fault or faults. syn faulty. defect n.
against infCction and disease (giving
put sth into sth else or between
immunity).
two things. insertion n.
mutation (in biology) a process in which genetic
different from what is expected, and often
material changes in structure when it is
harmful or unwanted.
passed on. mutate v.
the smallest unit (of two or more atoms)
0 0
0
that a substance can be divided into,
without changing its chemical nature.
tcan be a thing, person, or group thatis complete
molecular adj.
\ :itsclfbut can also form part of something larger.
the smallest unit of living matter that can Me basic unit ofsociety is thefam©.
exist: all plants and animals are made up
"A!maternity unit in a hospital.
of cells (blood cells, brain cells).

O Circle the correct word(s).
1

The unit is defective / defaulty.

4

Arthritis can be heredity / hereditary

2

Is this particularly disnormal / abnormal ?

5

The effects are short-living / short-lived.

3

The ward is in the maternity unit / system .

6

It's your immune / immunity system.

0 Complete the sentences.
1

2

therapy has been used to restore the function of ageing brain
monkeys.
The problem was caused by the

in

of the genes as they were passed on.

3 Doctors
a tube into the patient's stomach.
4 The body has to be able to
the abnormal cells that are attacking it.
5 A
disorder is a disease caused by an abnormality in someone's DNA.
6 If an illness is passed from parents to their children, it's a problem of
7 The technique involves the
of genes for nerve growth into the brain.
8

In

science, a

Remember to test yourself
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72 I can use technical English A
design and construction
Every skyscraper is designed within
physical constraints such as
climate and geology, and then has
to comply with the most stringent
safety regulations. It also has to meet
the needs of its occupants, and
satisfy the aesthetic objectives of both
owner and architect.
Design engineers translate the
architect's vision into a detailed plan
that is structurally sound. As each
skyscraper is unique, models of the
building must undergo rigorous tests
in wind tunnels to determine whether
they can withstand the effects of high
winds. If tests show the building will
sway excessively, designers may add
mechanical devices to counteract or

restrict motion.
constraint
comply with sth
stringent
meet the needs of sb/sth
occupant
rigorous
determine sth
withstand sth
sway
counteract sth
motion
anchor sth
reinforced
concrete
vertical
load
beam
girder
angle
bolt sth to sth
bracket

182 WRITTEN ENGLISH

In the construction, engineers dig
a massive hole in the rock and then
establish the footings', which form
the base thatanchors the building.
Steel or reinforced concrete columns
are inserted in the footings, and
concrete is poured on top.
Vertical supports are put in place by
cranes'; these support the vertical
load. Horizontal beams and steel
girders are then placed at a 90 degree
angle to the vertical columns; these
hold the building together. Exterior
walls merely enclose the structure, and
are constructed by attaching panels'
of material such as glass or metal to the
building's framework.This is often done
by bolting them to brackets secured
to the floors or support columns. w

a thing which limits your freedom to do sth (physical/financial/political
constraints). syn restriction. constmin v.
obey a rule, order, law, etc. compliance n.
(of a law, rule, etc.) very strict.
satisfy the needs ofsb/sth.
a person who lives or works in a particular room or building (residents live or stay
in a building, but don't work in a building).
done carefully and with great attention to detail. syn thorough.
calculate slh exactly. syn establish sth.
be strong enough to be unharmed by great heat, cold, pressure. etc. syns resist sth,
stand up to sth.
move slowly from side to side.
do sth to reduce or prevent the bad effects of sth.
the act or process of moving (sth can be in motion).
fix sth firmly in position so that it cannot move.
made stronger, especially by the addition of another material.
a mixture ofsand, cement, small stones, and water. which forms a hard building
material.
going straight up or down from a surface.
the amount ofweight pressing down on sth (a vertical load).
a long piece ofwood or metal. used to support a weight above.
a strong metal beam in large buildings.
the space between two lines or surfaces that join (angle sth v move or position sth
so it is not straight: it is at an angle).
fasten sth to sth with a bolt (= a long piece of metal).
a piece of metal or wood fixed to a wall to support sth.

Remember to test yourself
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O Circle the odd one out.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

a)
a)
a)
a)
a)
a)
a)
a)
a)
a)

restriction
stringent
beam
motion
counteract
withstand
angle
occupant
panels
bracket

b)
b)
b)
b)
b)
b)
b)
b)
b)
b)

compliance
rigorous
girder
anchor
determine
resist
concrete
constraint
crane
bolt

C)
C)
C)
C)
C)
C)
c)
C)
C)
c)

constraint
thorough
bracket
sway
establish
comply
steel
resident
footings
load

O Replace the underlined word(s) with a single word of similar meaning.
1
2

We haven°t managed to determine the extent of the damage.
The building is moving from side to side.

3

You can't do anything once it is in motion.

4 We hope the structure will be able to stand up to the pressure.
5 They hope this will satisfy the needs of the planners.
6
7

Most architects have to operate with various financial restrictions.
Basically, the fence comprises six rectangular pieces of wood.

8 We need to firmly fix it to the ground.
9 High-rise buildings have to comply with very strict fire regulations.
10 They have very thorough tests before they are given the go-ahead.

O Complete the texts with suitable words.
With a skyscraper, the effects of the wind are a greater problem than the weight of the structure,
so designers have to ensure that the building can (I)
strong winds, and will not
(2) .- - .
enough to cause the (3)
physical or emotional discomfort.
In the design, engineers will have to (4)
whether the steel (S)
are
strong enough to support the vertical (6)
. If not, engineers will have to
(7)
the pressure of the weight, and one common method is to add more
(8)
concrete around the supports in order to stiffen the central core of the building.
Remember to test yourself
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73 I can use abbreviations 61
A Electronic messaging
NB Abbreviations in text messaging
are changing all the time.

Text Language Guidelines
· VOWELS are often removed,
e.g. WKND = weekend,
sry = sorry, pIs = please,
xlnt = excellent, thxltnx =
thanks, msg = message,
spk = speak, yr = your or you're
· WORDS can be omitted,
especially articles, prepositions,
and pronouns.
· SINGLE LETTERS replace words
with the same sound:
b = be, c = see, d = the, n = in or
and, r = are, u = you
· SINGLE NUMBERS replace
words and parts ofwords with
the same sound:
8 = -ate, e.g. GR8 = great, 18r
= later: 4 = for, -fore e.g. b4 =
before: 2 = to, too
· / is used to show missing letters,
e.g. wl = with, w/O = without.
sIt = something
· COMMON ABBREVIATIONS
(also used in chatrooms and
email)
2day, 2nite, 2moro = today.
tonight, tomorrow

ttyl = talk to you later
asap = as soon as possible
bfn or b4n = bye for now
hand = have a nice day
cul8r = see you later
fyi = for your information
atb = all the best
btw = by the way
IoI = lots of love or laughing out
loud
imho = in my humble opinion
(humorous, = in my opinion,
though I am not an important
person)
x = kiss
myob = mind your own business
lire = if I remember/recall
correctly
gtg = (I've) got to go (now)
pro|lyoRprbly = probably
· EMOTICONS (you have to read
some of these sideways by
turning your head to the left)
© or :) = happy or amused (a
smiley)
;) = winking (showing you are
joking)
® or : ( = unhappy or displeased
:-1 = doubtful or confused
;-x = my lips are sealed (I won't
tell anyone)

0

mind your own business a rude way of telling sb not to ask questions about or get involved in sth you
don't want them to know about. syn it's none of your business.
recall sth
remember sth. syn recollect sth. recollection n.
sideways
to, towards, or from the side.
wink (at sb) see picture
I
'

E.

seal sth
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.:

close sth very firmly so that nothing can get in or out.
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O

Cross out any wrong words. Write the correct word(s) at the end.
1
2
3
4
5
6

imho = in my humorous opinion
btw = by the weekend
fyi = for your interest
hand = have a nice drink
: ( = unhappy or tired
ttyl = turn to you later

7
8
9
10
11
12

2day = two days
lol = lots of laughs
;-x = my letters are sealed
:-1 = doubtful or concerned
myob = make your own business
lire = if I read correctly

O Translate the messages into standard English.
F

Hi, thx 4 yr msg. R u goin 2 c Sally ths

Hi cn u fone me asap7 SIt important 2 tel

wkncP PIs giv her lol :) Alice

u! ;-x atb Suzie

¶4

r

,r

Dinr lst nite wz xlnt. tnx © wu u b n 2nite?

Cd u spk 2 yr dad b4 d wknd? lire he wil b

Hope 2 cul8r joe

n 2moro. Lol Steffi

.
Sry bt im prolly goin 2 b IB 4 d mtng. wu rng
u wl mor info 18t Std W/O me. Bfn Zoe

0 Write these words or phrases in text messaging language.
> today
1

great

2

thanks

Zdatj

3

see you later

4

in my humble opinion

5

excellent

6

before

7

lots of love

8

without

9

I won't tell anyone

10

tomorrow

Remember to test yourself
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B Common abbreviations a
The abbreviations used here in spoken English are a]] pronounced as individual letters.

Abbreviations used in written English

Spoken or written abbreviations

sac

stamped (self-)addressed envelope

B&B

PS

postscript (written at the end of a
letter to add extra information)
document(s) enclosed
(in advertisements) included /
including, e.g. batteries not inc.
inclusive. e.g. 12-24 June incl.
for the attention of, e.g. Sales Dept
attn Doug Smith
please turn over
(on invitations) please reply (from
Frencb 'RCpondez s'il yous plait')
care of (used on a letter to sb staying
at another person's house)
used to make sb notice someimportant
information (from Latin 'nota bene')

encl.
inc.
incl.
attn
or fao
PTO
RSVP
clo
NB

bed and breakfast = a small hotel and the
service provided.
closed-circuit television, often used in a
building to prevent crime.
chief executive ofhcer
politically correct (of language or
behaviour) aiming to avoid offending anyone,
e.g. It's more PC to refer to old people as elderlij.
headquarters = the main offices ofan
organization.
estimated time of arrival
intelligence quotient = a measure of sb's
intelligence using special tests (a high/low IQ).
inf tender loving care = the sympathy and
support you show sb to make them kel better.
do-it-yourself' = home repairs and decoration
you do yourself rather than paying sb to do it.

CEO
PC

HQ
ETA
IQ
TLC
DIV

0 True or false? Write T or F.
1

You use NB to highlight something. _ _

5

2 You write your address on an sac. _ _ ..
6
3 Big companies usually have an HQ. ........................................... _. _ 7
4 'incl.' and °enc1.' mean the same.
8

You see ETA on travel information.
PTO means 'please take over'.

__

RSVP means 'tell me if you can come'.
You have to pay someone for DIV.

0 Complete the texts with suitable abbreviations.
Mary Colling (I)
Mr and Mrs E Brookg
34 Sydney Hill,
Devon
TX7 5GN

(3)
DELTA,
87 Riverside,
Milton Keynes
MY6 2AJ

jeffSergeant,

... a room reservation for
12-14ju|y

(5)
leaving 15 July ...

,i.e.

See you sOOn, lOve Mina

(2)
I ready fo"gd _
.
Jae 1,·,(c 's pregnant agacn!

As requested, I have enclosed an (4)

f
·
·
or fimher details ofthe campaign.

0 Complete the sentences with suitable abbreviations.
1
2

He has risen through the company to become the
She's quite hard of hearing - which is a more

3
4

He°s had a terrible time - he really needs a bit of
. let's invite him for a drink.
We found a gorgeous little
in a remote village. The owners were really kind.

5

I'm sure they'll get the pickpocket - there is

6

Just having a high
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- with all the stress that entails.
way of saying 'deaf'.

all over the town.

doesn't mean you'll be any more successful than anyone else.

Remember to test yourself
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Review: Written English
Unit 67
1 Find five pairs of synonyms in the box.
straightforward
complicated
abrupt
unnecessary
brusque
convoluted
easy to understand
relevant
superfluous
pertinent
I
I
I

/
/

Z more words: indent, pompous, waffle, to whom it may concern

Unit 68
1 Complete the table with a formal link word and its less formal equivalent.
although
considering

prior to
in spite of
albeit
notwithstanding
before

Formal link word(s)

in view of
therefore

thus

Less formal equivalent

7. more words: nonetheless, likewiSe, herewith, herein

Unit 69
1 Complete the tables.
Verb

Noun

evaluate
condemn
assert
summarize
hypothesis
justification
example
outline

REVIEW: WRITTEN ENGLISH
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2 Yes or no? Write Y or N.
1

If someone committed a serious crime, would most people condone it?

2

If you adopt a stance, do you sit on the fence?

3
4

If you explore an issue, do you analyse it7
If you write a narrative, does it need to be coherent?

5

If you highlight an issue, do you condemn it?

6
7

If someone has a good command of English, do they use appropriate register?
If you have to outline an argument, should you give a lot of detail?
_ __
If you write a discursive essay, are you producing an outline of a story?

8

Z more words: account for sth, cross-reference, cite your sources, plagiariSm, elucidate,
acknowledgements

Unit 70
1 Complete the crossword. The letters in the grey squares spell out another word.
What is it, and what does it mean?
1

'7
IQ

portray someone or something in a piece of
writing
2 communicate ideas and feelings to someone
3 a kind willingness to forgive someone you
have power over
4 express or show an idea or quality
5 strange and difficult to understand
6 a complete loss of power, money, etc.
7 a description of someone or something in a
piece of writing
8 the main character in a book, film, etc.
9 be disloyal to someone who trusts you in a
way that hurts them
10 a summary of something longer, like a book
or film

Z more words: parody, allusion, analogy, understatement, anticlimax, flashback

Unit 71
1 One word is either wrong or missing in these definitions. Make any necessary corrections.
1

A phenomenon happens or exists, and is usually fully understood.

2

A procedure is a way of describing something.

3 A cell is the largest unit of living matter that can exist.
4 Someone who is biased is not influenced by their feelings and opinions.
5
6
7

In biology, mutation is a process in which genetic material declines when it is passed on.
If you replicate something, you replace it.
If you repel something, you unsuccessfully fight something that is attacking you.

8 A conviction is a weak opinion or belief.
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2 Complete the sentences using the correct form of the word in capitals.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

We can only
at this point.
This disease is often
.
We will
the information cardully.
They think it's a
gene.
Her views are objective and completely
We need
of these details.
It doesn't guarantee
.
It's a branch of
science.

.

HYPOTHESIS
HEREDITY
SCRUTINY
DEFECT
BIAS
VERIFY
IMMUNE
MOLECULE

Z more words: adjacent, binary, correlation, fusion, induce, linear, synthesis, spectrum, segment,
residue

Unit 72
1 One word is missing in each sentence. What is it, and where does it go?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The central core of a building is often made of reinforced.
Large steel are placed between the vertical columns to hold the building together.
The exterior walls are made by attaching made of glass or metal to the building.
Skyscrapers undergo rigorous tests to whether they can withstand high winds.
All support beams are lifted by and then put in place.
The design has to with strict safety regulations before construction begins.
All buildings have to conform to physical imposed by climate and geology.
Mechanical devices may be added to or resist motion.
All construction has to go through the most safety checks.
The building's support columns are usually in the footings.
Z more words: aggregate, bond/bonding, cladding, welding, rivet, axis, contraction, density

Unit 73
1 What do these abbreviations stand for?
1
2
3
4

B&B=
PTO =
HQ =
CCTV =

5
6
7
8

DIV =
CEO =
PC =
clo =

9
10
11
12

fao =
IQ =
ETA =
TLC

Z. more abbreviations: A & E, AGM, AOB, DOB, IMF, WHO, YHA, VSO, VIP
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74 I can use prefixes
A Mis-, inter-, ill- 6"1
Professor Morton's lecture was terrible:
e7 he miscalculated the time
87 it was full of misconeptions
e his handout was full of misprints
he misjudged the audience

Prefix
mis- = bad(ly)
or wrong(ly)

inter- =
between: from
one to another
ill- + pp
= badly (ill- is
an adverb but
can act like a
prefix)

O

€" there was no interaction with the audience
g' his jokes completely misfired
gb it was ill-informed and ill-prepared

Word and meaning
miscalculate sth estimate a time,
amount, etc. wrongly.
misconception a concept (= idea) which
is not based on correct information or is not
clearly understood. misconceived adj.
misprint a small mistake, e.g. a spelling
mistake in a book, paper, etc.
misjudge sth/sb make a wrong judpement
about sth or sb.
misfire (of a plan or joke) go wrong.
interaction the activity of being with and
talking to people: the way that people react
to each other. interact (with sb) v.
ill-informed having little or no knowledge
of sth.
ill-prepared badly planned or organized.

Other words
misdiagnose sth be wrong about
what illness sb has.
misinform sb (about sth) give sb the
wrong information about sth.
mismanage sth manage or deal with
sth badly. syn mishandle sth.
mislay sth lose sth for a time.
syn misplace sth.
mistreat sth/sb treat sth/sb in a bad
or cruel way,
interdependent consisting of parts
that depend on each other.
interrelated (of two things) closely
related and affecting each other.
ill-treated treated in a cruel or
unkind way.
ill-advised not sensible; likely to have
a bad effect.

Cover the table. Write the prefixes.
1
2
3
4

action
conception
diagnose
prepared

5
6
7
8

dependent
treat
fire
informed

9

lay

10
11
12

advised
related
judge

Complete the sentences on the right using a word beginning with mis-, ill-, or inter-.
1

I was given inaccurate information,

I was

2

They dealt with the situation badly.
The situation was
The animals were handled in a cruel manner. The animals were
4 She hardly knew anything aboutthe topic.
She was
3

5

Someone lost the documents.

The documents were

6

The newspaper's full of typing mistakes.

The article was full of

7 Most people's ideas about it are wrong.
8 They didn't identify the illness accurately.

The illness was

9

I thought I had enough, but I

I thought I had enough, but I got it wrong.

10 The two things affect one another.
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Most people's ideas are

The two things are
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B Re-, de-, anti-, over-, under- 6"1
Prefix

Example

Other words

reagain

refuel put more fuel in a plane.
rewrite. reconstruct. reinvent, retell

anti- 2 preventing;
curing

We need to reappraise the idea.
= examine the idea again to see if it
needs changing. syn reassess.
That is now declassified information.
= officially no longer secret.
opp classified.
Idefrosted thefridge. = removed ice
from the fridge.
The currency was devalued. = the
value of the currency was officially
reduced.
We went on an anti-war
demonstration. = opposed to war.
He took anti-iunammatory drugs.
= used to reduce swelling and pain.

overindicating 'too
much/many'

Why do airlines overbookJlights?
= sell more tickets than are in fact
available.

underindicating 'not
enough'

The child was undernourished. =
unhealthy because of a lack of food.
syns malnourished, underfed.

dc- ] indicating
reversal or removal

dc- 2
indicating reduction
anti- I opposed to

0 0

depopulated (ofan area) from which all
or most ofthe people have moved away.
opp populated.
decentralize, destabilize
decaffeinated with the caffeine removed.
depreciate become less valuable over
time.
anti-racism, anti-drugs policy. antivirus software
anti-depressants drugs used to treat
depression.
overrated lfsth is overrated, it is
believed by some people to be better
than it is. opp underrated.
overdose n, overemphasize, overload
underprivileged having less money
and fewer advantages than most people.
syn disadvantaged.

0

There is a difference between un- and under-.
An unemployed person doesn't have a job: an underemployed person doesn't have enough work
to do, or their skills are not made use of. More examples: uncooked/undercooked, undevelopedl
underdeveloped, unpaid/underpaid, unsold and undersold = sold at a price lower than the real value.
0 Find the end of each word. Circle the ones which can be preceded by dc-.
racismfrostprivi|egeddep|"essantpopu|ateda5sessc|ass|f|edfue|fedva|uebook
O Circle the correct form(s). Sometimes both words are correct.

1
2

unsold / undersold
underadvantaged / disadvantaged

3

anti-war / overwar

4
5
6

underrated / overrated
unprivileged / underprivileged
unpaid / underpaid

0 Complete the dialogues.
1

Will this cream reduce the swe||ing7 - Yes, it's

2

Is there enough work for joe in the factory? - No, he's rather

3

Has the painting gone up in value? - No, sadly it has actually

4

I keep getting computer viruses. - You need some

5

We should consider that plan again. - I agree; it's time to

it.

6

My chicken's still red in the middle. - Don't eat it - they°ve

it.

7

Why was she rushed to hospital? - She was on drugs and took an

8 That child is terribly thin, isn't he? - Yes, if you ask me, he°s
Remember to test yourself
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75 I can use suffixes
A -ize and -ify 61
The suffixes -he (also -ise) and -i/y are added to adjectives and nouns to form verbs, indicating 'become or
make something like (the adjective or noun)'. Adding -ify may change the spelling ofthe verb.

Noun/Adj
legal /\Dj

Example with -ize
Some people want tolegalize drugs.

Meaning
make sth legal.

nation n

The government is planning to
nationalize the railways.
Youths have vandalized the bus shelten

put an industry or company under the
control of the government. opp privatize.
damage or destroy sth for no reason.
vandalism n.
give sth its typical quality or feature.
characteristic adi.
form a picture ofsth in your mind
syn imagine.

vandal n
(person)
character n
visual adj

The coastline is characterized by ver,ij
steep cHITs.
I can't visualize what the room will look
like.

Also: economize, popularize, modernize, personalize, commercialize, finalize, specialize,
industrialize, socialize, generalize, familiarize, itemize, equalize. standardize. symbolize

Noun/Adj

Example with -ify

Meaning

intense adj

The news has intensjfied speculation that
the chairman may resign.

solid n, ad]

When the liquid cools, it solidifies.

intense (of feelings) very strong. If you
intensify sth. you make it greater in
strength or degree. syn heighten sth.
become solid or make sth solid.

pure Al)]

These tablets purify the water.

quantity n

It's hard to quantijfy how much Ineed.

If sth is pure it isn't mixed with anything.
If you purify sth, you remove any dirty
substances to make it pure.
express sth as an amount or number.

peace n

One of the men tried to pacify the angry
crowd.

make sb who is angry become quiet and
calm. syn placate sb.

Also; electrify, simplify. identify. exemplify (= give examples), clarify (= make sth clear)

O What are the verbs related to these nouns or adjectives?
1

character

4 symbol

7 electric

2

solid

5 legal

8 peace

3

clear

6 industrial

9 example

Replace the underlined words with a verb ending in -ize or -ify in the correct form.
1

We will all have to spend less money.

2
3

The presence of the police heightened the tension in the crowd.
After all these years, I can't imagine what his sister will look like.

4 All the bus shelters have been damaged by gangs of youths.
5 The promise of action did not placate the angry demonstrators.
6 We need to remove any dirty or harmful substances from the water.
7 First they nationalized the railway, now they plan to sell, it off.
8 Can we express in an amount how much damage has been done?
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ABOUT YOUR COUNTRY Write your answers or ask another student.
Has your government recently nationalized or privatized any |ndljstr|es?
Do you have much vandalism? What things are vandahzecP
Is there currently anything against the law that you would like to |ega||ze?
Does your country specialize in making any particular type of product7 If so, what7

B -proof, -free 6"1
Buy our foolproof guide to
dressing for your body shape. ,

Take the heat out of cooking
with our ovenproof dishes.

Interested in tax-free earnings
or inflation-proof savings?
Contact us today.

Buy a plasma TV and get 12
months' interest-free credit.

0

0

foolproof
tax-free
inflation-proof savings
ovenproof
interest-free
magnetic

If slh is foolproofit is so well designed that it cannot go wrong or be used
wrongly (a foolproofmachine/method).
Tax-free earnings are earnings that you don't have to pay tax on.
savings that are safe because they are guaranteed to go up as much as inflation.
able to be used safely inside an oven.
Interest-free credit is a loan that you don't have to pay interest on.
adj. magnet n (see picture).

childproof

If sth is childproof it is designed so that children cannot open or use it.

"'".
.
-proof means safe against the thing mentioned, e.g. a waterproof coat
doesn't let water through; a soundproof room doesn't let sound through:
a bullet-proof vest (see picture) protects the wearer from bullets (also
bullet-proof armour/windows).
-free means without the thing mentioned. e.g. if you buy duty-free
cigarettes you don't have to pay duty (= tax): a trouble-free life is a life
without worry or anxiety.

'

.

0 Choose the best noun from the right for each of the adjectives on the left.
trouble-free

tax-free

room

perfume

soundproof

foolproof

locks

life

childproof

duty-free

income

method

0 Complete the sentences with a suitable word.
1
2

If you're doing some cooking, use the other dishes; these aren°t
You can buy most fridges and freezers with
credit.

3 Anyone can use this machine: it's
4 Famous people sometimes travel in cars with
5 You need to make sure that any savings you have are
6 My feet are wet. These boots aren't
,

Remember to test yourself
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76 I can use words with prepositions
A Noun + preposition 61
Noun

Example with a preposition

Meaning

excerpt

She's reading an excerptfrom her
latest novel.
What's the mnedyfor this crisis?
It is used as a remedyfor colds.
I have no aptitudefor languages.

a short piece taken from a book. piece of music,
etc. syn extract (from a film it is a clip).
1 a way of dealing with a problem. syn solution.
2 a treatment to cure an illness, reduce pain, etc.
natural skill or ability in doing sth.

Are there restrictions on parking
here?
The CD is a compilation of her
best singles.
He shows a complete disregardfor
his own safety.
He has a complex about his nose.
You can use honeij as a substitute
for sugar.
He has a grudge against his boss.

a law or rule that limits what you can do, or
what can happen.
different items. especially music or writing, that are
brought together in a performance, CD, or book.
a lack of care or concern about sth (you can also
have no regard for sth).
an abnormal worry or concern about sth.
a thing that you use or have instead ofthe one
you usually use or have.
a feeling of dislike for sb because ofsth they have
done to you.

They have some involvement with
a number ofcompanies.
There's a totalban on smoking.

the act of participating in sth.

remedy
aptitude
restriction
compilation
disregard
complex
substitute
grudge
involvement
ban
0 0

a rule that says sth is not allowed.

0
=

You can gain/keep/lose control of sth/sb.
The army has gained control of the city.

You can also have control over sb/sth.
The parents have no control over their children.

O Circle the correct word.
1

a grudge for / against someone

6

an aptitude forl about something

2

a ban on lof alcohol

7

a disregard of / for something

3

a substitute for / of something

8

involvement with I for something

4

a complex on / about something

9

an extract from I for something

5

have control over / about something

10

a remedy for / of something

O Complete the sentences with a suitable noun.
1
2
3

He's a thoughtless man, and has absolutely no
The album is largely a
of her old songs.
lhad to read an
from her autobiography.

4
5
6

Barry has had a
I've never had an
They showed a couple of

7
8

Is there any
She's lost
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against me ever since I was promoted over him.
for figures or mental arithmetic.
from AlmodOvar's latest film.
on the number of books we can borrow from the library?
of the movement in her left arm.
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b Adjective or verb + preposition 661
Having embarked on industrial action,
the air traffic controllers are now intent
upon causing maximum disruption, and
most flights will be subject to long delays.

Some of the workers remain stubbornly
resistant to change, but they are no
longer representative of the majority, who
now seem reconciled to the new proposals.

Problems may stem horn the fact that
a new computer isn't always fully
compatible with existing equipment, and
people may have to learn to live with this.

The way these women are dependent
'
on their husbands, and still subservient ,
tothem, is reminiscent d life in the
19th century.
0

0

embark on sth
intent upon/on sth
subject to sth
stem from sth
compatible with sth/sb
live with sth
resistant to sth
representative of sth/sb
reconciled to sth
dependent on sb/sth
subservient to sb
reminiscent of sth/sb

start to do sth new or difficult.
cletermined to do sth.
likely to be affected by sth. especially sth bad.
be the result of sth.
able to be used with sth orexist with sb without causing problems.
accept an unpleasant situation.
opposed to sth and trying to stop it happening.
typical of a particular group or thing.
able to accept a bad situation that you cannot change. syn resigned to sth.
needing sb/sth in order to survive or be successful.
always obeying sb and doing what they want.
tending to remind people of sth/sb.

0 Match 1-6 with a-f.
1
2
3
4
S
6

He's a representative ...
The times are subject ...
They plan to embark ...
The two are not compatible ...
He is still intent ...
The difficulties stem ...

a
b
c
d
e
f

on a new venture.
with each other.
upon winning the competition.
of the group.
from the earlier injury.
to change.

0 Complete the dialogues with a suitable word.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Would you say he's typicaP - Yes, he's fairly
Does he need Marion? - Yes, he's completely
Does she do whatever he tells her? - Yes, she's totally
Do they accept the changes? - I think they're
He's determined to succeed, isn't he? - Yes, he seems
Are the trains running on time yet? - No, they're still

of the group.
on her.
to him.
to them now.
on pursuing his goals.
to delays.

7

He can't change his situation, can he7 - No, hell just have to

8

They hate any kind of change. - Yes, they're extremely

9

Why don't they get on with each other? - It

from a row they had ages ago.

10

It's quite a strange piece of music. - Yes, it's

of 19805 rock music.

Remember to test yourself
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77 I can use prepositional phrases
A A range of prepositional phrases a
A Did she get the job on merit?
B Yes, on balance she was the right choice.

A Do you have to travel at short notice?
B Yes, [ get a call and have to leave at once.

A The journey must have been boring.
B On the contrary, it was fantastic!

A [s that a new camera?
B Yes.lgot it in exchange for my TV.

A On reflectionlwish we'd stayed in London.
B Yes, Iwouldn't have moved by choice.

A There's a job going at the studios.
B Yeah. Basil mentioned it in passing.

A She rings me every day without fail.
B She must be very keen on you!

A Ican't be bothered to cook.
B Well, at the very least, have a burger.

on merit

according to how good sb is, and
for no other reason,
on balance
after considering all the facts.
syn all things considered,
on the contrary used for emphasizing that sth is
true even though it is the opposite
of what has been suggested.
on reflection
after thinking carefully about sth.
by choice
as a thing you have chosen.
without fail
1 always. 2 When you tell sb to
do sth without fail, you are telling
them they must do it (Be home by
10.00 wilhoutfail!).

at short notice
at once
in exchange
for sth

in passing

at the very
least

with very little warning (also at a
moment's notice).
immediately. syns right away,
straightaway.
If you give sb sth in exchange for
sth, you give them sth and they
give you sth of a similar value or
type.
If you say sth in passing, you say
it while you are talking about sth
else.
as an absolute minimum.

O Circle the correct word.
1

He came in / at a moment's notice.

5

She got the job in / on merit alone.

6

We have to leave right way / away.

2

On I In balance, that's the best one.

3

She mentioned it on / in passing.

7

No, on / in the contrary, we loved the show!

4

He comes every day without fail / failing.

8

She got it in exchange / change for a favour.

Complete the sentences using words from left and right.
at
on
without

at
on

by
at

in

once
fail
the very least

exchange for
balance
choice
short notice

reflection

1 I drive to work, but 1°d never do it
if I could avoid it.
2 You should take the dessert out of the freezer and serve it
3 I thought I understood it, hut
I realized it was more complicated.
4 They should give me my money back or
offer to exchange the shoes.
S We're offering her a free room in our house
looking after our child.
6 I need you to finish this project by tomorrow morning,
7 It may be difficult to find someone to do the job
, but we'll try.
8 lwould say that,
, the best thing is to do nothing for the moment.
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B More phrases 6"1
GOVERNMENT OUT OF TOUCH
WITH PUBLIC MOOD
Road named in honour of
Nelson Mandela
Giant insurance firm under
investigation for fraud
GENE THERAPY TRIAL ON HOLD
. . memory
. . . . . . . . . .of
..,......
Statue unveiled. in
Mother Theresa
0

Couple found in possession of cocaine
New shopping centre under construction
Traffic flow improved by means of
better public transport
UNIONS WORK HARD TO KEEP
GOVERNMENT IN OFFICE
...... . . . .
Film release delayed out of
respect for bereaved family

e

0 0

out of touch (with sth) no longer having recent knowledge orinbrmation
about sth. opp in touch (also out ofluck, out of
sight).
in honour of sb/sth
in order to show respect and admiration tOr sb or
sth.
giant
(ola company) very large and successful.
on hold
delayed until a later time or date.
in memory of sb/sth
in honour of, and to remind people d sb who has
died.
in possession of sth
i'ml having or holding sth.
by means of sth
fml with the help of sth.
in office
in a position of authority. especially in government
(also in power, in danger, in trouble).
out of respect (for sb) because ofconsideration and respect fell tOr sb.
bereaved
Ilsb is bereaved, a close friend orrelative has
recently died.

0

Under can mean 'm the
process of something'. e.g.:
under investigation
(= in the process of being
investigated),
under discussion,
under construction,
under attack.

0 Tick the words which are possible. One, two, or three my be possible.
1

The government has been in power[j out of touch [J in office [J for years.

2
3

Following the attack, several men are now under invesujjation
under suspicion [J on hold.
The suspect was found in possession of a by means of a in honour of a stolen goods.

4

Iattended the ceremony in honourof[j outof respect for[j in memory of[j those who died.

5

She is in touch [J outof luck [J outof sight[j with the feelings of the general public.

O One word is missing from each line. What is it, and where does it go? Write it at the end.

1

We have had to put our holiday plans on for the moment because of work.

2
3

Out respect for the bereaved family, hundreds turned up at the funeral.
I'm afraid I can°t help as I'm really out of with this area of research.

4 The demonstrators will be in serious if the army starts to attack them.
5 The multi-storey car park has been construction for six months.
6 He works for a engineering company: it's a multinational and doing very well.
7 She opened the can by of a special device designed for the disabled
8 We caught a glimpse of the rabbit before it ran of sight into the bushes.

Remember to test yourself
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78 I can use a range of adjectives
A Synonyms and opposites 61 Glossary
Marcus Campion was nearing the end
ofa distinguished career. He was a '
man ofexceptional talent, and had
been one of'the most eminent lawyers of his
generation, but he tat perplexed and uneasy
as he considered his latest case. 'This Mabbut
is a bizarre character I'll admit, and his story
is somewhat implausible,' remarked Campio I
to his army ol'admiring young
colleagues. 'But is it really
conceivable that he could kill
- ..
his young wife and daughter?'
Campion had defended
' e
wicked men in the past,
but now the prospect of
it made him feel quite
dejected. He sat down
with a heavy heart. g
' P

distinguished successful. and admired and respected
by others. syn illustrious.
exceptional unusually good. syn outstanding.
perplexed
confused because you are unable to
understand sth. syns puzzled, bafiled.
bizarre
very strange and unusual. syn weird.
implausible not reasonable or likely to be true.
opp plausible. (A convincing story makes
you believe it is true. opp unconvincing.)
conceivable able to be imagined or believed:
possible. opp inconceivable.
wicked
bad and morally wrong. syn evil.
dejected
unhappy and depressed. syn despondent.
0

D

G

Someone who is eminent is famous and respected,
often for being good at a profession. Ifsomeone or
something is notorious, they are well known for
being bad (e.g. a notorious criminal). syn infamous

-:-'

FML.

O Circle the correct word(s). Sometimes both words are correct.
1
2

No one knows why he made that decision. We were all rather dejected / perplexed.
After the mistakes we've made, it's conceivable / inconceivable well lose the election.

3

It was an unusual story, but it sounded quite plausible / convincing.

4 Al Capone was a notorious / an infamous American gangster.
5 I couldn't tell you what the film was about; it was exceptional / bizarre.
6 Two of my uncles had illustrious / distinguished careers in the navy.

O Write the answers.
1

a synonym for infamous

6

a synonym for weird

2
3

a synonym for evil
the opposite of convincing

7
8

the opposite of plausible
a synonym for dejected

4

a synonym for perplexed

5

the opposite of conceivable

9
10

a synonym for illustrious
a synonym for outstanding

0 Complete the words in the sentences.
1

He was a W

2

She looked very d

3

She's an e

4

I was completely b

5

He played an o

6

There's a b
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man and responsible for the death of many innocent people.
when I saw her this morning, after the defeat yesterday.
scientist as well as being a well-known writer.
by his directions; I couldn't understand them at all.
game - he was easily the best player on the pitch.
story in the paper about a man who lives underwater.
Remember to test yourself
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b Adjectives easily confused 61
Adjective
concluding
conclusive
tasteful

Example
It's in theconcluding chapter.
Do we have conclusive proof
The room was very tasteful.

tasty

The soup was very tasty.

naked
nude

The child was dniost naked.
She posed as u nude modelfor
Picasso.
They walkedin bareNet.

bare
exhausted
exhaustive
comprehensive
comprehensible
syn intelligible
invaluable
worthless
childlike
childish
negligent
negligible

lie was exhausted after the run.
it;S ctn exhaustive investigation.
They gave me Cl comprehensive
list of hotels in the area.
It's a clear and comprehensible
document,
Her advice was invaluable.
That wise is worthless,
He 11(15 a childlike enthusiasm.
Her behm'iour is very childish.
They have proved that the doctors
were negligent.
The damage was negligible,

Meaning
(of the final chapter/section of sth) ending.
showing sth to be definitely true.
(especially of clothes, furniture, etc.)
attractive and of good quality.
having a pleasant taste (tasteless is the
opposite oftasty and tasteful).
not wearing clothes.
used to talk about the naked human form in
art (in the nude = naked).
(of a part ofthe body) not covered by clothes
(bare head/arms/legs).
extremely tired. syn worn out.
extremely thorough and complete.
including all or almost all the facts or details
that may be necessary.
able to be understood.
opps incomprehensible, unintelligible.
very useful or valuable.
having no worth or value, syn valueless.
approving having qualities typical of a child.
disapproving behaving in a silly way.
fml not taking enough care over sth you are
responsible for.
so small as to be ohio importance.

0 Correct the mistakes. Three sentences have no mistakes.
1
2

In some countries women can't walk around with naked arms.
She was crying just because she lost her pen. That's a bit childlike, isn't it?

3 Police have carried out an exhaustive search for the missing girl.
4 He wouldn't give me any money for it - he said it was invaluable.
5 The police found a nude body in the lake.
6 The fish dish was very tasty.
7 Someone has scratched the side of my car, but the damage is negligent.
8 He used naked models in many of his paintings.
9 We were completely worn out after all that gardening.

0 Complete the adjective in each sentence.
1
2

They've done some research but well have to wait for a more comp
She still has a child
quality about her, which is lovely.

3

There is no concl

evidence that Parker was at the scene of the crime.

4 They carried out an exhaust
5 All the decor was very tast
6 The heroine gets killed in the concl
7

study.

study into the causes of the disaster.
and it created a charming atmosphere.
chapter of the book.

Anyone could follow her instructions: they were clear and comp

8 They found that one of the police officers was neg/i

Remember to test yourself

in his duties.
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79 I can use different types of adverb
A Commenting 61
A I can't believe that Martin still commutes to London
every day: it's an awful journey.
B I know. But apparently he really likes his job. And
presumably he earns a lot more working in London,
A Yeah, i guess so. But ultimately lthink he does it for his
career, not the money.
B Well, to be perfectly honest, lthink he°s mad.
A Yes, it's obviously not what we would choose. You want to
be able to spend time with yourfamily, naturally, and
I wouldn't commute to London because ... well, basically
I'm too lazy. But Martin's different. His career means
practically everything to him.
B True. But strangely enough, he wasn't all that ambitioW'"
when we were at school.
"
0

apparently
presumably
ultimately
to be (perfectly) honest
obviously
naturally
basically
practically
strangely (enough)

according to what you have heard or read. syn evidently.
used to say that you think sth is probably true.
finally. when everything has been considered.
used when sayinp what you really think about sth. syns frankly. personally.
used when giving information that you expect other people to know already or
agree with. syn clearly.
used to say that sth is normal and not surprising. syn of course.
used when giving the most important fact. syn essentially.
almost. syn virtually.
used to show that sth is surprising. syns oddly/curiously (enough).

O Replace the underlined word(s) with another word or phrase that keeps the same meaning.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Sharon rang a couple of minutes ago. Apparently, the others missed the train.
They said the restaurant was always busy, but surprisingly it was almost empty.
Virtually all the shops were closed when I got into town.
He promised to come, but I would think that he'll turn up later.
We got there early essentially because we weren't sure when it started.
i got her a ticket but, to be perfectly honest, I don°t think she's interested.

O Complete the sentences with a suitable word or phrase.
1
2
3
4
5
6

I know he won't be happy, butf
I don't care what he thinks.
A
we can't get tickets until tomorrow. That's what he told me.
We can all say what we think, but u
it's your decision.
There are eight of us, so o
we'll need two cars.
We're both chefs, so n
we talk about food quite a lot.
I usually feel nervous before I give a talk, but c
e
I felt fine today.
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B Stating a perspective or viewpoint 6"1
Word
commercially
traditionally
logically
socially
realistically

officially
indirectly
technically
physically
mentally
theoretically
as far as sth is
concerned
0 0

Example
Commercially, theJilin was (i jbp, but 1
really enjoyed it.
Traditionally it was men who went out
Lo work, but thatk changing,
Logically, we should consult a iamjter if
there is a legal problem.
so'tyhlly, it's good/or children to mix with
other kids in a playgroup.
Realistically, people won't give up their
cars unless public transport is greatly
improved.
Officially, we can't go in until 10 ajn.,
but the,l/ might open emiiei:
The changes aren't Ailned at us, but we will
1)(' affected indirectly.
Technically her performance was very
good, but I didn't personally cl7jol/ it.
Phllsically the work isn't di/jicult .,.
... but mentally it's verl/ tough.
Theoretically we could still lose the
chcunpionship.
Asfar as nzoney is concerned, we can
manage.

Meaning
= from the point of view of sales or
profit. syn financially. commercial adj.
= according to past custom.
traditional t\lj1.
= if we are to act sensibly and with
sound reasons. logical adj. logic n.
= from the point of view ofmaking
friends. social ai)).
= if we are sensible about what can be
achieved, we have to conclude that ...
realistic adj.
= according to the rules, or what we
have been told. opp unoflicially.
= as an additional effCct or
consequence. opp directly,
= from the point ol'view of her technical
skill. technical adj. technique n.
= considering the effect on the body.
= considering the effect on the mind.
used to say that sth could possibly
happen or be true, but is unlikely.
used to give facts or an opinion about an
aspect of sth.

0
= -

-

.

.

This word can be added to some adverbs when an area of activity is being defined.
Technically speaking, he WItS good. Financially speaking, it was a disaster.
0 Replace the underlined words with a single adverb.
1

Accordir)q to the rules, nobody is allowed in without a ticket.

2

In terms of the profit we made, the festival was a great success.

3

In terms of what we cari actually achieve, 80 per cent is probably the maximum.

4

For the good of society this legislation will bring considerable improvements,

5

In terms of technique, she is very competent.

6

It's reasonable and sensible that the money should be divided between her sons.

7

It is possible that we could work on Sunday, but we'd be exhausted.

8

It's the custom that the festival is held on the last weekend in May.

O Complete the sentences with a suitable word or phrase.
1

As far as the environment is

, it could be very damaging.

2

Physically the job is quite easy but

3

The job cuts are in a different department but they will affect us

4

He's a natural athlete, but technically

it demands a lot of concentration.
he still has a lot to learn.

5

children sing songs outside people's homes. It happens every year.

6

money is concerned, it's been quite successful.

Remember to test yourself
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C Adverbs with different or overlapping meanings6"1
I worked in the tax office briefly, but it
seemed like forever.

I don't know precisely how it happened,
but I could see she was truly sorry about it.

She said she did it purely to get
experience, but it wasn't strictly true.

The restaurant is invariably full, but it's
primarily for tourists.

It wasn't simply
equally responsi

0

S"'

, ¶d Things have changed somewhat sincel
'
was there, but it's still relatively unspoilt.

.

briefly
forever
purely
strictly

I for a short time. 2 in a few words (he exl'l(lin('(lbri(:/l!/).
fOr a long time: for all time (nothing lastsJOrc'ver).
completely and only (purely by chance). syn simply.
exactly and completely (also used to emphasize that slh must happen in all circumstances:
Sniokinq in the lift is strictly prohibited.).
simply
just: only (also. absolutely: He was simphi brilliant,),
equally
to the same degree (also used to introduce a second point which is as important as thefirst).
precisely
exactly and correctly (also used to emphasize that sth is very true or obvious: Heb very
young: thatb precisely whij he needs my help.).
truly
sincerely (also used to emphasize a particular quality: a truly remarkable man).
invariably used to emphasize that sth is always true or always happens.
primarily
mainly. syns chiefly, predominantly.
somewhat fairly: quite (can be used after a verb or before an adjective).
relatively to a fairly large degree in comparison with sth else.

0 Tick the correct word(s). More than one may be correct.
1
2
3
4
5

It was relatively
strictly [J somewhat [J unusual, but not that strange.
She studies physics simply
equally [J purely [J because she enjoys it.
I'm not sure she is being strictiyQ precisely
equally
honest.
It's not a huge place but it°s invariablya relatively a preaSeiyQ big.
He spoke relatively [J briefly [J chiefly [J about his childhood.

6 I'm always punctual, but she's precisely [J invariab/y[j primarily [J late.
7 His voice is simply
predominantly [J truly [J remarkable.
8 Camping here is tru/y[j somewhat[j strict/y[j forbidden.
0 Complete the sentences with a suitable adverb.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

She's worked all over the world, but
in North and South America.
1°m unlucky with the weather. It
rains when I go on holiday.
She came to stay with us
last year; just for a few days.
I don't like getting there too early, but
I don't want to be late.
She's doing well now, but her success won't last
lwas
sorry to hear about her mother's accident.
Pavel knows
what we need, so he's getting everything.
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80 I can use euphemisms 61
My neighbourS getting on a bit; she's visually
There°s more talk of downsizing at work. If
impaired and rather hard of hearing. ] feel very
lwere the boss, I'd let Godfrey go; he's not
sorry for her as well because her husband passed
exactly bright - and I've seen him helping
away recently and she had to have her cat put
himself to the office stationery.
to sleep.
It says here that two soldiers
,
were injured
during a friendly fire incident.There's nothing
'friendly' about it - just another of those terrible
euphemisms. like 'collateral damage'.
0 0

0

A euphemism is a mild or less direct word or phrase that people use to refer to something embarrassing or
unpleasant. sometimes to make it seem more acceptable than it is, eg. ldon't know whatladou'amlthing
happened to him (= if he died). Euphemisms often referto death, war, age, and sex.

0

0

getting on (a bit)
visually impaired
hard of hearing
pass away
put sth to sleep

downsizing
let sb go

inf (of a person) quite old.
having poor eyesight.
unable to hear very well.
die. syn pa% on.
kill a sick or injured animal
with drugs so that it dies
without pain. syn put sth down.
the dismissing of employees to
reduce costs. downsize v.
dismiss sb or make them
redundant.

O Complete the dialogues.
1

Was it a

2

She's hopeless at housework.

not exactly
bright

a way ofsaying that sb is
unintelligent (also not exactly
clever/practical, etc.).

help yourself
to sth
friendly fire

disapproving steal sth.

[fsbis killed or injured by friendly
fire. they are hit by a bomb or
weapon fired by theirown side.
collateral damage death or injury to ordinary
citizens, and possibly damage
to buildings as well. during the
course of a war.

incident7

- Yes, hit by weapons from our own side.

- Yes, she's not exactly

3

Did he catch what you said?

4

Will he lose his job? - Yes, they'll have to

, is she?

- No, Ithink he's a bit

of
him

5 Is your grandmother still alive? - No, she
6 There's not much money left. - No, I think Eric's been
7

Was the dog badly injured? - Yes, I'm afraid they had to

8

He can't see very well, can he? - No, he's visually

two years ago.
himself to it.
it to

O Rewrite the sentences using the words in capitals. Make any necessary changes.
1

Did she just take a couple of pens? HELP

2

The company is cutting the number of workers. DOWNSIZE

3

The animal was killed by the vet. DOWN

4

My dog Barty is very stupid. CLEVER

5

The president's pretty old. ON

6 There were many killed and injured in the bombing. COLLATERAL
Remember to test yourself
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Review: Aspects of language
Unit 74
1 Cross out the wrong answer or answers.
1
2

lthink he was mis
a) informed

C) understood

d) diagnosed

C) privileged

d) fed

C) war

d) virus

b) similar

C) related

d) place

b) advised

C) treated

d) prepared

The children were under
a) advantaged

3

b) advised
b) nourished

It's an antia) drugs

.
march.

b) racism

4 The two things are inter
a) dependent
S

.

I think she was ilia) handled

L more words: ill-conceived, interlinked, miSquote, demobilize, overexpose, oversubscribed,
relaunch, reinstate, reinvest

Unit 75
1 Rewrite the sentences using the word in capitals with an appropriate suffix. The meaning
must stay the same.
1

The hurricane is getting stronger as it heads towards land. INTENSE

2

You don't have to pay tax on this income. TAX

3

This kind of vegetation is typical of the region. CHARACTER

4 The building contains a system which removes pollution from the air. PURE
5

You can't hear a thing outside the studio. SOUND

6

He needs to give a better explanation of his intentions. CLEAR

7

If you leave that in the sun, it'll just go hard. SOLID

8

The plan I've devised can't possibly go wrong, FOOL
7. more words: institutionahZe, harmonize, rationalize, liquidize, vilify, magnify, falsify
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Unit 76
1 Complete the sentences with a suitable preposition.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

In your country, are children largely subservient
their parents?
Do most drivers show a total disregard
the speed limit?
What would you like to see a ban
_ in your country7
Do parents usually have a firm control
their teenagers?
Are most people resistant
advice on healthy eating?
Do people in your country generally have an aptitude
languages?
Do many people embark
_ a new career in middle age7
Do you agree that there is no substitute
hard work?

2 ABOUT YOUR COUNTRY Write your answers, or ask another student.
7. more words: allegiance to sb/sth, craving for sth, safeguard against sth, proportionate to sth,
susceptible to sth, settle for sth

Unit 77
1 Cross out the noun which does not follow the preposition at the beginning.
1 on: balance / passing / merit / reflection
4 out of: respect / sight / luck / discussion
2 at: once / choice / short notice / the very least 5 under: suspicion / danger / investigation / attack
3 in: the contrary / office I power / possession of
7. more words: on account ot out of action, in accordance with, on hand, out of bounds, under
duress, off the subject

Unit 78
1 Complete the crossword.
'
2

E

1
2

E
3

E

4

E
5

'

EE
6

E

7

'

8'
99

bizarre
famous and respected in a
professional capacity

3
4
5

unhappy and depressed
impossible to imagine or believe
mcluding all or most of the
facts or details necessary
6 lacking flavour

EE
E
E

7 fading to take enough care over
something you are responsible
for
8 baffled

EE

9

not wearing clothes

Z more words: Use the synonyms feature boxes in the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, and
look at: artifici'a/, dirty, exciting, nervous, serious, wrong.
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Unit 79
1 Use adverbs from the box to complete the sentences.
invariably
1

I met her

indirectly

officially

purely

apparently

briefly

virtually

ultimately

by chance outside the hairdresser's.

2

People who play chess are

3

She spoke

good at logic puzzles.
about her father, but I was disappointed. I wanted to hear more.

4 The outcome of the election is

certain; the polls give Lawson a 20 per cent lead.

5

The rise in interest rates is bound to affect us, at least

6

He had a difficult choice to make but,

7

I thought she had spread the rumour but

8

He got us into the concert free, but

, it was his decision and his alone.
it was nothing to do with her.
we should have paid.

2 Tick the best sentence ending. In some cases, both may be correct.
1
2
3
4
5
6

I'd invited too many people, and realistically

a
b
The evening was freezing, but oddly enough a
b
There wasn't enough food, but frankly
a
b
Sue has a son, so naturally
a
b
The guests were predominantly
a
b
By midnight I was practically
a
b

I should have realized that EL
I rang and told some not to come Cl.
I took my coat EL
I hardly noticed Cl
it was too late to do anything EL
I didn't care EL
I invited him too Cl
she brought him I].
from my neighbourhood CI.
late arriving CL
doing the washing up D.
asleep Cl

Z more words: undoubtedly, ostensibly, supposedly, outwardly, numerically, overtly

Unit 80
1 Complete the dialogues, explaining the literal meaning of the euphemisms. Look at the
example first.
p He's getting on a bit. - You mean he s quite old
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

She°s not exactly bright. - You mean she
He's visually impaired. - You mean he
The company are downsizing. - You mean they
They were hit by friendly fire. - You mean by
The cat has been put to sleep. - You mean it
He's a bit hard of hearing. - You mean he
I think she helped herself to the money. - You mean she
There's been some collateral damage. - You mean some

.
.

Z more words: put sb/sth out of their misery, do sb in, men's//adies' (room), in the family way,
throw up, give up the ghost
206
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Vocabulary building
The related forms of many words are included within the glossaries in the
individual units (to find them, use the word list on pages 236-56). Other related
forms are included m the tables below. The items in bold are all taught in the
book, and the related fOrms all have a closely related meaning.

1 Adjectives and nouns

2 Verbs and nouns

ADJECTIVE

NOUN

VERB

NOUN

addicted
additional
alien, alienated
anonymous
aromatic

addiction, addict
addition
alienation
anonymity
aroma
attention
bereaved
bluntness
chaos
compatibility,
incompatibility
conciseness
cruelty
discretion, indiscretion
distraction
ecstasy
elation
faith
familiarity
flame
hysteria
jubilation
neutrality
normality, abnormality

accomplish
acquire
allocate
compile
confront
contribute
desert
detain
detect
distort
divert
embark
impose
indulge
photocopy
proceed
propose
pursue
reassure
substitute
subtract
suppress

accomplishment
acquisition
allocation
compilation
confrontation
contribution, contributor
desertion
detention
detection
distortion
diversion
embarkation
imposition
indulgence
photocopier
procedure
proposal, proposition
pursuit
reassurance
substitute, substitution
subtraction
suppression

altcnlive, inattentive

bereavement
blunt
chaotic
compatible, incompatible
concise
cruel
discreet. indiscreet
distracted
ecstatic
elated
faithful
familiar. unfamiliar
llammable/inflammablc
hysterical
jubilant
neutral
normal. abnormal
notorious
nude
precise
proportionate
ruthless
scandalous
secretive
snobbish
spiritual
subservient
subtle
transparent
trivial
visible, invisible
wicked

notoriety
nudity, nude
precision
proportion
ruthlessness
scandal
secrecy, secret
snobbery, snob
spirit

W Test tjoursej'C

subservience
subtlety
transparency
triviality
visibility, invisibility
wickedness
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3 Nouns. verbs, and adjectives
NOUN(S)

VERB

ADJECTIVE

accu mulation
adjustment
appreciation
association
authenticity
bend
comparison
control
description
disruption
exhaustion
exploration
:xposure
mvour
flirt (person)
forgiveness
inclusion
indication
intrusion
justification
mixture
opposition
possession
provocation
purification
puzzle
quantity
reinbrcernenl
reminiscence
retaliation
stimulation
symbolism, symbol

accumulate
adjust
appreciate
associate
authenticate
bend
compare
control
describe
disrupt
exhaust
explore
expose
favour
flirt
forgive
include
indicate
intrude
justify
mix
oppose
possess
provoke
purify
puzzle
quantify
reinforce
reminisce
retaliate
stimulate
symbolize

cumulative
adjustable
appreciative
associated
authentic
bent
comparable, comparative
controlled, uncontrolled
descriptive, indescribable
disruptive
exhausted
exploratory
exposed
favourable. unfavourable
flirtatious
ror#ivabk, unforgivable
inclusive
indicative
intrusive
justifiable. justified
mixed
opposed, opposinj'
possessive
provocative
pure
puzzled
quantifiable
reinforced
reminiscent
retaliatory
stimulating
symbolic
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Answer key
Unit 1
110

25

3S

4D

5D

6D

75

8S

2 1
2
3
4
5
6

ambiguity/ambiguities
precision
synonymous
interchangeable
interpretation
self-explanatory

3 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

literal
figurative
making
Both answers are correct.
sarcasm
mocked
ironic
Both answers are correct.

4 1
2
3
4
5
6

disapproving
literary
made
slang, current, dated/old-fashioned
pejorative/derogatory
figuratively

second thoughts
on my mind
get out of
believe this

2 1 crawling
2 thick

5
6
7
8

7 1 turnout
2 write-off

flying
two minds
ulterior
tied up

3 sweet
4 tied up

5 dawned

3 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

How did you get him ...
keep you going until ...
that will make it ...
fishing that brought people ...
it won't keep after tomorrow
to put them into words
that will do for ...

4 1
3
3
4

brings
get
come
leave

5 do
6 keep
7 make

8 leave
9 get
10 push

cut
barbed
expectancy
pin

2 1 licence
2 kin
3 fancy

4

6
7

5 tailbacks
6 outlay

1 1 go out, spread, die down
2 light, put out
3 catch, fire, burst, go up
2 1 caught
2 broke
3 spread
3 1
2
3
4

4 burst
5 on

gone out
die down
went out
put, out

put it out
setting

5 broke out
6 burst into
7 forest
8 spreading

5 1 considerable
2 principal
3 widespread

7 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

6
7

4 fierce/widespread
5 utter
6 classic

4 effort
5 criticism
6 chaos

7 accent
8 escape

Torrential
gale-force
utter/total
considerable/great
concerted
main/principal
extensive/widespread
fierce/strong/widespread

8 These words are not correct:
le 2a 3c 4b 5a

5 clips
6 polish
7 spare
8 passer
4 rhymes
5 weekend

3 let-down
4 break-up

Unit 4

6 1 honour
2 faces
3 summary

Unit 3
1 1
2
3
4

4 single-minded
5 off-putting
6 broad-mindedl
open-minded

6 Possible answers:
1 Were there many dropouts?
2 There was a five-mile tailback.
3 It was a setback (for him) when he failed
the exam.
4 We had a two-hour hold-up.
5 There was a breakdown on the motorway.
6 It was awful after the break-up.
7 What was the turnout?
8 The outbreak of war was inevitable.

Unit 2
1 1
2
3
4

5 1 narrow-minded
2 last-minute
3 tongue-tied

certificate
fruit/slot

9 1
2
3
4

eyesore, entirely
holds, take
made
settle, back

5 such thing
6 reached, entirely
7 prospect
8 offence, reach

built-up, worn out, thick-skinned, panicstricken, narrow-minded, bad-tempered
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Unit 5
1 1 reflect (4)
2 absorbed (I)
3 counted (2)

4 absorb (3)
5 count (I)
6 reflected (I)

2 1 shrugged 4 favour
2 owes
5 nodded
3 raised

6 circumstances
7 stamped

3 1 We could see our faces reflected in the
water.
2 She proposed that we leave the children
behind. or She proposed leaving the
children behind.
3 You can take dogs into shops in certain
circumstances.
4 There were ten people there, not
counting the two of us.
5 He proposed taking the car. or He
proposed that we take the car.
6 I'll need to reflect on what he said.
4 1
2
3
4

count myself lucky
in favour of
under the circumstances
reflected badly on everyone

5 The correct prepositions are:
1 conducive to sth
2 fraught with (danger)
3 devoid of sth
4 immune to sth

reputable
inclusive
inexplicable
comparable

2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

They excel at/in sport.
I think he was a worthy winner.
The party was uneventful.
The flat is unfurnished.
The trip was pointless.
It's an interesting vase but it's worthless.
The movement has a large following.
There is increasing recognition of its value.
or People increasingly recognize its value.

3 1
2
3
4
5

housing
6 pointless
noticeable
7 following
apologetic
8 furnished
inclusive
unforgivable/inexcusable

6 1
2
3
4

5 inexcusable
6 uneventful
7 apologetic
8 indescribable

to keep himself
defend myself
origin of
make the confession
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Unit 7
1 Possible answers:
Frail people are often doddery (when they
walk).
A paunch is a fat stomach.
Freckles are on your skin.
Hair can be ginger.
Chubby means a bit fat.
You wear a brace on your teeth.

3 1 true
2 help you
3 positive

1 1
2
3
4

4 handling
5 pointless
6 mistook

7 Possible answers:
1 Where did this originate?
2 I want to simplify the procedure.
3 There is a lot of alcohol abuse. or Alcohol
abuse is very common.
4 Does the research give us an/any/some
indication of a link?
5 He's got to make a commitment.
6 Did she make a confession?
7 The boy suffered racial abuse.
8 I was surprised at the severity of the
conditions.

2 1 show off
2 getting on for, gorgeous
3 cheeks

Unit 6

4 1 finalize
2 excel
3 emotive

5 assured me/him/us, etc. it would
6 commit himself

7 comparable
8 heartless

4 1
2
3
4

pay
unflattering
features
hips

4 straighten
5 stick out
6 cute

4 notice
7 better
5 more
8 can°t
6 don't notice
5
6
7
8

stripes
key
draw
exaggeration

Unit 8
118 2B 3G 4G SB
2 1 leaping/jumping 5
2 look out
6
3 observant
7
4 display/show
8
3 These words are correct:
1 make
3 stroke
2 fist
4 arms
4 1
2
3
4
5
6

6B

7B

8G

misinterpret
not necessarily
gestures, excessive
combination

5 with
6 someone

implication
flirting
leant/leaned, fancied/fancies
stubborn/obstinate
implies, mind, generalize
fiddle

Unit 9
1 1
2
3
4

limping
stagger
dash
galloped

5
6
7
8

chase
marched
charged/dashed
tiptoed/crept

digi-zaban.ir
2 1
2
3
4
5
6

had a pronounced limp
made a dash for cover
went for a stroll along the beach
broke into a gallop
led the charge
the car chase

3 1
2
3
4

sluggish
Bend
supple/agile
alternate

5 thought up/devised
6 constant
7 strenuous/arduous
8 recurrent

4 1 constant
4 press-ups
2 alternate
5 sprint
3 loosen up / warm up 6 fear
Unit 10
1 1 beeping
4 sIam
2 rattling
5 creak
3 squelching 6 pitched
2 1 creaks
2 rustling
3 beeping
3 1
2
3
4

4 high
7
5 screeching 8
6 slamming

mice squeak
owls hoot
dogs bark
wolves howl

41P

2N

3N

7
8

rustling
rumbling
rumble
rattle

5 dogs growl
6 cocks crow
7 bees buzz
4N

5 1 roar
2 howling/roaring
3 bark, bite

5P

6N

7P

BN

4 squeaky
5 hooted
6 buzzing

Unit 11
1 1 sight/eyesight
2 discomfort
3 blinking

Unit 12
liP 2U 3P 4U SU 6P 7P BP
7 applied
2 1 squeeze
4 slid
8 fingertips
2 stimulate 5 steadily
3 stroking
6 pinch
3 1 flavour
5 aroma
2 unappetizing
6 water
3 pungent
7 nauseating
4 musty
8 insipid
4 1 appetizing
6 disgusting
2 mouth-watering 7 appetite
3 delicate
8 stench lsmell
4 pungent
9 subtle
5 gone off
Unit 13

4 eliminate
5 glare
6 blurred

2 1 Sore, tired or burning eyes are classic
symptoms of eye strain.
2 If your eyes are dry and irritated, try using
eye drops.
3 He must be very short-sighted because he
can°t read the dictionary definitions.
4 You should get up and walk about to
ease/alleviate the problem of back pain.
5 Make a conscious effort to blink more
often to prevent dry eyes.
6 Whenever I make too much noise in the
office, my colleague glares at me.
3 1
2
3
4
5
6

4 1 lwas only just able to make out the boat
on the horizon.
2 As Iturned the corner, the house came
into view/sight.
3 Those stars are invisible without a
telescope.
4 We could only just see the trees through
the fog.
5 She eyed me very suspiciously.
6 The thief left the building and vanished
into thin air.
7 I caught a glimpse of the thief as he ran out
of the building. or i glimpsed the thief as...
8 We watched the boat until eventually it
disappeared from sight.

haze
spectacular, breathtaking
caught sight of, spotted
stand, keep
only just, barely
came into, disappeared from

1 sprain your ankle
high blood pressure
hay fever
upset stomach
nasty rash
2 1 blisters
2 rash
3 diarrhoea
4 itch
5 constipated
6 pulled

dislocated shoulder
splitting headache
itchy scalp
mouth ulcer

41T 2F 3T 4T 5F 6T 7T 8T
5 1 dose
3 date
5 limit
2 term
4 aspirin
6 effects
6 1 lethargic
4 expectations
2 disorder/upset/ache
5 persistent
3 enclosed
6 discarded
Unit 14
1 1
2
3
4

happy-go-lucky
within reason
have a go at
considerate

5 passion
6 a real chatterboxl
really chatty

7 down-to-earth
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2 1 attribute/quality
2 affection
3 go

4 pretentious
5 spontaneous
6 integrity

3 1 N
2 P

N
N

3
4

P
P

4 1 make
2 struck

5
6

7
8

3 conceited
4 take

5 1 conscientious
2 assertive
3 shrewd

P
N

5
6

9
10

P
P

nose
assertive

4 ruthless
5 trustworthy

6 1
2
3
4
5
6

misled
distant/stand-offish
diffident
impulsive/rash
cunning
deceptive

7 1
2
3
4

virtue, vice
sceptical
cynical
cruel

2N

4P

2 lose your temper
over the moon
close to tears
3 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

6N

7P

desperately unhappy
hit the roof
go mad

3
4

suppress
5
vulnerable 6

2P

3N

4P

complimentary
resented
hostility
sticking

3 1 instant
2 up
3 compliment
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5N

6 respect
7 ups and downs
8 looking up
9 way things are
10 bond, make sacrifices

2 1
2
3
4
5
6

4
5
6

Hooked up to my father.
I want to follow in his footsteps.
Why did she have a go at him?
He dedicated himself to helping the poor.
She was my inspiration.
He was Paula's idol/hero.

4 1 hypocritical
2 rebellious
3 idealistic
5 1
2
3
4

inspirational
dignity
idolize

snob
gossip
rebel
bully

4 malicious
5 spiteful
6 despicable

5 idealist
6 hypocrite
7 vulgar/coarse/crude

1 peer pressure, nature or nurture7 play a
part, broken home, deprived chiidhood, a
beneficial effect

guarded
innermost

heart
wasn't in it
gave it away
on her sleeve, pent-up
heart

11N

Howarethings?
reluctant
appreciates
Initially
accepts

Unit 18

Unit 16
2 1
2
3
4

BN

stunned
his temper
desperation
heartbroken/devastated
the roof
ecstatic/euphoric/elated
tears
hysterical

4 1 uneasy
2 reveal
5 1
2
3
4
5

5P

6 1
2
3
4
5

1 1 courageous
2 humble
3 bravery

5 surface, cover
6 traits
7 naivety

3N

He's fully accepted to our decision. She feels she can confide with me. in
Ithink they all respect
him. The iMially problem was money. initial
I regret his relttetunt to go. reluctance
It took time to hdd their respect. gainl
win/earn

Unit 17

Unit 15
liP

5 1
2
3
4
5
6

6P

5 inevitably
6 strain
7 tough

21P

2P

3N

4N

5P

6N

3 1 home
2 deprived
3 pressure

4
5
6

nature
impact
model

7
8

part
incentive

5 1 set
2 kick up

3
4

make
pull

5
6

do
lay down

6 1
2
3
4
5
6

threatening
on and on (about them)
nagging
a mess
gave in / capitulated
unappealing

Unit 19
4 face(s)
5 goes

1 1 inoffensive
2 courteous
3 etiquette

4
5
6

perceive
downwards
chopsticks

digi-zaban.ir
2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

customary
frowned
manners
viewed
considered
Customs
regarded, respectful
offensive
discourteous/disrespectful
etiquette

' '
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

m~~~
All three are possible.
cheek
her%ot4Mt
All three are possible.
comments, disgraee
All three are possible.
an4Nsdenee

5 1
2
3
4
5

class
manners
behaviour
foot
put

6
7
8
9

Unit 21
1 1 streets
2 wander
3 easy
2 1 undergone
2 flourishing
3 remarkably

downright
remark/comment
exception
taste

Unit 20
1 1
2
3
4
5
6

artichoke
pomegranate
beetroot
cinnamon
papaya
fennel

7 ginger
8 squash
9 almonds
10 radishes
11 lentils
12 bean sprouts

2 1 Raisins and sultanas are types of dried
fruit.
2 Sage and coriander are herbs.
3 Almonds and cashews are types of nut.
4 Papaya and passion fruit are tropical fruits.
5 Ginger and cinnamon are spices.
4 cheese grater, lemon squeezer, kitchen scales,
food processor, garlic crusher, deep fat fryer
5 1 colander
2 wok
6 1
2
3
4
5
6

5 sieve
6 whisk

lemon/lime/orange
cheese
flour
rice/fish/vegetables
fruit, vegetables, meat, bread, etc.
meat and some vegetables

7 1 grapes
2 chickens
3 fish
8 1
2
3
4
5
6

3 corkscrew
4 ladle

4 bread
5 cheese
6 pear

made a meal of it
to have his cake and eat it
chalk and cheese
eat my words
a fish out of water
fishy/a bit fishy (to me)

4 it all
7 around
5 track
8 batteries
6 atmosphere

7
8

cake
nut

4 unique
5 unspoilt
6 remote

3 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

thriving
stunning
diverse
off the beaten track/isolated
trek
retain
unwind/take it easy/chill out
restored

4 1
2
3
4

easy
remote
restoration
laze

5 wander
6 cobbled
7 away from it

Unit 22
1 1
2
3
4
5

edge
effects
-biting
out of
twist

2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

audience
brilliant/sensational
acclaim
cast
set
phenomenally
nail-biting/gripping
clapping

310

4 1
2
3
4

25

6
7
8
9
10

35

4S

deadly, stiff
clichCd
wooden
feeble

5D

unanimously
adaptation
-tingling
ghost
applaud

6S

7S

BD

5 unconvincing
6 rubbish
7 death, mediocre
8 dire

Unit 23
11F

2F

3T

4F

ST

6T

7F

2 1
2
3
4

round
drawn
victories
draw

3 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

we dominated the first half
put us under a lot
we gave away a
went to pieces
let us down
no chance of
could be relegated

8T

5 runners-up
6 got through
7 the rest
8 knocked out
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4 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

run
chance
promoted
verge of victory
unbeaten this season
form
on top/dominant

4 1
2
3
4

field
site
attract
copy/imitate

5
6
7
8

2 1 process
2 nest, shed
3 plant, stem, roots
31B
4 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2G

3B

4B

obtain/acquire
camping site
wildlife
scenery
4 countryside
5 seeds
6 cottage, slopes
SB

6G

spade
my feet up
mow the lawn
cut back this bush
compost to the soil
plant some roses
hedge round the field
the weeding
fertile

Unit 25
1 1 around
2 his

get-together/do
do/get-together, fancy
company
clique

1 1
2
3
4

transform
amend, adapt, reform
restore, revert, reverse
evolve, assimilate, transition

2 1
2
3
4

transition
restore
evolution
reversal

31N

2N

3P 4N

5
6
7
8
5P

go/revert
adapt/adjust
irreversible
assimilate
6P

4 1
2
3
4
5
6

subtle
sweeping/wholesale/major
refreshing
enforce
implement
bring about / cause

5 1
2
3
4
5

pursue
sweeping
resistance
consulted
welcome

6
7
8
9

ongoing
consultation
implemented
obvious

Unit 28
3 focused
4 an

5 from
6 browse

2 1 search of
6 on impulse
2 after
7 drop
3 tag
8 off
4 shop around
9 browsing
5 minute/moment
3 bargain hunting, drug addict, compulsive
gambler, crippling debts, shopping spree,
leisure pursuit
4 1 heading
4 outweigh
2 indulge
5 outnumber
3 gadget
6 addicted to

Unit 26
1 1
2
3
4
2 1
2
3
4

hosts
disposable
away
time-consuming
laid on
beforehand
contributed
gatecrashers

5
6
7
8

warmed up
livened up
deafening
clearing up

3 1
2
3
4

in company
got/was drunk
loner
do/party tonight

5
6
7
8

awkward
warm welcome
cliquey
accompany you
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5
6
7
8

Unit 27

Unit 24
1 1
2
3
4

join in
doubt
pop
own company

5 socializes
6 drown out
7 contribution

1 1
2
2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
4 1
2
3
4
5
6

B
3 G
5 B
7 B
9 G
B
4 B
6 G
8 B
10 B
dryer
charge (up)
consume
appliances
conserve
batteries, still, charger
saving
consumer
environmentally-friendly, eco-friendly
in season
food miles, our carbon footprint
maximize
enterprise, venture
All three are possible.

5 1
2
3
4

groundbreaking
recycling
venture
recycle

5
6
7
8

disposed
minimizes
miles
season

Unit 29
115 2D 35 4D
2 1 out, extinct
2 decline, gradual
3 danger, breed

5S 65 7S
4 in, wild
5 reserve, habitat
6 species, becoming

digi-zaban.ir
3 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

divested diverted
putthtg taking
puts poses
genesjped gene pool
in on/upon
ever after
fund funds
threaten threat

4 1 likelihood
2 territory
3 poaching

2 1 There's no limit on the number of people
granted political asylum in this country.
2 Racial and sexual discrimination is against
the law in matters of employment.
3 Economic migration to richer countries
has existed for centuries.
4 There°s been a rise in the deportation
of illegal workers back to their home
countries.
5 Nearly half a million people were forced
to flee their homes during the civil war,
and many of them took refuge in the
mountains, away from the fighting.
6 Many families were uprooted against
their will to make way for the new road.

4 rhino
5 territorial
6 poverty

Unit 30
1 invasion, invasive
cure, curable/incurable
resumption
conventional
vaccination, vaccinate
diagnose, diagnostic
transplant
2 1 No
3 Yes 5 No
7 No
2 No
4 No
6 Yes 8 No
3 1 b
3 h
5 g
7 C
2 i
4 e
6 j
8 a
4 1 wiped out, eradicated
2 restricted, transplant
3 vaccinate, vaccine
4 conventional, advances
5 rate, survival
6 carry out/perform, confined

9
10
9
10

Yes
No
f
d

Unit 31
1 1 scroll up a document
2 enter your password
3 use computer jargon
4 hack into someone's computer
5 anti-virus protection
6 e-learning
7 do a web search
8 block spam from your inbox
2 1 password 4 google
7 viruses
2 username 5 links
8 filters
3 log on/in 6 search
31T 2F 3T 4T 5F 6T
4 1 downloaded
5 virtual
2 registered
6 dreamt/thought
3 videoblog, rated 7 downloaded
4 uploaded
8 format

Unit 32
1 1 emigrated
2 seek
3 refuge
4 ethnic

5 fled
6 prejudice, migrants
7 seek/take

3 1
2
3
4
5
6

fer towards
atdimated acclimatized
nestdgk nostalgia
stefee*ope stereotype
integrity integration
natural native

4 1
2
3
4
5

used/accustomed 6 desire
native
7 integrate
faith
8 hostility/animosity
shock
9 peace
stereotypical
10 hang

Unit 33
1 1 protect someone°s confidentiality, get
hold of something, clinical trial, enrol on
a course, strictly confidential, cosmetic
surgery
2 1 register
6 access
2 hours
7 charge
3 referred
8 surgery
4 referral
9 medicine
5 opinion
10 negligence
415

2S

3D

5 1 kept
2 surgery
3 rushed

4S

5D

65

7D

BD

9S

4 junior
5 spotlessly
6 convalescence

Unit 34
1 1
2
3
4
2 1
2
3

resident
ensure
voluntary
council
manifestos
Ed in
make take

5
6
7
8
4
5
6

charity
allocate
manifesto
councillor
vetuntccf voluntary
for-of
0ttt up

3 1 councillors, behalf 4 stick/stand, take
2 councils, charity
5 grant
3 have
6 citizens
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4 1
2
3
4
5
6

All three are possible.
transport, road
profile
chairman, chairperson
spokesperson, spokesman
eligible, ineligible

5 1 police
2 promotes
3 chair

4 agency
5 budget
6 network

Unit 37
1 1
2
3
4
5

7 eligible
8 mayor

Unit 35
1 The following activities are illegal:
smuggling, fraud, forgery, drug-trafficking.
2 1 defrauding
5 organized
2 trafficking
6 forgery
3 exploit
7 enticed, proceeds
4 smuggle
4 1 a constable
2 an inspector/the chief constable
3 the chief constable
4 a magistrate/judge
5 the police/a police constable/officer/
a policeman
6 a solicitor
7 a judge/magistrate
8 someone awaiting trial / prisoner
9 a prisoner/someone awaiting trial
5 1 about
6 custody
2 police
7 solicitor
3 detained
8 magistrate
4 grounds
9 released
5 cautioned

Unit 36
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

up
me as a friend
over a new leaf.
justifiable
imprisonment
abolition of the law
occupational hazard
reoffenders

2 1 rehabilitate
2 deterrent
3 capital

4
5
6

6
7
8
9

2 unarmed combat
vast majority
armed forces
lethal weapon

authority
distinguish
missile
conscription
military operation
air force
make a distinction
nuclear capability

3 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

vast
military
composed
fundamental
combat
diverse
guard
comprise
deadly
distinguish/differentiate
encompasses
serve

4 1
2
3
4
5
6

forces
7 enlisted/serving
consist
8 reserves
navy
9 branch
force
10 capability/weapons
command
11 comprises/comprise
authority/command

6 1
2
3
4

civil
simply/merely
mobilizing
interior

7 1
2
3
4
5

productive
warfare
force
interior
rights/liberties

5
6
7
8

considerably
a domestic/an internal
internal
assisting/helping
6
7
8
9
10

funding
latter
army / armed forces
domestic/internal
considerable

Unit 38
118
abolish
revenge
crisis

3 These are correct:
1 confined
4 self-assessment
2 deviate
5 agreement/consent
3 prisoners/inmates 6 exclusively
4 1 therapy
5 proportion
2 segregation
6 mutual
3 cells
7 therapeutic
4 consent
8 contained
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civilian
weapon
nuclear
enlisted
the draft

2 1 f
2 C
3 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2B

3G
3
4

g
b

4B

SB

5 a
6 j

6G
7
8

7G

8B

h
e

9
10

New arms deal
Blast wrecks fire station
Go-ahead for rail scheme
Company chief ousted
Boost for big banks
Ministers to curb spending
Kidnappers demand ransom
Government urges delay
Motorcyclist cleared of child's death
Firm on brink of closure

d
i

digi-zaban.ir
4 possible answers:
1 Blast wrecks new shopping centre
2 Police rule out new murder probe
3 Prime Minister vows to curb government
spending
4 Ministers bid to oust PM
5 Riddle surrounding stolen gems

Unit 39
1 1
2
3
4
2 1
2
3
4
3 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

opinion
5
lapse
6
emerged
7
doors
8
Amid/Amidst
5
leaked
6
cover
7
According
8
sMothig firing
drip drop
thtmdemerm storm
wave tide
raining flooding
Flat level
goalkeeper goalposts
bend corner
btming blazing

4 1 under attack/fire
2 sparked
3 foul play

controversial
scathing
allegation
According
sources
quoted
scenes
measures

4 storm of
5 tight corner
6 drop, ocean

Unit 40
1 1 Both are correct.
2 excruciating
3 Both are correct.

4 pencilled
5 do
6 remaining

2 1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

excruciating
chronic
ensuing
punctured

315 2D 3S 4D 5S
4 1 disorientated
2 swamp
3 regain
4 dazed/disorientated

puns
daren't
rapid
tip
6D

7S
5
6
7
8

BD

stay
odds
drastic
chances

5 1 Lulu has dumped Rocco.
2 Amelia gave birth to a baby boy last
week.
3 Jason has custody of his daughter.
4 Arun is a fellow student.
5 The journalist wanted to get a scoop.
6 They're newlyweds.

Unit 42
1 1 T
2 T
3 F; A liberal believes in economic freedom
and gradual political change,
4 F; The Conservative Party in Britain
believes in capitalism.
5 F; Communists believe that everyone
should own the means of production.
2 1
2
3
4
5
6
3 1
2
3
4
5

right-wing
reactionary
opposed to it/against it
(to maintain) the status quo
moderate
in the centre
equality, distribution
means
on
associated
identification

4 1
2
3
4

strings
microscope
hands
deep, sink

5 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

atthe deep end
of her depth
in the right direction
foundations
cracks
seat
debate/discussion
spin

5
6
7
8

heated
doctors
boat
heading

Unit 43

Unit 41
1 1
2
3
4
5

All three are correct.
intrude/pry
coverage/tabloids
fame/privacy
singled out

2 1
2
3
4

survey
carried
findings
fame

3 1 privacy
2 broadsheet

4 1 rumour, allegations, scandal, rock,
broadcast, exclusive
2 rocks, rehab, fellow, rally

5 deserve
6 personality/celebrity
7 eye
3 pry, public
4 fame

11C 2a 3e 4g 5f 6d 7h 8b
2 We were close to > 5 thepdntmhere
Food was g in~~pply, the situation
was 1 tmp~ant~kkp~ng, and
many people had already Z left the city
for good. Then at 7 am. yesterday the
attack happened. A man who was just
clearing G ~esTbFkksr~glass from a
damaged building was shot by a 3 hidden
gttnman. Amid the ensuing chaos, a small
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group of rebel soldiers entered the nearby
radio station and took control of it. The
army immediately 4 bega~~f~rd
the building. They brought in large guns
and started 7 fkingm it, then, as night
approached, they attacked. The rebels were
soon ¶ defeatedby the superior numbers
and firepower of the army.
Unit 44
1 travel expenses
subsidized canteen
maternity leave
2 1
2
3
4

pension scheme
healthcare provision
relocation allowance

car, travel, health
relocation, food, fuel
company, government, private/personal
healthcare, childcare

3 1 benefits ('perks' is too informal for a job
advertisement)
2 pension
3 related
4 entitlement
5 allowance
6 provision
7 canteen
Unit 45
1 1 encountered
2 degree
3 was accountable to no one or wasn't
accountable to anyone
4 insight into
5 juggle
6 pros and cons
2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

boss
solely
encountered
degree
lucrative
encroach
guaranteed
additional/extra/further

41P

2N

3N

5 team spirit
boost morale
mutual respect
6 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4N

5P

6N

pool resources
undermine your authority
stifle creativity

He didn'tfitin.
She can use her initiative.
I find the work very fulfilling.
There was a lot of collaboration.
They had a common goal.
We think it will foster team spirit.
We can pool our resources.
They have a lot of mutual respect.
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Unit 46
1 1
2
3
2 1
2
3
4

clinch
4 mount
bid
5 imminent
set
6 dividend, shareholders
joint
5 takeover
turned it down
6 merger
acquisitions
7 hostile
former
8 backing

310 2D 3S 4D
4 1 lure/entice
2 lying
3 balance
4 cards

5S
5
6
7

6S 7S BD
fuel
bankrupt/under
settles

Unit 47
11G 2B 3B 4G 5G 6B
2 1 weakening
2 hike
3 slump
4 plummeted/plunged
5 volatile/in turmoil/turbulent
6 gains
3 1 buoyant
2 rallied/bounced back
3 soared
4 plummeted
5 turmoil
6 turbulent/volatile
4 1 debit debt
2 bumt burst
3 egntadieted contradicted
4 kwenters investors
5 tmderpine underpin
6 emmate corporate
7 eqthries equities
8 fields yields
5 1 outlook, underlying
2 debt burden
3 conflicting advice
4 invest, equities
5 bubble, burst
6 under pressure
Unit 48
1 1
2
3
4
2 1
2
3

lose, debit, statement, transactions
current, credit, savings/deposit
keep, red
thrifty, extravagant
withdrew
4 overdraft
overd rawn
5 mount/build
outgoings
6 squanders
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3 1 Surplus is different; shortfa///deficit mean
an amount that is less than you need.
2 Contingency is different; shortfal//
shortage both mean not having enough
of something.
3 Economize is different; take
away/subtract mean to take one number
from another.
4 Make contingency plans is different;
econom/ze/make cutbacks mean to
reduce the amount you spend.
5 Deficit is different; budget/fund mean an
amount of money you have available to
spend.
6 Economize is different: work
out/ca/cu/ate mean to find the total
number/amount of something.
4 1
2
3
4
5

shortages
shortfall
contingency
subsidy
bail

6
7
8
9
10

budget
work out
shortfall/deficit
cutbacks
per

3 1 procrastination
2 interference
3 resolution
41P
5 1
2
3
4

2P

3A

sort
intervene
out
buck

4A

4 intervention
5 wisdom
6 prudence
5P

6A

7P

BA

5 blow
6 proportion
7 wise/prudent/sensible
8 resolved

Unit 51
11S
2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2S

3S

4D

5S

6D

7S

BD

handover
absence
piled up/accumulated
failed/neglected
neglected
photocopier
poking
giggling
hectic

Unit 52

Unit 49
1 1 prioritized
2 Both are correct.
3 Both are correct.
2 1
2
3
4

basis
sticks
anticipate
scheduled

4 basis, wherever
5 anticipated

5 delegate
6 jot
7 matter
8 accomplished/achieved

4 1 deluge
2 interminable
3 inundated

4 severely hit
5 under control
6 plague

5 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

I need to set aside money for rent.
I've lost my train of thought.
We were hard hit by the price war.
The work has been never-ending.
Our spending has got out of hand.
I had to break off from what I was doing.
The situation is under control.

6 1
2
3
4
5
6

stream, overwhelmed/stressed/swamped
unproductive
deluge
promptly
stressed
productive

Unit 50
1 1 set
2 settle
3 ballot
2 1 closures
2 dispute
3 precedent

4 set
5 break

6 halt
7 step up

4 deadlock
5 privatize
6 inclined (or likely)

1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

drives
retaliated
Both words are correct.
overreact
Both words are correct.
incident
led
provoke

2 1 road, incident
2 dented
31f

2e

3g

4b

3 overreact
4 drive
5d

6h

7c

8a

4 1 The house took a long time to build, but
the end result is fantastic.
2 A What made you ring the doctor?
B Oh, no reason.
3 The new law came into effect at the
beginning of June.
4 Too much sunlight can have a detrimental
effect on your skin.
5 Current deforestation will have long-term
repercussions/consequences.
6 I'm not really sure what prompted him to
resign so suddenly.
7 What was the final outcome/result of the
talks in Bali?
8 One indirect result or knock-on effect will
be price rises throughout the economy.

Unit 53
1 1 em&aish
2 sue
3 huR)|ated
4 interr@ion

5 irtiarogated
6 un latable
7 d ect
8 (iiarn y
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2 1
2
3
4
5

economical
talked
embellish
gloss
deteriorated

6
7
8
9
10

interrogated
caught
humiliated
sustain
needless to

3 Formal: falsehood, confound sb, adversary,
declare sth
Informal: phoney, fib, level with sb
Neutral: a white lie, deceit, distort
4 1
2
3
4

anonymously
casualty
posthumously
half

5
6
7
8

declared
baffled/puzzled
deceiving/deluding
distorted

Unit 54
1 1
2
3
2 1
2
3
4
4 1
2
3
5 1
2
3
4

growing
face up to
arise/come up
worse
5
urgent
6
raised
7
overcome 8
esteem
get her down
articulate
dented
her stride
perspective
at rest

4 exacerbate
5 insoluble
6 confronting
grips
perennial
tackling/confronting
minor
4 regardless
5 trivial
6 channel
5 behind
6 reassured
7 light
8 setback

e*tra- ultradestrtmion preservation
mitts remains
estables stables

5 cfWUiftS in ruins

6 formally formerly
2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

formerly/previously
up, renovate
run-down/dilapidated/ramshackle
decay/disrepair, abandoned ('neglected' is
also possible here)
preserve
Middle, medieval
trace
ultra-

3 1 out
2 mint/perfect
3 good
4 1
2
3
4

4 cutting edge
5 new
6 hand

device
antique
ancient, reproductions
reconditioned
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1 a resounding victory, come unstuck, the
secret of your success, turn out badly, a
stroke of luck, fulfil your potential
21G

2B

3B

4G

5G

6G

3 1 overcome 3 to strength 5 turned
2 stroke
4 secret
6 potential
4 The informal words and phrases are:
1 make a go of it
4 2 flop
5 up against it
3 past it
6 way
S 1 came
2 make
3 Both words are correct.
4 way
5 make
6 Both words are correct.
6 1 I don°t like to tell him he's past it. - Hmm,
It's a tricky situation. I don°t envy you.
2 Any chance he'll make a comeback? - No,
his last film flopped badly.
3 Did she come top in the public vote? Yes, but she was up against it.
4 He let himself down in the exam. - Yes,
he only just scraped/got through.
5 Her interview was an unmitigated
disaster. - Yes, she was way out of her
depth.
Unit 57

Unit 55
1 1
2
3
4

Unit 56

5 genuine
6 packaging
7 reproduces
8 up, innovative

1 at the last minute, over time, in retrospect,
with hindsight, behind the times, at one
time, from time to time, for the time being,
in due course
2 1
2
3
4
5
4 1
2

retrospect
hindsight
leaves, minute
about/high
before my time
an interval
Both words are
correct.
3 Both words are
correct.
4 spell

5 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

6
7
8
9
10
5
6

flown
course
At
over
for the time being
during
Both words are
correct.
7 era
8 prolong

throughout/during
break
During
spell
phase/stage/time
age
soon
extend
gap
elapsed/passed/gone by
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Unit 58
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Unit 60
1 1 down
2 fails
3 battle

bloke/guy
nicked/pinched
moaning
vile/disgusting
tight-fisted/tight/stingy
quid
lousy
Ioo

2 1 pain(inthe neck)
2 laugh
3 rip-off
3 1 illness
2 noise

4 drag
5 cheek/nerve
6 get-together

3 sleep
4 money

5 food
6 criticism

4 1
2
3
4
5
6

Cheers =Ta
din = racket
stick = flak
starving = dying for something to eat
love = darling
thrashed = hammered

S 1
2
3
4

broke
daft
laid-back
nosy

5 kip
6 conned
7 dodgy

8 bug
9 into
10 posh

Unit 59
1 1
2
3
4
5
6

It's no good/use worrying about it.
off the top of my head
in one ear and outthe other
could do with
My mind went a complete blank
under the weather

2 1
2
3
4

mind
head
blank
bet

4 1
2
3
4
5
6

false
don't know the answer
not being
possible
ldon't know
don't expect

5 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

're joking/'re kidding'/can't be serious
way/chance
is as good as mine
one of those days
bet
foregone conclusion
luck
to lose
say that again
your day.

5
6
7
8

there/somewhere
weather
keep you waiting
and out the other

2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4 worth
7 worlds
5 true
8 ground
6 of your own

a world of her own
resort
keep his feet on the ground
else fails
lose face
good to be true
letting her hair down
the best of both worlds

4 1 Guess
2 know
3 earth

4 some
S admit
6 wonder

7 equal
8 believe

5 1 Do you know if it's open, by any chance?
or Do you happen to know if it's open?
2 How old are you, if you don't mind mel
my asking?
3 She looks about 20, but believe it or
not, she's only 13. or ... but she's only 13,
believe it or not.
4 He's been very ill, so no wonder he looks
thin.
5 I'm hoping to go, but the thing is, 1°ve got
a meeting on the same day.
6 There are many exceptions, but all things
being equal, I think men are better cooks
than women.
7 The book is every bit as violent as all his
others.
8 It was a beautiful day, but for some
reason, the beach was deserted; I can't
think why.

Unit 61
1 push and shove
pick and choose
back to front
first and foremost

2 1
2
3
4

long and hard
sooner or later
rules and regulations
sick and tired

cheerful
order, corruption
later
foremost, objectives

5
6
7
8

bustle, tired
error
sound
forth

Unit 62
1 1 mouse
2 cakes
3 bone
2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4 feather
5 log
6 sieve

7 ox
8 dream

He's deaf as a post.
5he°s blind as a bat.
She's as thin as a rake.
It worked like a dream.
She went/was as white as a sheet.
They were as good as gold.
She went/was as red as a beetroot.
He°s got a mind like a sieve.
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Unit 63

Unit 65

1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

communicate
claim
criticized
raise
interrupted
prolong
retaliate

2 1 I never expected him to own up to the
crime.
2 Nothing can make up for the loss of
earnings.
3 She tried to talk me out of giving up my job.
4 Do you think they'll ever do away with
the monarchy?
5 He isn't easily taken in.
6 Try and talk him into coming.
7 Did they take the shed to pieces/apart?
8 Have they made up?
3 1
2
3
4
5
6

go-by get by
~ped~ cropped up
Correct
mis$ing~d missing out on
bttmp4n bump into
Correct

4 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

turned up/showed up
pick up
shake off
sank in
pick up
gone down with
wea r off
pick up

Unit 64
1 1
2
3
4
5

mind you
6 in any case
at any rate
7 broadly speaking
even so
8 to be honest
as a matter of fact 9 to a large extent
on the whole
10 all the same

2 1 Broadly speaking
2 All the same
3 alternatively

4 In any case
5 To tell you the truth
6 as I was saying

3 1 Incidentally
2 to be honest/as a matter of fact/actually
3 On the whole/By and large/Broadly
speaking
4 Mind you
5 besides/anyway
6 It's true; even so/all the same
7 Anyway/Anyhow
8 actually/to be honest/to tell you the truth
4 1
2
3
4

to be honest
5
Alternatively
6
It's true, All the same 7
Mind you
8
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By the way
As for
besides
by and large

somewhere in the region
sort of pretending to be ill
have stacks/tons/loads/bags of rice
or something of that sort
give or take a few minutes
tomorrow somehow or other
along those lines.
round about 6.30

2 1 I've completed round about 50 per cent of
the project.
2 He looks kind of depressed.
3 His job is something to do with
marketing.
4 Do you know who all that stuff belongs to?
5 I imagine we'll get fifty-odd people at the
meeting.
6 We've got tons of vegetables so I'd better
make some soup.
7 She must be getting on for 80 or
thereabouts, I would say.
8 We could get him a book or something
(like that/along those lines) for his
birthday.

Unit 66
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Its a small world.
Once bitten, twice shy.
The more the merrier.
Famous last words.
So far, so good.
First come, first served.
Out of sight, out of mind.
Easier said than done.

2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

twice shy
so good
world
out of mind
never tell
the merrier
said than done
first served
calling the kettle black

4 1 blood is thickerthan water; charity begins
at home.
2 love is blind; beauty is only skin-deep.
3 two wrongs don't make a right; the end
justifies the means.
4 live and let live; let sleeping dogs lie.
5 two heads are better than one; practice
makes perfect.
5 Prevention is better than cure.
Actions speak louder than words.
Love is blind.
Blood is thicker than water.
Lightning never strikes twice.
Charity begins at home.
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6 1
2
3
4
5
6

never
sorry
once
lie
perfect
better than one

7
8
9
10
11
12

good news
justifies the means
don't make a right
strikes twice
than cure
for an eye

7 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Practice makes perfect.
Two heads are better than one.
You're only young once.
Blood is thicker than water.
No news is good news.
Money talks.
Two wrongs don't make a right.
Better late than never.
Live and let live.
Letsleeping dogslie.
Love is blind.
An eye for an eye.

condolences
see
delighted to
forward

5 1 N
2 P
6 1
2
3
4

3
4

N
P

5
6

stated
abrupt/curt/rude
sample
spell

P
N
5
6
7
8

7
8

P
N

9
10

N
N

subject
body
superfluous/irrelevant
straightforward

Unit 68

Unit 67
1 1
2
3
4

3 Following/Further to our conversation
yesterday, I now have the necessary
documents.
4 Should you require any further
information about my qualifications,
please do not hesitate to contact me.
5 I would be grateful if you could send me a
brochure and price list.
6 I am delighted to inform you that your
application has been successfull that you
have been given the job/post.

5 Following
6 concerning
7 Should
8 to

2 1
2
3
4

enquire
regret, inform
intention, terminate
Should, require, further, do not hesitate,
contact
5 Following/Further to, conversation, I
would be grateful, concerning

3 1 I am writing in response to your article
about supermarket packaging.
2 We look forward to hearing from you.
3 I am writing in reply to your letter of 17
October.
4 Thank you for your letter concerningl
regarding the pre-service training course
at CDQ.
5 Please find enclosed a copy of my birth
certificate.
6 I am writing in reply to your appeal for
donations following the tsunami disaster.
7 Please accept my sincere condolences on
the death of your grandfather,
8 I would like to draw your attention to the
final clause of the lease.
9 As you will see from my CV, I have extensive
experience in sales and marketing.
10 With reference to your letter of 17 May, I
am enclosing the documents you requested.

1 1 thus/hence
2 albeit
3 notwithstanding
2 1
2
3
4
5
6

4
5
6

prior to
in view of
Hitherto

henceforth
thus/hence
Prior to
With regard to/Regarding/Concerning
Notwithstanding
In conclusion

Unit 69
1 1
2
3
4

sum up/summarize
assessment
narrator
assess/evaluate

5
6
7
8

criterion
presentation
argument
present

2 1
2
3
4

narrative
summary
incoherent
stylistic

5
6
7
8

criteria
command
register
discursive

3 1 condemnation
2 conclusion
3 hypothesize

4 exemplified
5 assertion
6 justification

4 1
2
3
4
5
6

She outlined her ideas.
She had one hypothesis.
She highlighted certain points.
She wouldn't condone his behaviour.
She didn't adopt a clear position.
She went on to explore the idea in more
depth.
7 She couldn't justify her ideas.
8 In the end, she sat on the fence.

4 Possible answers:
1 I am writing in response to your
advertisement for a receptionist in
yesterday's paper.
2 Please find enclosed a photocopy of my
driving licence,

Unit 70
1 1 betrayal
2 portrayal
3 defiance
4 embodiment

6 insanity
7 resilient
8 merciful/merciless
9 pitiful
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5 prosperity

Unit 73

2 1 an explanation
2 difficult
3 the truth

4 sad
5 ability
6 refuse

3 1
2
3
4

synopsis
depicted
pitiful
prosperous

5 inherent
6 insane
7 represents
8 companionship

4 1
2
3
4
5
6

protagonist
depicted
endows
represented
embodiment
defies

7 betrayed
8 Fate
9 downfall
10 unlike
11 mercy
12 conveyed

Unit 71
1 objective, objectivity
biased, bias
empirical, empiricism
verify, verification
hypothesize, hypothesis
scrutinize, scrutiny
2 1 facet
2 scrutiny
3 hypothesis

4 unbiased
5 conviction
6 replicate

3 1 procedure
4 empirical
2 phenomenon
5 archive
3 duplicate/replicate 6 biased/subjective
4 1 defective
2 abnormal
3 unit

4 hereditary
5 short-lived
6 immune

5 1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Gene, cells
mutation
insert/inserted
repel/fight

genetic
heredity
insertion
molecular, molecule

Unit 72
1 1
2
2 1
2
3
4
5
3 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

b
3 C
5 a
7 a
9 b
a
4 b
6 C
8 b
10 C
establish
6 constraints
swaying
7 panels
moving
8 anchor
withstand/resist
9 stringent
meet
10 rigorous
withstand/stand up to/resist
sway
occupants/residents
determine/establish
girders/supports
load
counteract
reinforced
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1 1 kt±r~~humb|e
2 vveekend way
3 interest information
4 drink day
5 tired displeased
6 tttm talk
7 t~4ays today
8 lattghs love (or laughing out loud)
9 letters lips
10 eomemed confused
11 make mind
12 read remember/recall
2 Hi, thanks for your message. Are you going
to see Sally this weekend? Please give her
lots of love. :) Alice
Dinner last night was excellent. Thanks ©
Will you be in tonight? Hope to see you
later. joe
Sorry, but I'm probably going to be late
for the meeting. I will ring you with more
information later. Please start without me.
Bye for now, Zoe
Hi, can you phone me as soon as possible?
I have something important to tell you! My
lips are sealed. All the best, Suzie
Could you speak to your dad before the
weekend? If I recall/remember correctly, he
will be in tomorrow. Lots of love, Steffi.
3 1
2
3
4

gr8
thx
cul8r
imho

5 xlnt
6 b4
7 lol

41T 2T 3T 4F

8 w/O
9 ;-x
10 2moro

ST 6F 7T 8F

5 1 clo
2 PS

3 attn/fao
4 sac

5 incl.

6 1 CEO
2 PC

3 TLC
4 B&B

5 CCTV
6 IQ

Unit 74
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

interaction
7 misfire
misconception
8 ill-informed
misdiagnose
9 mislay
ill-prepared
10 ill-advised
interdependent 11 interrelated
mistreat
12 misjudge
misinformed
mishandled/mismanaged
mistreated/ill-treated
ill-informed
mislaid/misplaced
misprints
misconceived
misdiagnosed
miscalculated
interrelated
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3 racism/frost/privileged/depressant/populated/
assess/classified/fuel/fed/value/book
defrost, depopulated, declassified, devalue
4 1
2
3
4
5
6

Both forms are correct.
disadvantaged
anti-war
Both forms are correct.
underprivileged
Both forms are correct.

5 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

anti-inflammatory
underemployed
depreciated
anti-virus software
reassess/reappraise/reconsider
undercooked
overdose
undernourished/underfed

Unit 75
1 1
2
3
4
5

characterize
solidify
clarify
symbolize
legalize

6
7
8
9

industrialize
electrify
pacify
exemplify

2 1 economize
5 pacify
2 intensified
6 purify
3 visualize
7 privatize
4 vandalized
8 quantify
4 a trouble-free life, a soundproof room,
childproof locks, tax-frec income, a
foolproof method, duty-free perfume
5 1 ovenproof
4 bulletproof
2 interest-free
5 inflation-proof
3 foolproof
6 waterproof
Unit 76
1 1
2
3
4

against
on
for
about

2 1
2
3
4

regard
compilation
extract/excerpt
grudge

31d
4 1
2
3
4
5

2f

5 over
6 for
7 for

3a

4b

8 with
9 from
10 for

5
6
7
8
Sc

representative
dependent
subservient
reconciled/resigned
intent

aptitude
clips
restriction
control
6e
6
7
8
9
10

subject
live
resistant
stems
reminiscent

Unit 77
1 1 at
2 On
3 in

4 fail
5 on
6 away

7 on
8 exchange

2 1
2
3
4

by choice
at once
on reflection
at the very least

5 in exchange for
6 without fail
7 at short notice
8 on balance

3 1
2
3
4
5

All three are possible.
under investigation/under suspicion
in possession of
All three are possible.
in touch

4 1 We have had to put our holiday plans on
hold for the moment because of work.
2 Out of respect for the bereaved family,
hundreds turned up at the funeral.
3 I'm afraid I can't help as I'm really out of
touch with this area of research.
4 The demonstrators will be in serious
trouble if the army starts to attack them.
5 The multi-storey car park has been under
construction for six months.
6 He works for a giant engineering
company; it's a multinational and doing
very well.
7 She opened the can by means of a special
device designed for the disabled.
8 We caught a glimpse of the rabbit before
it ran out of sight into the bushes.

Unit 78
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
2 1
2
3
4
5
3 1
2
3
4 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
5 1
2
3
4

perplexed
conceivable
Both are correct.
a notorious/an infamous
bizarre
Both are correct.
notorious
6 bizarre
wicked
7 implausible
unconvincing
8 despondent
puzzled/baffled
9 distinguished
inconceivable
10 exceptional
wicked
4 baffled
despondent/dejected
5 outstanding
eminent
6 bizarre
naked bare
childlike childish
Correct
invah±able worthless/valueless
nttde naked
Correct
mgligent negligible
naked nude
Correct
comprehensive
5 tasteful
childlike
6 concluding
conclusive
7 comprehensible
exhaustive
8 negligent
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Unit 79
1 1 Evidently
2 curiously (enough)/strangely (enough)/
oddly (enough)
3 Practically
4 presumably
5 basically
6 frankly/personally

2 1 frankly
2 Apparently
3 ultimately
3 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4 obviously
5 naturally
6 curiously enough

Officially
Financially/CommercialIy (speaking)
Realistically
Socially
Technically
Logically
Theoretically (speaking)
Traditionally

4 1 concerned
2 mentally
3 indirectly

4 speaking
5 Traditionally
6 As far as

5 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

relatively/somewhat
simply/purely
strictly
relatively
briefly/chiefly
invariably
simply/truly
strictly

6 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

primari|y/chief|y/predominant|y
invariably
briefly
equally
forever
truly
precisely

Unit 80
1 1
2
3
4

friendly fire
practical
hard of hearing
let him go

2 1
2
3
4
5
6

Did she help herself to a couple of pens?
The company is downsizing.
The animal was put down.
My dog Barty is not exactly clever.
The president's getting on.
There was a lot of collateral damage.
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5
6
7
8

passed away
helping
put it to sleep
impaired
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Answer key to review units
Expanding your vocabulary
Unit 1
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ambiguous
transparent/self-explanatory
old-fashioned
poke fun
disapproving
precise
interchangeable/synonyms/synonymous
virtually

Unit 2

frec software.

6 Do many people try to get out of paying
tax?
7 That/lt was sweet of you to do that for me.
8 Changing his job is the last thing on his
mind.
Unit 3
look
shoes, equipment
off-putting
hold-up
passer-by, next of kin
car
setback, break-up
drawing pin

2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

open-minded
last-minute
nursery rhymes
shortcut or short cut
turnout
absent-minded
spare part
shake-up
breakdown
barbed wire

caught fire
6
broken out
7
spread rapidly
8
gale-force winds 9
advance warning 10

1 1 lick
7 favour
2 count
8 circumstances
3 reflect
9 raise
4 absorb
10 propose
5 shrug
11 hung
6 stamp
The word in the grey squares is °information'.
Unit 6
excel
1 apologetic
occupied
pointless
forgivable/unforgivable emotive/emotional
heartless
defenceless, defensive
finalize
severity

The body
Unit 7
11h
2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2f 3a

4b

5g

6c 7e Bd

drew
make create
straighten
enhance exaggerate
going getting
tM4atteMg flattering
fer to
eever conceal/hide

Unit 8
1 1
2
3
4
5

Unit 4
1 1
2
3
4
5

considerable/great
real
reach
point
fierce/widespread/strong
make
concern
compromise
honour
familiar
brief

Unit 5

1 1 It suddenly dawned on me who had
stolen my mobile.
2 I'm in two minds about the job.
3 In his haste, he sent the vase flying.
4 She ate some chocolate, which kept her
going until she was rescued.
5 The laptop's a bargain and comes with

1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

flirting
fancied
fiddling
contact
conclusion(s)

6
7
8
9

leaning
folded
going
misinterpreted

a narrow escape
put it out
growing concern
face the prospect
held responsible
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Unit 9
1 Possible answers:
1 Perhaps because they had injured their
leg or foot.
2 If someone was riding it in a race.
3 For pleasure. ITo enjoy yourself.
4 So that no one could hear or see you.
5 Not usually.
6 Not usually.
7 To give yourself some variety.
8 Do some exercise. / Work out at the gym.

Unit 10
1 1
2
3
4

rattled
rumbled
rustled
splashing

2 1 roar
2 creak
3 howl

5 beeped
6 screech
7 slammed
4 rattle
5 screech
6 bark

8 squelched
9 creaking
10 pitched
7 buzz
8 slam

barely
breathtaking
blurred
warily

5 tears
6 blinking
7 spectacular
8 alleviate

Unit 12
1 TOUCH: tap, vigorous, squeeze, stroke, slide,
pinch
SMELL: stench, fragrance, aroma, musty,
pungent
TASTE: bland, insipid, peppery
Unit 13
1 1 effects
2 excess
3 upset
4 sprained
The phrase in

5 persist
6 itchy
7 dose

What did you make of him?
Ithink you ought to give it a go.
I'll do anything within reason.
He's sceptical about the figures.
I took to him after a while.
He strikes me as very bright.
He really got up my nose.
He's a real character. I He's a character.
On the surface it seemed sensible.
Don't judge a book by its cover.

Unit 15
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

reveal/disclose
uneasy/uncomfortable
devastated/heartbroken
ecstatic / over the moon
hit the roof / went mad
suppressl bottle up
cautious/guarded

Unit 16

Unit 11
1 1
2
3
4

2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

8 lethargic
9 blisters
10 ulcer

the grey squares is °expiry date'.

2 These words are correct:
1 long-term, short-term
2 persistent, splitting
3 dose, dosage
4 the speed limit, all my expectations
5 an itchy scalp, a nasty rash
6 Drowsiness, Lethargy

1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

an instant disliketo me
talking about me behind my back
everything to gain/win/earn his respect
a strain on me
and confide in my boss
he resented the fact
really tough decision
decided to stick up for myself
but as time has gone by,
feel that things are looking up

Unit 17
1 1 idolize
5 criticize
8 principles
2 rebel
6 idealist
9 heroine
3 crude
7 footsteps 10 down
4 inspire
The word in the grey squares is 'dedication'.
Unit 18
1 These are correct:
1 a mess, a fuss
2 broken, deprived
3 beneficial, detrimental
4 All three are correct.
5 an unappealing
6 All three are correct.
Unit 19

You and other people

liP

Unit 14

2 1
2
3
4

1 cynicism
scepticism
affectionate
charisma

naivety
spontaneity
passionate
virtuous
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2N

3N

4P

5N

6N

7N

BP

put
foot
exception
customary/usual, regard/view/consider,
upper, middle, regard/view/consider
5 frown
6 etiquette/custom
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Leisure and lifestyle

Unit 23

Unit 20
lid

2e

3a

4f

5b

6h

7c

8g

2 Suggested answers:
You can use a corkscrew to open a bottle

of wine.

You beat eggs with a whisk.
A raisin is a kind of dried fruit.
You drain things with a colander.
Lentils are a kind of pulse.
You can braise things in a casserole.
You use a ladle to serve soup.
A cashew is a kind of nut.
You use a wok to stir-fry food.
Sage is a kind of herb.

1 These are correct:
1 promoted, relegated
2 under pressure, off form
3 a last, a great, an outside
4 home, a neutral venue
5 through, knocked out
6 runners-up
2 1
2
3
4

Unit 24
1
A A

M

C

E

L

A

A

B

D

W

U

O

N

L

W M

B

H

E

D

W O

F

E

R

T

Unit 21
1 Lisbon is surrounded by seven hills, and from
most of them you have stunning views of
this remarkable city, which has managed to
retain so much of its diverse architecture
and cultural heritage. But it is also a
modern, thriving European capital, and in
recent years many of the old buildings have
been restored. For tourists, one of the most
popular parts is the Alfama, where you can
wander around and soak up the charms of
the old town. The Chiado district is famous
for shops and restaurants, but for really
vibrant night life, head for the Bairro Alto.
Then after all that, you can unwind on
the nearby beaches of Cascais and Estoril:
wonderful places to recharge your batteries.
2 1 unique:the only one of its kind
2 off the beaten track: far away from other
people and houses
3 unspoilt: beautiful because it hasn't
changed
4 cobbled streets: streets with a surface of
old round stones
5 take it easy: relax and do very little
6 trek: a long hard walk
7 undergo something: experience a process
of change
8 charm: very attractive/pleasant qualities

or features
Unit 22
1 1 biting
4 miscast
7 tears/death
2 audiences 5 cliches
8 rubbish
3 edge
6 effects
2 negative: dire, tedious, mediocre, feeble,
unconvincing, atrocious
positive: sensational, fabulous, phenomenal,
brilliant, extraordinary

drawn, eliminated / knocked out
victory, last
run, unbeaten, form
top, gave away

2 1
2
3
4
5
6

O

A

M

P

O

S

T

S

S

P

H

A

W

N

E

D

I

E

D

E

L

G

E

S

D

I

L

E

L

E

I

D

F

S

E

R
B

U

S

E

W

E

E

N

R

I

C

D

R

O

O

T

S

roots
wildlife
seeds
meadow
bulb
weed

H

H

7
8
9
10
11
12

enrich
fertile
hedge
prune
lawnmower, shed
spade

Unit 25
1 1
2
3
2 1
2
3
4

impulse
4 around
7 gambler
pursuit
5 spree
8 debts
addict
6 hunting
9 tag
beh»e after
5 0ttt off
mintrEes minute
6 addict addicted
%f on
7 to for
indttet indulge
8 semhing search

Unit 26
1 1
2
3
4
5
8

socialize
loner
company
join
awkward
deterrence

6
7
8
9

pop
lay
liven
drowns

10
11
12
13

make
host
get-together
away

deterrent
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A changing world

Institutions

Unit 27

Unit 33

1 1 irreversible 3 ongoing
2 subtle
4 sweeping

5 gone back
6 practice

Unit 28
1 How to be green: dos and don'ts
· Eat locally produced fruit and vegetables
to reduce food miles.
" Try to eat fruit and vegetables that are in

season.

· Recycle most of your waste rather than
throwing it away.
· Use energy-saving light bulbs, which emit
less COm
· Use rechargeable batteries.
· Don't use a tumble dryer: it consumesl
uses masses of energy.
· Maximize natural light in order to
minimize the use of electric lights.
· Don't leave electrical appliances such as
TVs on standby.
· Avoid things which are disposable and
designed to be thrown away after use.

Unit 29
1 1
2
3
4

deforestation
wiped
extinction
habitat

5 captivity
6 wild
7 reserves
8 toll

Unit 30
1 1
2
3
4

eradicated, wiped out 5 limit, restrict
invasive
6 condition
bed, a wheelchair
7 resume
All three are possible. 8 parts, organs

Unit 31
1 1
2
3
4
5

log inion or log on/off
cyberspace or cybercafC
scroll up or scroll down (or scroll bar)
e-business or e-learning
a virtual community or virtual office or
virtual reality
6 upload something or download
something
2 1 videoblog 3 camcorder 5 install
2 password 4 upload
Unit 32
1 1
2
3
4
5

flee
native
refuge
asylum
shock
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6
7
8
9

discrimination
faith
peace
nostalgia

1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

confidential
opinion
surgery
spotless/immaculate
trials
informed
referral
discharged
recuperate/convalesce/recover
feet

2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

junior
be admitted to hospital
cosmetic surgery I plastic surgery
convalesce ('recover' would also be possible)
complementary
fastidious
a mix-up (°a mess° would also be possible)
take no notice of sth

Unit 34
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

a government grant
American citizens
are you eligible to vote
to chair tomorrow's meeting
to ensure that (also see that)
The party's manifesto
voluntary sector
high-profile jobs

2 1 say
2 behalf
3 seriously

4 volunteers
5 nationwide
6 stand/stick

7 budget
8 residents

Unit 35
lid

2a

3g

2 1 warrant
2 custody

4b

5h

6c

7e

3 smuggling 5 gang
4 fraud
6 bail

Unit 36
1 abolition, abolish
imprisonment, imprison
deviation, deviate
justification, justify
segregation, segregate

confinement, confinc

rehabilitation, rehabilitate

consent, consent
2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

8f

turning out over
locked ~ up
capital ptmish punishment
t»rmmn mutual consent
regarded at as
cr in crisis
oeet±pying occupational hazard
deterreme deterrent
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Unit 37

Unit 42

1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

capability/weapons
All three are possible.
the airl a peacekeeping
distinguish I make a distinction
made up I composed
All three are possible.
chemical/lethal
All three are possible.

2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

the vast majority
officers in command
guerrilla warfare
counter-productive
the former would
government funding
in reserve
to assist with Ito help with

Unit 43

News and current affairs
Unit 38
1 Possible answers:
1 A government minister has been forced
out of his/her job.
2 A transport plan has been given
encouragement.
3 A business agreement on weapons has
been given approval.
4 A family is going through a very bad
experience over a ransom.
5 Someone is trying/attempting to end a
kidnapping.
6 A hotel has been destroyed by an
explosion.
Unit 39
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

According to
under attack/fire
scathing remarks
were leaked to the press
the tide will now
has been quoted as saying
a temporary lapse of judgement
a tight corner

Unit 40
1 1
2
3
4
5

shelter
stay
take a chance
dazed/disorientated
regain

6 excruciating
7 dare
8 remaining
9 rapid

Unit 41
1 1 coverage
2 scandal
3 alleged

4 deserve
5 intrusion
6 privacy

1 Possible answers:
1 We had a discussion about left-wing
policies.
2 They want to maintain the status quo.
3 I don't know who's in the driving seat.
4 We'll put the document under the
microscope.
5 1°d be opposed to the proposal.
6 He laid the foundations for the policy.
7 There is equality in our company.
8 The prime minister is heading in the right
direction.

7 exclusive
8 tabloids
9 allegations

1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

shoots
available
unpleasant and depressing
bricks and stones
explosives
leave I go away from
without, pattern
military, army / armed force, capture

Work and finance
Unit 44
1 1
2
3
4
5

relocation
scheme, performance
leave, provision
canteen, subsidized
entitled, entitlement

Unit 45
1 1
2
3
4
5
6

trust, respect
All three are possible.
juggle
a degree
undermine, disrupt
foster, promote

Unit 46
1 1 take it lying down
2 likely to mount (or launch) an advertising
campaign
3 no choice but to tighten our belts
4 to go down that road
5 fuelling fears of a global recession
6 wait till the dust settles
7 The bid was turned down
8 the move will set off a fresh round
Unit 47
1 Rising and stable: soar, surge, boom,
buoyant, rally, gains
Falling and unstable: plunge, turbulence,
plummet, volatile, slash, turmoil, slump
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2 1
2
3
4

investors
debt
pressure
trigger

5 equities/shares
6 outlook
7 burst
8 conflicting/contradictory

Unit 48
1 1
2
3
4
5

statement
6
red
7
overdrawn
8
fund
9
squandering (or wasting) 10

outgoings
budget
bail
make
track

Unit 49
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

achieve/accomplish
prioritize
stick/keep
anticipate
Schedule/Timetable/Organize/Arrange
set
Delegate

Unit 50
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

steaks stakes
make set
ballet ballot
set settle
p~izemem privatization
indinated inclined
imerferente intervention
off out

Unit 51
1 1
2
3
4
5

hum
sniff
giggle
absent
hectic

6
7
8
9
10

neglect
photocopier
pet
put
poke your nose

Concepts
Unit 52
1 1 result
2 car
3 force

4 bad
7 reason
5 a person
8 negative
6 an income

Unit 53
1 1
2
3
4

humiliated
phoney
interrogation
anonymously

5 embellish
6 adversary
7 unpalatable
8 namely

Unit 54
1 1 trivial
6 articulate
2 perennial
7 exacerbate
3 arise
8 light
4 confront
9 urgent
5 tackle
The word in the grey squares is 'insoluble'.
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Unit 55
11S

2D

3D

4S

5D

6S

7S

BD

Unit 56
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

potential
make
resounding ('remarkable' is also possible)
against
way ('well' is also possible)
depth
letting
obstacles
way
overcome
breakthrough
wrong
strength
fulfil

Unit 57
1 Possible answers:
1 should have set out earlier lshould have
left earlier / should have taken a taxi.
2 his life considerablyl by several years.
3 after the film ended. / after 10.00.
4 of development.
5 he did./he turned up.
6 I (have to) work on Saturdays/Sundays.
7 had to stand / were very bored
8 he shouldn't have been let out. / that was
too short.

Spoken English
Unit 58
1 1
2
3
4
2 1
2
3
4
5
6

ticked nicked
flan flak
rug bug
creek cheek
laugh
broke
blokes/guys
guys/blokes
neck
moaning

5
6
7
8

jacket racket
light tight
lying dying
drug drag

7 stick/flak
8 lousy/vile/
disgusting
9 cheek
10 back

Unit 59
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Your guess is as good as mine is.
You're Rot kidding! ldon't believe it.
Yes, it's been one of those bad days.
Don't you ask me. He never tells me a word.
No any such luck, I'm afraid.
No, but there's no use of worrying.
No; it goes in one ear and out the other
eaf.
8 Well, you've got nothing fer to lose.
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Unit 60

Unit 65

1 1
2
3
2 1

1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2
3
4
5
6

what
4 wonder
7 battle
bit
5 earth
8 know
not
6 worth
All things being equal, I'd rather live in
the centre. or I'd rather live in the centre,
all things being equal.
She seems to live in a world of her own.
Exercise is every bit as important as what
you eat. or What you eat is every bit as
important as exercise.
I rang him but for some reason he didn't
answer. or I rang him but he didn't
answer for some reason.
How much did they charge you, if you
don't mind me asking?
It's great to let your hair down after a
hard week. or After a hard week, it's
great to let your hair down.

so/thereabouts
odd / something I or thereabouts
region
somehow
take
something
stuff
lines

Unit 66
1 1
2
3
4
5
6

Live and letlive.
Easier said than done.
Two heads are better than one.
Once bitten, twice shy.
Blood is thicker than water.
Two wrongs don't make a right.

2 1 money
2 no, good
3 sleeping

4 merrier
7 practice
5 safe, sorry 8 sight, mind
6 come, served

Unit 61
1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Written English

pick and choose
back to front
aims and objectives
hustle and bustle
back and forth
bright and cheerful
rules and regulations
trial and error

Unit 67
1 straightforward / easy to understand
complicated/convoluted
abrupt/brusque
unnecessary/superfluous
relevant/pertinent

Unit 62
1 1 good
2 quiet
3 dry

Unit 68

4 strong
5 red
6 dream

7 sieve
8 log

Unit 63
1 do away with / abolish
own up I confess
crop up / happen unexpectedly
take sth apart I dismantle
take sb in / deceive
drag sth out I prolong
hit back I retaliate
butt in I interrupt
turn up I arrive
Unit 64
1 These phrases are correct:
1 As a matter of fact
2 on the whole I by and large, Mind you, to
be honest
3 at any rate / anyhow, incidentally
4 alternatively
5 I agree I 1t°s true, even so
6 Besides

1 albeit, although
prior to, before
notwithstanding, in spite of
in view of, considering
thus, therefore
Unit 69
1 evaluate, evaluation
condemn, condemnation
assert, assertion
summarize, summary
hypothesize, hypothesis
justify, justification
exemplify, example
outline, outline
21N

2N

3Y 4Y

5N

6Y

7N

BN

Unit 70
1 1 depict
5 alien
8 protagonist
2 convey
6 downfall
9 betray
3 mercy
7 portrayal 10 synopsis
4 embody
The word in the grey squares is 'commentary'.
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Unit 71

Aspects of language

1 1 not usually fully understood
2 des«ibing doing
3 largest smallest
4 ROt

5
6
7
8
2 1
2
3
4

dedines changes
replate copy
unsuccessfully
weak strong
hypothesize
hereditary
scrutinize
defective

5 unbiased
6 verification
7 immunity
8 molecular

1 1 The central core of a building is often
made of reinforced concrete.
2 Large steel girders are placed between
the vertical columns to hold the building
together.
3 The exterior walls are made by attaching
panels made of glass or metal to the
building.
4 Skyscrapers undergo rigorous tests to
determine/establish/assess whether they
can withstand high winds.
5 All support beams are lifted by cranes and
then put in place.
6 The design has to comply with strict safely
regulations before construction begins.
7 All buildings have to conform to physical
constraints imposed by climate and
geology.
8 Mechanical devices may be added to
counteract or resist motion.
9 All construction has to go through the
most stringent/rigorous/thorough safety
checks.
10 The building's support columns are
usually anchored in the footings.
Unit 73

234

1 1 advised
2 advantaged
3 virus

4 similar, plate
5 handled

Unit 75

Unit 72

1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Unit 74

bed and breakfast
please turn over
headquarters
closed-circuit television
do-it-yourself
chief executive officer
politically correct
care of
for the attention of
intelligence quotient
estimated time of arrival
tender loving care
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1 1 The hurricane is intensifying as it heads
towards land.
2 This income is tax-free.
3 This kind of vegetation characterizes the
region.
4 The building contains a system which
purifies the air.
5 The studio is soundproof.
6 He needs to clarify his intentions.
7 If you leave that in the sun, it will just
solidify.
8 The plan I've devised is foolproof.
Unit 76
1 1 to
2 for
3 on

4 over
5 to
6 for

7 on
8 for

Unit 77
1 1 passing
2 ehdee
3 the=Rtfafy

4 disettsskn
5 darrger

Unit 78
1 1
2
3
4
5

weird
eminent
dejected
inconceivable
comprehensive

6
7
8
9

tasteless
negligent
perplexed
naked

Unit 79
1 1 purely
2 invariably
3 briefly

4 virtually
5 indirectly
6 ultimately

7 apparently
8 officially

2 1 a
2 b

3 aand b
4 aand b

5
6

a
b

Unit 80
1 Possible answers:
1 's unintelligent
2 's got very poor eyesight.
3 're dismissing/sacking people
4 our own side
5 's dead or 's been killed by the vet
6 can't hear (very well) or 's rather deaf
7 stole it
8 ordinary citizens/people have been killedl
injured
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List of spotlight boxes
Unit Title of spotlight box
IB
3B
3C
4A
4C
6A
7A
7B
9A
9B
IDA
11A
118
12A
128
13B
14C
ISA
158
16A
168
178
188
19A
21
228
23B
24A
258
268
278
288
29A
30A
31A
32A
32B
33B

make fun of someone
Adjectives with -minded
outbreak, outlay, etc.
Collocation
entirely
Different related forms
Suffix -en
Expressions with attention
Verbs and nouns
Expressions with constant
Ergative verbs
-sighted
Ways of seeing
Adverbs of manner
Adjectives ending in -y
exceed and related forms
cynical, sceptical
desperate and related forms
Other expressions with heart
tough
accept
princjp/es and values
expect
consideC regard, view, perceive
relax
Boredom
chance
nature
Prefix outcompany
Adjective + change
-fn'endfy
extinct, extinction
rate
e- and cyber
migration
Getting used to things
A stay in hospital

Page
11
15
16
17
19
22
29
29
32
33
34
36
37
38
39
41
47
48
49
50
51
53
55
56
64
67
69
70
73
75
81
83
84
86
88
90
91
95

Unit Title of spotlight box
34B
358
36B
37A

Gender
The police
selfcomprise, make up, consist of,

compose
37B interior and internal
38 Headline words
40A dare
418 exclusives and scoops
42A means
45A degree
46A mergec takeovec and acquismon
48A Bank accounts
488 surplus
49A no matter what, whatever
498 Metaphorical use of words
50A set + noun
528 effect
53B Types of lie
568 way
59A idioms and set phrases
61 bribery and corruption
638 Phrasal verbs: meanings and forms
64 anyway
65 or something
68 hitherto and henceforth
69A present v
70 embody/represent sth,
endowsb with sth
718 unit
748 un- and under758 -proof -free
76A control of/over sth/sb
778 under
78A Fame
798 .., speaking
80 Euphemisms

Page
97
99
101
102
104
108
112
115
116
122
124
128
129
130
131
132
139
141
147
154
158
161
162
164
175
176
178
181
191
193
194
197
198
201
203
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Word list / Index
Numbers are unit numbers, not page numbers
a likely story la '1aik]i ,st:j:ri/ 59
a real character la ,ri:d 'kenkta(r)/ 14
a real effort /3 ,ri:d 'ef:jt/ 4
a real eyesore la ,ri:d 'a|sg:(r)/ 4
a real pain /3 ,ri:d 'peinl 58
a small world /3 ,smj:i 'w3:ld/ 66
a tight corner /3 ,tai1 'k:mdr)/ 39
abandon /Sbandan/ 43, 55
abnormal /ab'ni:ml/ 71
abolish /sbohj/ 36, 63
abolition /abShjn/ 36
about (is in be about to do sth 35
abrupt h'bmptl 67
absence /'absms/ 51
absent /'ebmnt/ 51
absent-minded /µbmnt 'maindidl 3
absolute ,\1)j /'ebsdu:t/ 56
absorb hb'm:bl 5
abuse n h'bju:sl 6
abuse v /j'tjju:z/ 6
accent /'aksmit/ 4
accept hk'septl 16
access n, v /'akses/ 33
accident-prone l'aksidnt ,pmon/ 30
acclaim h'kleunl 22
acclaimed h'klctmdl 22
acclimatized as in get
acclimatized 32
accompany /a°kmiµnU 26
accomplish /Sknmphj/ 49
according to lSb:dnj ,tu:. tjl 39
account as in currentldeposit
account 48
accountable to
b'kaontobl ,tu:, tjl 45
accumulate /skju:mjdeiU 48, 51
accustomed as in get accustomed 32
achieve bYi:vl 49
acquire /dkwmdh/ 24
acquisition /ekwl'3lSn/ 46
action as in take action 40
actions speak louder than
words l'ekjnz ,spi:k ,1auda
'wmdzl 66
actually /'ektfudi/ 64
adapt to b'dept ,tu:. lal 27
adaptation kedep'teijnl 22
addict (is in drug addict 25
addicted to sth b'diktid t3 ,.../ 25
additional k'dij:mll 45
address v /Sdres/ 54
adjust /Qunst/ 11
adjust to /S©St ,tu:, t:j/ 27
adjustment /sq5^stmgnu 11
admit sb to hospital kd,mit ,... to
'hospiUl 33
adopt b'doptl 69
adrenalin /Sdrenahn/ 43
advance kxj'va:nsl 30
adversary /'adv:mri/ 53

adverse effect /,adv3:s i'fektl 52
advertising agency /'adv3:tal7.19
,elck3nsi/ 34
affection /Sfekfn/ 14
affectionate /sfckj»m/ 14
affluent /'dlmnt/ 70
after sth l'a:fb ,.../ 25
against all (the) odds /a,genst m Oi
'odzl 40
age /ei® 57
agency /'el63nsi/ 34
aggravate /'egravcit/ 54
agile /'acka[l/ 9
agility /S©kti/ 9
agree entirely h,gri: in'tardil 4
aims and objectives /,ermz and
gbuektlvz/ 61
air force l'c; ,Ej;s/ 37
albeit /b:lbiit/ 68
alcoholic /elkdhohk/ 25
alert n b'k:tl 38
alien /'alian/ 70
all the same /,s:1 00 'semi 64
all things being equal /'j:i ,0iijz ,bim
'i:kwd/ 60
all things considered lb:l ,(hrjz
k:m'sid:xj/ 77
allegation /eh'geijn/ 39, 41
allege /Sie® 39, 41
allegedly /dl@dli/ 41
alleviate h'li:vieitl 11
allocate /'abkeit/ 34
allowance h°laugnsl 44
almonds /'a:mmdz/ 20
alongside b'brjsaidl 31
aloof b'lu:fl 14
alternate v /'j:jtancU/ 9
alternatively b:l't3:natlv]i/ 64
ambiguity /ambi'gju:mi/ 1
ambiguous /em'bigju% 1
amend h'mendl 27
amendment h'mendmsntl 27
amid h'midl 39
amidst /a'mrdst/ 39
an eye for an eye hn ,aj hr
'ail 66
an eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth Ian ,aj far an 'ai
a ,tu:0 far
;j 'tu:O 66
analyse /'andaiz/ 69
anchorv /'mjkdr)/ 72
ancient /'anjnt/ 55
angle n, v /'arjgl/ 72
animosity keni'mosMU 32
ankle /'erjkl/ 13
anonymity /enSnimatV 53
anonymously b'nommaslil 53
anti- /'anti/ 74
anti-depressant /,anti di'pnmntl 74

anti-drugs policy /µnti 'drngz
,pobsi/ 74
anti-inflammatory
/,ienti m'flamarV 74
anti-racism /,anti 'rejsimm/ 74
anti-spam filter I enti 'spam
,1iltdr)/ 31
'
anti-virus protection /,enti 'vams
prqtekjnl 31
anti-virus software /µnti 'valrgs

,softwea(r)/ 74
anti-war /,enti 'wtn(r)/ 74
anticipate ken'tisrpatl 49
anticipation kenusi'pajnl 49
antique x, i\0] /en'ti:k/ 55
anyhow /'cnihao/ 64
anyway /'eniwei/ 64
apart (is Iii take sth apart 63
apologetic /3pDbuetlk/ 6
apologize /3'pDbdkalz/ 6
appalled /Sp:M/ 15
apparently h'pemntlil 79
appeal n /Spi:l/ 67
appeal for lSpi:l fdr)/ 67
appealing b'pi:hrjl 18
appetite /'epitan/ 12
appetizing rcpitaizny 12
applaud h'pb:dl 22
applause h'pb:zl 22
appliance /a'plams/ 28
apply pressure to h,p]ai 'preS3 t3/ 12
appreciate /dpri:ficn/ 16
appreciation kph:ji'ejfn/ 16
aptitude /'aptitju:d/ 76
archive n, v /'a:katv/ 71
arduous l'a:djuw 9
argument /'a:gjumanl/ 69
arise /Sraiz/ 54
armed combat /,a:md 'kombatl 37
armed forces /,a:md Tj:sjz/ 37
arms /a:mz/ 38
arms (is Iii folded arms 8
army /'a:mi/ 37
aroma /dr@umd 12
arouse b'raozl 52
artichoke /'a:tlqgok/ 20
articulate ad) la:'tikjukU 54
articulate v /a:'tikjulat/ 54
as a favour /,3z :j 'fervdr)/ 5
as a matter of fact /,3z g) ,mmr gv
'fektl 64
as far as sth is concerned /,;jz ,fa:r oz
'... [z k?n,s3:nd/ 79
as blind as a bat /,3z ,blaind ;iiZ
'ball 62
as deaf as a post /,32 ,def az
'p:iostl 62
as dry as a bone /,az ,drai az
'baunl 62
as for I'm 1Mr)/ 64
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as good as gold /,3z ,god 3z
'gsoldl 62
as I was saying l'az ai waz ,Sciit)/ 64
as light as a feather Liz Jail 3z ;j
'fe0s(r)/ 62
as quiet as a mouse /,3z ,kwalgt 3z d
'maosl 62
as red as a beetroot /,82 ,red 3z a
'bi:tru:tl 62
as strong as an ox 1,az ,strog az m
'oksl 62
as thin as a rake /,3z ,0in az
'reikl 62
as time went by l:jz ,1aim went
'bail 16
as white as a sheet /,az ,wai1 32 3
'Ji:tl 62
as you will see from my CV . .. /µz
ju: wil ,si: fmm ,maj ,si: 'vi:l 67
asap (= as soon as possible) /,c1 ,es ,ei
'pi:l 73
ask a favour /,a:sk j 'feivdr)/ 5
ask after l'a:sk ,a:fi:j(r)/ 63
aspect /'espekt/ 71
assert /3'531/ 69
assertion /m's3:jri/ 69
assertive /a's3:tlv/ 14
assess b'sesl 69
assessment k'sesmntl 69
assimilate h'sumleiU 27
assimilation ksimSlajnl 27
assist /3'SISt/ 37
associated with /3's3Ujiertld wt0/ 42
association /@s3Uji'eljn/ 42
assurance /SJo3rjns/ 6
assure /3'joa(r)/ 6
astute /dstu:l/ 14
asylum /Ssaibm/ 32
at a moment's Notice /3t ,maumzmts
'nouhsl 77
at an angle lat an 'el)gl/ 72
at any rate lat 'eni ,reit/ 64
at ease (is in put sb at ease 33
at home /3t 'hsuml 23
at once lat 'wtinsl 77
at one time /3t 'wnn ,taim/ 57
at random lat 'rendml 43
at short notice ht j:j:t 'munsl 77
at stake lat 'stcikl 50
at the last minute /3t 03 ,1a:st
'mmitl 57
at thevery least bl Da ,veri 'li:stl 77
atb (= all the best) 73
8 (= -ate) 73
atom /kemn/ 71
atrocious /StmuS3s/ 22
attack as in under attack 77
attention /a'tenjn/ 7
attn 73
attract mmktl 24
attract sb's attention lqtrakt ,...
dtenjnl 7
attribute n /'ambju:t/ 14
audience /b:dians/ 22
authentic b:'Oentikl 55
authority b:'0omi/ 37
away b'wcil 23

away (is in get away from it all
away as in right away 77
awkward /b:kw;kl/ 26

21

B & B (= bed and breakfast) /,bi: an
'bi:l 73
b (= be) 73
b4 (= before) 73
b4n (= bye for now) 73
back v /bek/ 46
back cisin behind sb's back 16
back and forth /,bek 31) 'fj:Ol 61
back down /,bek 'daunl 4
back to front /,bek ta 'I'mntl 61
backing /'bekirj/ 46
bad run /,bed 'mnl 23
bad taste (is in be in bad taste 19
bad-tempered /,bied 'tempjcil 3
badly hit 1,baedli 'hill 49
baffle /'befl/ 53
baffled /'befld/ 78
bags of l'brcgz avl 65
bail /bcil/ 35
bail sb out /,bei1 ,...'aot/ 48
balance (is iii on balance 77
balance (is ill tip the balance 46
ballot n, v /°babu 50
ban n /ben/ 76
bank /bank/ 37
bank statement l'bmjk ,steitmnt/ 48
bankrupt as in go bankrupt 46
barbed wire /,ba:bd 'waiMr)/ 3
bare /bedr)/ 78
barely /'bedi/ 11
bargain hunting l'ba:gtn ,hnntirj/ 25
barkm' /ba:k1 10
basic unit l'beisik ju:nill 71
basically /'basikli/ 79
basis /'basis/ 49
bat /bet/ 62
batteries (is in recharge your
batteries 21
battery charger l'batwi ,(Sa'gd')/ 28
battle (is in fight a losing battle 60
battle as ill locked in battle 39
be about to do sth /,bi: qbaot t:j 'du:
,.../ 35
be behind sb/sth /,bi bt'hamd ,.../ 54
be bullied /,bi 'bulidl 17
be carried away /,bi ,karrd a'wetl 26
be composed of /,bi k3m'p3uzd
3V/ 37
be confined to a wheelchair /,bi
kon,faind lu j 'wi:hfei(r)/ 30
be confined to bed /,bi kmi,faind
'bed 30
be cruel to be kind /,bi ,kru:d t?} bi
'kaincll 14
be detained in custody /,bi di,teind in
'ktistMi/ 35
be distracted by sth /,bi ch'straklid
bai ,.../ 25
be drawn against /,bi 'drj:n
3,gen$t/ 23
be drawn to /,bi 'dm:n tal 14
be economical with the truth 1,bi:
i:kqnomiH witS ija 'tru:0/ 53

be entitled to /,bi: in'taitld ,tu:.
t3/ 44
be getting on for /,bi 'gcurj ,on
fdr)/ 7
be humiliated /,bi hju:'milimdl 60
be in a mess /,bi: in 'mesl 18
be in a world of your own /,bi: in
,w3:ld jv jj:r bonl 60
be in bad taste /,bi: in ,bad 'tetstl 19
be in favour of /,bi: in 'fervar 3v/ 42
be in poor taste /,bi: m ,p3: 'teistl 19
be in the driving seat /,bi: m 03
'clrawirj ,si:t/ 42
be in the red / bi: in O:j 'rail 48
be in two minds about 1,bi: in ,tu:
'maindz qbaotl 2
be into sth /,bi: ,lllt3 ',../ 58
be locked in battle /,bi ,1okt m
'bmtll 39
be off 1,bi: 'oIl 25
be on top 1,bi: ,on 'lopl 23
be on your best behaviour /,bi: ,Dn
jj: ,besi bi'hewjmr)/ 19
be out of hand 1,bi: ,ao1 3v
'hendl 49
be out of your depth /,bi: ,ao( gv jg;
'dcp0/ 42
be overdrawn /,bi: :iovm'dm:nl 48
be overwhelmed by /,bi: mova'welmd
bail 43
be past it /,bi 'pa:sl ill 56
be promoted /,bi prSmutidl 23
be put out /,bi ,pUt 'autl 19
be reconciled with 1,bi 'rekgnsalld
WI0/ 63
be referred to sb /,bi rl'f3:d t3 ,.../ 33
be relegated /,bi 'rehgatidl 23
be the last thing on sb's mind /,bi cj3
,1a:st ,01ij on ,... 'maindl 2
be thrown in at the deep end 1,bi
,0mon ,in 3t lj3 'di:p ,end/ 42
be tied up /,bi ,taid '^p/ 2
be under siege /,bi: ,tmda 'si:® 43
be uprooted /,bi: np'ru:hdl 32
beam /bi:m/ 72
bean sprouts l'bi:n ,sprauts/ 20
bear sth in mind /,be:j ,... in
'marndl 8
beat /bi:t/ 20
beautiful /'bju:ttfl/ 21
beauty is only skin-deep /,bju:li 12
,g(jn|i ,skrn 'di:pl 66
bee /bi:/ 10
beep n, v /bi:p/ 10
beetroot /'bi:tru:t/ 20, 62
before sb's time /bi,b: ,... 'taiml 57
beforehand /bi'b:hand/ 26
behalf (is in on behalf of sb 34
behaviour clsiil be on your best
behaviour 19
behind asin be behind sb/sth 54
behind closed doors /bi,hamd ,khw,d
'cb:zl 39
behind sb's back /bi,hamd ,...
'bekl 16
behind the scenes /bi,haind 03
'si:nzl 39
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behind the times /bi,haind 03
'taimzl 57
believe it or not lbiji:v It g: 'notl 60
belt as in tighten your belt 46
bending /'bendig/ 9
beneficial effect lbemfQl i'fektl 18
benefits l°benifits/ 44
bereaved /bi'ri:vd/ 77
besides /btsaidz/ 64
best as in the best of both worlds 60
best (is in the best thing 59
bet els in your best bet 59
betray lbi'trcu 70
betrayal /bi'treid/ 70
better late than never /,bet:) ,1eit Dan
'nevdr)/ 66
better safe than sorry /,bet3 ,seif Dan
'soril 66
better still /,bek 'still 28
bfn (= bye for now) 73
bias /'bal3s/ 71
biased /'bamt/ 71
bid n, v /btd/ 38, 46
bid cisin make a bid for 46
big chance /,big 'tjij:nsl 23
bigoted /'hgmid/ 3
birth as in give birth 41
birth certificate /'b3:0 sqtifikatl 3
birth rate /'b3:0 ,reit/ 30
bit of a drag /,bit 3v 3 'dregl 58
bite your fingernails /,bait j:j:
'firjggnel|7/ 8

bizarre /bi'za:(r)/ 78
blame asin take the blame 4
bland /bkend/ 12
blast /bla:st/ 38
blazing row /,bleizuj 'raol 39
blink v /bhrjk/ 11
blister /'bhstMr)/ 13
block spam /,blok 'speml 31
bloke /bbuk/ 58
blood is thicker than water /,bkd lZ
,(hko
'w:i:tdr)/ 66
blood pressure l'bhd ,prejdr)/ 13
blow /bho/ 38
blow sth out of proportion /,blau ,,..
,ao1 jv pm'p:xjnl 50
blunt /blnnt/ 67
blurred vision /,bh:d 'viyl 11
boast v Ax)us1/ 10
boat as hi rock the boat 42
body /'bodi/ 5, 67
boil down to sth l'bml ,daun t3
,.../ 52
bolt v, n /bolt/ 72
bond /bond/ 16
bone /bjon/ 62
bonus l°l»oms/ 44
book (is in don't judge a book by its
cover 14
boom (is in economic boom 47
boost n, v /bu:st/ 38
boost morale /,bu:st ma'ra:ll 45
bored out of your mind /,b:xd ,aut 3v
jj: 'maindl 22
bored stiff /,h:d 'slifl 22
bored to death /,b3:d 13 'de0/ 22

bored to tears /,b."rd t:j 'tf37j 22
boring /'bi:nn/ 22
boss as in your own boss 45
bottle sth up /,bot] ,... 'Apl 15
bounce back 1,baons 'biekl 47
brace /breis/ 7
bracketN /'brekit/ 72
braise /breiz/ 20
branch /bra:ntf/ 37
brand new /,brand 'nju:l 55
brave /breiv/ 17
bravery /'breivmi/ 17
breadwinner /'bredwms(r)/ 20
break /brak/ 57
break down /,brcik 'daonl 3
break into a gallop /,breik ,intu: j
'gabpl 9
break off from sth /,breik 'of fhm
,.../ 49
break out /,breik 'autl 3, 4
break the deadlock /,brerk Da
'dedlokl 50
break up i,br'erk 'tipl 3
break-up l'brak ,tip/ 3
breakdown /'breikdaon/ 3
breaking point l'bmkirj ,pmnt/ 43
breakthrough /'breikOru:/ 56
breath (is in don°t hold your
breath 59
breathtaking /'brcOtelkln/ 11
breed /bri:d/ 29
bribev /braib/ 61
bribery l'braibarU 61
brief summary 1,bri:f 'smn:jri/ 4
briefly /'bri:tli/ 79
bright as in not exactly bright 80
bright and cheerful /,brait an

'M1/ 61
brilliant /'briliant/ 22
bring sb somewhere l'brrg ,...
,snmwedr)/ 2
bring sth about /,brig ,... dbautl 27
bring sth up /,bruj ,... kpl 63
broad-minded /,bm:d 'maindidl 3
broadcast v /'bm:dka:s(l 41
broadly speaking l'bm:dli ,spi:kirj/ 64
broadsheet /'bm:dfi:t/ 41
broke /bmok/ 58
broken home /,brgokgn 'hound 18
browse /brauz/ 25
browser /'braom(r)/ 31
brusque /bru:sk/ 67
btw (= by the way) 73
bubble /'bnbl/ 47
buck as hi pass the buck 50
budgetN /'bA«lt/ 34
budget n, v /'b@t/ 48
bug /brig/ 58
build up /,bi1d kpl 48
built-up /,bilt 'tipl 3
bulb (= light bulb) /bAb/ 28
bulb (= plant) /bAb/ 24
bullet-proof l'buhl ,pru:f/ 75
bully n, v /'boli/ 17
bump into sb l'bnmp ,1Tll3 ,.../ 63
bumpy ride /,btinipi 'raidl 47
buoyant /'b:mnt/ 47

burden as in debt burden 47
burst into flames /,b3:st ,int:j
'flcnnzl 4
burst into tears /,b3:s[ ,into 'tl37/ 4
bury your head in the sand /,beri Jg;
,hed in 03 'sandi 50
bush Ibojl 24
butt in /,bn1 'inl 63
butterfly /'b^tmal/ 24
buy sth on impulse /,bai ,... on
'impnlsl 25
buzz v /btiz/ 10
buzz about /,bnz a'baotl 10
by and large /,bai
'ia:® 64
by any chance /,bai ,cni 'lfu:nsl 60
by chance (is in purely by chance 70
by choice /,bai 'tfjisl 77
by common consent (bat ,komn
kan'senll 36
by means of /,bai 'mi:nz 3V/ 77
by mutual consent /,bai ,mju:jfua1
km'sentl 36
by the way /,bai cj:j 'wed 64
c (= see) 73
cake (is in have your cake and eat
it 20
cake as in sell like hot cakes 62
calculate /'kdkjuleit/ 48
calculation /kdkju'lajn/ 48
call sth off /,k:j:l ,... 'ofl 63
camcorder /'kemb:dMr)/ 31
cancel /'kansl/ 63
canteen /ken'li:n/ 44
capital punishment /,kepit1
'pmijmmt/ 36
capitalism /'kepmlimm/ 42
capitalist /'keµtdisl/ 42
capitulate /kdplgijlelt/ 18
captivity (is in in captivity 29
car chase l'ka: ,gejs/ 9
carbon footprint /,ka:b3n
'fotprinll 28
carried away cisin be/get carried
away 26
carry out (= implement) /,keri
'aotl 27
carry out (a procedure) /,kaeri
'aotl 30
carry out (a survey) /,keri 'aoU 41
case as in in any case 64
cashews l'keju:z: kdfu:zl 20
casserole /'kasmol/ 20
cast /ka:sl/ 22
casualty /'kayaltV 53
catch /kietf/ 63
catch a glimpse of /,katf 'ghmps
avl 11
catch fire /,kmf 'falg(r)/ 4
catch sb out /,kelf ,... 'aotl 53
catch sight of /,keetf 'sail 3v/ 11
cause /k3:7/ 27
caution v /'k:j:jn/ 35
cautious /'kj:jas/ 15
CCTV (= dosed circuit television) /,si:
,si: ,11: 'vi:l 73
cease /si:s/ 38
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celeb /sdleb/ 41
celebrity /sdlebrati/ 41
cell (= prison cell) /sel/ 36
cell (e.g. blood cell) /sd/ 71
centre party /'scI)t3 ,pa:ti/ 42
CEO (= chief executive officer) /,si: ,1:
'3U/ 73

certificate as in birth certificate 3
chain of events /,tfein 3v t'venlsl 52
chairx, v /tfedr)i 34
chairman /'tf=man/ 34
chairperson /'jfmpmsn/ 34
chairwoman /'tSe3wom3n/ 34
chalk as in like chalk and cheese 20
chance /tfa:ns/ 23
chance as in by any chance 60
chance (is in purely by chance 79
chance as in take a chance on sth 40
change /tfein® 27
channel of communication /,g:cnl dV
kmju;m'keijn/ 54
chaos as in total/utter chaos 4
character /'kemkta(r)/ 14
characteristic /keraktSnsuk/ 75
characterize l'kemktaraW 75
chargeN,v ©a:® 9
charge sth /'tSa:« ,.../ 28
charge sth up /,lSa:t ,... 'tip/ 28
charger /'tSa:$dr)/ 28
charisma /kv'rizma/ 14
charismatic /kariz'mauk/ 14
charity /'tS?er3ti/ 34
charity begins at home /,tfamti
bi,ginz 3t 'haoml 66
charity organization /'traergti
3:g3nal,zeljn/ 34
charm /tfa:m/ 21

charming /ya:mln/ 21
chase 1\',v /gels/ 9
chatterbox /'!fet3boks/ 14
chatty /'tfajti/ 14
cheek (= rude behaviour) /tji:k/ 19,
58
cheeky /'ffi:ki/ 19
cheerful as in bright and cheerful 61
cheers ljfmj 58
cheese usin like chalk and cheese 20
chemical weapon /,kcmik1
'wepanl 37
chemotherapy /ki:mao'Oerapi/ 30
chickens (is in don't count your
chickens 20
chief /tfi:f/ 38
chief constable /,jfi:f 'knnsk)b|/ 35
chiefly /'tfi:lli/ 79
childcare /YMdkedr)/ 44
childish /'tfmldij/ 78
childlike /'tfal]dlalk/ 78
childproof /'tfaiId,pru:f/ 75
chill out /,tfr1 'autl 21
chocoholic l¶okdhohk/ 25
choice as in by choice 77
choose as in pick and choose 61
chop v /lfop/ 20
chopsticks /'tjbpstiks/ 19
chore /tf:j:(r)/ 24
chronic /'kromk/ 40

chubby /¶Abi/ 7
chubby cheeks /,tjAbi 'ffi:ksl 7
cinnamon /'sinaman/ 20
circumstance /'s3:kamsta:ns/ 5
citizen /'sllizjn/ 34
city-wide l'siti ,waid/ 34
civil /'sjvi/ 37
civilian n, ADI /©'vI]ign/ 37
claim v /klcrm/ 63, 69
clap /kkt·p/ 22
clarify /'klamfai/ 75
class as in lower/middle/upper/
working class 19
classic example /'klasik ig,za:mp1/ 4
classified /'kksifaid/ 74
clean (is in spotlessly clean 33
clear /khMr)/ 29
clear sb of l'kb ,... 3v/ 38
clearsth up /,kha ,... 'ttpl 26
clear up /,khar 'rtpl 26
clearly /'khdi/ 79
clenched fist /,k!engj 'fisll 8
cIichC /'kli:jci/ 22
clichCd /'kli:jeid/ 22
clinch v /khnO 46
clinical trial /,khnik1 'tradl 33
clipiv /khp/ 31, 76
clique /kli:k/ 26
cliquey l'kli:kV 26
close to tears /,kbus t3 'tiazl 15
closure /'kbup(r)/ 50
clue (is in I haven't a clue 59
do /'kegr 3v/ 73
coarse /k3:s/ 17
cobbled streets /'kob]d ,stri:ls/ 21
cock /kok/ 10
coerce /kgo'3:s/ 52
coercion /ka(j'3:jn/ 52
coffee break l'kofi ,brcrk/ 57
coherence /kgu'hlmns/ 69
coherent /k3o'hkjr3nt/ 69
coincide with /kgc)ln°sald wi0/ 31
coincidence /kgu'lnsldgns/ 31
colander /'k^bnddry 20
collaboration /kalebdreijn/ 45
collateral damage /kg,ketm|
'dami® 80
collocation /kob'kajn/ 4
combat /'kombal/ 37
combination Lkombfmjnl 8
combine /kan'bain/ 8
come across as l'kmn qkros m 14
come bottom /,knm 'botoml 56
come in /,krim 'nil 2
come into effect /,knm ,intu:
i'kktl 52
come into sight I knm jnta 'saul 11
come into view i,knm ,lnt3 'vju:l 11
come top /)CM11 'topl 56
come under attack /,kAm ,nncbr
3'ttek/ 39
come under fire /,'knm ,tmda
Tatdr)/ 39
come unstuck /,k,un m'sukl 56
come up /,kNn 'npl 54, 63
come with /'kAm ,wi0/ 2
comeback /'kAInbek/ 56

command n /ka'ma:nd/ 69
command v /kdma:nd/ 37
comment /'komenl/ 19
commentary /'kommtri/ 70
commercial /k3'm3:jll 79
commercialize /kSm3:Sdarz/ 75
commercially /kdm3:Sdi/ 79
commit /kSmit/ 6
commitment /kSmitmant/ 6
common goal 1,komm 'g3u|/ 45
communicate with lksmju:nikeit
,wjO/ 63
communism /'komjumzam/ 42
companionship /kgm'penjanjlp/ 70
company /'knmpmi/ 26
comparable /'kompmbl/ 6
compare /kam'pea(r)/ 6
compatible with lkam'pmbl
,wi0/ 76
compensate for l'kompansat Mr),
b(r)/ 63
compilation /kompl'leljn/ 76
complementary medicine
/komph,mentri 'mcdsnl 33
complex /'kompleks/ 76
compliance /kmn'plaims/ 72
compliment n, v /'komphn]3nt/ 16
complimentary /komph'mentri/ 16
comply with lkam'plai ,wi0/ 72
compose /k@n)'pao7/ 37
composed as in be composed of 37
compost /'komposL/ 24
comprehensible /kompn'hensabl/ 78
comprehensive /komprl'henslv/ 44,
78
comprise lbm'pravj 37
compulsive /kmn'pAsiv/ 25
con v /kon/ 58
conceal /km'si:l/ 7
conceited /km'si:tid/ 14
conceivable /kan'simbl/ 78
concept /'konsept/ 74
concern (is in main/principal/growing
concern 4
concerned as in as far as sth is
concerned 79
concerning /km'sxnig/ 67, 68
concerted effort /k3n,s3:tld 'ehtl 4
concise /bn'sais/ 67
conclude /km'klu:d/ 69
concluding /k:in'klu:dnj/ 78
conclusion /kgn'klu:3n/ 69
conclusions asin jump/leap to
conclusions 8
conclusive /k:m'klu:siv/ 78
concrete /'kotjkri:U 72
condemn /km'dem/ 69
condemnation /kondcm'nujn/ 69
condition /k:m'dijn/ 30
condolences /kjn'djubnsl7/ 67
condone /kai'&on/ 69
conduct (a survey) /kin'dokt/ 41
conference /'konfmns/ 69
confess /kan'fes/ 6, 63
confession /km'fefn/ 6
confide in lkm'fard ,in/ 16
confidential /konh°dcnjl/ 33
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confidentiality /konfidenji'ebW 33
confine /k3n'faln/ 36
confined as in be confined to bed I a
wheelchair 30
confinement lkm'famrmnU 36
conflicting /km'fhktig/ 47
confound /bnTaond/ 53
confront /kgn'fr^nu 54
conscientious /konSi'enjbs/ 14
conscription /km'sknpjn/ 37
consent n, v /k@n'senl/ 36
consent (is in by common/mutual
consent 36
consequences l'konsikwmsW 52
conservation /konsdvajn/ 28
Conservative /kan's:tvativ/ 42
conserve &311's3:v/ 28
consider /kgn'$[dg(r)/ 19
considerable /km'si&rabU 37
considerable difficulty /km,sidmb1
'difikdtil 4
considerably Mn'sidmblil 37
considerate /km'sidarat/ 14
considered (is in all things
considered 77
considering /kgn'sld3rllj/ 68
consist of lkm'stst avl 37
constable /'knnstabl/ 35
constant /'konstml/ 9
constipated /'konsupaud/ 13
constipation /konstl'pelSn/ 13
constrain Mn'streinl 72
constraint /kan's[reint/ 72
construction (is Ill under
construction 77
consult /km'stdt/ 27
consultation /konsl'tajn/ 27
consultative /kon'sAtatrv/ 27
consume /k:m'sju:m/ 28
consumer /km'sju:mdr)/ 28
consumption /k3n's^mpjn/ 28
contingency /k3n'llndk3nsi/ 48
contradict /kontm'chkt/ 47
contradiction /kontm'dtkfn/ 47
contradictory /konm'chktari/ 47
contrary clsill on the contrary 77
contribute /bn'tribju:t/ 26
contribution /kontn'bju:jn/ 26
control /k3n'(raoi/ 76
control (is in under control 49
controversial /kDntrg'v3:jl/ 39
controversy l'kontraw:si,
km'trovxil 39
convalesce /konvm'lcs/ 33
convalescence /konvdlesns/ 33
convention /kai'venjn/ 30
conventional /km'venjM/ 30
convey /kan'vet/ 70
conviction /km'vikjn/ 71
convincing /km'vmsig/ 22, 78
convoluted /'konvdu:ttd/ 67
copy x, v l'kopil 24
coriander /kori'anda(r)/ 20
corkscrew /'k3:kskru:/ 20
corner asin a tight corner 39
corporate /'k:xpml/ 47
corporation /k3:p3'rcjjn/ 47

corrupt /ka'mpt/ 61
corruption /kSmpjn/ 61
cosmetic surgery /koz,metik
's3:*ri/ 33
cottage /'kotldk/ 24
could as ill I could do with 59
council /'kaunsl/ 34
councillor /'kaonsda(r)/ 34
count /kaunt/ 5
counter-productive /,kaunta
prSUktivl 37
counteract /kaontm"ekt/ 72
countryside /'kmmsaid/ 24
courage /'km® 17
courageous /kj'relckas/ 17
courteous /'k3:tigs/ 19
courtesy /'kmsi/ 19
cover sth up /,ktwa ,,,, 'iip/ 39
cover-up /'kAvar ,ttp/ 39
coverage /'ktivm® 41
crack n /krzek/ 42
crafty /'kra:fti/ 14
crane /krein/ 72
crawl /km:l/ 2
crazy as in drive sb crazy 52
creak n, v /kri:k/ 10
create /kri'cit/ 27
create an illusion /kri,cit
i'lu:yV 7
credit /'kredit/ 48
creep /kri:p/ 9
crime (is in organized crime 35
crippling /'kriplnj/ 25
crisis as in in crisis 36
criteria /krat'naria/ 69
criterion lkrartmimV 69
criticism /'krltlslzam/ 4
criticize /'kmsaiz/ 17, 63
croc /krok/ 40
crocodile /'krokMad/ 40
crop up /,krop kpl 63
crow /kroo/ 10
crude /kru:d/ 17
cruel /'kru:d/ 6
cruel as ill be cruel to be kind 14
crushv /kmj/ 20
cul8r (= see you later) 73
culture shock /'k/dtfg Jokl 32
cunning /'kmlln/ 14
curable /'kjoarabl/ 30
curb v /k3:b/ 38
cure n, v /kjw(r)/ 30
curiously enough /'kjo3rigsli i,nnf7 79
current els in in current use 1
current account /'ktmnl qkaontl 48
curt /h:t/ 67
curtail /k3:'tejV 57
custody /'kmMi/ 35, 41
custom /'kttmm/ 19
customary /'knstmmmri/ 19
cut k /km/ 47
cut sth back /,kn1 ,... 'bakl 24
cutbacks as in make cutbacks 48
cute /kju:t/ 7
cutting edge /,k^tln 'e® 55
cutting-edge technology /,kMi[) ,e6
tek'nobgi/ 55
cyber- /'saiba/ 31

cyber-cafC l'saiba ,kefei/ 31
cyberspace /'saUmspci9 31
cynical /'simkl/ 14
cynicism /'slnlslzgm/ 14

d (= the) 73
daft /da:ft/ 58
damage as in extensivelwidespread
damage 4
damp /demp/ 11
danger as in in danger 29, 77
danger zone /'delnckg ,mon/ 43
dank /deijk/ 12
dare v /dedr)/ 40
darling /'da:hg/ 58
dash n, v /dej/ 9
date (is in out of I up to date 55
date cisin set a date 50
dated /'dutid/ 1
dawn on l'd:m ,011/ 2
day (is in it's not sb's day tit's been
one of those days 59
dazed /deizd/ 40
dc- /di:/ 74
deadlock /'ded]ok/ 50
deadly dull /,dedli 'dAl 22
deadly weapon /,ded1i 'wep3n/ 37
deafening /'defniry 26
deal x /di:l/ 38
death rate /'de0 ,reit/ 30
debate cisin heated debate 42
debit card l'debil ,Kcj:cj/ 48
debris /'debri:/ 43
debt burden l'det ,b3:dn/ 47
decade /'dekeid/ 30
decaffeinated /di:'kafinernd/ 74
decay as in fall into decay 55
deceit /di'si:l/ 53
deceive /di'si:v/ 14, 53, 63
deceive yourself ldi'si:v jj:,seit/ 53
decentralize /di:'sentmlaiz/ 74
deception /di'sepjn/ 53
deceptive /ch'septiv/ 14
declare a ceasefire /di,klex i)
'si:daia(rV 53
declare war /di,klm 'w:j:(rV 53
declassified /di:'klasdaid/ 74
decline (is in gradual/steady
decline 29
dedicate l'dedikuU 17
dedicated /'dedikaud/ 17
dedication /dedi'kajn/ 17
deep end l'di:p ,end/ 42
deep fat fryer /,di:p ,fat 'fraja(r)/ 20
deep-fry /,di:p 'frail 20
defect /'di:fekt/ 71
defective /ch'fektiv/ 71
defenceless /di'fensbs/ 6
defend /di'fend/ 6
defiance /di'Rmns/ 70
defiant ldr'famu 70
deficit l'ddisiu 48
deforestation /di:fon'stajn/ 29
defraud /di'fm:d/ 35
defrost /di:'frost/ 74
defy ldiTad 70
degree of ldi'gri: 3v/ 45
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dejected /dl'tektld/ 78
delegate sth to l'dehgert ,... tal 49
delicate /'dehkit/ 12
delude yourself ldi'lu:d jj:,sejf/ 53
deluge /'delju:® 49
dent n, v /dent/ 52, 54
dent sb's confidence /,dent ,...
'konfidmsl 54
dent sb's reputation /,dent ,...
repju'tetjhl 54
dependent on ldi'pcndml ,on1 76
depict lch'piku 70
depopulated /di:'popjulemd/ 74
deport /di'p:xt/ 32
deportation /di:µ:'tajn/ 32
deposit account ldi'pont a,kaunt/ 48
depreciate /di'pri:jiat/ 74
deprivation /deprt'vaj'n/ 18
deprived /di'prawd/ 18
depth /depO/ 42
depth as in out of your depth 56
derogatory /ddroggtri/ 1
describe /ch'skraib/ 6
desert v /di'zmt/ 43
deserve /dl'z3:v/ 41
desire /ch'zaidr)/ 32
desperate /'despomt/ 15
desperately /'despjrjtli/ 15
desperation /desps'mjn/ 15
despicable /dl'splkgbV 17
despise /dr'spmz/ 17
despondent /dl'spDndgnt/ 78
destabilize /di:'steMaiz/ 74
detain /ch'tein/ 35
detect /di'lekt/ 53
deter /di'u:(r)/ 18, 36
deteriorate /dl'll3ri3relu 53, 56
deterioration /dlll3ri3'relSn/ 53
determine /dl't3:mln/ 72
deterrent /di'temnt/ 18, 36
detrimental effect /detri,menl1
r'fektl 18, 52
devalued /di:'valju:d/ 74
devastated /'dev3steltfd/ 15
deviate /'di:vien/ 36
deviation /di:vi'ajn/ 36
device /ch'vais/ 55
devise /di'vaw/ 9
diagnose /'dalaegn3oz/ 30
diagnosis /daleg'nm)sls/ 30
diagnostic /dmg'nwtik/ 30
diarrhoea /daidna/ 13
die down /,dai 'daonl 4
die out /,dai 'autl 29
difference as in make a
difference 52
different as in entirely different 4
differentiate /difSrenjiat/ 37
difficulty ((s in great difficulty 4
diffident l'dificbnU 14
dig /dtg/ 24
dignified /'drgndad/ 17
dignity /'digmti/ 17
dilapidated /dl'lapldejtld/ 55
din /din/ 58
dire /'dam(r)/ 22

direction (is in head in the rightl
wrong direction 42
directly lda'rektli. di-. darl 79
disadvantaged /dlsm'va:ntIGd/ 74
disappear from sight /dlsg,pl3 lhm
'saul 11
disappear from view /dlsg,pl3 fhm
'vju:l 11
disapproving /disdpru:vuj/ 1
discard /drs'ka:d/ 13
discharge sb /dts'N:$ ,.../ 33
disclose /dis'kbuz/ 15
disclosure /dis'kboMr)/ 15
discomfort /dls'k^mfgt/ 11
discourteous /dl$'k3:tiqg 19
discreet /di'skri:t/ 7
discreetly /ch'skri:tli/ 7
discriminate /di'skmmncrt/ 32
discrimination /d[skrlml'nelSn/ 32
discursive /dls'k3:slv/ 69
discussion (is in under discussion 77
disgrace /dis'grcjs/ 19
disgraceful ldis'grasfV 19
disgusting /dls'gAstlg/ 12, 58
dislike as in take an instant dislike
to 16
dislocate /'disbkat/ 13
dismantle /dis'mentl/ 63
disorder /d|s'g:d3(ry 13
disorientated /dls'j:riDnteltld/ 40
disp|ayN, v /di'spla/ 8
disposable /dl'spgombl/ 26, 28
dispose of sth /dtspxiz qv ,.../ 28
dispute n /dr'spju:t/ 50
dispute as in settle a dispute 4, 50
disregard n /disn'ga:d/ 76
disrepair (is in fall into disrepair 55
disrespectful /dtsn'spektl1/ 19
disrupt ldis'mpU 45
disruptive /dis'mptrv/ 45
dissolve /ch'zolv/ 13
dissuade sb from doing sth ldi'sweid
,... frmn ,du:ig ,.../ 63
distant /'distmt/ 14
distinction as in make a
distinction 37
distinguish between /dl'sl|ngw1j
bi,twi:n1 37
distinguished /d!'stjngwljt/ 78
distort /di'st:n/ 53
distract sb from sth ldt'strakt ,... frjm
,.../ 25
distracted (is in be distracted by
sth 25
distribute /di'stnbju:t/ 42
distribution /distn'bju:jn/ 42
diverse /dai'vms/ 21, 37
diversity /dal'v3:smi/ 37
divert /dai'w:t/ 29
dividend /'dwldjnd/ 46
DIV (= do-it-yourself) /,di: ,ai 'wail 73
do n /du:/ 26, 58
do v /du:/ 2
do els in inclined to do sth 50
do a search /,du: 3 's3:tS/ 31
do away with /,du: 3'wci ,wi0/ 63
do for l'du: ,f'j:(r), 1b(r)/ 2

do no such thing /,du ,t1:ju ,stig
'0irj/ 4
do sb a favour /,du
'fervdr)/ 5
do sth at the last minute /,du ,... 3t
1J3 ,1a:st 'minit/ 57
do sth up 1,du ,... 'npl 55
do the weeding /,du lb 'wi:dig/ 24
do your fair share 1,du j:i: ,fe:)
'iedr)/ 18
doddery /'dodari/ 7
dodgy /'do€i/ 58
domestic /ddmestik/ 37
dominant /'dommont/ 23
dominate /'dommeit/ 23
don't ask me /,cbont ,a:sk 'mi:l 59
don°t count your chickens /,cbon1
,kaont ja Yikinzl 20
don't count your chickens before
they're hatched /,cbunt ,kaunt jo
,tjikinz bi,fi: ,0ea 'hmt/ 20
don't hold your breath /,&ont ,hgo]d
j:j 'bre0/ 59
don't judge a book by its cover
/,cbont m« a ,bok ,bai Its
'kiwdr)/ 14
don't you dare /,d3unt ju: 'dedr)/ 40
donor /'dgunmr)/ 30
doors as in behind closed doors 39
dosage /'&usi® 13
dose /d3us/ 13
down-to-earth /,daon Tu b:0/ 14
downfall /'daunb:l/ 70
downhill (is in go downhill 56
download v /daun'bud/ 31
downright /'daonrait/ 19
downs (is in ups and downs 16
downsize /daun'saiz/ 80
downsizing /daun'satzuj/ 80
downwards /'daonw:xiz/ 19
draft asin the draft 37
drag /drag/ 58
drag sth out /,dwg ... 'aotl 63
drain v /drein/ 20
drastic /'drwtik/ 40
draw /dm:/ 23
draw attention to /,cjrj: Stenjn ,tu:.
tal 7
drawback /'dm:bek/ 45
drawing pin /°dm:nj ,pin/ 3
drawn as in be drawn against 23
drawn as in be drawn to 14
dream /dri:in/ 62
dream up /,dri:m 'npl 31
dress as in fancy dress 3
dried fruit /,drard 'fru:tl 20
drive sb crazy /,draiv ,... 'krazil 52
drive sb insane /,drarv ,... m'seinl 52
drive sb mad /,drajv ,... '~d/ 52
driving licence l'drarvig ,1aimns/ 3
driving seat l'drawig ,si:t1 42
drop in the ocean /,drop In Oi
bofnl 39
drop out (drop 'autl 3
dropout /'dropaot/ 3
drown sth out /,draon ,... 'aotl 26
drowsiness /'draozms/ 13
drowsy /'drauzi/ 13
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drug addict l'dmg ,edtkt/ 25
drug-trafficking l'dmg ,trefiktg/ 35
drunk /driujk/ 26
dry up /,drai 'npl 47
dump sb /'dtunp ,.../ 41
duplicate v /'dju:phkeit/ 71
during /'djwrtij/ 57
dust as in the dust settles 46
duty /'dju:ti/ 75
duty-free /,dju:ti 'fri:l 75
dying for sth to eat /,daiirj fb ,... tu
'i:tl 58
e- /1:/ 31
e-business /'1: ,btznas/ 31
e-learning /'1: ,]311iIj/ 31
earth as in What/Where on earth . ..
? 60
earn sb's respect /,3:n ,... ri'spektl 16
ease v /i:z/ 11
easier said than done /,i:zig ,sed
'dnnl 66
easy as in take it easy 21
easy-going /,i:zi '¢poig/ 58
eat as in dying for sth to eat 58
eat your words /,i:t j:j: 'w3xjz/ 20
eco- /'i:kau/ 28
eco-disaster /,i:kau diz'a:sla(r)/ 28
eco-friendly /,i:kau 'frendlil 28
eco-home /,i:kao 'haoml 28
ecology /i'kob®/ 28
economic boom /i:kqnomik
'bu:ml 47
economic migrant li:kqnonnk
'maigmntl 32
economic slump /i:kg,nom|k
'slnmpl 47
economical with the
truth /i:ka,nonnk] ,wi0 03 'tru:0/ 53
economize h'konamatzl 48, 75
ecstatic hk'stetikl 15
effect /iTekt/ 13, 18, 22, 52
effort /'cfjl/ 4
egg sb on /,eg ,... 'onl 52
elapse h'kepsl 57
elated h'latidl 15
electrify li'kkmfaU 75
eligible l'elkjpbv 34
eliminate h'hmmeill 11, 23
elimination /Ihml'nelj'n/ 11
embark on lim'ba:k ,on/ 76
embellish /tm'behj/ 53
embodiment hm'bodimmtl 70
embody hm'bodil 70
emerge /l'm3:® 39
emergence /['m3mns/ 39
emigrant /'emrgmnt/ 32
emigrate /'emigmt/ 32
emigration /emi'gmjn/ 32
eminent /'emmant/ 78
emission /j°mijn/ 28
emit h'mitl 28
emotion /i'maojn/ 6
emotive /i'mmjuv/ 6
empirical /im'pmkl/ 71
empiricism /un'pmsimm/ 71

employment agency lrm'pbimmt
,e[ggnsi/ 34
encl. (= enclosed) 73
enclosed hn'kbozdl 13
encompass /In'k^mpjs/ 37
encounter /m'kauntdr)/ 45
encourage /m'km® 45
encroach /In'kmug7 29, 45
end as in the end justifies the
means 66
end result Lend ri'znltl 52
endangered /ln'deln«m/ 29
endangered species /In,dem«:xj
'spi:ji:zl 29
endow sb/sth with hn'dao ,... witS
,.../ 70
energetically /enduetlkli/ 12
energy-saving /'eng*i ,sewnj/ 28
enforce hn'b:sl 27
enforcement hn'b:smantl 27
enhance hn'ha:nsl 7
enlist hn'hstl 37
enlisted /m'hsud/ 37
enough as in strangely/oddly/curiously
enough 79
enquire ([s in I am writing to enquire
whether 67
enrich /m'ritf/ 24
enrol /in'mol/ 33
ensuing lm'sju:nY 40
ensure /ln'jUMry 34
enter /'enta(r)/ 31
enterprise (= ability to think of new
ideas) /'entapraiz/ 45
enterprise (= project) /'ent3pralz/ 28
entice hn'taisl 35, 46
entirely hn'taidil 4
entirely different hn,taidi 'difrantl 4
entirely responsible hn,taidi
rI'spDnsgbl/ 4
entitled (is in be entitled to 44
entitlement /m'taitlmnt/ 44
environmentally-friendly
/invamn,mentali Trendlil 28
equal /'i:kwd/ 42
equal as in all things being equal 60
equality /i'kwobti/ 42
equalize /'i:kwdaiz/ 75
equally /'i:kwdi/ 42, 79
equities /'ckwmiz/ 47
era /bra/ 30, 57
eradicate h'rechkettl 30
error as in trial and error 61
escape as in (have a) narrow
escape 4
essentially /i'senjdi/ 79
establish h'stabhfl 72
ETA (= estimated time of arrival) /,1:
,ti: 'al 73
ethnic group /,e0nik 'gru:pl 32
ethnic minority /,e0nik mai'nomil 32
etiquette l'etikeU 19
euphemism /'ju:fMnlz3ln/ 80
euphoric /ju:'brik/ 15
evaluate /i'vdjuen1 69
evaluation hvdju'eijnl 69
even so /,i:vn '*U/ 64

event /i'vent/ 6
eventful /i'ventfl/ 6
events (is in sequence of events 52
every bit as l'evri ,bi1 azzl 60
evidently l°evidmtli/ 79
evil /'i:vl/ 78
evolution /i:vdlu:jn/ 27
evolve h'volvl 27
exacerbate /ig'=sdmt/ 54
exact /ig'=kt/ 1
exaggerate /lg':uEGjreIL/ 7
exaggeration /lgz.eckj'reljn/ 7
example as in perfect example 4
example as in set an example 18, 50
exceed /ik'si:d/ 8, 13
exceed sb's expectations /ik,si:d ,...
,ekspek'teij:jns/ 13
excel /ik'sel/ 6
excellent l°eksdmi/ 6
exception as in take exception 19
exceptional hk'sepfonjl 78
excerpt /'ekw:pt/ 76
excess /ik'ses/ 8
excess (is in in excess of 13
excessive hk'scsivl 8
exchange (is in in exchange for 77
exclusive n, AM hk'sklu:sivl 41
exclusively hk'sklu:srvlil 36
excruciating /ik'skru:fiemrj/ 40
exemplary /ig'zempbri/ 19
exemplify hg'zemphfail 69, 75
exhausted /ig'»:sud/ 78
exhaustive /ig'm:strv/ 78
expect /ik'spekt/ 18
expectations us in exceed sb's
expectations 13
expenses hk'spensizl 44
expire hk'spaia(r)/ 13
expiry date hk'spaiari ,dei1/ 13
explain hk'spleinl 6
exploitv hk'spbitl 35
exploitation /ekspbi'tajn/ 35
explore /ik'spb:(r)/ 69
expose hk'spaozl 70
extend hk'stcndl 57
extensive damage hk,stcnsiv
'damr® 4
extent /ik'slenl/ 45, 64
exterior n, ,\1)j hk'stimidr)/ 37
external /ik'm:nl/ 37
extinct lik'stnjkU 29
extinction hk'stnjkjnl 29
extinguish the fire /lk,st[ngwlS 03
'faidr)/ 4
extra /'eksm/ 45
extractN /'ekstrakt/ 76
extraordinarily /ik'stm:dnrdi/ 22
extravagant /rk'strewgm/ 48
extreme /ik'stri:m/ 42
extremist hk'stri:misU 42
eye v lad 11
eye as in have an eye for sth 25
eye us in have your eye on sth 25
eye contact /'aj ,kontakt/ 8
eye strain l'at ,strein/ 11
eyesight /'aisa«l 11
eyesore /'ais:j:(r)/ 4
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fabulous /°febjd® 22
face v /feis/ 54
face as in familiar face 4
face (is in lose face 60
face cisin to sb's face 16
face the prospect of /Teis Da
,prospekt 3V/ 4
face the prospect that l'feis 03
,prospekt Dall 4
face up to l'feis AP tal 54
facet /'fesit/ 71
facilitate /fUihten/ 27
fact cishi as a matter of fact 64
fail (is in without fail 77
fail to do sth /'fei1 ta ,du; ,.../ 51
faint ADI /fcint/ 12
fair share as in do your fair share 18
faith /feiO/ 32
fall into decay /,b:] jnt:j di'kcd 55
fall into disrepair /,fj:i ,it113
disri'pedr)/ 55
falsehood /'fi:lshod/ 53
fame /funi/ 41
familiar face /b,nn]i3 'feisl 4
familiarize /f3'mrli3rarz/ 75
famous last words /,relmgs ,1a:st
'w3xjz/ 66
fancy (= be attracted to) /'famsi/ 8
fancy (= want to do) /'Eensi/ 26
fancy dress /,1ensi 'dresl 3
fao (= for the attention of) /,ef ,c1
3U/ 73
far as in as far as sth is concerned 79
far as in so far, so good 66
far-reaching lfa: 'ri:girj/ 42
fastidious /h'stidias/ 33
fate /fejt/ 70
faulty /'Mti/ 71
favourN /Tavdr)/ 5
favour v /'feiva(r)/ 42
favour as in be in favour of 42
feather /'feOdr)/ 62
feature /'fi:tfdr)/ 7
fed up with (fed bp ,wicj/ 61
feeble /'fi:bl/ 22
feelings (is in suppress your
feelings 15
fellow 1\l)j /Teho/ 41
fennel /'fenl/ 20
fertile /'h:tail/ 24
fertility /fa'tikti/ 24
fib /fib/ 53
fiddle with l'fidl ,wi0/ 8
fierce criticism libs 'kntismml 4
fight a losing battle lfait j ,1u:zirj
'batll 60
figurative /'flggr3tiv/ 1
figuratively l'figmtivW 1
final /Tainl/ 6
final outcome /,fam1 'aotknml 52
final resort /,fainl ri'm:ll 60
finalize /Tamdaiz/ 6, 75
financially lfai'nanjdi, Ca-l 79
findings /'falndlnz/ 41
fingernails /'fhjganerlz/ 8
fingertips /'fitjgaupd 12
fire /'faia(r)/ 4

fire as in come under fire 39
firearm /Tmra:m/ 35
firing asin in the firing line 39
firmly /'fmm]i/ 12
first and foremost /,fmst m
'fj:maust/ 61
first come, first served /,h:st ,ktun
,h:st °s3:vd/ 66
fish out of water ljij ,aot dv
'w3:tdr)/ 20
fishy /'fiji/ 12, 20
fist /fist/ 8
fit in ljh 'inl 45
flak /flek/ 58
flames /fleimz/ 4
flattering /'fkEtarln/ 7
flee /fli:/ 32
flirtv /fb:t/ 8
flood v /fhd/ 39
flop n, v /flop/ 56
flourishing /'fhrljln/ 21
flower /'flaua(r)/ 24
focused /'fm)k*t/ 25
folded arms /,buldid 'a:nizl 8
follow /'fbbu/ 6
follow in sb's footsteps ljbbu in ,...
'futstepsl 17
following (= further tO) /'fobunj/ 67
following (= group of
supporters) /Tobonj/ 6
food miles l'fu:d jnat]z/ 28
food processor /°fu:d ,pmusesa(r)/ 20
foolproof /'fu:lpru:f/ 75
foot as in not put a foot wrong 56
footings /'futlnz/ 72
footprint as in carbon footprint 28
footsteps as in follow in sb°s
footsteps 17
4 (= for) 73
for some reason lb 'SAil] ,ri:zn/ 60
for the time being lb 03 ,taim
'bi:irj/ 57
force as in air force 37
forced Iabour /,fj:st '1eiba(r)/ 35
4 (= fore) 73
foregone conclusion /,fi:gon
kan'klu:yl 59
forest fire ljbrist Taidr)/ 4
forever /fa'revo(r)/ 79
forge v /E):dy 35
forgery /'bmri/ 35
forgive /b'grv/ 6
form /fj:m/ 23
formal /'b:ml/ 69
format n /'fj:mct/ 31
former ad] /'b:mdr)i 46
formerN /'f3:mdr)/ 37
formerly /'fi:mdi/ 55
foremost as in first and foremost 61
foster 1°fosta(r)/ 45
foul play /,fao1 'pIed 39
foundations /faon'dajnz/ 42
fragrance /'freigrans/ 12
fragrant /'frergmnt/ 12
frail /frd/ 7
frailty /'f"reilti/ 7
frankly /'frmjkli/ 79

fraud /fm:d/ 35
freckles /Treklz/ 7
-free /fri:/ 75
free of charge /,1ri: qv 'ga:® 33
-friendly /'frendli/ 28
friendly fire /,frendli 'faiMr)/ 80
friendly takeover lfrendli
'telk3(jvo(r)/ 46
from time to time lfmm ,taim t3
'taiml 57
frown on/upon l'fraun ,on, qponl 19
fruit machine /°fru:t maji:nl 3
fruity /'fru:ti/ 12
fryer as in deep fat fryer 20
fuel v /'(ju:d/ 46
fulfil your potential /ful,fi1 j:j:
pa'tenjdl 56
fulfilling lfol'hhtY 45
fully inclusive / foll in'klu:sivl 6
fund /fnnd/ 48'
fundamental /fAn&'ment)/ 37
funding /'fAndin/ 37
funds /1Andz/ 29
furnish /T3:nlS/ 6
furnished /T3:njSt/ 6
furniture /'f3:njtSmr)/ 6
further /'fmOdr)/ 45
further to /'f3:00 tal 67
fuss /IAs/ 18
fyi (= for your information) 73
gadget /'gaedkrt/ 25
gain n /gein/ 47
gain access to (gem 'akses ,tu:,
tal 33
gain control of /,gein k:m'tmo] 3v/ 76
gain sb's respect /,gem ,... ri'spektl 16
gale-force winds /,get1 ,fj:s 'windzl 4
gallop n, v /'gebp/ 9
gang /gerj/ 35
gap /gap/ 57
garlic crusher l'ga:hk ,kmfdr)/ 20
gatecrasher /'gatkraeja(r)/ 26
gaze n, v /geiz/ 11
gem /dkem/ 38
gene /(gi:n/ 29
gene pool /ui:n ,pu:1/ 29
generalization as in make
generalizations about 8
generalize /uenrdalz/ 8, 75
generate /uen3re]t/ 52
genetic /¢k3'netlk/ 71
genetics /©'nenks/ 71
gently Nfentli/ 12
genuine (= real) /uenjuln/ 55
genuine (= sincere) /uenjuln/ 67
gesture /uesga(r)/ 8
get a scoop /,get 'sku:pl 41
get acclimatized /,get
3'klatmmaud/ 32
get accustomed /,get dkrisOmdl 32
get away from it all /,get 3'WCl fmm
It ,:j:i/ 21
get by /,gct 'bail 63
get carried away /,ge1 ,kerid
Swed 26
get hold of /,get 'hguld 3v/ 33
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get nowhere /,get 'naowedr)/ 59
get out of hand /,ge( ,aot 3v
'handl 49
get out of sth /,get 'aut dv ,.../ 2
get sb down /,get ,... 'daunl 54
get sb to do sth /,get ,... t:; 'du: ,.../ 2
get somewhere l'get ,siunwem(r)/ 59
get sth across /,get ,... dkrosl 63
get the hang of /,get 03 'been 3v/ 32
getthere l'get ,0edr)/ 59
get through /,get '0m:/ 23
get to grips with /,get ta 'grips
,wi0/ 54
get-together l'get lqge0a(r)/ 26, 58
get up sb's nose /,get ,ttp ,...
'nouzl 14
get used to /,get 'ju:st ,tu:, tal 32
getting on (a bit) /,geurj 'on
(a ,bit)/ 80
getting on for as in be getting on
for 7
ghost story /'{j3USt ,stj:ri/ 22
giant /'Gal3nt/ 77
giggle /'gtgl/ 51
ginger (= colour of hair)
/ulndkg(r)/ 7
ginger (= spice) /ujnckg(r)/ 20
girder /'g3:ddr)/ 72
give birth /,giv 'b3:0/ 41
give in /,giv 'ml 18
give or take /,giv :j: 'teikl 65
give sb a say /,gw
'seil 34
give sth a go /,gw
'gaul 14
give sth a try /,grv ,... a 'trail 14
give sth away (= disclose sth) /,gw ,...
3'WCI/ 15

give sth away (= lose a game,
etc.) /,giv ,... 2'WCl/ 23

glare n, v /gledr)/ 11
glimpse n, v /ghmps/ 11
gloss over sth /,g]os 'jovj ,.../ 53
go (is in give sth a go I have a go 14
go (is in have a go at sb 17
go as in make a go of sth 56
go-ahead l'gao qhedl 38
go back L9?u 'bekl 27
go bankrupt /,jj3u 'bankmptl 46
go by /,g;ju 'bail 57
go down that road /,gao ,daon ,&e[
'modl 46
go down with /,gau 'daon ,wi0/ 63
go downhill /,gao daon'Ml 56
go for a hike /,g;io f:jr 'haikl 9
go for a stroll /,gmo f:jr 'str:joV 9
go for a wander /,g:)o br
'wonddr)/ 21
go from strength to strength /,g;jo
fram ,stren0 t3 'streij0/ 56
go in one ear and out of the
other /,f)3U ,|1) 'WAll jar m ,aot bv

oi 'ii0dr)/ 59
go mad /,gau 'inedl 15
go off /,gau 'oIl 12
go on and on /,ga(j ,on an 'onl 18
go on at /,ggo 'on 3t/ 63
go out /,{j3u 'aotl 4
go pear-shaped 493u 'pej jeiptl 20

go red /,ga0 'redl 8
go to pieces /,gou t3 °pi:siz/ 23
go under L93u 'nnddr)/ 46
go up in flames /,g3o AP in
¶eunz/ 4
goad v /gaud/ 52
goal as in common goal 45
goalposts as in move the
goalposts 39
gobsmacked /'gobsmakt/ IS
gold /gmdd/ 62
gonna /'gon3, °gma/ 2
good clsiri it's no good + ing 59
good usin so far, so good 66
good (is in too good to be true 60
good as new /,gud 32 'nju:l 55
good company /,god 'k^mp3ni/ 26
good laugh /,gud ']a:f7 58
good run /,god 'mnl 23
google sb/sth l'gu:gl ,.../ 31
gorgeous /'g3ms/ 7
gossip n, v /'Bdsip/ 17
government funding /gjtlvnm3nt
'fAndirjl 37
gradual decline /,g=dkud
di'klaml 29
grant /gra:nt/ 34
grate v /greit/ 20
grater /'greitdr)/ 20
gr8 (= great) 73
great chance /,greit 'tfa:nsl 23
great difficulty /,grejt 'diflkdtil 4
great honour /,grert 'ondr)/ 4
green /gri:n/ 28
grim /gnm/ 43
gripping /'gnpuj/ 22
groundbreaking /'graondbrerkrrj/ 28
grounds /graondz/ 35
group therapy /,gru:p 'Oempil 36
growing /'graunj/ 54
growing concern /,graouj k3n's3:n/ 4
growl /graul/ 10
grudge n /grA® 76
gruelling /'gru:dirj/ 40
gtg (= got to go I Ive got to go) 73
guarantee n, v /gamn'ti:/ 45
guard n, v /ga:d/ 37
guarded /'ga:did/ 15
guerrilla warfare
'w3:kdr)/ 37
guess what! /,gcs 'wDtl 60
guidelines /'gaidlamz/ 7
gutted l'gnticV 15
guy /gat/ 58
habitat l'hebiteU 29
hack into l'hek ,intu:. jnlal 31
half-truth l'ha:f ,tru:0/ 53
haltv lh:rlU 50
hammer sb /'hemdr)/ 58
hand (= have a nice day) 73
hand (is in be out of hand 49
hand sth over /,hand ,... bovg(ry 51
handle /'hendl/ 6
handling /'hendhn/ 6
handover /'handgovdry 51
hands (is in safe pair of hands 42

hang as in get the hang of 32
happen to l'hep:in tal 60
happen to (is in if anything happens
to sb 80
happy asin not entirely happy 4
happy-go-lucky /,hapi ,gao 'hkil 14
hard-hit /,ha:d 'hill 49
hard of hearing /,ha:d dv 'himujl 80
hard-wearing /,ha:d 'wejrir)/ 3
hate (is in pet hate 51
have a go /,hav 'ggo/ 14
have a go at sb /,hav d ,gau 3t '...I 17
have a narrow escape /,hav ,nemtj
i'skapl 4
have a say in sth /,hev 'sci in
,.../ 34
h::e ;;cess to /,hav 'akses ,lu:,
have an eye for sth /,hev an 'at
,..,/ 25
have control over /,hev kan'tmul
,3Uvo(r)/ 76
have no desire to do sth /,hev 'nau
di,zaia t3 ,du: ,.J 32
have sh/sth in mind /,hav ,... in
'mamdl 59
have second thoughts /,hav ,sebnd
'(b:tsl 2
have your cake and eat it /,hav j3:
,keik jn 'i:t ,11/ 20
have your eye on sth /,hev j:xr 'aj
on ,.../ 25
hay fever l'hei ,fi:vj(r)/ 13
hazard as in occupational hazard 36
haze /heiz/ 11
hazy /'hazi/ 11
head v /hed/ 42
head as hi bury your head in the
sand 50
head as in off the top of my head 59
head as in two heads are better than
one 66
head for l'hcd ,f:j:(r). fa(r)/ 25
head in the right/wrong
direction /,hed in Da ,ratt, m
do'rekj'n, di-, dai-l 42
head towards l'hed t3,w3:dz/ 25
headache (is in splitting headache 13
headquarters /hed'kw:mz/ 73
healthcare /'helOkedr)/ 44
healthy /'he]Oi/ 47
hearing (is in hard of hearing 80
hearing from you as in I look forward
to hearing from you 67
heart /ha:t/ 6
heart as in not have the heart to do
sth 15
heart asin wear your heart on your
sleeve 15
heart (is in sb°s heart is not in sth 15
heartbroken /'ha:tbmokgn/ 15
heartless /'ha:tbs/ 6
heat v /hi:t/ 42
heated debate /,hi:tid di'beiU 42
heated discussion /,hi:tid dl'sk^Sn/ 42
hectic /'hektik/ 51
hedge /hech/ 24
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heel /hi:]/ 13
heighten /'hailn/ 75
helicopter /'hchkoptdr)/ 37
help yourself to sth /,hdp ja'self tcj
,.../ 80
hence /hens/ 68
henceforth /hens'b:O/ 68
herb /hmb/ 20
hereditary /hdreditri/ 71
heredity /ha'redmi/ 71
hero /'himu/ 17
heroine /'heraotn/ 17
hide /haid/ 7
high blood pressure /,hai 'bhd
,prefa(r)/ 13
high-pitched /,hai 'pilj\/ 10
high priority /,hai prai'omtil 49
high profile /,hai 'pmufaill 34
highlight /'hmlait/ 69
hike (= walk in the country) n, v
/haik/ 9
hike (= sudden increase) lhaikl 47
hindsight asinwith hindsight 57
hint of irony /,hint gv °amni/ 1
hips /hips/ 7
hit back at /,hi1 'bak all 63
hit the roof /,hst do 'ru:f7 15
hit clSill severely hit 49
hitherto /hi&'tu:/ 68
hobby /'hobi/ 25
hold as in get hold of 33
hold sb responsible for /,hould ,...
n'sponsab) fal 4
hold sb/sth up /,hauld ,... 'tipl 3
hold-up /'hmui1d ,np/ 3
home /haom/ 23
home (is in broken home 18
honest as in to be honest 64, 79
honest as in to be perfectly
honest 79
honour as in great honour 4
honour as in in honour of 77
hoot n, v /hu:t/ 10
hoots of derision /,hu:ts gv
ddriyil 10
horn /h:m/ 29
horrified /'honfaid/ 15
host /Must/ 26
hostess /'h3u$te$/ 26
hostile /'hosml/ 16
hostile takeover /,hostail
'teikauva(r)/ 46
hostility /ho'subti/ 16, 32
house n /haus/ 6
housing /'hauzuj/ 6
how dare you /,hau 'clea ju:l 40
howl v /hau]/ 10
howl in pain /,hau1 m 'pad 10
howl with laughter /,hao1 wiO
'1a:fb(r)/ 10
HQ (= headquarters) /,eitf 'kju:l 73
huge /hiu:® 37
hum /hmn/ 51
human remains /,hju:rmn
ri'meinzl 55
human-trafficking l'hju:mn
,treftkirj/ 35

humble /'hnmbl/ 17
humiliate /hju:'mrliat/ 53
humiliated /hju:'miliend/ 53
humiliated as ill be humiliated 60
humiliation /hju:mdi°ajn/ 53
humility /hju:'milMi/ 17
hustle and bustle /,hAs1 m 'bnsll 61
hypocrisy /hi'pokrasU 17
hypocrite /'hlpjkm/ 17
hypocritical /hipdknukl/ 17
hypotheses /haj'pdk)si:7/ 71
hypothesis /hal'pD03sIs/ 69, 71
hypothesize lhai'pobsam' 69, 71
hypothetical /hatpd0eukl/ 71
hysterical lhi'stenkV 15
I agree /,ai dgri:l 64
I am delighted to inform you that /,ai
am d[']altjd tu in,f:j:m ju: 03u 67
I am writing in response to /,ai am
'rajttrj in ri,spons tal 67
I am writing to enquire whether /,ai
am 'raiurj tu in,kwara ,we0dr)/ 67
I am writing to inform you of my
intention to /,ai am 'raituj tu
in,b:m ju: ;jv mai 1n,tcnjn tal 67
I am writing to inform you that /,aj
am 'raitnj tu in,fj:m ju: Ojt/ 67
I could do with /,aj ,kud 'du: wi0/ 59
I have to admit /,ai 'haftu :xj,mj1/ 60
I haven't a clue /,ai ,havnt 'klu:l 59
I haven't the faintest idea /,ai ,havnt
03 ,fetntrst ai'dial 59
i look forward to hearing from
you /,ai 'luk ,fi:wad t:j ,hiantj tram
ju:l 67
I regret to inform you that /,ai ri'gret
tu in,b:m ju: datl 67
I would be grateful if you could /,ai
wod bi 'greitfl if ju: kodl 67
I would like to draw your attention
to /,aj wud 'Iatk la ,dm: jj:r qtenjn
tal 67
idea (is in I haven't I not have the
faintest idea 59
idealist /ar'di:dist/ 17
idealistic /aidi:dhsuk/ 17
identify lar'dentrfad 75
idiom /'idimn/ 59
idol /'aidl/ 17
idolize /'aiddau/ 17
if all else fails ljf ,j:i ,els Talzl 60
if anything happens to sb ljf ,eni(hrj
'hapans t3 ,.../ 80
if you don't mind my/me asking ljf
ju: ,daunt ,mamd ,mai, ,mi
'a:skrrjl 60
-ify /i,fad 75
lire (= if I remember/recall
correctly) 73
ill- /il/ 74
ill-advised /,1) M'vaizdl 74
ill-informed /,i1 in'b:mdl 74
ill-prepared /,i1 pri'pcmdl 74
ill-treated /,i1 'tri:ttdl 74
illusion (is in create an illusion 7
illustrate /'dastreit/ 69

illustrious /i'kstrix/ 78
imagine /i'ma©n/ 75
imho (= in my humble opinion) 73
imitate /'nnrtat/ 24
imitation /imttajrU 24
immaculate h'makjalatl 33
immigrant l'unigmnu 32
immigration hmi'gmjnl 32
imminent l'immnU 46
immune system li'mju:n ,simrin/ 71
immunity /i'mjumti/ 71
impact n /'impekt/ 18
impeccable /rm'pekabl/ 19
impetuous lim'petjfu® 14
implausible /im'pb:mbl/ 78
implementv /'imphment/ 27
implementation /mphmen'teijn/ 27
implication hmph'keijnl 8
imply hm'plail 8
impose /im'µoz/ 27
imprison /im'pnzn/ 36
imprisonment /rm'priznmant/ 36
impulse /'rmpnls/ 25
impulse to do sth ljmpAs t3 'du:
,.../ 25
impulsive hm'pMsivl 14
in any case ljn 'eni ,kas1 64
in captivity Lin kap'trvatil 29
in command /,in kdma:ndl 37
in company Inn 'kxmpanil 26
in conclusion ljn kan'klu:yU 68
in credit /,in 'kreditl 48
in crisis ljn 'kraisid 36
in current use ljn ,k,mnt 'ju:sl 1
in custody ljn 'knstdil 35
in danger ljn 'deln«dr)/ 29, 77
in decline ljn di'klaml 29
in due course ljn ,dju: 'k3:s/ 57
in excess of ljn ik'ses avl 13
in exchange for /,in Iks'gcln(k
b(r)/ 77
in good form ljn ,gud 'fj:m/ 23
in great form /,rn ,greit 'f:j:ml 23
in honour of /,1n 'onar avl 77
in memory of ljn 'memari 3V/ 77
in mint condition 1,m ,mint
kan'diSnl 55
in motion ljn 'mguSn/ 72
in office ljn 'ofisl 77
in passing ljn 'pa:sjrj/ 77
in perfect condition ljn ,p3:flkt
kan'dijnl 55
in possession of ljn pa'zejn 3v/ 77
in power /,in 'paudr)/ 77
in regard to ljn n'ga:d t2/ 68
in reply to ljn ri'plai tjl 67
in reserve ljn ri'z3:v/ 37
in retrospect ljn 'retmspektl 57
in search of ljn 's3:4 3v/ 25
in season ljn 'si:znl 28
in sb°s way /,in ,... 'w¢1/ 56
in tears /,in 'tf3Z/ 15
in the centre ljn Da 'scntg(r)/ 42
in the firing line /,in Da 'faianrj
,1ain/ 39
in the nude ljn Da 'nju:dl 78
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in the process of doing sth ljn 0?
°praoses gv ,du:irj ,.../ 24
in the public eye /,in 03 ,pMik 'ail 41
in the region of ljn Da 'rimn avl 65
in the way ljn 03 'wed 56
in the wild /,in 03 'waildl 29
in touch /,1n 'tMfl 77
in transition /,in tran'zijnl 27
in trouble ljn 'trribll 77
in turmoil ljn 'w:mjii/ 47
in view of /,m 'vju: avl 68
inc. (= included/including) 73
incentive /in'sentrv/ 18
incident /'msrdant/ 52
incidentally hnsi°dentli/ 64
incl. (= inclusive) 73
inclination /inkh'najn/ 50
inclined to do sth /m,klaind t3 'du:
,.../ SO
include /in'klu:d/ 6
inclusive as in fully inclusive 6
incoherent /lnk3u'hl3mnt/ 69
income /'inknm/ 48
incomprehensible
hnkompn'hensabll 78
inconceivable hnkon'si:vab]/ 78
inconsiderate /lnk3n'sld3r3t/ 14
incurable /in'kjumbl/ 30
indescribable /Indl'$kralb3bl/ 6
indicate /'rndrkert/ 6
indication /mdtkeijn/ 6
indirectly lindSrektli, indai-l 79
indiscreet hndi'skri:tl 7
indulge in /In'dAck jnl 25
industrial dispute /in,dxtrid
di'spju:tl 50
industrialize hn'dmtridaizl 75
ineligible /In'eh«abl/ 34
inevitable /m'evitabl/ 16
inevitably hn'evnablil 16
inexcusable /mik'skju:mbl/ 6
inexplicable hnik'sphk:ibV 6
infamous /'infbmas/ 78
infested hn'festidl 40
inflation-proof savings /in,f1ajn
,pru:f 'Sciviijz/ 75
information us in should you require
any further information 67
informed as in keep sb informed 33
inherent /in'hemnt/ 70
initial h'nijll 16
initially h'nijdil 16
initiative /l'nlS3tlv/ 45
inmate /'inmat/ 36
innermost thoughts ljmmost
'b:tsl 15
innovative /'rmvdlv/ 55
inoffensive hnm'fensivl 19
insane /in'sem/ 70
insanity hn'smiotil 70
insert v /!n's3:t/ 71
insertion /jn's3:Sn/ 71
insight into l'insait ,intu/ 45
insipid /tn'srprd/ 12
insolence /'in»bns/ 19
insolent /'insdant/ 19
insoluble /In'so|j3bl/ 54

inspection /in'spekj'n/ 71
inspector /in'spekta(r)/ 35
inspiration hnspdrerfnl 17
inspirational /mspa'reijanl/ 17
inspire hn'spaidr)/ 17
install /in'stj:V 31
instant (is in take an instant dislike
to 16
instinct /'lnstlnkt/ 15
instinctive /in'stnjkuv/ 15
insult v lm'sAU 1
insulting /m°snltln/ 1
insurmountable /Ins@'maont3b]/ 54
integrate /'mtrgmt/ 32
integration /mttgmfn/ 32
integrity /in'tegmti/ 14
intelligible /In'teh©bl/ 78
intense /in'tens/ 75
intensify lm'tensifad 75
intent on/upon lm'tent ,on, qponl 76
intention /in'tenjn/ 67
inter- /'inta/ 74
interact /mtm'akt/ 74
interaction /inMekjn/ 74
interchangeable /lnt3Veln63bl/ 1
interdependent /mt®i'pen&nU 74
interest-free ljntmst 'fri:l 75
interfere /intSfidr)/ 50
interference /intdfbmns/ 50
interior n, Al)] hn'tiwia(r)/ 37
interminable hn'u:mimbV 49
internal /Ln't3:nl/ 37
Internet cafC ljntonet ,kafei/ 31
interpret /ln't3:prlt/ 1
interpretation /Int3:prl'telSn/ 1
interrelated /lnt3rl'leltld/ 74
interrogate hn'terageitl 53
interrogation /intem'gajn/ 53
interrupt /intdmpl/ 63
interval /'inkvl/ 57
intervene in sth lintSvi:n in ,.../ SO
intervention hnts'venjnl 50
into l'intu:, 'intal 58
intrinsic hn'trinzikl 70
intrude into sth lin'tru:d ,Intg ,.,./ 41
intrusion hn'tru:yil 41
inundated /'ln^ndelt[cl/ 49
invade hn'veidl 30
invaluable /In'vmjugbv 78
invariably /in'vembbli/ 79
invasion /m'vayi/ 30
invasive /m'vcIsIv/ 30
invest /m'vest/ 47
investigation as in under
investigation 77
investor /in'vesta(r)/ 47
invisible /in'vnmbl/ 11
involvement lm'volvmanu 76
IQ Lat 'kju:l 73
ironic /ai'romkj 1
irony /'airjni/ 1
irreversible /Irl'v3:$3bl/ 27
irritated /'mtemd/ 11
irritation /jn'terjn/ 11
isolated /'aisdatd/ 21
issue a warrant ljju: :j 'womntl 35
it's about time /,1ts o,bao1 'tarml 57
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it's been one of those days ljts bin
,wi'tn 3v ,03oz 'deizl 59
its high time /,ItS 'hat ,taim/ 57
itS more trouble than it's worth /,1ts
,m3: ,trrtb1 (bn ,1ts 'W3:0/ 60
it's no good + ing (Its ,ngo 'gudl 59
it's no use + ing 1,ns ,nau 'ju:sl 59
it's none of your business /,1ts ,nrjn dV

j:j: 'biznisl 73
it°s not sb's day /,rts not ,... 'deil 59
it's true /,1ts 'tru:l 64
itch /rtf/ 13
itchy /'jtji/ 13
itemize /'ammaiz/ 75
-ize 75
jam n, v /Gem/ 51
jargon /ua:gan/ 31
jaw /ck:j:/ 12
join in /,ck:jln 'ml 26
joint /©int/ 46
jointly /'©mtii/ 46
jot sth down /,(Kd1 ,... 'daonl 49
jubilant /'Gu:bjbnt/ 15
judge as in don't judge a book by its
cover 14
juggle /'cKa9]/ 45
jump to conclusions /,Qµmp t3
kan'klu:yzl 8
junior /uu:nidr)/ 33
justifiable /u^stlralobl/ 36
justification /Gstlfi'keljn/ 36, 69
justify /'*stlfal/ 36, 69
keep /ki:p/ 2
keep control of /,ki:p kan'trao1 3V/ 76
keep sb going /,ki:p ,... 'g:mgl 2
keep sb informed /,ki:p ,...
in'b:mdl 33
keep sth in perspective /,ki:p ,,.. in
pSspektrvl 54
keep still /,ki:p 'still 11
keep track of /,ki:p 'trek ;jv/ 48
keep your feet on the ground /,ki:p
j:j: ,fi:t ,on 03 'graundl 60
keep yourself occupied /,ki:p js:,self
'oku:pardl 6
key asin the key to 7
keyhole surgery /,ki:h@ul 's3:«m/ 33
kick up a fuss /,kik ,np 'Rsi 18
kidnap /'kidnep/ 38
kidnapper /'kldnapdr)/ 38
kidnapping /'kldnapln/ 38
kind of l'kaind avl 65
kip /krp/ 58
kitchen scales /,klgin 'skeilzl 20
knock-on effect lno'kon ifektl 52
knock sb out of sth /,nok ,... 'acjt dV
,.../ 23
knockout /'nokaot/ 23
labour-saving /'lejbg ,savig/ 28
ladle v l']eidl/ 20
laid-back /,1eid 'bakl 58
landfill l'kendfiV 28
landfill site l'lendfil ,sait/ 28
lapse /leps/ 39
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last chance lja:st Yij:nsl 23
last minute (is ill leave sth tottill the
last minute 57
last-minute lja:st 'minttl 3
last resort lja:st t1'Z):l/ 60
last thing as in be the last thing on
sb's mind 2
late as in better late than never 66
18r (= later) 73
|atterN /'ktdr)/ 37
laugh n /la:f/ 58
law and order /,b:r m 's:da(r)/ 61
lawnmower /'b:nmaodr)/ 24
lay down rules ljei ,daon 'ru:lzl 18
lay out /,1ei 'aotl 3
lay siege to /,1er 'si:« tal 43
lay sth on /,1ei ,... 'Dill 26
lay the foundations /Jc1 03
faun'deijnzl 42
laze around /,1etz Sraundl 21
lead the charge lji:d Oe 'Bd:® 9
leaf /li:f/ 24
leaf as in turn over a new leaf 36
leaflet /'li:fbt/ 13
league /li:g/ 23
|eakN Ai:kl 39
leak sth to sb l'li:k ,... ta ,.../ 39
lean towards l'li:n ta,wj:dz/ 8
leap to conclusions /,1i:p t3
kmi'klu:yz/ 8
leaseN /li:s/ 67
least ([s in at the very least 77
leave as m maternity/paternity
leave 44
leave sth to sb l'li:v ,... t3 ,.../ 2
leave sth tottill the last minute /,1i:v
,... t3, tit 03 ,1a:st 'mmrtl 57
leave sth with sb l'li:v ,... wiO ,.../ 2
left-wing ljeft 'wigl 42
legal battle l'li:gl ,bet1/ 39
legalize /'li:gdaiz/ 75
leisure pursuits /'1eg pqsju:lsl 25
lemon squeezer l'lem:m
,skwi:zdr)1 20
lemony l°lanani/ 12
lengthen /'len(km/ 7
lentils /'lentlz/ 20
let-down l'let ,daon/ 3
let sb down ljet ,... 'daunl 3, 23, 56
let sb go ljet ,.,. '930/ 80
let sleeping dogs lie /,1et ,sli:pirj ,dogz
'tail 66
let your hair down ljet j3:
,daun/ 60
lethal weapon /,11:01 'wcpml 37
lethargic /b'Oa:dklk/ 13
lethargy /'ieb®/ 13
level playing field /,lev1 'plenrj
,fi:ld/ 39
level with l'levl ,wi0/ 53
Liberal l'hhraV 42
liberalism /1ibmahzam/ 42
life expectancy l'lad lk,spekt3nsi/ 3
life-threatening l'lad ,0retnig/ 18
light a fire ljait 'faMr)/ 4
lightly /'laiUi/ 12

lightning never strikes twice /Jajtmij
,nevg ,stratks 'twaisl 66
lightning never strikes twice in the
same place ljaitmrj ,IlCV3 ,straiks
,twais m 08 ,seun 'pleisl 66
like chalk and cheese /,1aik ,q:j:k on
'jfi:zl 20
like new /)ark 'nju:l 55
likelihood /'laikhhod/ 29
likely story /¶aikli ,st:j:ri/ 59
limit as in set a limit SO
|impN, v /hmp/ 9
link /hijk/ 31
literal /'lrtara]/ 1
literary /'htamri/ 1
live and let live /)rv an Jet 'hvl 66
live at peace with ljw 3t 'pi:s Wl(j/ 32
live in a world of your own ljw in a
,wdd 3v jj:r bonl 60
live with l'hv ,wkj/ 76
liven sth up ljaivn ,... 'Apl 26
liven up /,1arvn kpl 26
load n /bud/ 72
loads of l'bodz ;jv/ 65
lock sb up ljok ,... bpi 36
locked in battle /,1okl in 'ball 39
lodged in sth /'1o®j in ,.../ 40
log /log/ 62
log in/out /,1og 'rn, 'aou 31
log on/of'f /,1og 'on, 'ofl 31
logic l'bdjiw 79
logical /'1D©kl/ 79
logically /1@kli/ 79
Iol (= laughing out loud) 73
lol (= lots of love) 73
loner /'bondr)/ 26
long and hard /JDlj
'ha:dl 61
long-lived /Jdy) 'hvdl 71
long-sighted /,]01) 'saitid/ 11
long-term /JDlj 't3:nl/ 13
long weekend /,1orj wi:k'endl 3
loo /lu:/ 58
look down on sb ljuk 'daon ,on
,.../ 17
look forward (is in I look forward to
hearing from you 67
look out for /,1uk 'aul ,b:(r), b(r)/ 8
look up /,1ok '^p/ 16
look up to sb /)uk 'np t3 ,.../ 17
looking back ljukuj 'bekl 57
loosen /'lu:sn/ 7
loosen up /,1u:sn '^p/ 9
lose control of /,1u:z kan'traul 3v/ 76
lose face lju:z 'feisl 60
lose track of lju:z 'trek 3v/ 48
lose your appetite lju:z j:j:
'ep::taiU 12
lose your temper /,1u:z jj:
'tempdr)/ 15
loss /los/ 47
lousy /'lauzi/ 58
love (= darling) /kv/ 58
love is blind /J/'lv [z 'blaindl 66
low blood pressure l.bo 'bkd
,pmjdr)/ 13
low-pitched Ibo 'pitfU 10
low priority /)3U pratormil 49

lower class /J3u3 'kla:sl 19
luck as in no such luck 59
luck as in stroke of luck 56
lucrative /'k:kmtiv/ 45
lunch break /'l^nq ,brcik/ 57
lure v lludr). 1jua(r)/ 46
lying down as in not take sth lying
down 46
mad (is in go mad 15
magistrate /'ma©strat/ 35
magnet /'magnm/ 75
magnetic /meg'nettk/ 75
main concern /,mein km'w:nl 4
maintain the status quo /mcm,tetn 03
,StCl[3S 'kwaol 42
major /'meIGa(ry 54
major change /,melC» 'tfem® 27
make (is in What do you make of
...? 14
make a bid for /,meik 'bid Mr),
b(r)/ 46
make a comeback /,meik ;1
'knmbakl 56
make a commitment /,meik a
kdmttmntl 6
make a confession 1,meik
k3n'fefn/ 6
make a dash /,meik 'dell 9
make a difference /,meik
'difmnsl 52
make a distinction /,meik
di'stnjkjn/ 37
make a fuss about /,meik 'fAs
abautl 18
make a go of sth /,metk 3 'gao dV
,.../ 56
make a meal of sth /,meik 'mi:l 3v
,.../ 20
make a mess /,meik 'mesl 18
make a rapid recovery /,mcik ,repid
n'knvsril 40
make a sacrifice /,mcik
'seknfaisl 16
make a speedy recovery /,meik 3
,spi:di n'knvmil 40
make cutbacks /,meik 'kmbaksl 48
make fun of 1,mak 'fAn 3v/ 1
make generalizations about /,meik
Genm]al'zelSnz a,baot/ 8
make it l'meik jtl 56
make it clear /,meik It 'khdr)/ 4
make it sth l'meik It ,.../ 2
make it up with /,mak It kp ,wic1/ 63
make light of /,meik 'lart 3v/ 54
make out (= claim) /,meik 'autl 63
make sb feel welcome /,meik ,... ,fi:1
'welkml 26
make sb/sth out (= see/hear with
difficulty) /,mcik ,... 'autl 11
make that sth l'meik Diet ,.../ 2
make things difficult /,meik ,(hrjz
'difikdtl 16
make up (= comprise) /,meik '/ip/ 37
make up for /,meik lip fdr)/ 63
make your mouth water /,mak is:
'maoO ,wj:ta(r)/ 12
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malice /'mahs/ 17
malicious /ma'hjas/ 17
malnourished /md'ntmjU 74
manifesto /manrfestau/ 34
manners /'menaz/ 19
mar'chN,v /mcj:lf/ 9
massage n, v l'mma:® 12
maternity leave lmSu:nmi ,1i:v/ 44
maternity unit lmdmmi ju:nitl 71
matter us in as a matter of fact 64
maximize /'maksunaiz/ 28
mayor /'mea(r)/ 34
mayoress /mej'res/ 34
meadow l'medmM 24
meal (is in make a meal of sth 20
means /mi:nz/ 42
means asiil by means of 77
means (is in the end justifies the
means 66
measure /'niey(r)/ 39
medicine as in complementary
medicine 33
medieval lmedi'i:vV 55
mediocre /mi:di%ka(r)/ 22
meet the needs of /,mi:t 03 'ni:dz
3V/ 72
memory as in in memory of 79
mentally /'mentdi/ 79
merciful /'n)3:slfl/ 70
merciless /'m3:slbs/ 70
mercy /'m:si/ 70
merely /'midi/ 37
merger /'m3:cm(r)/ 46
merit as in on merit 77
mess /mes1 18
messy /'mesi/ 18
metaphor /'mel:jfa(r)/ 39
meticulous lmstikjdM 33
microscope /'malkrgskgop/ 42
Middle Ages /,mid] 'ei©z/ 55
middle class (midi 'k]a:s/ 19
migrant (is in economic migrant 32
migration /mar'gmjn/ 32
military Al)] /'mibtri/ 37
military operation /,mibtri
opSrajnl 37
military service /,mibtri 'S3:VlS/ 37
mind as ill be the last thing on sb's
mind 2
mind as in bear sth in mind 8
mind as in bored out of your
mind 22
mind as in have sb/sth in mind 59
mind as in my mind goes a complete
blank 59
mind as ill set sb°s mind at rest 54
mind like a sieve /,maind ,1aik g)
'sjvl 62
mind you /,maind 'ju:l 64
mind your own business /,maind j:j:r
,3Un 'biznasl 73
minds as in be in two minds about 2
minimize l'minimaW 28
minister /'nnnista(r)/ 38
minor /'maindr)/ 54
minority as in ethnic minority 32
minute asin at the last minute 57

mint ((s in in mint condition 55
minute as in the minute 25
mis- /mis/ 74
miscalculate l,mis'kdkjdat/ 74
miscast hnis'ka:sU 22
misconceived /nu$kgn'si:vd/ 74
misconception /mlskgn'sepSn/ 74
misdiagnose /mls'dakjgngoz/ 74
misfire /mis'fm(r)/ 74
mishandle /mis'hamdl/ 74
misinform /mism'b:m/ 74
misinterpret /m[sln'l3:prjt/ 8
misinterpretation /mlslnl3:prl'tcTjn/ 8
misjudge /lnls'ckn® 74

mislay /mts'let/ 74
mislead /mis'li:d/ 14
misleading /ms'li:dirj/ 14
mismanage /mis'manr® 74
misplace /mis'plas/ 74
misprint n /'mispnnt/ 74
miss out on /,mjs 'aul Dill 63
missile /'mrsail/ 37
mistake n, v /mi'smk/ 6
mistreat /mis'tri:t/ 74
mix v /miks/ 20
mix-up l'miks ,np/ 33
moan v /nijon/ 58
moaning rmunujl 58
mobilize /'maubdaa/ 37
mock /mok/ 1
model as in role model 18
moderate r\l)j /'modml/ 42
modernize l'modonaW 75
moist /mmst/ 11
molecular /ma'lekjab(r)/ 71
molecule /'mohkju:l/ 71
moment asin at a moment's
notice 77
moment (is in the moment 25
money talks /,mnni 'tj:icsl 66
morale /mdra:l/ 45
more as in the more the merrier 66
mortality rate lmMebti ,rert/ 30
motion /'mmjfn/ 72
motive /'mmjliv/ 52
motive (is ill ulterior motive 2
motto /'motau/ 66
mount v /maont/ 46
mount up /,maunt 'npl 48
mouse /maos/ 62
mouth ulcer /'mao0 ,Msdr)/ 13
mouth-watering l'mauO ,wmrtrj/ 12
move the goalposts /,mu:v 03
'93o]pjUsts/ 39
mow the lawn /,mgu 03 'b:nl 24
msg (= message) 73
mud /mM/ 24
muddle /'mM]/ 33
muddy /'mMi/ 24
muscle /'mnsl/ 13
musty /'rmsti/ 12
mutate /mju:'teit/ 71
mutation /mju:'teijn/ 71
mutual /'mjugud/ 45
mutual as in by mutual consent 36
my mind goes a complete blank /,mai
,maind ,gauz kam,pli:t 'blarjkl 59

my mind goes blank /,mai ,maind
,93(jz 'blarjkl 59
myob (= mind your own
business) 73
n (= and) 73
n (= in) 73
nag /neg/ 18
nail-biting l'netl ,bamrj/ 22
nail polish l'neil ,pohf/ 3
naive /nai'i:v/ 14
naivety /nai'i:vatU 14
naked /'nuktd/ 78
namely /'neimli/ 53
narrative /'narmiv/ 69
narrator /na'reitdr)/ 69
narrow escape /,namu r'skeipl 4
narrow-minded /,narau 'maindidl 3
nasty /'na:sti/ 13
nationalization /neSndal'zelSn/ 50
nationalize /'niefndaiz/ 75
nationwide /najn'waid/ 34
native /'nativ/ 32
natural habitat Lnietfrd 'hebrtetl 29
naturally /'n&"tfrg]i/ 79
nature /'neitfdr)/ 18, 24
nature reserve l'natfo 1"1,7.3:v/ 29
nauseating /'n3:zicltllj/ 12
navy /'neivi/ 37
NB 1,en 'bi:l 73
needless to say l'ni:dbs la ,SC1/ 53
needs as in meet the needs of 72
neglect n, v /ni'glekt/ 51
neglect to do sth lni'glekt t3 ,du:
,.../ 51
negligence /'neglmng 33
negligent /'negll©nt/ 33. 78
negligible /'necjhGbl/ 78
nerve /n3:v/ 58
nest n, v lncsu 24
network n /'netm:k/ 34
neutral /'nju:trd/ 23
never-ending /,I1cvar 'endirjl 3, 49
nevertheless /nevddles/ 64
new as ill like new 55
new era /,nju: bral 57
newlyweds /'nju:hwedz/ 41
news as in no news is good news 66
next of kin /,nekst dV 'kinl 3
nick sth l'nik ,.../ 58
no chance l'noo ,da:ns/ 59
no doubt l'nacj ,daut/ 26
no matter what /j13u ,mct3 'WDt/ 49
no matter when /,i13u ,mct3
'wail 49
no news is good news /j13o ,nju:z iz
'god ,nju:z/ 66
no reason l'nao ,ri:zn/ 52
no regard for /'f13u rt,ga:d b(r)/ 76
no such luck /,nao ,sMf ']nk/ 59
no way /j13u 'weil 59
no wonder /,ngu 'wmdMr)/ 60
noise /11317/ 4

none (is iii second to none 33
nose as in get up sb°s nose 14
nose as ill poke/stick your nose in
sth 51
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nosey /'naozi/ 58
nostalgia /no'stddk3/ 32
nostalgic /m'stai©k/ 32
nosy /'muzi/ 58
not entirely happy /,not in,tatdi
'hapil 4
not entirely satisfied /,not in,tardi
'seusfatdl 4
not entirely sure /,not in,taidi
'Su3(t)/ 4
not exactly bright /,n0t ig,mktli
'braill 80
not have the faintest idea /,not ,hav
¢J3 ,fejntist ai'cjI3/ 59
not have the heart to do sth /,not
,hmv 03 'ha:t t3 ,du: ,.../ 15
not necessarily /,not nesSserdil 8
not put a foot wrong /,no1 ,pot 3 fol
'rorjl 56
not take sth lying down /,n0t ,teik ,...
Jaujj 'daunl 46
nothing is too much trouble /,nn(hrj
rz ,tu: ,mmj 'tmbll 33
notice v /'[130(1$/ 6
notice as in at short notice 77
notice as ill take notice of 33
noticeable /'ngotj©bl/ 6
notorious /n3o't3:ri3s/ 78
notwithstanding /nDlwlO'stendln/ 68
now and again /,nao an Sgenl 57
nowhere (is in get nowhere 59
nuclear capability 1,nju:klia
kerp'bUati/ 37
nuclear reactor /,nju:klig
ri'ektdr)/ 37
nuclear weapon /,nju:klh °wepm/ 37
nude /nju:d/ 78
nursery rhyme /'n3mri ,raim/ 3
nurture x,v /'n3:tfdr)/ 18
nut /nm/ 20
nutcase /'nmkeis/ 20
nutty l°nnli/ 12
objective /3b'*ektrv/ 71
objectivity /Db«ek'tlv3ti/ 71
observant /gb'z3:vgnu 8
observation /ob»'vajn/ 8
observe /ab'w:v/ 8
obstacle /'obmkl/ 56
obstinacy /'nbstmsi/ 8
obstinate /'obstmmt/ 8
obvious /bbvi:is/ 27
obviously /bbviosli/ 79
occupant /'okjspm/ 72
occupational hazard /Dkju,pelknl
'hamdl 36
occupied /'okjupaid/ 6
occupy /bkjupat/ 6
occur /g'k3:(r)/ 54
ocean (is in drop in the ocean 39
-odd /od/ 65
oddly enough /,rxl1i i'nAl 79
odds cisin against all (the) odds 40
odour /buddr)/ 12
of course lav 'K:j:s/ 79
off asin be off 25
off as in go off 12

off form /,of 'b:ml 23
off-putting /,o1 'pottrjl 3
off the beaten track /,of Da ,bi:tn
'lrakl 21
off the top of my head /,of Da ,top dV
,mai 'hedl 59
offence (is in take offence 4, 19
offensive /a'knsiv/ 19
office as in in office 77
officially k'fifdi/ 79
old-fashioned /,ould 'fafndl 1
on and on (is in go on and on 18
on at asin go on at 63
on balance Lon 'ba]ans/ 77
on behalf of sb /,on bi'ha:f :jv ,.../ 34
on fire lpn 'Eudr)/ 4
on hold (on 'h;jold/ 77
on merit Lon 'meritl 77
on principle lpn 'prlnsgp]/ 17
on reflection /,on ri'flekjnl 77
on sb's behalf Lon ,... bi'ha:fl 34
on standby Lon 'standbau 28
on the brink of lpn do 'britjk avl 38
on the cards /,on 02 'ka:dzl 46
on the contrary /,on tb 'kontmril 77
on the edge of your seat /,on iii ,ecijj
3v j:j: 'sill 22
on the left /,011 Dc) '1eft/ 42
on the right /,on 03 'raill 42
on the rocks (on &1 'roksl 41
on the surface /,on Da 'sMsl 14
on the verge of sth Lon Da 'v3:(k 3v
,.../ 23, 24
on the whole Lon &1 'hgoV 64
once as in at once 77
once bitten, twice shy /,w^ns ,bitn
,1wajs 'jail 66
one thing leads to another /,wm1 ,fhn
,1i:dz lu 5nMSdr)/ 52
one time as in at one time 57
ongoing /on'gaouj/ 27
only just lbonli ,©'tSt/ 11
opaque lao'peikl 1
open-minded /,dop3n 'mamdidl 3
operation /opa'rajn/ 37
opinion as in second opinion 33
opinion poll lspinjan ,pao1/ 39
opposed to b'puzd tal 42
opposition /opdajn/ 42
or SO /,J: 'S3U/ 65
or something Ip: 'snm(hg/ 65
or something along those lines Ip:
'snm(htj qjdi) ,03uz ,1ainz/ 65
or something like that /,3: 'snm(hrj
,1aik ,0et/ 65
or something of that sort /,j: 's,un(hg
:jv ,0x:t ,S:xU 65
or something on those lines Ip:
'mmOirj ,on ,03oz ,1ainz/ 65
or thereabouts /,j: 'ljembautsl 65
ordeal /s:'di:l/ 38
organ Rrganl 30
organized crime lp:gmaizd
'kraiml 35
origin /'ori©n/ 6
originate /g'rldkmclt/ 6
oust /aost/ 38

out- /aot/ 25
out of date /,aut 3v 'dull 55
out of hand /,aot 3v 'hendl 49
out of hours /,aut dV 'auazl 33
out of luck /,aot dv bkl 77
out of respect /,aot dV ri'spektl 77
out of season taut 3v 'si:znl 28
out of sight 1,aot 3v 'sajtl 77
out of sight, out of mind /,ao1 3v
,sait ,aot dv 'maindl 66
out of touch taut 3v 'M/ 77
out of your depth taut gv jg:
'dep0/ 56
outbreak /'aotbreik/ 3
outcome /'aolknm/ 52
outcome as in final outcome 52
outdoor pursuits /,autds: pdsju:tsl 25
outgoings /'aUtggoll)z/ 48
outlay l'autkil 3
outline n, v /'autlam/ 69
outlive /aot'hv/ 25
outlook /'autluk/ 47
outnumber /aot'mmbdr)/ 25
outside chance /,aotsaid 'tfa:nsl 23
outspend /aut'spcnd/ 25
outstanding /aol'stendln/ 78
outweigh /aot'wei/ 25
ovenproof /'twnpru:f/ 75
over- 74
over the moon /,3uv3 03 'mu:nl 15
over time /,3ovo 'Lanni 57
overbook hova'bukl 74
overcome hovdkmnl 54, 56
overdose /bov«bos/ 74
overdraft /bovMra:ft/ 48
overdrawn (is Iii be overdrawn 48
overemphasize huwr'cmfasaizl 74
overload v /3Uv?'bud/ 74
overrated huvSratidl 74
overreact /aovori'akt/ 52
overwhelm bovdwehnl 43
overwhelmed huva'welmdl 49
owe sb a favour /,3u ,... 3 'ferva(r)/ 5
owl /aul/ 10
own company /,aun 'k^mpani/ 26
own up /,aon 'npl 63
OX /oks/ 62
pacify /'pesddu/ 75
package l'µehdj/ 44
packaging /'pa:klt[n/ 55
pain /pein/ 58
pain in the neck /,pein in ¢J3 'nekl 58
panel l'panV 72
panic-stricken l'pentk ,strtkmi/ 3
papaya /pa'para/ 20
paper as in wrapping paper 1
paper clip /'pelp3 ,khp/ 3
paper jam l'peipa ,©enri/ 51
parachute /'pamju:t/ 37
partially sighted /,pa:jdi 'satlidl 11
party (is in centre party 42
pass /pa:s/ 57
pass away /,pa:s a'werl 80
pass on /,pa:s 'Dill 80
pass the buck /,pa:s 03 'bnkl 50
passer-by /,pam 'bail 3
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passing (is in in passing 77
passion /'pejn/ 14
passion fruit /'µejn fru:tl 20
passionate l'µejanm/ 14
password /'pa:sw:nd/ 31
past as in be past it 56
pastime /'pa:slann/ 25
pat v /pet/ 12
paternity leave /pj't3:nati ,1i:v/ 44
paunch /p3:ntf/ 7
pay attention /,pei dlenjnl 7
pay dispute l'pei di,spju:t/ 50
pay sb a compliment (pei ,... a
'kotnphm:mtl 16
PC (= police constable) 1,pi: 'si:l 35
PC (= politically correct) 1,pi: 'si:l 73
peacekeeping /'pi:ski:pig/ 37
peacekeeping force l'pi:ski:pnj
fj:sl 37
pear-shaped (is in go pear-shaped 20
peel \' /pi:j/ 20
peeler /'pi:b(r)/ 20
peer pressure I pia 'p'ejdr)/ 18
pejorative /p3'2Dr3tlv/ 1
pencil sth in i pensl ,... 'in 40
pension /'penjn/ 44
pent-up /,pent 'npl 15
peppery /'pcpgri/ 12
per lµ:(r)/ 48
perceive /pdsi:v/ 19
perennial /pdrenid/ 54
perfect example /'p3:f'lkt ig,za:mp1/ 4
performance-related lpdb:mans
n,kitid/ 44
perks /p3:kg 44
perplexed /pdplekst/ 78
persist /pSsist/ 13
persistent /pssimnt/ 13
personality /p3:sa'na|gti/ 41
personalize /'p3:smdalz/ 75
personally /'p3:sgndi/ 79
perspective asin keep sth in
perspective 54
perspiration /p3:spj'reljn/ 8
perspire /pSspaidr)/ 8
persuade sb to do sth /pj,$weld ,... t:j
'du: ,.../ 63
pertinent /'pmtman(l 67
pet hate 1,pet 'hall 51
phase /faz/ 1, 57
phenomena /fSnomma/ 71
phenomenal /b'nomml/ 31
phenomenally /fSmmindi/ 22, 31
phenomenon /("Snommm/ 71
phoney n, j\|)j /'fZxjni/ 53
photocopier /'faut3okDpig(r)/ 51
physically /'fizikli/ 79
pick and choose /,pik an 'tfu:zl 61
pick sb/sth up 1,pik ,... '^p/ 63
pick up /,pik 'rtpl 63
pieces (is in go to pieces 23
pieces (is in take sth to pieces 63
pile up /,pai1 kpl 51
pin (is Iii drawing pin 3
pinch (with fingers) /pintf/ 12
pinch (= steal) /'pintj7 58
pitiful /'pitdl/ 70
\'(M'|qs;
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placate /pb'keit/ 75
plague /pleig/ 49
plain /plem/ 67
p|antN, v /pla:nl/ 24
plastic surgery /,pkestik 's3:c»ri/ 33
plausible /'pb:mbl/ 78
play a part /,plci 'pall 18
plea /pli:/ 38
please accept my sincere
condolences /,pli:z ak,sept mai
sin,si3 km'&obnsiz/ 67
please do not hesitate to contact
me /,p]i:z ,du: not 'hezileit t3
,kontaekt ,mi:/ 67
please find enclosed l'pli:z ,faind
in,kbozd/ 67
pls(= please) 73
plummet /'pLnmit/ 30, 47
plunge /pll\n® 47
poacher /'p3og3(r)/ 29
poaching /'pmjtftn/ 29
point /p:nnl/ 6
point as in breaking point 43
point as in there's no point in +
ing 59
point (is in to the point 67
pointless /'p:nntbs/ 6
poke fun at /,pauk Un atl 1
poke your nose in sth /,pook j3:
'n»z jnta ,.../ 51
police v /pdli:s/ 34
police chief lpdli:s ,jfi:¶ 38
police constable lpdli:s ,knnstgbl/ 35
police force lpdli:s ,b:s/ 35
police officer lpo'li:s ,ofisdr)/ 35
policing /psli:sln/ 34
political asylum /pg,lltlkl dsai1am/ 32
politically correct lpZhtikli
kSrektl 73
poll /[xjoi/ 39
pomegranate /'pomigmnW 20
pool v /pu:l/ 45
poor taste (is in be in poor taste 19
pop in /,pop 'ml 26
pop over 1,pop bovdr)/ 26
pop round /,pop 'raondl 26
popularize l'popjdmad 75
populated /'pDpjalcltld/ 74
portray /pj:'trel/ 70
portrayal /ps:'tred/ 70
pose a threat to /,p;ioz 'Orel tal 29
posh /pof/ 58
position /pszijn/ 69
possession as in in possession of 77
post /[13USt/ 62

posthumously /'postjomxli/ 53
pot as in the pot calling the kettle
black 66
potential /po'tenj1/ 56
pour sth out /,p3: ,... 'aotl 15
poverty /'povmi/ 29
practically /'pwknkli/ 79
practice ([s iii put sth into practice 27
practice makes perfect /,prektts
,meiks 'p3:fekt/ 66
prbly (= probably) 73
precedent /'presidant/ 50
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precise /pn'sais/ 1
precisely /pn'saisli/ 79
precision /pn'siy/ 1
predominantly /prl'domln3ntli/ 79
prejudice against /'predkudls
3,gensl/ 32
prejudiced /'preGudlsu 32
presentv /pri'zent/ 69
presentation /pnezn'teijn/ 69
preservation /prezsveijn/ 55
preserve /pri'u:v/ 55
press-up l'pres AP/ 9
pressure (is in under pressure 23, 47
presumably /pri'zju:mbli/ 79
pretentious /pn'tcnjx/ 14
prevention is better than cure I
pri,venjn lZ ,tjetj
'kjodrv 66
previously l'pri:vissW 55
price tag l'prais ,Ueg/ 25
primarily /prai'memli/ 79
principal concern l'prinmpl
km,sxn/ 4
principles /'prmmplz/ 17
prior to l'prm t3/ 68
prioritize /prai'omtaw/ 49
priority /praibmti/ 49
privacy /'prmsi/ 41
privatization /pra[vatal'zelSn/ 50
privatize /'pramlaiz/ 50, 75
proactive /prao'ekuv/ 50
probability /proba'Mali/ 29
probe n, v /pmob/ 38
problem (is intackle a problem 50
procedure /prg'slCmr)/ 30, 71
proceeds /'pmosi:dz/ 35
process as in in the process of doing
sth 24
procrastinate /prgo'krestmclt/ 50
procrastination /pnokresn'nwjn/ 50
productive /pm'dnktlv/ 49
profile (is in high profile 34
prolly (= probably) 73
prolong lprSloW 57, 63
promote /pm'mut/ 34, 45
promoted cisin be promoted 23
promotion (= movement up to a
higher league) /pm'mojn/ 23
promotion (= support)
/pm'maufn/ 34
prompt t\l)j /prompt/ 49
promptv /pmmpt/ 52
promptly /'promptli/ 49
prone to l'pmun 13/ 30
pronounced limp /pm,naonst 'hmpl 9
-proof /pru:f/ 75
proportion /pm'ps:jn/ 36
propose /pm'pgu7/ 5
pros and cons /,pmoz an 'konzl 45
prospect (is ill face the prospect of 4
prosperity /pro'spemti/ 70
prosperous /'prospms/ 70
protagonist /pm'tagmist/ 70
protest (is in storm of protest 39
provision lprSviyU 44
provocation /provdkajn/ 52
provoke /pm'wok/ 52
prudence /'pru:dns/ 50
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prudent /'pru:dnt/ 50
prune v /pru:n/ 24
pry into l'prai ,intW 41
PS /,pi: 'est 73
PTO (= please turn over) /,pi: ,ti:
bul 73
public eye as in in the public eye 41
pull a muscle /,po1 a 'mAsl/ 13
pull the strings /,po1 03 'stmjzl 42
pull your weight /,po1 j:j: 'weill 18
pulse /pnls/ 20
pun /pnn/ 40
puncture n, v /'p^nktfa(r)/ 40
pungent /'pAn©nt/ 12
punishing /'pAnljjn/ 40
punishment as in capital
punishment 36
pure /pjudr)/ 75
purely /'pjodi/ 79
purely by chance /,pjudi ,bai
'jfa:nsl 79
purify /'pjomfai/ 75
pursue /pdsju:/ 27
pursuit /pUju:t/ 25
push v /puj/ 2
push and shove /,puf
'JAvl 61
pushy /'puji/ 14
put /pot/ 2
put a strain on /,pot 'strein ,on/ 16
put out (is in be put out 19
put out a fire /,po1 ,acjt :j 'fm(r)/ 4
put sb at ease /,pot ,... 3t 'i:zl 33
put sb at their ease /,pot ,... at Oar
'i:zl 33
put sth down /,pu1 ,... 'daunl 80
put sth into (a bank account) /,put ,...
'intal 48
put sth into practice /,put ,... jnta
'praktisl 27
put sth into words /,pot ,... ,Illt3
'w3xjz/ 2
put sth right /,pot ,... 'raitl 51
put sth to sleep /,pot ,... t3 'sli:pl 80
put your feet up /,pot j3: 'li:t ,np/ 24
put your foot in it /,pot j:): 'fut in
,11/ 19
puzzle v /'pnzl/ 53
puzzled l'piold 53, 78
qualification /kwDllfl'keljn/ 23
qualify l'kwohfad 23
quantify /°kwontifaU 75
quick-witted /,kwik 'witidl 14
quid /kwrd/ 58
quote v /kwaot/ 39
r (= are) 73
racket l°rekrt/ 58
radical /hedikl/ 42
radical change /,redik] 'tjCin® 27
radish /'mdif/ 20
rage (is in road rage 52
rain (is in torrential rain 4
raise /rerz/ 54, 63
raise funds /,rejz 'fAndzl 29
raisins /'rejznz/ 20
rake n /reik1 62

rally (= support sb) /'rdi/ 41
rally (= increase in value) /'rdi/ 47
ramshackle /'raemjakl/ 55
random /'randan/ 43
rank /rarjk/ 35
ransom /'rensan/ 38
rash adj /ueS/ 14
rash n /raj/ 13
rat-infested l'ret in,fcsnd1 40
rate n /rejl/ 30
rate v /rert/ 31
rate as in at any rate 64
rattle n, v /hell/ 10
re- 74
reach /ri:tf/ 4
reactionary /ri'ekfanri/ 42
realistic /ri:a'hsuk/ 79
realistically /ri:dhstikli/ 79
realize your potential /,ri:daiz jj:
po'tenjd/ 56
reappraise /ri:dpreiz/ 74
reason as in for some reason 60
reason as in no reason 52
reason as in within reason 14
reassess /ri:dses/ 74
reassure /ri:g'jodr)/ 54
rebel n /'reb]/ 17
rebel v /ri'bel/ 17
rebellious /ri'beljas/ 17
recall v /rl'kg:l/ 73
recharge your batteries /ri:,tfa'6 j3:
'bat(@)riz/ 21
rechargeable battery /ri',tfa:ck3bl
'bet(a)ri/ 28
recognition /rckuj'nljn/ 6
recognize /'rek:xjnaiz/ 6
recollect /reka'lekt/ 73
recollection /rekMekjn/ 73
reconciled (is in be reconciled
with 63
reconciled to l'rekmsaild tal 76
reconditioned /ri:k3n'dljnd/ 55
reconstruct /ri:km'stmkt/ 74
record as in set a record /'rekmd/ SO
recover /n'k^vdr)/ 47
recovery as in make a rapid/speedy
recovery 40
recuperate ln'ku:pmeiU 33
recuperation /nku:pSreifn/ 33
recur /rl'k3:(r)/ 9
recurrent /ri'kimnU 9
recycle /ri:'saikl/ 28
recycling /ri:'saikbtj/ 28
red as in be in the red 48
referral lri'hmV 33
referred as in be referred to sb 33
reflect /n'llekl/ 5
reflection as in on reflection 77
reform n, v /ri'f:j:m/ 27
refreshing change /r1,freSln
Vein® 27
refuel /ri:'fju:d/ 74
refuge as in seek/take refuge 32
refugee /rcfiu'*i:/ 32
regain your senses /n,gan j:j:
'sensizl 40
regard sb/sth as lri'ga:d ,... :jz/ 19, 36

regarding /n'ga:dirj/ 67. 68
regardless of lri'ga:dbs 3v/ 54
region (is iii in the region of 65
registerx' /'re©stM/ 69
registerv /'re®stdr)/ 33
registered user /,re©stM 'ju:m(r)/ 31
regulations as ill rules and
regulations 61
rehab /'ri:hab/ 41
rehabilitate /ri:a'bihtal/ 36
rehabilitation /ri:3blh'teljn/ 36
reinforced /ri:in°b:st/ 72
reinvent /ri:in'vent/ 74
rejectv /rl'ckekt/ 46
rejection /nWkSn/ 46
relatively /'rektrvli/ 79
relax /ri'leks/ 21
release v /n'li:s/ 12
relegated (is in be relegated 23
relegation /reh'geijn/ 23
relentless /ri'lentbs/ 9
religious faith /rl,]lg3s Tei0/ 32
relocation /ri:bu'kafn/ 44
reluctance /ribkt»s/ 16
reluctant /rl'll\kt3nt/ 16
remaining /n'mcrnnj/ 40
remains /rj'mam/ 55
remand v /n'ma:nd/ 35
remanded in custody /n,mo:ndid in
'k^stdi/ 35
remark /ri'ma:k/ 19
remarkable /ri'ma:kabl/ 21
remarkably /n'ma:kabli/ 21
remedy n /'remadi/ 76
reminiscent of lremtnisnt 3v/ 76
remote /n'maot/ 21
renovate /'rengvelt/ 55
reoffend /ri:dfend/ 36
reoffender /ri:dfendg(r)/ 36
repel lri'peV 71
repercussions /ri:pdkrijnz/ 52
replicate /'rephkeit/ 71
reply as in in reply to 67
represent /rcpri'zent/ 70
representative of lrepn'zentativ
3V/ 76
reproduce /ri:pm'dju:s/ 55
reproduction /ri:pm'drikjn/ 55
reputable /'repj3tab}/ 6
reputation /repju'tafn/ 6
resent /n'zent/ 16
resentment /rj'zentmant/ 16
reserve /rl'z3:v/ 29
reserve as in in reserve I the
reserve 37
resident n /'rezidmt/ 34, 72
resigned to lri'zaind tal 76
resilience /n'zilDns/ 70
resilient /n'zdiinl/ 70
resist /j1'zISt/ 27, 72
resistance /n°zimns/ 27
resistant to /T1'zjstant td 76
resolution /rcm'lu:jn/ 50
resolve /n'zolv/ SO
resort as in last/final resort 60
resounding Mzaondirj/ 56
respect n, v /ri'spekl/ 16
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respectful /n'speklfl/ 19
response as in I am writing in
response to 67
responsible /n'spormbl/ 4
rest (is in the rest 23
restoration /restdreijn/ 21, 27
restore /r|'st3:(r)/ 21, 27
restrict /ri'stnkt/ 30
restriction /n'strikjn/ 30, 72, 76
resume /ri'z(j)u:m/ 30
resumption /n'znmpjn/ 30
retain /ri'tem/ 21
retaliate /ri'tdiat/ 52, 63
retaliation /rndi'eijn/ 52
retell /ri:'tel/ 74
retention /n'tenjn/ 21
retribution /retri'bju:jn/ 36
retrospect as in in retrospect 57
reveal lri'vi:V 15
revelation /revdleijn/ 15
revenge lri'ven® 36
reversal /ri'w:sl/ 27
reverse v /Fj'V33/ 27
reversible /rj'v3:Hbl/ 27
revert back to /t1'v31 ,bek tal 27
revert to /i1'v31 Cal 27

revolting /rUvdtirj/ 12
rewarding /n'wj:dnj/ 45
rewrite v /ri:'rait/ 74
rhino /'ramo/ 29
riddle /'ndl/ 38
ride as in bumpy ride 47
right away /,rait dweV 77
right-wing /,ratt 'WIf)/ 42
rigorous /'rlg3ms/ 49, 72
rip-off l'rrp ,of/ 58
rip sb off /,rip ,... 'ofl 58
road (is in go down that road 46
road rage l'raud ,rei® 52
roar n, v /m:(r)/ 10
roar with laughter /m:(r) witS
'1a:fb(r)/ 10
rock v /rok/ 41, 42
rock the boat /,rok 03 'bgut/ 42
rocks asin on the rocks 41
rocket v /'mkit/ 30, 47
role model l'mol ,mod1/ 18
roof as in hit the roof 15
roots /ru±i/ 24
round /raond/ 23
round about l'raond qbautl 65
RSVP 1,a:r ,es ,vi: 'pi:l 73
rubbish /'r^blS/ 22
rubble /'mbl/ 43
ruins /'ru:rnz/ 55
rule sth out /,ru:1 ,... 'aoll 38
rules and regulations /,ru:1z 31]
regju'leijnzl 61
rumble n, v /'mmbl/ 10
rumour /'ru:mdr)/ 41
run /mn/ 31
run as in bad/good run 23
run-down /,mn 'daonl 55
runner-up /,mnar 'ttp/ 23
runners-up /,mmz '^p/ 23
rushed off your feet /,MJt ,of jj:
'fill 33

rustle n, v /'msl/ 10
ruthless /'ru:Obs/ 14
ruthlessly /'ru:Obs]i/ 49
sIt (= something) 73
sacrifice v, n /'seknfais/ 16
sac (= stamped addressed
envelope) /,es ,e1 '1:/ 73
safe /seif/ 42
safe (is in better safe than sorry 66
safe and sound /,seif
'saundl 61
safe pair of hands /,seif ,pe;ir ;jv
'handzl 42
sage /sej® 20
saliva /sdlam/ 12
salty /'s:i:lti/ 12
same as in all the same 64
sample /'su:mpl/ 67
sand as iii bury your head in the sand
sane /sein/ 70
sarcasm /'sa:kamm/ 1
sarcastic /sa:'kwtik/ 1
satisfied as in not entirely satisfied 4
savings account /'scwit)2 a,kaont1 48
say n /sei/ 34
saying as in as I was saying 64
sb°s bark is worse than their bite /,...
,ba:k lZ ,w3:s
&3 'ba[u 10
sb's heart is not in sth /,... ,ha:t lZ ,not
'in ,.../ 15
scales as in kitchen scales 20
scalp /skdp/ 13
scandal /'skend]/ 41
scanner /'skandr)/ 30
scarce /skegs/ 43
scarcity /'skemti/ 43
scare sb out of their wits /,skem ,...
,aut dV ,&3 'WltS/ 22

scathing /'skaOirj/ 39
scatter /'skata(r)/ 24
scenery /'si:nari/ 24
scenes (is in behind the scenes 39
sceptical about sth l'skeptikl a,baut
,..J 14
scepticism /'skepusizmn/ 14
schedule n, v /'jedju:l/ 49
schemeN /ski:m/ 38, 44
scoop /sku:p/ 41
scrape through /,skrcip 'Bru:l 56
scratchv /skratf/ 13
screech n, v /skri:g7 10
scroll v /skmul/ 31
scroll bar l'skmul ,ba:(r)/ 31
scrutinize l'skru:tanaW 71
scrutiny /'skru:tani/ 71
seal v /si:l/ 73
search (is in do a search 31
search as in in search of 25
season (is in in I out of season 28
seat as in on the edge of your
seat 22
second-hand /,sekand 'hendl 55
second opinion /,sekond g'plnjan/ 33
second to none /,sekmid ta 'nrtnl 33
secret as iii the secret of your
success 56
seed /si:d/ 24

seek refuge /,si:k 're(ju:® 32
segregate /'segngeit/ 36
segregation /segn'geijn/ 36
self- /self/ 36
self-assessment /,self a'sesmml 36
self-catering /,self" 'kemmjl 36
self-contained /,self kan'tcmdl 36
self-esteem /,self i'sti:ml 54
self-explanatory /,self ik'spknatril 1
sell like hot cakes /,se1 Jaik 'hot
,ketks/ 62
senate /'semt/ 38
senator /'semta/ 38
send sb/sth flying /,send ,... 'flaljn/ 2
senior /'si:nidr)/ 33
sensational /sen'seijbnl/ 22
sense /sens/ 1
senses (is in regain your senses 40
sentimental /scnti'mentl/ 22
sequence of events /,si:kwans 3v
I'ventsl 52
sergeant /'samnu 35
serve /$3:v/ 37
set n /set/ 22
set v /SCU 50
set a budget /,set 'bntit/ 34
set a date /,set 'deitl 50
set a limit /,sct °hmrt/ 50
set a precedent /,set 'presickntl 50
set a record /,set ;j 'rekMl 50
set a standard /,sct 'stendMl 50
set an example /,set mn ig'za:mpll 18,
50
set fire to /,set 'fm tal 4
set phrase /,set 'freizl 59
set sb/sth back /,se1 ,... 'bekl 3
set sb°s mind at rest /,se1 ,... 'matnd 3t
,rest/ 54
set sth aside /,se1 ,... a'saidl 49
set sth off /,set ,... 'of' 46
setback /'setbak/ 3, 54
settle a dispute /,set1 g) di'spju:tl 4, 50
settle an argument /,se1] an
'a:gjumantl 4
settle down /,set] 'daonl 16
severe /stvra(r)/ 6
severely hit /sj,v[di 'hrtl 49
severity /si'vemti/ 6
shake sth off ljeik ,... 'ofl 63
shake sth up /,jeik ,... kpl 3
shake-up l'jeik ,np/ 3
shallow /'Jiebo/ 22
share (is in do your fair share 18
shareholder /Jecjh3okb(r)/ 46
shark-infested l'ja:k m,kstid/ 40
shed /jed/ 24
sheer desperation ljia
despSreijnl 15
sheet /Si:t/ 62
shell n, v ljev 43
shelterv /'Jeltdr)/ 40
shock as in culture shock 32
shop around ljop draondl 25
shop till you drop ljop ,u1 ju:
'dropl 25
shopaholic /Jbpdhohk/ 25
short cut /,J31 'Ka1/ 3
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short-lived /,Jj:1 'hvdl 71
short-sighted /J;j;t 'saudi 11
short-term /,jm 'mnl 13
shortage /'ktl® 48
shortfall /'j:xtb:l/ 48
shortly i'Mu 57
should you require any further
information ljud ju: ri,kwaix ,eni
,f3:03r mfSmafnl 67
shove /JAv/ 61
show sth off /,j3cj ,... 'ofl 7
show up ljbo 'npl 63
shrewd /Jru:d/ 14
shy /fai/ 14
sick and tired of /'sjk an ,taiad 3v/ 61
side effect l'sard r,fekt/ 13
sideways /'saidwaz/ 73
siege isl:® 43
sieve n, v /SlV/ 20, 62
sight /sart/ 11
simplification /slmphfl'kelSn/ 6
simplify /'srmphfai/ 6, 75
simply (= just) /'stmp]i/ 79
simply (= purely) /'srmpli/ 79
sincere /sin'sMr)/ 67
single-minded /,sirjg1 'mamdidl 3
single sb/sth out /,sirjgl ,... 'acjt/ 41
sink in /,sirjk 'tnl 63
sink or swim /,sirjk j: 'swiml 42
sit on the fence /,SIt ,on 03 'fensl 69
sit still /,Slt 'still 11
site n /sail/ 24
sIam v /slam/ 10
slang /skerj/ 1
slash v /slaj/ 47
sleep as in put sth to sleep 80
sleep like a log /,s1i:p Jaik :j 'logl 62
slice v /slais/ 20
slide /slaid/ 12
slight accent /,slart 'aksantl 4
dopetv, v /sbop/ 24
slot machine l'slot mqji:nl 3
sluggish /'slng([/ 9
sluggishness /'skgijms/ 9
slump n, v /skmp/ 47
small world 1,sm:j:] 'w3:]d/ 66
smiley /'smaili/ 73
smuggle /'srmgl/ 35
smuggling /'sm^ghlj/ 35
snap sth up /,snap ,... '^p/ 47
snarl v /sna:l/ 10
sniff /snif/ 51
sniper /'snaipa(r)/ 43
snob /snob/ 17
so far, so good /,s3u fa: pu 'gudl 66
soak sth up /,sg(jk ,... 'ap/ 21
soar /sj:(r)/ 47
sociable /°sgokb]/ 26
social /'sxjji/ 79
socialism /Mujdmm/ 42
socialist /'mujahst/ 42
socialize l'saujdarzl 26, 75
socially /'soojdi/ 79
software /'softwWr)/ 31
soil /$jiV 24
solely /'smli/ 45
solicitor Mhsrtdr)/ 35

solidify lsdhdifad 75
soluble /'sDlj3b]/ 13
solution /sdlu:jn/ 76
somehow /'snmhau/ 65
somehow or other l'snmhau :j:r
,M$dr)/ 65
something /'snm(hiy 65
something along those lines /'mm(hij
3jdij ,&)0z ,1amz/ 65
something to do with /'s^mOln
,du:
wi0/ 65
somewhat /'snmwot/ 79
somewhere as in get somewhere 59
somewhere in the region of l'snmwer
,in 03 ,ri:gn :jv/ 65
soon /su:n/ 57
sooner or later l'su:mr :j: ,1cItdr)/ 61
sorry to keep you waiting l'sori to
,ki:p ju: ,WCItl1)/ 59
sort as in or something of that sort 65
sort of l'sj:t 3V/ 65
sort sth out /,531 ,...'ao1/ 50
sought after I'm ,a:fta(r)/ 29
soul /mji/ 1
sound (is in safe and sound 61
sound effects l'saond i,fekts/ 22
soundproof l°saundpru:f/ 75
sour /'saudr)/ 12
sour grapes /,sa(j3 'grerpsl 20
source n /sg:s/ 39
spade /speid/ 24
spam /spem/ 31
spamming /'$pmlln/ 31
spare part Ism 'pa:tl 3
spark v /spa:k/ 39, 52
speaking /'spi:bg/ 79
special effort /,spej1 'cfa(/ 4
specialize /'spefdau/ 75
species /'spi:ji:z/ 29
spectacular /spck'tekjab(r)/ 11
speed limit l'spi:d ,hmit/ 13
spell Ispell 57
spell sth out /,spe1 ,.., 'aotl 67
spice /spais/ 20
spin n, v /spin/ 42
spin doctor l'spin ,dokta(r)/ 42
spin-off l'spin ,of/ 52
spine-tingling l'spain ,tlnghn/ 22
spirit l'spirW 1
spite /spait/ 17
spiteful /'spartfl/ 17
spk (= speak) 73
splash n, v /splej/ 10
splitting headache /,sphtirj 'hedakl 13
spokesman /'spgoksman/ 34
spokesperson /'sp»ksp3:sn/ 34
spokeswoman /'$p3Ukswumjn/ 34
spontaneity /spontdnemi/ 14
spontaneous /spDn'telnigs/ 14
spot V /spot/ 11
spotless /'spotlas/ 33
spotlessly clean l'spotksli ,kli:n/ 33
sprain v /sprem/ 13
spread /spred/ 4
spread gossip /,spred 'gostpl 17
spree /spri:/ 25
sprintv /sprint/ 9

sprouts as in bean sprouts 20
squander /'skwonddr)/ 8
squash /skwoj/ 20
squeak v /skwi:k/ 10
squeaky /'skwi:ki/ 10
squeeze v /skwi:z/ 12, 20
squelch v /skweltf/ 10
sty (=sorry) 73
stables /'steib]z/ 55
stacks of l'staks 3v/ 65
stage /StCi® 1, 57
staggerv /'stega(r)/ 9
stake as in at stake 50
stance /sta:ns/ 69
stand-offish /,stend 'ofijl 14
stand still 1,stand 'still 11
stand up for /,stand '^p ,fj:(r),
fdr)/ 34
stand up to /,stand 'np ,lu:, tal 72
standard as in set a standard 50
standardize /'stsenddaiz/ 75
standby (is in on standby 28
starving /'stu:vuj/ 58
state v /steit/ 67
stated dose /,steiud 'doosl 13
status quo /,stems 'Kw3o/ 42
stay put /,stei 'pull 40
stay still /,stc1 'still 11
steadily /'stedili/ 12
steady decline /,stcdi di'klarnl 29
steam v /sti:m/ 20
steamer /'sti:rm(r)/ 20
stem n /stem/ 24
stem from l'slem fmml 76
stench /stentf/ 12
step aside /,step a'saidl 46
step down /,step 'daonl 46
step sth up /,step ,... '^p/ 50
stereotype /'steri3talp/ 32
stereotypical lsteridupikV 32
stethoscope /'steOgsk3op/ 30
stew v /stju:/ 20
stick n /strk/ 58
stick at /°stik all 63
stick out 1,stik °aut/ 7
stick to sth l'stik t3 ,.../ 49
stick up for /,stik '^p ,f:j:(r), fMr)/ 16,
34
stick your nose in sth /,suk j:j: 'nauz
in ,.../ 51
stiff /stif/ 9
stiffasin bored stiff 22
stiffness /'sufnas/ 9
stifle /'staif]/ 45
still (= mind you) /$tjV 64
still (= without moving) /stil/ 11
still (is in better still 28
stimulate /'slunjuleit/ 12
stingy /'stin®/ 58
stir-fry /'st3: frail 20
stomach upset /'st^m3k ,rtpset/ 13
storm of protest 1,sD:m dv
'pmutcstl 39
story /'st:j:ri/ 69
straightaway lstreita'wed 77
straighten /'streitn/ 7
straightforward /streit'fj:wxj/ 67
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strain (is in eye strain 11
strain (is in put a strain on 16
strangely enough /'strein®i i,nnf7 79
strategic /str3'ti:cklk/ 34
strategy /'stmtgdki/ 34
stray /strei/ 40
stream /stri:in/ 49
strength (is in go from strength to
strength 56
strengthen /'streijOn/ 7, 47
strenuous /'strenju% 9
stressed out /,stres1 'aou 49
stretching /'$tregin/ 9
strictly /'striktli/ 79
stride (is in take sth in your stride 54
strike sb as l'straik ,... wl 14
stringent /'strlnSjnu 72
strings as in pull the strings 42
stripe /straip/ 7
stroke v /stnok/ 8, 12
stroke of luck /,stmuk 3v 'kkl 56
stroke of sth l'smok dv ,.../ 56
stroll n, v /slmul/ 9
strong accent /,strorj 'eksml 4
strong criticism /,strorj 'kmisimrn/ 4
stubborn /'sl^bgn/ 8
stubbornness /'sl^bgnngs/ 8
stuff /srnf/ 65
stunned /stnnd/ 15
stunning /'stAnlrj/ 21
style /stail/ 69
stylistic /stathstik/ 69
subject matter /'snb¢yekt ,nma(r)/ 67
subject to /'sAbckekt t;j/ 76
subjective /sgbuektlv/ 71
subservientto /Hb's3:vignl cal 76
subsidize /'mbsadaiz/ 48
subsidized /'mbsadaizd/ 44
subsidy /'snbsMi/ 48
substitute n /'s^bslllju:l/ 76
subtle /'sMl/ 12, 27
subtract sth from lsab'trakt ,...
fmnu 48
success (is in the secret of your
success 56
suffer abuse /,sAfa dbju:sl 6
sultanas /sM'ta:naz/ 20
sum n /srim/ 48
sum sth up /sa1t) ,... kpl 69
summarize /'$Amoralz/ 69
summary /'snmri/ 4, 69
superficial /su:pdfijl/ 22
superfluous /su:'p3:flu3s/ 67
supple /'mpl/ 9
support /sa'p3:t/ 46
suppress your feelings /s@,pres jj:
'fi:lnjzl 15
sure as in not entirely sure 4
surface (is in on the surface 14
surge n, v ism® 47
surgery (is in cosmetidkeyhole/plastic
surgery 33
surplus /'s3:pbs/ 48
survey n /'S3NCl/ 41

survival rate /sdvarv1 ,reit1 30S
sustain /so'stem/ 53
sustainability /sxtema'bihti/ 28

sustainable /sdsteinabl/ 28
swamp /swomp/ 40
swamped /swompt/ 49
swampland /'swornpland/ 40
sway /swcl/ 72
sweat n, V /swel/ 8
sweeping change /,swi:puj Ye'n® 27
sweet /swi:t/ 2
switch to i'swiq tal 28
symbolize /'simbdau/ 75
synonym /'smnrm/ 1
synonymous lsj'nommsj 1
synopsis lsi'nopsN 70
ta /lcj:/ 58
tabloid /'tabbid/ 41
tackle /'takl/ 54
tackle a problem /,tak1 'probbml 50
tag as in price tag 25
tail back /,tei1 'bekl 3
tailback /'teilbek/ 3
take a chance on sth /,teik 'tfa:ns on
,.../ 40
take a heavy toll on /,tcik ,hevi 'tO]
on ,.../ 29
take action /,teik 'akjnl 40
take an instant dislike to /,teik m
,instant dis'kuk tal 16
take exception to /,1eik ik'sepjn tal 19
take in /,tetk 'inl 5
take it easy /,tcik jt 'i:zil 21
take no notice of /,tcik ,mu 'MUtlS
3V/ 33
take notice of /,teik 'naotis 3V/ 33
take offence /,1eik dfensl 4, 19
take refuge /,tcik 'refju:® 32
take revenge I teik riven® 36
take sb in /,teiC ,... 'inl 63
take sb/sth seriously ljeik ,...
'mriaslil 34, 54
take sth apart /,teik ,... a'pa:tl 63
take sth away from /,teik ,... dwei
framl 48
take sth in your stride /,1eik ,... jn Jg;
'slraidl 54
take sth out (of a bank account) /,teik
,... 'autl 48
take sth to pieces /,teik ,... t:j
'pi:sizl 63
take the blame /,1eik O:j 'blaml 4
take to l'teik tal 14
takeover /'takauva(r)/ 46
talk sb intol out of doing sth /,t:j:k ,...
,inla ,aot av 'dumj ,.../ 63
talk sth up /,t3:k ,... 'iipl 53
tank /tenk/ 37
taste ClShl be in bad/poortaste 19
tasteful l'teistW 78
tasteless /'teistbs/ 78
tasty /'teisti/ 78
tax-free /,teks Tri:l 75
team spirit /,ti:m 'spiml 45
tear (from the eye) /tidr)/ 11
tears (is in bored to tears 22
tears as in burst into tears 4
tears as in in tears I close to tears 15
technical /'teknikl/ 79

technically /'teknrkli/ 79
technique /rek'ni:k/ 79
tedious /'ti:dias/ 22
tell as ill tO tell you the truth 64
temper (is in lose your temper 15
tension /'tenfn/ 12
terminate l'u:minetU 67
territorial /terSmid/ 29
territory /'temri/ 29
thank you for /Ykerjk ju: fal 67
the best of both worlds /& ,best dV
'%u0 ,wmldz/ 60
the best thing lljs 'best ,0iij/ 59
the bubble will burst /jjg ,tmb1 ,wi1
'b3:st/ 47
the draft
'dra:ftl 37
the dust settles /0a ,dnst 'setlzl 46
the end justifies the means /0i ,end
,c!jjnsllfalz ISa 'mi:nzl 66
the faintest idea /0a ,feintist ai'dral 59
the go-ahead lib
qhedl 38
the keyto /O:j 'ki: lal 7
the military /0a 'mibtril 37
the minute Rj3 'minitl 25
the moment lCja 'maoinantl 25
the more the merrier Rj3 ,im: 03
'merio(r)/ 66
the pot calling the kettle black /03
,pd1 ,k:xhij 03 ,ketj 'blekl 66
the reserve /& rl'z3:v/ 37
the rest Rb 'restl 23
the secret of /0i 'si:kmt 3v/ 7
the secret of your success 1& ,si:kmt
:jv j3: sgk'ses/ 56
the thing is /O;j '(hrj ,1Z/ 60
the tide is turning /O:j ,taid iz
't31)lj)/ 39
the way things are /0a ,wc1 ,0iijz
°a:(r)/ 16
theoretically /Mretikli/ 79
theory /'0[3ri/ 71
therapeutic /0era'pju:tik/ 36
therapy /'(kmpi/ 36
there's no point in + ing /,0mrs 'nau
,pmnt ml 59
thereabouts /Oeam'baots/ 65
thick /(hk/ 2
thick-skinned /,0ik 'skindl 3
thing (is in be the last thing on sb's
mind 2
thing as in the thing is 60
things /Onjz/ 16
think sth up /,(hgk ,... 'tipl 9
think up /,(hrjk 'npl 31
thorough /'(hra/ 72
thoughtful /'b:tfl/ 14
thrash v /(h°ej/ 58
threat asin pose a threat to 29
threat (is in under threat 29
threatened with /'0retnd ,WiC1/ 29
thrifty /'Orjfti/ 48
thriving /'Oraivnj/ 21
throughout /Oru:'aot/ 57
thus /&9 68
thx (= thanks) 73
tide as ill the tide is turning 39
tied up asin be tied up 2
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tight /tait/ 58
tight corner /,tait 'k:xna(r)/ 39
tight-fisted /,tart 'fistidl 58
tighten /'laitn/ 7
tighten your belt /,taitn j:j: 'beltl 46
till lull 25
time /taim/ 57
time (is in as time went by 16
time-consuming l'taim
kan,sju:mirj/ 26
time flies /,taim 'flaizl 57
times (is in behind the times 57
tip n /tip/ 40
tip the balance ljip 03 'bebnsl 46
tiptoe v /'uptou/ 9
tired asin sick and tired of 61
TLC (= tender loving care) /,ti: ,e1
'si:l 73
tnx (= thanks) 73
2 (= to) 73
to a degree /,tu di'gri:l 45
to a large extent /,tu d '1a:(k
ik,stent/ 64
to an extent /,1u an ik'stentl 45
to be honest /,13 bi: 'onisU 64, 79
to be perfectly honest /,t3 bi 'µ:fiktli
,onist/ 79
to sb°s face /,t3 ,,.. 'teisl 16
to tell you the truth /,t3 ,te1 ju: 03
'tru:0/ 64
to the point /,13 03 'pj1m/ 67
2day (= today) 73
toll as in take a heavy toll on 29
2moro (= tomorrow) 73
2nite (= tonight) 73
tone /tjtjn/ 67
tongue-tied /'t^n ,taid/ 3
tons of l'tnnz 3v/ 65
2 (= too) 73
too good to be true /,tu: ,gud t3 bi
'tru:l 60
top (is in be on top 23
top priority /,1op prai'omtil 49
torrential rain /n,renfl 'mini 4
total chaos /,tjo1] 'keiosl 4
touch ([s in in / out of touch 77
tough /ttd7 16
tower /'taudr)/ 55
toxic /ioksik,/ 28
trace v /treis/ 55
trace of irony /,treis dv °airmi/ 1
track ((s in off the beaten track 21
traditional /trj'dlknl/ 79
traditionally /trddijmdi/ 79
trafficking /'tr?efiklr)/ 35
train of thought /,tran 3v 'b:tl 49
trait /trcit/ 14
transaction /tnen'mkfn/ 48
transform /trens'b:m/ 27
transformation /trensfa'mafn/ 27
transition /lran>jjn/ 27
transparent /trens'pamnti 1
transplant n /'trenspla:nt/ 30
transplant v /trams'pla:nr/ 30
travel agency l'travl ,ei©nsi/ 34
travel expenses l'trevl ik,spensW 44

travelling expenses l'travlirj
ik,spensiz/ 44
trek n, v /trdc/ 21
trial as in clinical trial 33
trial and error /,traid an 'ero(r)/ 61
tricky /'tnki/ 56
triggerv /'trigdr)/ 47
trivial /'lnvid/ 54
tropical l'tropikU 20
trouble as in in trouble 77
trouble as in it's more trouble than it's
worth 60
trouble as in nothing is too much
trouble 33
trouble-free /,tmb1 'fri:l 75
true us in it's true 64
true as in too good to be true 60
truly /'tru:li/ 79
trustworthy /'tr,\stw3:0i/ 14
truth as in economical with the
truth 53
truth as in to tell you the truth 64
ttyl (= talk to you later) 73
tumble dryer /,1,unbl 'draidr)/ 28
turbulence /'13:bjdjns/ 47
turbulent /'t3:bjd3l)t/ 47
turmoil /'t3:mgll/ 47
turn as in the tide is turning 39
turn out (= attend an event) /µ:n
'aotl 3
turn out badly 1µ:n ,aut 'bedlil 56
turn out well /µ:n ,aut 'well 56
turn over a new leaf 1,u:n ,3(jvw
,nju: '1i:f/ 36
turn sth down /,1311 ,... 'daonl 46
turn up /µ:n 't'ip/ 63
turnout l't:mauU 3
twistN (in a plot) /tWlSt/ 22
twist v (twist your ankle) /tWlSt/ 13
two heads are better than one /,tu:
,hedz ,be[g Om 'wml 66
two wrongs don°t make a right /,tu:
,roijz ,chont ,meik 'rarll 66
u (= you) 73
ulterior motive hl|,tlari3 'mo[iv/ 2
ultimately /'Mtima1i/ 79
ultra- Mtral 55
ultra-cautious /,n1tra 'Kj:jW 55
ultra-modern /,Atm 'modnl 55
un- hnl 74
unanimous lju:'nanimN 22
unanimously /ju:'nanirms1i/ 22
unappealing hma'pi:hgl 18
unappetizing /^n'epjtalzjn/ 12
unarmed combat ljmci:md
'kombatl 37
unbeaten htn'bi:tnl 23
unbiased /nn'bmsl/ 71
uncomfortable lnn'kmfhbV 15
unconvincing /mkan'vinsW 22, 78
uncooked /m'kukt/ 74
under /'nnda(r)/ 77
under- /'mddr)/ 74
under attack /µndar Stakl 77
under construction /,nnda
kan'strnkjnl 77

under control /,nnd:i k3n'lr3ul/ 49
under discussion /,nncb di'sknjnl 77
under investigation /µndar
mvesti'gafnl 77
under pressure /,ttnda 'prcja(r)/ 23,
47
under the microscope ljmda
'malkmsk3op/ 42
under the weather /,MlCj3 &)
'wecjdr)/ 59
under threat /,tindm '(hell 29
undercooked htncb'koktl 74
underdeveloped htndMi'vebpU 74
underemployed /mdarun'pbid/ 74
underfed /nnddfed/ 74
undergo /l\nd3'ggu/ 21
underlying hndSlangl 47
undermine hmddmainl 45
undernourished hmdSnmftl 74
underpaid /nnddpeid/ 74
underpin /mdSpin/ 47
underprivileged /^nddpr[vdled/ 74
underrated /mda'remd/ 74
undersold hmda'sauldl 74
undeveloped lmdi'velapu 74
uneasy /m'i:zi/ 15
unemployed hmm'pbidl 74
uneventful /mi'ventfl/ 6
unflattering /An'flmrln/ 7
unforgivable /Anfg'glv3bl/ 6
unfurnished /^n'r3:nlj(/ 6
unintelligible //mm'tclldkabl/ 78
unique /ju'ni:k/ 21
unit /'junjt/ 71
unlike hm'laikl 70
unmitigated /^n'mltlgenld/ 56
unofficially /^113Tlj3li/ 79
unpaid hn'padl 74
unpalatable /An'pebtgb]/ 53
unproductive Anpra'&ktrv/ 49
unsold htn'woldl 74
unspoilt lnn'spMU 21
unstuck as in come unstuck 56
unwilling hm'wihrj/ 16
unwind /nn'waind/ 21
up against it /,^p dgenst ,1t/ 56
up to date /AP t? 'deitl 55
upload htp'bodl 31
upper class /,^W 'kla:sl 19
uprooted asin be uprooted 32
ups and downs /,ttps
'daonzl 16
upset stomach kp,set 'stnrmkl 13
upwards /'npw:xjz/ 19
urge (sb to do) sth /'3:* (,... t3 ,du:)
,.../ 38
urgent /'3mnt/ 54
use as in it's no use + ing 59
usercis in registered user 31
user-friendly lju:za 'frendlil 28
username /'ju:mneim/ 31
usual /'ju:gd/ 19
utter /'ma(r)/ 22
utter chaos /,At3 'kaosl 4
vaccinate /'vaksrnert/ 30
vaccination /vekstnafn/ 30
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vaccine /'veksi:n/ 30
value v /'vdju:/ 45
valueless /'vdju:bs/ 78
values /'vdju:z/ 17
vandalism /'vm)dghzam/ 75
vandalize /'vmddaiz/ 75
vanish into thin air /,venif ,Il)t3 ,0in
'ej(r)/ 11
vast /va:sl/ 37
venture /'ventfdr)/ 28
venue /'venju:/ 23
verge (is in on the verge of sth 23, 24
verification /verlfi'kelSn/ 71
verify /'verjfai/ 71
vertical /'vxtikl/ 72
vertical load /,v3:t[kl 'laudl 72
vibrant /'vaibrmu/ 21
vice Naisl 14
victorious /v|k'tj:ri3s/ 23
victory /'vikmri/ 23
video clip /'vIdi3o ,khp/ 31
videoblog /'vidiaUbg/ 31
view v /vju:/ 19
view (is in in view of 68
vigorously /'vtgmsli/ 12
vile /vaji/ 58
virtual /'v3:gid/ 31
virtually /'v3:tSu3li/ 1, 79
virtue /'w:jfu:/ 14
virtuous /'v3:tSljgs/ 14
virus /'valr3s/ 31
visible /'vimbl/ 11
vision l'viyV 11
visualize l'viydaW 75
visually impaired /,viydi im'pexll 80
volatile /'volatad/ 47
volatility /vddtibti/ 47
voluntary /'volantri/ 34
voluntary sector l'vobntri
,sektdr)/ 34
volunteer /vd::n'tidr)/ 34
vow n /vau/ 38
vow to do sth l'vau t8 ,du: ,.../ 38
vulgar /'vAgdr)/ 17
vulnerable /'v,dnorab]/ 15
wl (= with)

73

W/O (= without) 73
waiting as in sorry to keep you
waiting 59
wander /'wonddr)/ 21
wander (is in go for a wander 21
war zone l'wj: ,Z3UI1/ 43
warfare /'w:j:fe;j(r)/ 37
warily /'wemli/ 11
warm up (= become
interesting) /,w:j:m 'npl 26
warm up (= do physical
exercises) /,wj:m '^p/ 9
warm welcome /,w:j:m 'welknml 26
warrant /'worant/ 35
water v /'wj:ta(r)/ 12
water as in fish out of water 20
water-saving /'w3:ta ,SClV[1j/ 28
waterproof /'w3:tgpru:f/ 75
way t\1)V /wei/ 56
way cisiH by the way 64

way (is in in sb's/the way 56
way (is in no way 59
way (is ill the way things are 16
weaken /'wi:km/ 7, 47
weapon /'wepan/ 37
wear off (wear 'ofl 63
wear your heart on your sleeve /,wcm
jj: ,ha:t ,01] j3: 'sli:vl 15
weather as iii under the weather 59
web browser l'web ,brao»(r)/ 31
weeding ((s in do the weeding 24
weeds /wi:dz1 24
·
weekend (is iii long weekend 3
weight (is in pull your weight 18
weird /vmd/ 78
welcomex, Al)j /'wdkam/ 26
welcome change /,welkam
'tfein® 27
What a cheekl (wot ;j 'gi:k/ 19, 58
What a disgrace! /,wDt :j dis'grasl 19
What a nerve! /,wcjt d 'rl3:v/ 58
What can you expect? /,wd1 km ju:
ik'spektl 18
What do you expect? /,WDt d3 ju:
ik'spektl 18
What do you make of ...? /,wd1
ju
'meik avl 14
What on earth . . . ? /'wDt on ,3:0/ 60
whatever /wM'evo(r)/ 49
wheelchair as in be confined to a
wheelchair 30
whenever /wen'evdr)/ 49
Where on earth . . . ? /'wc3r on
,3:0/ 60
wherever /wcm"cv3(1)/ 49
whiskN /wisk/ 20
white lie /,wait 'Jail 53
wholesale change /,hoolsa1
'tjCrn® 27
wicked /'mkid/ 78
widespread criticism jwaidspred
'krmsizaml 4
widespread damage jwatdspred
'daemldy 4
wild (is ill in the wild 29
wildlife /'waddlaif/ 24
wildlife reserve l'waddlaif ri,u:v/ 29
win sb's respect /,win ,... ri'spekll 16
wind sth up /,waind ,... 'npil 46
winds (is in gale-force winds 4
wink v /wirjk/ 73
wipe sb/sth out /,waip ,... 'aotl 29, 30
wipe sth off sth /,waip ,... 'of ,.../ 47
wire as in barbed wire 3
wisdom /'wiztbm/ 50
wise /waiz/ 50
with hindsight /,Wi0 'haindsaiU 57
with reference to /,wid 'refmns td 67
with regard to /,wi0 n'ga:d (3/ 68
withdraw /wiij'dm:/ 48
within reason /wi,&n 'ri:znl 14
without fail /wl'cjao1 'fall 77
withstand /wiO'stand/ 72
wknd (= weekend) 73
wok /wok/ 20
wolf /wolf/ 10
wooden /'wodn/ 22

woody /'wudi/ 12
words tis in eat your words 20
words as in famous last words 66
words ((s in put sth into words 2
work like a dream /,w3:k Jaik a
'dri:ml 62
work out /,w3:k 'autl 9
work sth out /,w3:k ,... 'autl 48
workaholic /w3:kShohk/ 25
working class /,w3:kln 'kla:sl 19
workout /'w3:kaut/ 9
world as in be in a world of your
own 60
worlds as in the best of both
worlds 60
worldwide /'w3:ldwajd/ 34
worn out /,w:j:n 'aotl 3, 78
worship v /'w3:j'ip/ 17
worthless /'w3:0ljs/ 6, 78
worthwhile /m:O'wail/ 6
worthy /'m:Oi/ 6
wrapping paper l'rapig ,peipdr)/ 1
wreck v /rek/ 38
wrinkles /'rirjkds/ 7
wriggle out of /,rrg1 'aot 3V/ 46
write-off l'rait ,of7 3
write sth off /,rait ,... 'ofl 3
wrongs ((s in two wrongs don't make
a right 66
x (= kiss) 73
xlnt (= excellent)

73

yield n /ji:ld/ 47
you bet lju 'bell 59
you can never tell lju Kan ,neva
'tell 66
you can say that again lju k3n
,sc1 'Oat qgenl 59
you can't be serious lju 'ka:nt bi
,sIgri3s/ 59
you never know lju ,[lCV3 'naol 60
your best bet ljj: ,best 'bell 59
your guess is as good as mine /'jj:
,ges lZ qz ,god 3z 'mainl 59
your own boss lji:r gon 'bosl 45
your own company /j3:r ,aun
'k^mp3ni/ 26
you're joking /j3' 'ck3okln/ s9
you're kidding /j:j: 'hdigl 59
you're not gonna believe this /j3T
,no1 ,gona bo'li:v ,0is. ,¢pna/ 2
you're only young once /j:j:r ,monli
jAIj 'wnnsl 66
you've got nothing to lose lju:v ,got
Min t3 'lu:zl 59
yr (= your) 73
yr (= you're) 73
zone /mun/ 43
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